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ABSTRACT
The complex interaction between textured walls/substrates and a fluid is analyzed in differ-
ent buoyant and forced flow problems. Experimental surveys on natural convection along
rib-roughened vertical surfaces are conducted, in addition to numerical analyses of laminar
buoyant flows over ribbed surfaces and of laminar/turbulent forced flows in channels with
rough/permeable boundaries. The numerical work comprises (i) full feature-resolving simula-
tions and (ii) homogenized ones that exploit effective boundary conditions to macroscopically
mimic the phenomena, thus bypassing expensive numerical resolution of the fields near/within
wall corrugations.

The theoretical/numerical work on buoyant flows along ribbed vertical surfaces focuses on
the formulation and validation of high-order effective velocity and temperature boundary con-
ditions at a fictitious plane interface next to the roughness elements. In the first experimental
phase, the buoyant airflow over a heated vertical surface regularly roughened with wooden ribs
of square cross section, either spanwise-elongated or truncated and arranged in a staggered
pattern, is studied at relatively large Rayleigh numbers (Ra of order 108), and varying the rib
height and pitch. The experiments utilize the schlieren method to visualize the thermal boundary
layer and to estimate the local Nusselt number values along the vertical surface; also, miniature
thermocouples are employed to measure the local air temperature near the wall. Exclusively
for staggered ribs, heat transfer enhancement, sensitive to number of rib segments per row, is
found, and the observations reveal the potential of truncated ribs to amplify thermal-field dis-
turbances. The second phase of experiments is aimed at studying similar roughness geometries
under conditions well within the laminar regime (Ra of order 107), which facilitates performing
full/homogenized numerical simulations, to be validated against the experimental results. Both
the continuous and the truncated rib patterns are found to degrade the convective heat transfer
from the surface at such a low Rayleigh number.

In regard to the forced flow problems, first, the fully developed, laminar flow in a channel
bounded by rough/porous walls is considered, and the Beavers-Joseph-Saffman condition for
the slip velocity is revisited. The boundary condition used for the longitudinal velocity, avail-
able from the homogenization theory, applies not only to permeable but also to rough surfaces,
including the case of separated flow. Moreover, the near-wall advection is incorporated into the
analysis by means of an Oseen’s approximation, and this widens the applicability range of the
model considerably. Second, effective boundary conditions of the three velocity components
are implemented to study turbulent channel flows over different porous substrates. The results
demonstrate the possible drag-reducing effect of porous substrates with streamwise-preferential
alignment of the solid inclusions, and show that the r.m.s. fluctuations of the transpiration veloc-
ity at the fictitious interface between the free-fluid region and the perturbed wall, Ṽrms, is a key
control parameter of the roughness function, ∆U+; further analysis reveals that Ṽrms is strongly
correlated to a single macroscopic quantity, Ψ, which comprises the upscaling coefficients of
the model. Finally, a volume-averaging-based analysis of seepage in triply-periodic-minimal-
surface-based porous structures is conducted, under conditions departing from Stokes’. An
advection-sensitive “effective” permeability (rather than the merely geometry-dependent intrin-
sic permeability) in Darcy’s law stems from upscaling, and can be evaluated by solving a closure
problem through a representative elementary volume of the medium. It is found that advection
can significantly reduce permeability, particularly at large porosities.



PREFACE
Different buoyancy-induced and forced flow problems over textured surfaces were tackled ex-
perimentally, mainly using schlieren imaging, and/or numerically through both the conventional
fine-grained CFD simulations and the homogenization-based analysis; application of the latter
treatment, which represents via upscaling a computationally cheaper numerical tool, is a ma-
jor objective of the project. The thesis is based on the following published/submitted/ongoing
papers on buoyant (B) and forced (F) flows, which include the main outputs of the project:

• Paper B1: AHMED, E.N., BOTTARO, A. & TANDA, G. 2022 A homogenization ap-
proach for buoyancy-induced flows over micro-textured vertical surfaces. J. Fluid Mech.
941, A53.

• Paper B2: AHMED, E.N. 2023 Natural-convection heat transfer from regularly ribbed
vertical surfaces: Homogenization-based simulations towards a correlation for the Nus-
selt number. Numer. Heat Transfer A Appl. 83 (9), 991–1013.

• Paper B3: AHMED, E.N., BOTTARO, A. & TANDA, G. 2024 Conjugate natural con-
vection along regularly ribbed vertical surfaces: A homogenization-based study. Numer.
Heat Transfer A Appl. 85 (9), 1331–1355.

• Paper B4: TANDA, G., AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. 2023 Natural convection heat
transfer from a ribbed vertical plate: Effect of rib size, pitch, and truncation. Exp. Therm.
Fluid Sci. 145, 110898.

• Paper B5: TANDA, G., AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. (Submitted 2023) Experimental
observations of the onset of unsteadiness for buoyant airflow along smooth and rough
vertical isothermal walls. Exp. Heat Transfer.
Paper B6: AHMED, E.N. & TANDA, G. 2024 An experimental and numerical study
of laminar natural convection along vertical rib-roughened surfaces. Intl J. Heat Mass
Transfer. 223, 125227.

• Paper F1: AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. 2024 Laminar flow in a channel bounded
by porous/rough walls: revisiting Beavers-Joseph-Saffman. Eur. J. Mech. B Fluids 103,
269–283.

• Paper F2: AHMED, E.N., NAQVI, S.B., BUDA, L. & BOTTARO, A. 2022 A homog-
enization approach for turbulent channel flows over porous substrates: Formulation and
implementation of effective boundary conditions. Fluids 7 (5), 178.

• Paper F3: AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. (Draft, 2024) Exploring the nexus among
roughness function, apparent slip velocity and upscaling coefficients for turbulent flows
over porous/textured walls. To Be Submitted To J. Fluid Mech.

• Paper F4: AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. 2023 Flow through porous metamaterials
formed by TPMS-based unit cells: Effects of advection. Eur. J. Mech. B Fluids 100,
202–207.

The presentation of the articles is preceded by an introduction to the subjects and problems
considered, a chapter on the experimental procedure/tools and the numerical approaches, and a
summary of the objectives and findings of each article.
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It is worth pointing out that the research activities carried out during the Ph.D. period
yielded, in addition, the following contributions (not included in the thesis):

• Oral presentations at conferences/meetings (Presenting Author)

– AHMED, E.N., NAQVI, S.B. & BOTTARO, A. 2022 Turbulence over anisotropic
porous substrates: A homogenization-based study. Presented at EDRFCM2022 /
European Drag Reduction and Flow Control Meeting , Paris, France.

– AHMED, E.N., BOTTARO, A. & TANDA, G. 2022 Natural convection over a verti-
cal ribbed surface. Presented at EFMC14 / 14th European Fluid Mechanics Confer-
ence, Athens, Greece.

– TANDA, G., AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. 2023 Experimental observations of
the onset of unsteadiness for buoyant airflow along smooth and rough vertical isother-
mal walls. Presented at the 40th U.I.T. International Heat Transfer Conference, As-
sisi, Italy.

– AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. 2023 Homogenization-based analytical solution for
laminar flow problems in channels bounded by rough/permeable walls. Presented at
EMI 2023 International Conference, Palermo, Italy.

– AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. 2024 Turbulence over a microstructured wall. Pre-
sented at A Journey through Interfaces, Turbulence, and Moving Bodies in Fluids
(A colloquium on the occasion of Jacques Magnaudet’s 65th birthday), Toulouse,
France.

• Journal publication

– CAMPARDELLI, R., DE NEGRI ATANASIO, G., CAROTENUTO, C., GRIFFO, R.,
AHMED, E.N., CORRALES-GONZÁLEZ, M., WEI, J., TUJU, P.E., MAZZINO, A.
& PRALITS, J.O. 2023 Rotor-stator emulsification in the turbulent inertial regime:
Experiments toward a robust correlation for the droplet size. Langmuir 39 (50),
18518–185251.

• Ongoing paper

– SEGALERBA, E., AHMED, E.N., PENNISI, M.V. & PRALITS, J.O. (Ongoing) An-
alytical modelling of conjugate heat transfer at moderate Reynolds number: From a
plane channel to the human nose. To Be Submitted To Appl. Math. Model.

1This work was initiated during the Ph.D. course in Mathematical Modeling Camp held at the doctoral school
of the Department of Civil, Chemical and Environmental Engineering, Genoa, Italy.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1. BUOYANT FLOWS ALONG RIBBED VERTICAL WALLS

Natural convection heat transfer from vertical ribbed surfaces is relevant to a wide range of
applications. This includes electronic equipment cooling (Incropera, 1988), photovoltaic and
thermal solar systems (Nghana et al., 2022), passive solar heating and ventilation of buildings
(Bohn & Anderson, 1984; Gilani et al., 2017), heat removal in nuclear technology (Tzanos et al.,
1991), cooling garments (Yoshida, 2018; Nishikawa et al., 2020), and many others. Compared
with forced convection, a system that depends on the natural-convection heat transfer regime
has lower cost, simpler design, less noise and vibrations, higher reliability, almost maintenance-
free operations, and better ability for use in hostile environments under dust, moist air, etc. On
the other hand, with the flow driven merely by the buoyancy force, the main problem facing the
designers is the low heat transfer coefficient of these systems relative to those adopting active
heat transfer mechanisms. As a consequence, it’s widely accepted during the design process
of systems with relatively high heat loads to depend on forced convection as the main cooling
regime, and to employ natural convection as a supplementary or a backup system (Bhavnani &
Bergles, 1990), whereas, for small/medium heat loads, the sufficiency of passive cooling should
be investigated first before turning to more sophisticated cooling systems (Johnson, 1986).

The life and long-term reliability of electronic circuits can be considerably increased by
keeping the operating temperature sufficiently below the maximum level allowed by the man-
ufacturer (Nelson et al., 1978; Genot, 1982; Johnson, 1986; Oktay et al., 1986). Nevertheless,
this has become practically challenging owing to the progressive miniaturization of electronic
components, along with the reduction of operational execution time and the increase in power
supply (Joshi et al., 1989; Peterson & Ortega, 1990). Hence, optimization of the heat trans-
fer performance of natural convection systems is essential to cope with higher heat generation
rates per unit volume. Cooling systems of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) represent a typical ap-
plication in which heat transfer enhancements are crucial. The main advantages of LEDs are
their relatively long lifetime and high energy conversion efficiency; these devices are able to
convert almost 40% of the supplied electric power to light while the rest (60%) is converted
to heat (Narendran & Gu, 2005). Here, the critical point is the provision of efficient cooling to
these units, otherwise the temperature increase can lead to dramatic deterioration in their energy
conversion efficiency and life span (Ha & Graham, 2012). For such systems, promoting heat
transfer by means of increasing the volume of the module is not appropriate as it comes at the
expense of safety and cost. Therefore, an optimized design should be pursued for the cooling
systems, that is, the design characterized by a low thermal resistance and an acceptable mass
and volume (Park et al., 2015).

Many experimental and numerical investigations have been carried out, seeking enhance-
ment of the heat transfer performance of natural-convection systems through different tech-
niques, including direct immersion into liquids (Park & Bergles, 1987; Joshi et al., 1989; Tanda,
2017), controlling the spacing of plane heated channels under a variety of boundary conditions
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(Azevedo & Sparrow, 1985; Webb & Hill, 1989), optimization of heat sink design (Park et al.,
2015) and, most related to the current project, adding surface alterations/extensions to vertical
plates exposed to natural convection. The latter is an intuitively appealing solution in analogy to
the well-established concept of heat transfer promotion by adding ribs/fins to surfaces exposed
to forced convection (Bunker & Donnellan, 2003; Chyu et al., 2007; Han et al., 2012). How-
ever, studies on the effectiveness of adding surface alterations (ribs, interrupted fins, dimples,
etc.) to vertical plates exposed to natural convection have not led yet to convincing guidelines,
with some researchers reporting an improvement of up to 200% compared with the performance
of plane vertical plates, and others who have found them useless or even of negative influence
on the local and averaged heat transfer parameters (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990). At first glance,
the findings which have been reported so far appear contradictory (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990),
yet an in-depth analysis of the complex flow patterns over ribbed surfaces and their contrasting
effects can provide insight into the plausible reasons for the differences between the reported
trends, as outlined by Tanda (1997): (i) the presence of ribs may resist and partially block the
natural convection stream, as buoyancy is the only driving force, and consequently reduce the
heat transfer rate (negative effect); (ii) thermally inactive regions just upstream and downstream
of each protrusion where hot recirculating vortices are present can lead to sharp drop in heat
transfer at these locations (negative effect); (iii) ribs provide extra area for natural convection
heat transfer provided that their materials are of high thermal conductivity (positive effect); (iv)
surface roughness may anticipate turbulence and trigger it to occur at relatively low values of
the Rayleigh number, which can favorably affect the characteristics of the natural convection
heat transfer (positive effect). Thus, the study and optimization of heat transfer from corru-
gated/ribbed/finned surfaces have remained fertile fields for research.

A better understanding of the characteristics of buoyancy-driven flows (including the con-
vective heat transfer performance as a main subject) along vertical heated surfaces in general,
and rib-roughened ones in particular, is sought through the literature survey presented below.
In Section 1.1.1., investigations on the map of transition from a purely laminar regime to turbu-
lence are discussed first for the case of a smooth vertical surface exposed to natural convection;
this is followed (in Section 1.1.2.) by mentioning some studies focusing on the consequent ef-
fects on the heat transfer from the plate. In Section 1.1.3., selected researches on the influence
of adding surface perturbations to a vertical heated plate in terms of their potential to trigger an
early transition to turbulence are presented. A detailed discussion on natural convection heat
transfer characteristics over roughened/perturbed surfaces and channels is provided in Section
1.1.4., considering a wide range of studies dealing with different roughness shapes, dimensions,
and thermal conductivity values.

1.1.1. Transition mechanism and criteria over a vertical smooth surface

Transition phenomena in buoyant boundary layers have been studied extensively from the past
century to today. Linear stability theory as well as numerical calculations of the growth and non-
linear interaction of two-dimensional and transverse disturbances have been applied to explore
the transition mechanism for a variety of natural convection flows and conditions (Dring & Geb-
hart, 1968; Gebhart, 1969; Audunson & Gebhart, 1976). Dring & Gebhart (1968) showed that
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as a disturbance in the flow adjacent to a vertical surface is convected downstream, disturbance
components amplify selectively and in a very narrow band of frequencies; further downstream,
non-linear and three-dimensional effects become important (Mahajan & Gebhart, 1979). Since
transitional and turbulent flow regimes can be pertinent to many practical situations, the criteria
ruling the onset of transition in the buoyancy-driven flow along a heated vertical smooth sur-
face are worth investigating, and this can help in the study of the more advanced case of a rough
surface. First, some dimensionless control parameters are defined:

The Prandtl number:

Pr =
momentum diffusivity

thermal diffusivity
=
ν

α
=
µ cp
kf

, (1.1)

where ν, α, µ, cp, and kf denote , respectively, the kinematic viscosity, the thermal diffusivity,
the dynamic viscosity, the specific heat, and the thermal conductivity, all characterizing the fluid
under study.

The Grashof number based on local vertical position:

Grx =
gβ (T̂w − T̂∞) x̂3

ν2
, (1.2)

Where g, β, T̂w, T̂∞, and x̂ denote, respectively, the gravitational acceleration, the thermal
expansion coefficient of the fluid, the wall temperature, the ambient air temperature, and the
vertical coordinate measured from the leading edge to the point of interest on the plate surface.

The Grashof number based on plate height:

Gr =
gβ (T̂w − T̂∞)H3

ν2
, (1.3)

Where H is the overall height of the plate.

The Rayleigh number based on local vertical position:

Rax = Grx × Pr =
gβ (T̂w − T̂∞) x̂3

α ν
. (1.4)

The Rayleigh number based on plate height:

Ra = Gr × Pr =
gβ (T̂w − T̂∞)H3

α ν
, (1.5)

taking into account that the aforementioned definitions of the Grashof and the Rayleigh numbers
are pertinent to a surface with uniform wall temperature (T̂w), while other definitions can be
adopted for a surface exposed to a uniform heat flux.
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Bejan & Lage (1990) showed that the Grashof number (and not the Rayleigh number) marks
the transition in all fluids, with a value of order 109 at the beginning of transition (i.e., Rayleigh
number of about 0.7× 109 when air is the convective fluid), a criterion which is still assumed in
heat transfer books (Bejan, 1993). Nevertheless, as indicated by Godaux & Gebhart (1974), the
lack of a clear definition of transition in many relevant studies on natural convection has been
a source of confusion and inconsistency in the literature, and the considerable disagreement
between the reported values of the critical Grashof numbers in these investigations indicates
the dependency of the experimental results on local conditions, the observation methods or
other factors; this was highlighted by collecting and comparing data from different referential
studies, for instance (Griffiths & Davis, 1922; Saunders, 1936, 1939; Warner & Arpaci, 1968;
Cheesewright, 1968), showing the large spread of the reported values for the Grashof number
at the onset of transition and at the beginning of the fully turbulent flow region. For instance,
Cheesewright (1968), underlining the arbitrary nature of former attempts to specify the begin-
ning and end of transition, indicated a Grashof number of 2 × 109 as the condition at which
significant fluctuations first appear in the boundary layer, yet without significant changes in the
mean temperature profiles or in the trend of heat transfer data; major changes in mean tem-
perature profiles and heat transfer rates were found to appear at a Grashof number of 5 × 109

and up to 8 × 109; the amplitude of temperature fluctuations then decreased with the Grashof
number from 8 × 109 to 2 × 1010, while beyond the last threshold it remained approximately
constant. Kato et al. (1968) analyzed and adapted some previous theories on natural convection
over plane vertical surfaces and proposed a new criterion on the laminar to turbulent transition,
that is, a critical value for the ratio between the potential energy gained due to buoyancy and
the dissipated energy near the wall.

Godaux & Gebhart (1974) studied the route to turbulence in the water buoyant stream along
a vertical smooth surface exposed to a uniform heat flux and reported important characteristics
of the temperature field in the thermal transition region, including the behavior of the mean
temperature profile, the growth rate of the thickness of the thermal boundary layer, and the
amplitudes and predominant frequencies of the temperature disturbances. Their experiments
revealed that the region of transition comprises a “velocity transition” sub-region and a “ther-
mal transition” one. In detail, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, the following stages are encountered in
the route to turbulence: (i) disturbances from the surrounding medium interact with the initially
laminar flow, become two dimensional, and as they are convected downstream they experience a
strong filtering effect that amplifies only a narrow band of frequencies such that the disturbance
energy becomes eventually concentrated in a single frequency; (ii) secondary mean motions
arise which are associated with amplification of transverse disturbances and their interaction
with the two dimensional ones; (iii) the first signs of turbulent disturbances takes place in the
velocity field and alter the viscous boundary layer, yet these disturbances don’t alter the mean
temperature profile immediately; (iv) the onset of thermal transition is recorded further down-
stream, when the turbulent disturbances in the velocity field become strong enough to stimulate
a process of turbulent thermal diffusion, and consequently the thickening rate of thermal bound-
ary layer and the distribution of the mean temperature across it start to deviate from the laminar
behavior; (v) a completely turbulent flow is developed by the end of thermal transition, and this
is supposed to be followed by a region of adjustment of the turbulent parameters to the final
form of the fully turbulent regime. Furthermore, Godaux and Gebhart indicated that the onset
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of thermal transition can not be accurately correlated to the local Grashof number; instead, they
proposed that for transition to occur at some elevation on the heated surface, the total amount
of thermal energy convected from the surface to the boundary layer over the region from the
leading edge to that elevation should reach some particular critical value.

Figure 1.1: The route from a laminar regime to full turbulence in the buoyancy-driven water flow along
a heated vertical surface, as described by Godaux & Gebhart (1974).

Finally, it should be noted that, regardless of the parameter assumed to assess the end of
the laminar regime for the buoyant flow, discrepancies among findings by various researchers
when air is used as convective fluid may be also ascribed to uncontrolled thermal gradients in
the laboratory room which may trigger large-scale air currents, to the confinement configuration
surrounding the heated plate, or to other factors (Cheesewright, 1968; Warner & Arpaci, 1968;
Tsuji & Nagano, 1988).

1.1.2. Effects of transition on flow and heat transfer characteristics

The transition from a laminar regime to a turbulent one is always accompanied by enhance-
ments of momentum and energy exchange between the hot fluid layers near the wall and the
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far layers of lower temperatures. These actions lead to significant modifications in the veloc-
ity and temperature profiles across the viscous and the thermal boundary layers, respectively.
Such modifications mainly appear in the form of higher wall-normal gradients of velocity and
temperature near the heated surface, compared with the laminar flow case. The most favorable
point here is that the majority of resistance to heat transfer now takes place across a thin layer
near the wall instead of the whole boundary layer (Imbriale et al., 2012), which results in a
considerable enhancement of the heat transfer characteristics. A more friendly explanation for
these events can be provided by comparing the classical Squire-Eckert theoretical predictions
(refer to Lienhard & Lienhard (2019)) of the velocity and temperature profiles across the bound-
ary layer for a laminar buoyant stream over a smooth vertical surface with the predictions by
Eckert & Jackson (1950) for turbulent velocity and temperature profiles based on a combina-
tion between theoretical work and analysis of data from the literature; note that these studies
considered fluids with values of Pr ≈ 1 such that the viscous and thermal boundary layers are
approximately identical in thickness.

Squire-Eckert predictions (laminar flow):

û(x̂, ŷ)

ûmax(x̂)
= 6.75

ŷ

δ̂(x̂)

[
1− ŷ

δ̂(x̂)

]2
, (1.6)

Θ(x̂, ŷ) =
T̂ (x̂, ŷ)− T̂∞

T̂w − T̂∞
=

[
1− ŷ

δ̂(x̂)

]2
. (1.7)

Eckert-Jackson predictions (turbulent flow):

û(x̂, ŷ)

ûmax(x̂)
= 1.86

[
ŷ

δ̂(x̂)

] 1
7
[
1− ŷ

δ̂(x̂)

]4
, (1.8)

Θ(x̂, ŷ) =
T̂ (x̂, ŷ)− T̂∞

T̂w − T̂∞
= 1−

[
ŷ

δ̂(x̂)

] 1
7

, (1.9)

where x̂, ŷ, û, ûmax, δ̂, and Θ denote, respectively, the vertical distance measured from the
leading edge, the horizontal coordinate, the streamwise component of the velocity (at the point
of interest), the maximum velocity across the boundary layer (at the elevation of interest), the
boundary layer thickness (at the elevation of interest), and the dimensionless temperature. The
graphical representation of these equations is shown in Fig. 1.2. It’s crystal clear that the veloc-
ity and temperature gradients near the wall are steeper, as expected, in the case of a turbulent
flow regime; for instance, the velocity peaks ten times earlier than the laminar flow case.

To interpret the expected favorable effects of the transition to turbulence on the convective
heat transfer characteristics, the following parameters of interest are defined first: the local heat
transfer coefficient (h), the average heat transfer coefficient (hD) evaluated over the vertical
surface area from the leading edge to some elevation D, the Nusselt numbers (Nux and NuD)
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Figure 1.2: Graphical comparison between laminar and turbulent dimensionless velocity profiles (top)
and laminar and turbulent dimensionless temperature profiles (bottom).

calculated based on the local heat transfer coefficient and either the vertical position of the point
of interest x̂ or the characteristic heightD, respectively, and the average Nusselt number (NuD).
They are defined as follows:

h = −kf,w
(∂T̂ /∂ŷ)w

T̂w − T̂∞
, (1.10)

hD =
1

D

∫
D

h dx̂, (1.11)

Nux =
h x̂

kf
, NuD =

hD

kf
, (1.12)

NuD =
1

D

∫
D

NuD dx̂, (1.13)
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Table 1.1: Sample referential correlations of Nu under laminar and turbulent conditions. The last equa-
tion by Churchill & Chu (1975) can be used under laminar and turbulent flow conditions (all values of
Ra) but their first equation is the preferred one in terms of accuracy under laminar flow conditions.

References Validity ranges Correlations
105 ≲ Ra ≲ 109,

Squire-Eckert theory Pr not too low Nu = 0.678Ra0.25
(

Pr

0.952 + Pr

)0.25

105 ≲ Ra ≲ 109,

Eckert & Jackson (1950) Pr close to 1, Nu = 0.555Ra0.25

Lam. (ideally Pr ≈ 0.72)

flow 105 ≲ Ra ≲ 109,

Le Fevre (1956) Pr = 0 → ∞ Nu = Ra0.25
(

Pr

2.435 + 4.884Pr0.5 + 4.952Pr

)0.25

0 < Ra ≲ 109,

Churchill & Chu (1975) Pr = 0 → ∞ Nu = 0.68 + 0.67Ra0.25

[
1 +

(
0.492

Pr

) 9
16

]−4
9

Ra ≳ 109,

Eckert & Jackson (1950) Pr close to 1, Nu = 0.021Ra0.4

Turb. (ideally Pr ≈ 0.72)

flow Ra ≳ 109,

Churchill & Chu (1975) Pr = 0 → ∞ Nu =


0.825 +

0.387Ra
1
61 +(0.492

Pr

) 9
16


8
27
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with kf,w and kf the values of the fluid thermal conductivity evaluated, respectively, at the wall
(ŷ = 0) and at the film temperature (T̂film = (T̂w+ T̂∞)/2). Basically, the local Nusselt number
(Nux) and the average Nusselt number (NuD) can be expressed as functions of the Grashof
number and the Prandtl number, for instance:

Nux = f1 (Grx, P r), NuD = f2 (GrD, P r) (1.14)

Through the literature, it has been found that the independent variable in these equations mainly
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takes the form Gr × Pr, that is, the Rayleigh number. Based on this finding, most studies cor-
related the Nusselt number to the Rayleigh number, as the significant variable, and the Prandtl
number, representing a secondary parameter (Lienhard & Lienhard, 2019):

Nux = F1 (Rax, P r), NuD = F2 (RaD, P r) (1.15)

Experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted through the literature of natural
convection heat transfer over vertical flat surfaces to explore the performance of the Nusselt
number under laminar and turbulent flow conditions. Sample correlations for both cases are
present in Table 1.1 with indications of their ranges of validity. A graphical comparison between
the performance of the surface-averaged Nusselt number with the changes in the plate Rayleigh
number under laminar versus turbulent conditions is presented in Fig. 1.3 based on correlations
from the literature. As can be realized, the transition to turbulence leads to an enhancement in
the heat transfer performance compared to the laminar flow case.

Figure 1.3: The behavior of Nu with Ra for laminar vs. turbulent conditions.

1.1.3. Turbulence anticipation by roughening the heated surface

The possibility of a premature transition to turbulence when roughness elements (e.g., ribs) are
attached to the vertical heated surface exposed to the buoyancy-induced flow has been indicated
in many references (Anderson & Bohn, 1986; Bhavnani & Bergles, 1991; Tanda, 1997, 2008;
Yao, 2006; Imbriale et al., 2012). However, on many occasions, the researchers mentioned this
influence just as an introduction to their work, as a comment on relevant previous studies or as
a conclusion that is not supported by sufficient measurements, and thus without a comprehen-
sive analysis of the origin and consequences of this phenomenon. For instance, Tanda (1997,
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2008) indicated that roughening a vertical heated surface can induce disturbances in the laminar
buoyant stream and, hence, anticipate transition to turbulence (i.e. trigger it at a lower Grashof
number compared with the smooth surface case). This statement was a mere justification of the
importance of analyzing the complex effects of surface alterations on the heat transfer charac-
teristics. Yao (2006) carried out numerical work on a vertical complex wavy surface, assuming
laminar flow conditions. Nevertheless, it was mentioned that surface corrugations may lead to
an early transition of the natural-convection boundary layer, leading to a further improvement
of the heat transfer capability of the surface—a mechanism which wasn’t studied in that paper.
Imbriale et al. (2012) elucidated that the natural-convection flow can be early tripped to tur-
bulence with the aid of strong boundary layer perturbations stimulated by surface disturbances
such as surface obstructions (steps/coils/3D shapes), indentations (cavities/dimples), and rough-
ness. However, no signs of transition were realized/captured in their experiments on different
configurations of inclined and V-ribs.

Bhavnani & Bergles (1991) conducted experiments on the heat transfer performance over
a vertical sinusoidal wavy surface with the aid of Mach-Zehnder interferometry optical tech-
nique. Visualizations revealed that, at a wave-amplitude-to-wave-length ratio of 0.3, the bound-
ary layer becomes unstable at a Grashof number (based on the profile length) of around 2× 107

which is one or two orders of magnitude lower than the critical value for the onset of transi-
tion on a plane vertical surface. In detail, flow instabilities appear to increase on each upward
facing surface as a result of flow separation, whereas partial stabilization takes place later on
the downward facing surface. This mechanism occurs in a periodic manner causing a grad-
ual growth of instabilities under transition is supposed to be reached. However, Bhavnani and
Bergles highlighted that the available observations/data were not sufficient to clearly prove that
the visualized instabilities represent a true transition.

Anderson & Bohn (1986) investigated natural convection heat transfer through a water-filled
cubical enclosure consisting of two opposite vertical sides with different thermal conditions
(one heated and one cooled) while the other four sides were kept adiabatic. The heated vertical
surface was either smooth or machine-roughened by a net of intersecting grooves, in order to
study the effects of perturbing the surface on the onset of transition and on the heat transfer rate.
Experimental observations using the mirage flow visualization technique revealed that transition
was triggered at a vertical position which is lower by 5% than its corresponding location in the
case of the flat surface; the consequent changes in the heat transfer behavior from the surface
were monitored, and enhancements were reported for some cases.

1.1.4. Effects of surface alterations on natural convection heat transfer

This subsection presents a literature survey on the influence of disturbing vertical heated sur-
faces on the natural convection heat transfer, with focus on surface ribs and corrugations. In
contrast to fins, ribs are by definition relatively small surface disturbances which affect the heat
transfer rate from the surface mainly by altering the average heat transfer coefficient, while the
increase in the heat transfer area is secondary. Therefore, attaching ribs rather than fins to the
heated surface is advantageous in terms of minimizing the overall weight and size of the device,
provided that the ribs are proved to be efficient in dissipating heat. There are situations where
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roughness or obstacles are present naturally (or to perform functions related to the specific ap-
plication, without paying primary attention to their impact on heat transfer) and others in which
they are added intentionally to alter the buoyant-flow behavior and the heat transfer characteris-
tics, for instance by producing physical disturbances in the laminar boundary layer which may
stimulate an earlier transition to turbulence and, therefore, lead to an enhancement of the heat
transfer performance. The former may be the case of electronic circuit boards, while passive so-
lar systems and photovoltaic modules are examples of the latter. A proper understanding of the
flow and thermal behaviors in these systems, in both cases, is essential for design optimization
and/or operational restrictions.

From a conceptual point of view, when a heated vertical surface is periodically roughened,
for instance with rib elements, a complex interaction takes place between the protrusions and
the adjacent buoyancy-driven fluid layer, resulting in perturbation of the velocity and thermal
fields in the vicinity of the wall, in a quasi-periodic manner, along with macroscopic devel-
opment of the viscous and thermal boundary layers; accordingly, the distribution of the local
heat transfer coefficient along the surface deviates both qualitatively and quantitatively from
the corresponding distribution along a smooth surface. In particular, the local Nusselt number
is significantly affected by mainstream separation and reattachment actions within the inter-rib
regions, experiencing successive oscillations along the vertical surface (Bhavnani & Bergles,
1990; Tanda, 1997, 2017; Nishikawa et al., 2020). The overall effect of surface roughening on
the heat transfer rate can depend on many parameters including, for example, geometric prop-
erties of the protrusions, distribution and density of the roughness pattern, the Grashof number,
the Prandtl number, and the flow regime. As widely discussed in the literature, ribs over a ver-
tical surface may induce marked modification to the buoyant flow and, at the same time, add an
extra heat transfer area (yet not as large as the area provided by fins). Although the increase in
surface area is clearly beneficial to the heat transfer rate exchanged with the convective fluid,
the effectiveness of roughness elements in enhancing the heat transfer coefficient is intriguingly
controversial, with some studies indicating a slight increase (relative to the smooth surface) in
limited circumstances (e.g., zigzag-shaped surfaces (Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020) and stepped
surfaces (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990)) and others finding a general reduction, as in the case of
repeated spanwise-elongated ribs of square cross section (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990; Tanda,
1997), due to the presence of stagnation zones just up- and downstream of the ribs, which re-
sult in local thickening of the thermal boundary layer. For some roughness geometries, the
combined effect of the increase in surface area and the slight decrease of the heat transfer coef-
ficient yields, eventually, an enhancement of the heat transfer rate (for example, complex wavy
surfaces (Yao, 2006)). Further, provided that in the laminar flow regime the surface roughness
elements have a limited influence (negative in most cases) on the local heat transfer coefficient
(as indicated, for instance, by Fujii et al. (1973)), a perspective of heat transfer enhancement
may be related to the chance of triggering the transition to turbulence at lower Rayleigh numbers
relative to the smooth surface case.

The need to better understand the interaction between the surface microstructure and the
buoyancy-driven flow has motivated many experimental and numerical investigations to assess
the usefulness and the feasibility of adding different types of protrusions to the heated surfaces
in terms of their effects on the flow regime, the heat transfer characteristics, and the mass of
the cooling modules. Examples of some surface alterations/extensions, considered in previous
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investigations, are displayed in Fig. 1.4, including periodic (wavy, rounded, zigzag) corru-
gations (Kishinami et al., 1990; Bhavnani & Bergles, 1991; Yao, 2006; Hærvig & Sørensen,
2020), steps (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990), two-dimensional ribs (Tanda, 1997; Cavazzuti &
Corticelli, 2008), and different arrangements of fins (Guglielmini et al., 1987; Ahmadi et al.,
2014; El Ghandouri et al., 2020). Various experimental techniques have been adopted for map-
ping the thermal field to assess the detailed heat transfer performance. Two-dimensional and
three-dimensional feature-resolving numerical simulations have also been demonstrated to be
powerful tools for the acquisition of large amounts of data on thermal fields and flow regimes,
particularly for complex configurations (Yao, 2006; Cavazzuti & Corticelli, 2008; Ahmadi et al.,
2014; Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020). Selected experimental/numerical studies from the literature,
categorized based on the type of surface alteration, are discussed below in more detail.

Figure 1.4: Schematic drawings of some surface alterations examined in the literature. The indicated
geometries are (from top left to bottom right): sinusoidal waves (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1991), complex
waves (Yao, 2006), convex-concave semi-circles (Kishinami et al., 1990), zigzag shaping (Hærvig &
Sørensen, 2020), steps (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990); transverse square ribs (Tanda, 1997), transverse
trapezoidal ribs (Cavazzuti & Corticelli, 2008), rippled vertical fins (El Ghandouri et al., 2020), stag-
gered arrangement of interrupted fins (Guglielmini et al., 1987), in-line arrangement of interrupted fins
(Ahmadi et al., 2014).

• Natural convection to air from vertical surfaces with transverse ribs:

The advantages of depending on the natural convection regime for heat dissipation from a sys-
tem have been detailed at the beginning of Section 1.1.. The simplest method is natural con-
vection air-cooling by means of air circulation due to the buoyancy effect (Johnson, 1986)
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stimulated by the temperature difference between the hot surface and the surrounding environ-
ment. One of the surface roughening methods which attracted the attention of many researchers
through the past decades is to attach transverse (i.e., spanwise-elongated) ribs to the heated
surface in the hope of enhancing the heat transfer to air.

Hung & Shiau (1988) studied natural convection in a vertical channel with one surface
supplied with a uniform heat flux and roughened with a single transverse protrusion of a rect-
angular cross-section, while the opposite surface of the channel is smooth and is kept adiabatic.
the experimental work included both quantitative temperature measurements in addition to flow
regime visualization by means of smoke injection. The observations and measurements revealed
that the presence of the protrusion (which is positioned in the mid-height of the heated surface)
originated a downstream recirculation region followed by a turbulence zone, and thus the heat
transfer characteristics from the plate surface there were of the turbulent type. Desrayaud &
Fichera (2002) conducted two-dimensional numerical simulations to analyze the conjugate heat
transfer through a channel of two isothermal sides with a protrusion of a rectangular cross-
section attached to each of them. Only laminar flow regime was considered. The two protru-
sions were located symmetrically on the opposite sides, and their location was changed from
one simulation to another, specifically, the bottom, the middle, and the top of the channel. Both
adiabatic and thermally conductive ribs were considered, and the results showed that the latter
are more favorable. It was found that the air mass flow rate always decreases with the increase
of the rib distance from the channel leading edge. However, at high channel Rayleigh numbers,
the average Nusselt number was the best when the ribs were positioned at the highest location.

Bhavnani & Bergles (1990) carried out experiments (with the aid of a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer) on natural convection along an isothermal vertical surface with repeated transverse
square ribs. They reported that attaching highly conducting ribs to the surface may decrease
the overall heat transfer rate by more than 25%, whereas a lower deterioration, or even a slight
enhancement, was detected with low-conductivity ribs since they interrupt the thickening of the
thermal boundary layer, promoting the heat transfer process within the inter-rib regions of the
baseplate. Tanda (1997) investigated natural convection heat transfer to air in a vertical channel
with one side heated (isothermal) and rib-roughened with integrated square transverse elements
of high thermal conductivity. The experimental work employed the schlieren optical technique
to construct the temperature gradient field. It was concluded that the presence of ribs reduces
the average Nusselt Nusselt number by about 28%, and a more pronounced deterioration (up to
44%) occurs in the case of a very low channel spacing-to-height ratio (typically below 0.1). The
results by Tanda (2008) for the same configuration, but varying the number of ribs and using
adiabatic ones, were not too different: adiabatic ribs decreased the average heat transfer coef-
ficient of the vertical surface by up to 43%, and heat transfer enhancement was attained only
locally, at a certain distance downstream of the rib, and not for very narrow channels. Small
spacing between ribs was proved to be unfavorable as it hinders the process by which the fresh
buoyant air is dragged towards the inter-rib region to wash it from the hot inactive recirculation
zones. Cavazzuti & Corticelli (2008) numerically studied conjugate natural convection through
a channel with one adiabatic surface and an opposite isothermal surface roughened with two-
dimensional trapezoidal ribs; the ribbed channel cases examined were not found to outperform
the smooth one, and recommendations were given to alleviate the deterioration, for example by
using high-thermal-conductivity ribs with high lateral wall inclination. Nishikawa et al. (2020)
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studied conjugate natural convection along a vertical surface with minuscule square ribs of low
thermal conductivity, as a simplified representation of the yarns of a textile material. Intrigu-
ingly, a minor cooling effect was detected when the ribs were arranged at an adequate pitch,
sufficient to allow the cool stream to be guided onto the base surface in the inter-rib regions.

• Immersion of heated vertical ribbed surfaces into liquids:

Despite the simplicity of natural convection air-cooling systems, their applicability is limited
by the low heat transfer coefficient of air. Liquid cooling of micro-electronic components and
packaged electronic modules has been receiving more attention due to its high heat removal
capability and improved packaging and circuit density (Peterson & Ortega, 1990; Behnia &
Dehghan, 1998). The cooling liquids for such applications must be highly dielectric, non-toxic,
and thermally and chemically stable under the conditions of the operation. For these reasons,
dielectric fluids, like the family of Fluorinerts, are used as cooling liquids instead of water
(Behnia & Dehghan, 1998). However, only for experimental purposes, water may be used as a
coolant.

Joshi et al. (1989) experimentally studied natural convection heat transfer to water from a
free vertical surface with a single column of eight heated rectangular rib segments (of width
less than the plate’s). Besides temperature measurements, the flow was visualized with the aid
of Helium-Neon Laser, and the inactive flow regions in the vicinity of each protrusion were rec-
ognized. The viscous boundary layer was found to be thinner with the increase of the heat flux.
Wroblewski & Joshi (1994) conducted three-dimensional numerical simulations of the conju-
gate heat transfer for the case of a heated substrate-mounted chip in a box filled with Fluorinert
(FC-75). They found that the ratio between the substrate and the fluid thermal conductivity co-
efficients significantly affects the maximum chip temperature. More recently, Abidi-Saad et al.
(2016) carried out an experimental investigation on water natural convection in a vertical chan-
nel with an adiabatic protrusion on each side, while only a middle zone of one side is heated.
Experiments employed thermocouples for temperature measurements and the particle-imaging
velocimetry technique for acquiring the velocity field. Large-scale recirculation was detected
during the transient analysis. By varying the location of the symmetrically positioned protru-
sions, they found that the most complex flow behavior is encountered in the case of the top-
position ribs, with birth, merging, and disappearance of the vortices. Only the top-position ribs
were able to enhance the average heat transfer coefficient, and this effect was attainable only
for specific thermal and geometric conditions. Tanda (2017) performed experiments on wa-
ter natural convection in a vertical channel with the heated side regularly roughened with five
transverse, square-cross-sectioned ribs; the experimental data, recast in dimensionless form,
were compared with those found in an earlier experimental survey on air natural convection
(Tanda, 1997), and the local/average convective Nusselt numbers were found to be in excellent
agreement at the same Rayleigh number and dimensionless geometric parameters, although the
two fluid are different in terms of the Prandtl number.
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• Wall alteration by simple surface shaping (Steps, Zigzag-shaping, etc.):

Some researchers focused on the effects of modifying the heated surface by simple deflections
and alterations. Interestingly, the results were favorable from the heat transfer point of view. Be-
sides their investigation on adiabatic and thermally conductive square ribs, Bhavnani & Bergles
(1990) studied within the same framework air natural convection from vertical heated surfaces
with repeated steps. The experimental work revealed that, for the optimum height-to-pitch ratio
of the steps, the convective heat transfer rate increases by about 23% compared to the flat sur-
face. This finding was in contradiction to their negative results for the case of ribs. Hærvig &
Sørensen (2020) examined and optimized natural convection heat transfer from zigzag-ribbed
isothermal surfaces by performing a set of two-dimensional numerical simulations, varying the
length, the pitch, and the height of the zigzag shape. Under the laminar flow assumption, it
was concluded that, only if the proper dimensions are used, the zigzag-ribbed surfaces can pro-
mote the heat transfer characteristics. The increase in the average Nusselt number was up to
5%, which corresponded to an enhancement in the heat transfer rate of about 12% (taking into
account the increase in surface area).

• Natural convection heat transfer from wavy vertical surfaces:

Kishinami et al. (1990) analyzed the heat transfer from a vertical surface corrugated with a pat-
tern of convex/concave semi-circles attached to each other, examining the effects of changing
the heating spot (either the convex region or the concave region). The experimental observa-
tions, with the aid of Mach-Zehnder interferometry, showed that vortex motion appears at the
rear of the convex elements, consisting of two separate vortices rotating in opposite directions
due to separation of the boundary layer and interaction of the main fluid stream with the vortex
zone. Obviously, This makes the flow over the concave elements almost inactive, and conse-
quently supplying heat to the concave elements (choosing them, instead of the convex ones, as
the heating spots) results in a less effective operation from the heat transfer standpoint. Later,
employing the same optical technique, Bhavnani & Bergles (1991) investigated natural convec-
tion heat transfer from a sinusoidal wavy vertical surface, varying the wave amplitude-to-length
ratio. They reported that the heat transfer characteristics of the wavy surface differ considerably
from the flat one only when the amplitude-to-wavelength ratio is relatively large; increasing this
ratio yields a higher convective heat transfer rate in comparison with a flat surface having the
same projected area, yet an adverse influence is clear when the comparison is made with a flat
plate of an area equal to the typical surface area of the corrugated wall. In addition, boundary
layer instabilities appeared at a Grashof number of 2 × 107 (local Gr, based on profile length)
which is lower than the upper threshold of the laminar flow regime in the case of a flat vertical
surface. Yao (2006) examined whether the above-mentioned enhancement in the heat transfer
rate can be amplified by increasing the complexity of surface alteration in the hope of promot-
ing the interaction between the boundary layer and the corrugations. This was done by studying
a wavy surface formed by the sum of two sinusoidal waves (a fundamental one and its first
harmonic), varying the amplitude of each wave independently. Thanks to the extra heat transfer
area added by corrugating the vertical surface, it was found that the heat transfer rate may be
doubled in comparison with a flat plate of the same projected area.
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1.2. FORCED CHANNEL FLOWS OVER TEXTURED WALLS

The laminar/turbulent forced flow in a channel is crucially sensitive to the small-scale features
of the rough/porous bounding walls. As the fluid passes near/within the surface corrugations,
a complex, generally three-dimensional, hydrodynamic interaction takes place, which can sig-
nificantly alter the flow behavior not only in the interfacial layer but also in the channel flow
region fairly away from the boundary, as an extended effect on the macroscopic problem. With
the significant progress in manufacturing and fabrication techniques, the study of the interac-
tion between the microscale features of the surface (such as roughness, porosity, irregularity,
compliance, superhydrophobicity, etc.) and the adjacent fluid flow has become more important
for several applications. The numerical complexity of fully resolving the micro-details of the
surface, especially when turbulent flows are studied via Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)
or even Large Eddy Simulations (LES), represents a challenge, and this can be a major hurdle
when optimization of the surface (in terms of reducing skin-friction drag, promoting heat/mass
transfer, etc.) is the ultimate goal. Therefore, the development of accurate macroscopic models
for the fluid-wall interaction has become a very active field of research.

1.2.1. The slip velocity over rough/permeable boundaries

Starting with the literature on the laminar flow overlying a permeable substrate, one can
realize that the low-Reynolds-number motion of an incompressible fluid in a plane channel
bounded by a porous wall (which borders the duct, for instance, in ŷ = 0) has been a classical
problem since the seminal experimental work by Beavers & Joseph (1967). They observed that
the flow rate in the channel was larger in the presence of the porous layer than with a no-slip
wall and hypothesized that the fluid could slip at some Stokes–Darcy interface with velocity

ûslip =

√
K̂
α

∂û

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
ŷ→0+

+
K̂
µ
M, (1.16)

with the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.16) corresponding to Darcy’s velocity; K̂ is a scalar
measure of the permeability of the porous medium in its bulk, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and
M = |∂p̂/∂x̂| denotes the magnitude of the macroscopic, streamwise pressure gradient. The
dimensionless constant αwas later observed to depend on the properties and the geometry of the
permeable material near the dividing surface, on the local direction of the flow, on the Reynolds
number and on the possible presence of structural non-uniformities at the surface of the porous
medium, where the porosity is locally larger (Larson & Higdon, 1986; Sahraoui & Kaviany,
1992). Such non-uniformities are hardly avoidable in practice since solid inclusions cannot
pack as tightly near the porous/free-fluid interface as they do in the bulk of the porous medium
(Nield, 2009). Saffman (1971) gave a theoretical justification of the empirical condition by
Beavers & Joseph (1967) by first applying ensemble averaging to the Stokes equation across
the porous/free-fluid domain and then performing asymptotic matching at the two edges of the
interface layer. A closer look at Saffman’s development reveals that, upon retaining terms up to
second order in the small parameter

√
K̂, the slip velocity is the same as in Eq. (1.16) except
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for Darcy’s term, which was found to be corrected by an order one dimensionless factor B, to
become (BK̂/µ)M. The literature is rich of studies that sought to revisit/extend/generalize the
Beavers-Joseph-Saffman (BJS) condition and/or investigate its limitations and deficiencies, e.g.
Refs. (Neale & Nader, 1974; Vafai & Kim, 1990; Auriault, 2010; Eggenweiler & Rybak, 2020,
2021; Strohbeck et al., 2023).

Some of the papers that followed the works by Beavers, Joseph and Saffman used upscal-
ing theories to close the problem and identify the constant α (and, rarely, also B). Mikelić
and colleagues (using asymptotic homogenization) and Whitaker and colleagues (using volume
averaging) are among the major contributors, extensively cited in the recent review by Bot-
taro (2019). The asymptotic, multiscale homogenization approach is a theoretical framework
through which the rapidly varying properties of the surface (the porous substrate in the present
case) can be replaced by upscaled properties such as slip, interface permeability, etc. (Babuška,
1976; Bottaro, 2019), which contribute to the definition of effective boundary conditions at a
fictitious plane interface next to the physical rough/porous boundaries wall; the macroscale
behavior of the channel flow is then targeted, bypassing the need to fully resolve the motion be-
tween/in close vicinity of the solid protrusions/grains. This technique has been known and used
by applied mathematicians for a long time, yet, in more recent years, it has been rediscovered
and applied to a variety of physically relevant cases. The approach relies on the asymptotic ex-
pansion of the dependent variables in terms of a wisely-chosen small parameter whose existence
is related to the presence of well-separated scales, for instance a microscopic length scale (ℓ)

and a macroscopic length scale (H >> ℓ), so that the parameter ϵ =
ℓ

H
<< 1 can be defined,

and the solution of the problem can be sought up to different orders of accuracy in terms of ϵ.
Although the classical first-order slip condition over a generic solid surface, proposed by

Navier (1823), was based on empirical considerations concerning the near-wall flow behavior,
recent studies adopting the homogenization technique have provided a robust method for the es-
timation of Navier’s slip length, λ, without the need for any ad hoc correlation (Jiménez Bolaños
& Vernescu, 2017). A tensorial generalization of the first-order Navier’s slip condition over a
micro-textured surface was given by Zampogna et al. (2019), with the slip tensor depending
on the geometry of the roughness pattern. High-order effective boundary conditions were later
derived by Bottaro & Naqvi (2020), for the flow over a rough surface, and by Sudhakar et al.
(2021) and Naqvi & Bottaro (2021), for the flow over a porous bed. In view of the recent find-
ings, a homogenization-based, second-order accurate, BJS-like condition for the streamwise
slip velocity can be written as follows:

ûslip = λ̂
∂û

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
ŷ→0+

+
K̂itf

µ
M; (1.17)

the coefficients λ̂, a Navier slip length, and K̂itf , the interface permeability, are not simply
proportional to

√
K̂ and K̂, and can be found by solving microscopic (auxiliary) problems in a

representative unit cell, for any regular microscopic pattern. It should be highlighted that:

• The BJS-like condition (1.17) is valid for both permeable and rough, impermeable layers;
in the latter case, K̂ vanishes, whilst λ̂ and K̂itf do not.

• Computed values of λ̂ and K̂itf are available in the literature for many rough (Lācis et al.,
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2020; Bottaro & Naqvi, 2020; Sudhakar et al., 2021) and porous (Lācis et al., 2020;
Sudhakar et al., 2021; Naqvi & Bottaro, 2021) wall microstructures.

• If the microscopic pattern of the rough/permeable wall had a preferential orientation at an
angle different from 0 or 90 degrees from the direction of the pressure gradient (here in
x̂), a near-wall transverse velocity component, ŵ, would appear (Stone et al., 2004).

• Under turbulent flow conditions, it is necessary to define a three-directional effective ve-
locity at the fictitious wall, even if the mean flow is one-directional. This is important
since turbulent fluctuations along directions both tangent and normal to the fictitious in-
terface considerably affect the behavior of the turbulent boundary layer and, therefore, the
skin-friction drag (Orlandi et al., 2006; Orlandi & Leonardi, 2006, 2008; Bottaro, 2019;
Lācis et al., 2020). Definition of the velocity vector at the virtual interface, valid up to
second-order accuracy, is available in Ref. Naqvi & Bottaro (2021), and is discussed here
in Section 2.2.2..

Moreover, when the flow regime in the interfacial layer departs considerably from the Stokes
behavior, it becomes necessary to incorporate the effects of near-wall advection into the homog-
enization scheme, in order to extend the applicability range of the homogenization model. An
Oseen-like linearization was proposed by Buda (2021) to try to partially take into account such
effects when the microscopic problem is analyzed; accordingly, the boundary condition 1.17
is still valid, yet with macroscopic coefficients sensitive to a Reynolds number (pertinent to
the near-wall motion), besides their original dependence on the micro-structural details of the
boundary. However, should flow instabilities be present in the domain (e.g., at relatively high
Reynolds numbers) in the form of vortex shedding next to the protrusions/grains or, eventu-
ally, transition to turbulence, homogenization would become a more complex undertaking. For
instance, tackling near-wall advection with Oseen’s linearization in the presence of such in-
stabilities may be questionable, and a fully nonlinear model is probably needed; this could be
achieved by the use of adjoint homogenization (Bottaro, 2019). In addition, when near-wall
transient effects are significant, they should be considered in the upscaling framework, and
sufficiently large microscopic unit cells must be identified (Agnaou et al., 2016).

1.2.2. Turbulent flows in channels with textured/altered walls

The large skin-friction drag characterizing wall-bounded turbulent flows, as compared to
laminar ones, represents a major challenge in engineering applications where efficiency and
running costs of fluid transport systems are of interest. This has motivated several experimental
and numerical studies aimed at a better understanding of the phenomenon of turbulence produc-
tion and generation of Reynolds shear stress in such flows (Mansour et al., 1988; Bernard et al.,
1993; Orlandi & Jiménez, 1994; Vreman & Kuerten, 2014); the coherent structures in the inner
region of the wall layer and the bursting (ejection) and sweep (inrush) events related to such
structures have been the object of intense research activities (Kline et al., 1967; Cantwell, 1981;
Jeong et al., 1997; Guo et al., 2010). The design of active or passive techniques for turbulent
drag reduction requires in-depth understanding of the interacting mechanisms which contribute
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to near-wall turbulence, in order for its effective control. The near-wall flow is characterized by
a self-sustaining cycle responsible for the regeneration of turbulent fluctuations, owing to the
dynamic interaction between longitudinal velocity streaks and quasi-streamwise vortices; this
cycle is independent of the nature of the outer flow (Jiménez & Pinelli, 1999). Attenuating (or
suppressing) any of the processes involved in this autonomous cycle can lead to a less disturbed
flow field (or even to relaminarization) (Jiménez & Pinelli, 1999), a clear advantage when the
objective of the control is skin-friction drag.

Many investigations have been conducted to optimize and assess the effectiveness and fea-
sibility of active and passive drag reduction techniques, to favorably alter the structure of the
turbulent boundary layer. Active techniques, involving energy input, have proved to yield signif-
icant drag reduction in wall-bounded turbulent flows. For instance, optimized uniform blowing
of the fluid through a spanwise slot can produce a local drag reduction of 80% downstream of
the slot (Kim et al., 2003), while sufficiently high suction rates through a short porous flush-
mounted strip can allow for local relaminarization of the turbulent boundary layer, resulting in
a drag reduction of more than 50% (Antonia et al., 1995). Counter-rotating large-scale stream-
wise vortices, externally initiated by a transverse array of longitudinal plasma actuators, can
stabilize the streaks in the near-wall flow and attenuate the coherent structures, interrupting the
turbulence regeneration cycle; a drag reduction of more than 25% can be achieved (Mahfoze
& Laizet, 2017; Cheng et al., 2021). Other studies focused on forcing wall-normal fluctuations
(Kang & Choi, 2000) or in-plane wall oscillations (Choi, 2002; Wise & Ricco, 2014).

Passive drag reduction techniques have also been investigated extensively, along with re-
markable advances in bio-inspired designs. Super-hydrophobic surfaces can reduce drag up to
approximately 80% under optimal conditions, mainly due to the large effective slip of aque-
ous solutions on the walls (Rastegari & Akhavan, 2015). Riblets (longitudinal surface grooves)
have proved to mitigate the velocity fluctuations near the wall, resulting in a more uniform flow
field (Bechert & Bartenwerfer, 1989). The skin-friction drag over surfaces altered with riblets
is crucially sensitive to their geometry and to the Reynolds number of the flow in their vicin-
ity (characterized, for instance, by the lateral spacing of riblets measured in wall units, s+) as
found by many investigators (Walsh & Lindemann, 1984; Bechert et al., 1997; El-Samni et al.,
2007; Gatti et al., 2020; Endrikat et al., 2021a,b; von Deyn et al., 2022). Achieving drag re-
duction is thus contingent on the proper design of riblets for the specific operational conditions
encountered. For example, the experiments by (Bechert et al., 1997) on different configurations
of riblets revealed that an optimized drag reduction of almost 10% can be attained, in particular
with longitudinal blade ribs having depth and thickness equal to, respectively, 0.5 and 0.02 of
the lateral rib spacing and with s+ ≈ 17. It should be noted that drag reduction breaks down
at excessively large values of s+; this is associated with the occurrence of inertial-flow mech-
anisms such as the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (Garcia-Mayoral & Jimenez, 2011; Endrikat
et al., 2021a)

The ability of properly engineered permeable substrates to reduce skin-friction drag in tur-
bulent channel flows, as a passive technique, has recently attracted much interest. Porous sub-
strates are encountered in various natural and engineering applications, and have been a source
of inspiration for many studies in which the effects of wall permeability on the behavior of the
overlying turbulent boundary layer and the consequent reduction/increase in the skin-friction
drag have been assessed. Several configurations of the porous substrate have been investigated,
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with different values of the porosity (θ) and under different flow conditions. The diagonal com-
ponents of the permeability tensor of the porous medium (K̂xx, K̂yy, K̂zz) and the Navier-slip
coefficients (λ̂x, λ̂z) at the dividing surface between the free-fluid region in the channel and
the permeable layer are main parameters that have been widely tested in a number of inves-
tigations. In the following, x̂, ŷ and ẑ denote, respectively, the streamwise, wall-normal and
spanwise directions. The numerical work by Rosti et al. (2015) on turbulent channel flows
over isotropic porous substrates (K̂xx = K̂yy = K̂zz) has shown that even small values of the
medium permeability can affect the response of the adjacent turbulent boundary layer: the dis-
turbances were found to be intensified and the Reynolds stresses enhanced, with a consequent
increase in skin-friction drag. This is in general agreement with the findings of earlier studies
(Beavers et al., 1970; Tilton & Cortelezzi, 2006, 2008). A similar behavior of disturbance in-
tensification is observed when the porous substrates have preferential spanwise permeability.
Wang et al. (2021) investigated the dynamic interaction between a turbulent channel flow and a
porous bed made of spanwise-aligned cylinders, for which K̂zz > (K̂xx = K̂yy). The structure
of the blowing (upwelling) and suction (downwelling) events through the pores has been ana-
lyzed, particularly in terms of their role on the onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability near
the permeable wall. Other studies have focused on permeable walls potentially capable to yield
turbulent drag reduction. Rosti et al. (2018) studied the turbulent flow over anisotropic porous
beds characterized by equal values of the permeability in the streamwise and the spanwise direc-
tions, i.e., K̂xx = K̂zz ̸= K̂yy. They showed that a drag reduction of up to 20% can be achieved
from walls of high in-plane permeability (K̂xx = K̂zz) >> K̂yy, whereas the skin-friction
drag may increase by the same amount for substrates of preferential wall-normal permeability
(K̂xx = K̂zz) << K̂yy. Among the different configurations considered in the literature, the
use of porous substrates of preferential permeability along the streamwise direction, consisting,
e.g., of longitudinal cylinders with K̂xx >> (K̂zz = K̂yy), appears to provide the best results
in terms of turbulent drag reduction. The drag reduction curves for this configuration are sim-
ilar to those of riblets (Gómez-de Segura & Garcı́a-Mayoral, 2019), and the theory behind the
ability of such substrates to reduce skin-friction drag has been elaborated by Abderrahaman-
Elena & Garcı́a-Mayoral (2017). Conceptually, the drag reduction (DR) is proportional to the
difference between the slip lengths along the streamwise and the spanwise directions, that is,
DR ≈ µ0(λ

+
x − λ+z ) (Luchini et al., 1991; Jiménez, 1994), which has been approximated by

µ0 ξ
(√

K+
xx −

√
K+

zz

)
(Abderrahaman-Elena & Garcı́a-Mayoral, 2017). All the macroscopic

parameters are measured in wall units and this is indicated by the superscript ‘+’; the coefficient
µ0 is a function of the Reynolds number (Garcia-Mayoral & Jiménez, 2011), while the param-
eter ξ characterizes the inter-connectivity of the flow between the pores (Abderrahaman-Elena
& Garcı́a-Mayoral, 2017). The relation above in terms of the square root of the permeabil-
ity components holds for substrates of relatively low wall-normal permeability; if K+

yy exceeds
some critical threshold, Kelvin-Helmholtz-like rollers are developed near the interface, and the
drag reduction mechanism is adversely affected (Gómez-de Segura et al., 2018). In addition to
the several contributions discussed above, the reader is referred to the experimental/numerical
investigations on turbulent flows over porous media of different configurations conducted by
Suga’s group (Suga et al., 2013, 2018; Suga, 2016; Kuwata & Suga, 2017; Nishiyama et al.,
2020) and by Breugem et al. (2006), Liu & Prosperetti (2011), Manes et al. (2011), Chandesris
et al. (2013), Esteban et al. (2022) and Wang et al. (2022).
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1.3. SEEPAGE IN POROUS MEDIA BEYOND STOKES REGIME

1.3.1. Definitions, preliminaries and macroscale behavior

One of the aspects of this research project is to study the effect of advection on the steady,
incompressible, Newtonian flow through a rigid, homogeneous porous medium formed by pe-
riodically arranged solid inclusions, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5).

The dimensional mass and momentum conservation equations governing the flow in the
pores (here, σ and β indicate the solid and the fluid domains, respectively) are

∂ûi
∂x̂i

= 0 in β, (1.18)

ρûj
∂ûi
∂x̂j

= − ∂p̂

∂x̂i
+ µ

∂2ûi
∂x̂2j

in β, (1.19)

with ûi the velocity, p̂ the pressure, and ρ and µ the density and the dynamic viscosity of the
fluid. In addition, the no-slip boundary condition is defined at the fluid-solid interface Aβσ.

Figure 1.5: Sketch of the problem under study; right frame: a triply periodic unit cell.

Provided that the microscopic length scale ℓ (e.g., the pattern periodicity) is sufficiently
smaller than the macroscopic length scale L characterizing the large-scale processes, the hier-
archical problem is amenable to upscaling by applying, for instance, a volume-averaging ap-
proach. Two distinct dimensionless spatial variables are defined: a fast one, xi = x̂i/ℓ, related
to field variations occurring at the small-scale level, and a slow one, Xi = x̂i/L = ϵ xi, with the
small parameter ϵ = ℓ/L≪ 1. Given that the volume of the averaging domain is V = Vβ + Vσ
(with the porosity θ = Vβ/V ), the intrinsic average and the superficial average of any property
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Γ, defined over the fluid domain, are respectively defined as

< Γ >β =
1

Vβ

∫
Vβ

Γ dV , < Γ >=
1

V

∫
Vβ

Γ dV = θ < Γ >β . (1.20)

The microscopic velocity scale, vref , is related to the magnitude of the external force driv-
ing the flow through the porous medium. In the present framework, the macroscopic pressure
gradient, M̂, its magnitude, M, and a unit vector along its direction, eM , are defined as follows:

M̂i =
1

L

∂ < p̂ >β

∂Xi

, M =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣M̂∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣, eMi =
M̂i

M
. (1.21)

If viscous forces within the pores balance the external forcing, i.e. µ
vref
ℓ2

∼ M, the microscopic

Reynolds number, Re =
ρ vref ℓ

µ
, might be written as

Re =
ρMℓ3

µ2
. (1.22)

• Classical behavior in the limit Re→ 0:

Under Stokes conditions, i.e. in the absence of inertial effects, the macroscale problem is simply
governed by Darcy’s law: the upscaled velocity vector is linked to the macroscopic pressure
gradient , M̂, and the fluid viscosity, µ, via the definition of the intrinsic permeability tensor,
K̂, as follows:

< ûi > = −K̂ij

µ
M̂j, (1.23)

and a dimensionless permeability, Kij = K̂ij/ℓ
2, can be introduced as

Kij =< Kij > . (1.24)

where K is a purely microscopic tensor (dependent on xi only), available from the numerical
solution of one ad hoc auxiliary system of equations defined on a representative elementary
volume (REV). Such a problem, governing the spatial variations of the closure variables Kij

and fj , is
∂Kij

∂xi
= 0 in Vβ, (1.25)

−∂fj
∂xi

+
∂2Kij

∂x2ℓ
+ δij = 0 in Vβ, (1.26)

subject to
Kij = 0 at Aβσ, (1.27)

together with periodicity of the microscopic fields along x1, x2, and x3. Additionally, since
fj appears in the closure problem in terms of its gradient only, we impose < fj >

β = 0 as a
necessary constraint for the problem to be well-posed. The above-mentioned closure problem
renders the permeability, K, intrinsic only to the micro-structural details of the porous medium
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(including shape of grains, orientation of the inclusions with respect to the chosen axes, and
porosity of the medium); this dependence has been widely investigated in the literature (refer
to, for instance, Zampogna & Bottaro (2016); Bottaro (2019); Naqvi & Bottaro (2021); Ahmed
et al. (2022b)).

• Behavior beyond the Stokes regime:

Beyond the limitRe→ 0, the macroscale behavior of the flow through a porous medium can be
altered significantly by the presence of advection, which means that the validity of the classical
Darcy’s law with the intrinsic permeability K as a macroscopic coefficient becomes question-
able; an extensive discussion on the effects of inertia is provided by Lasseux et al. (2011).
However, according to the recent work by Valdés-Parada & Lasseux (2021a,b), a more versatile
version of the Darcy’s law in which the inertial effects are considered in the upscaling approach
can be used: dependence of the average velocity on the macroscopic pressure gradient is prop-
erly described by a Darcy-like equation, with an effective (also termed apparent) permeability
tensor, H, strong function of the Reynolds number (Re) and the direction of the applied external
forcing, unlike the intrinsic medium permeability K which is purely geometry-dependent. Such
a generalized equation reads

< ûi > = −Ĥij

µ
M̂j, (1.28)

and a dimensionless effective permeability, Hij = Ĥij/ℓ
2, can be introduced as

Hij =< Hij > . (1.29)

A modified version of the closure problem (Eq. (1.25–1.27)) was derived by Valdés-Parada &
Lasseux (2021a,b) in order to evaluate the purely microscopic tensor H; it reads

∂Hij

∂xi
= 0 in Vβ, (1.30)

−ReHℓq
∂Hij

∂xℓ
eMq = −∂hj

∂xi
+
∂2Hij

∂x2ℓ
+ δij in Vβ, (1.31)

subject to
Hij = 0 at Aβσ. (1.32)

Again, the microscopic fields are periodic along x1, x2, and x3, and the constraint < hj >
β = 0

is to be imposed.
It is worth highlighting that Eq. (1.28) can be mathematically recast into the so-called

Darcy-Forchheimer equation, that is

< ûi > = −K̂ij

µ
M̂j − Fij < ûj >, (1.33)

with the Forchheimer correction tensor defined by F = K ·H−1 − I, as proposed by Whitaker
(1996). Obviously, H becomes equal toK asRe→ 0, and therefore F vanishes, and Eq. (1.33)
reduces to the classical Darcy’s law (1.23).

In this project, the apparent permeability is evaluated for porous structures formed by dif-
ferent types of triply-periodic-minimal-surface-based unit cells, varying the porosity and the
Reynolds number. For this reason, an introduction to the characteristics and applications of
such media is presented in the following subsection.
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1.3.2. Insights into TPMS-based porous metamaterials

Table 1.2: A list of selected recent publications on the properties of TPMS-based structures, with indi-
cation of the scope of each reference

Reference
Behaviors of interest

hydrodynamic thermal acoustic mechanical
Bobbert et al. (2017)

Abou-Ali et al. (2019)
Chen et al. (2019)
Luo et al. (2020)

Zhou et al. (2020)
Yin et al. (2020)
Ali et al. (2020)

Asbai-Ghoudan et al. (2021)
Lehder et al. (2021)

Zeng & Wang (2022)
Zou et al. (2022)
Feng et al. (2022)
Lin et al. (2022)
Li et al. (2022)

Khalil et al. (2022)
Rathore et al. (2023a)
Rathore et al. (2023b)

Piatti (2023)
Rezapourian et al. (2023)

Zhao et al. (2023)
Gado et al. (2023)

Hawken et al. (2023)
Lu et al. (2023)

The design of metamaterials (artificially engineered media with unique properties allowing
them to offer novel functionalities, often unachievable by conventional materials) based on
triply periodic minimal surfaces TPMS (periodic structures which locally minimize their area
subject to specific boundary constraints) is currently a very active field of research. TPMS-
based structures are self-standing, highly interconnected, possibly of high porosity, lightweight,
and manufacturable by 3D printing (Feng et al., 2019; Asbai-Ghoudan et al., 2021). The unique
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topological, acoustic, hydrodynamic, thermal, and mechanical features they may exhibit render
them multifunctional and promising for applications ranging from architectural structures (Feng
et al., 2019) to biomedical engineering (Bobbert et al., 2017; Ali et al., 2020) and to sound ab-
sorption (Yang et al., 2020); the reader is referred to Table 1.2 in which some relevant references
are listed.

The nodal coordinates that define a minimal surface can be described in many ways (Gandy
et al., 1999, 2001; Brakke, 1992; Yang et al., 2010), yet the simplest and most used method
approach is probably the level-set approximation equations (Al-Ketan et al., 2020), from which
different isosurfaces can be obtained corresponding to different isovalues of a level-set constant
(indicated here as ψc); examples of these equations (for nine types of minimal surfaces) are
provided in Table 1.3, while the isosurfaces obtained by setting ψc to 0 in each equation are
correspondingly plotted in Fig. 1.6.

Table 1.3: Level-set approximation equations of some triply periodic minimal surfaces of interest.
(x′, y′, z′) = 2π (x, y, z) with x,y, and z the dimensionless microscopic coordinates, defined by nor-
malizing their dimensional counterparts by the pattern periodicity (ℓ, assumed here constant in the three

directions), i.e. (x, y, z) =
1

ℓ
(x̂, ŷ, ẑ). For each equation, different isosurfaces are obtainable by varying

the level-set constant ψc.

Surface Formula

Schoen Gyroid cosx′siny′ + cosy′sinz′ + cosz′sinx′ = ψc

Schoen I-WP
2 (cosx′cosy′ + cosy′cosz′ + cosz′cosx′)

− (cos2x′ + cos2y′ + cos2z′) = ψc

Schoen F-RD 4 cosx′cosy′cosz′ − (cos2x′cos2y′ + cos2y′cos2z′ + cos2z′cos2x′) = ψc

Schwarz P cosx′ + cosy′ + cosz′ = ψc

Fischer-Koch S cos2x′siny′cosz′ + cos2y′sinz′cosx′ + cos2z′sinx′cosy′ = ψc

Fischer-Koch C(Y)
−sinx′siny′sinz′ + sin2x′siny′ + sin2y′sinz′ + sin2z′sinx′

−cosx′cosy′cosz′ + sin2x′cosz′ + sin2y′cosx′ + sin2z′cosy′ = ψc

Lidinoid
sin2x′cosy′sinz′ + sin2y′cosz′sinx′ + sin2z′cosx′siny′

−cos2x′cos2y′ − cos2y′cos2z′ − cos2z′cos2x′ = ψc

Split P

1.1 (sin2x′sinz′cosy′ + sin2y′sinx′cosz′ + sin2z′siny′cosx′)

−0.2 (cos2x′cos2y′ + cos2y′cos2z′ + cos2z′cos2x′)

−0.4 (cos2x′ + cos2y′ + cos2z′) = ψc

Neovius 3 (cosx′ + cosy′ + cosz′) + 4 cosx′cosy′cosz′ = ψc
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Figure 1.6: Graphical representation of some TPMSs based on the equations given in Table 1.3, with the
level-set constant ψc set to zero. Unit cells are shown in the dimensionless microscopic coordinates.

The use of triply periodic minimal surfaces to form metamaterials exemplifies the inte-
gration between mathematics, applied physics, and manufacturing technology. TPMS-based
patterns are commonly categorized, according to the region filled with the solid material, into
network-based and sheet-based structures; for example, refer to (Kapfer et al., 2011; Zhang
et al., 2018; Bonatti & Mohr, 2019; Zhou et al., 2020): (i) in the network structure, the solid
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material fills one sub-domain to form a skeleton with a one-side minimal surface which forms
the solid/void interface; (ii) in the sheet structure, the solid material takes the form of a finite-
thickness shell, obtained by inflation of the minimal surface, which detaches two void sub-
spaces. The two designs are illustrated in Figs. 1.7 and 1.8, respectively, by taking the Schwarz
P-based porous structures as an example. All the TPMS-based geometries presented in the the-
sis were modeled in MATLAB (Release 2021a) and exported in STL format (Rouhana, 2022,
Sep. 4; Sven, 2023) to be available on request.

Figure 1.7: Formation of a network-based porous structure with a Schwarz P surface. An isosurface with
ψc = 0 (as an example) is defined , and the region ψc < 0 is filled with the solid material.

Figure 1.8: Formation of a sheet-based porous pattern with a Schwarz P surface. In this example, two
isosurfaces with ψc = ±0.3 are defined, and the region in between is filled with the solid material.
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In this project, focus will be on the hydrodynamics in sheet-based porous structures. From
a mathematical point of view, one method to obtain a shell from any of the TPMSs in Table 1.3
is to assign two values of same magnitude and opposite signs (for instance ±s∗) to the level-set
parameter ψc such that the two correspondingly generated isosurfaces surround the region filled
with the solid material (Zhou et al., 2020). In this way, the porosity of the structure is controlled
by the value of s∗. For example, sheet-based geometries of porosity θ = 0.8 are shown in Fig.
1.9, with the values of s∗ mentioned in the caption.

Figure 1.9: TPMS-based unit cells (sheet design) corresponding to the surfaces defined in Table 1.3.
For each geometry, two isosurfaces corresponding to ψc = ±s∗ were generated to surround the solid
material, for the porosity to be equal to 0.8. For instance, Schoen Gyroid: s∗ ≈ 0.32; Schoen I-WP:
s∗ ≈ 0.78; Schoen F-RD: s∗ ≈ 0.48; Schwarz P: s∗ ≈ 0.35.
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Finally, it is useful to show, through the survey presented in Table 1.2, how active the re-
search on sheet-based and network-based structures with a large variety of minimal surfaces has
been during recent years.

Table 1.4: A list of selected references, published in the past few years, which investigate the behavior(s)
of structures formed based on the TPMSs previously defined in Table 1.3.

Reference

Surface geometry

Schoen Schwarz Fischer-Koch Others

Gyr. I-WP F-RD Primitive S C(Y) Lidin. Split P Neov.

Bobbert et al. (2017)

Abou-Ali et al. (2019)

Luo et al. (2020)

Zhou et al. (2020)

Yin et al. (2020)

Asbai-Ghoudan et al. (2021)

Karakoç (2021)

Lehder et al. (2021)

Zeng & Wang (2022)

Zou et al. (2022)

Feng et al. (2022)

Lin et al. (2022)

Li et al. (2022)

Khalil et al. (2022)

Rathore et al. (2023a)

Rathore et al. (2023b)

Piatti (2023)

Rezapourian et al. (2023)

Zhao et al. (2023)

Gado et al. (2023)

Lu et al. (2023)
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1.4. PROJECT ACTIVITIES

The research project includes several experimental and/or numerical studies on buoyant and
forced flows over/through regularly textured walls and porous substrates, pertinent to the ap-
plications discussed in the previous sections. The outlines of the project are presented in Fig.
1.10, with indication of the published/submitted/ongoing papers related to each subject.

Figure 1.10: Aspects of the research project, with indication of the articles published/submitted/ongoing.
B1: Ahmed et al. (2022a); B2: Ahmed (2023); B3: Ahmed et al. (2024); B4: Tanda et al. (2023); B5:
Tanda et al. ((Submitted 2023)); B6: Ahmed & Tanda (2024); F1: Ahmed & Bottaro (2024); F2: Ahmed
et al. (2022b); F3: Ahmed & Bottaro (Draft, 2024); F4: Ahmed & Bottaro (2023).

In brief, the numerical work on natural convection along periodically ribbed vertical sur-
faces includes formulation, implementation, validation, and making practical use of high-order
effective velocity and temperature boundary conditions at a fictitious plane interface next to the
roughness elements, beyond which the macroscale problem is to be numerically analyzed; these
novel conditions were derived following a multiscale-homogenization approach, and are able to
provide a computationally cheaper alternative to the standard full fine-grained simulations. This
was performed, as a first step, for the case of perfectly conduction ribs (Papers B1 and B2),
while the model was later generalized to be applicable to rib elements of finite thermal conduc-
tivity, besides perfectly adiabatic/conducting ones, as described in Paper B3. With regard to the
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relevant experimental surveys, in the first set of experiments (Paper B4), the buoyancy-driven
airflow over a vertical surface of 0.5 m height, regularly roughened with spanwise-elongated
wooden ribs of square cross section, was studied within a range of the plate Rayleigh number
(Ra) extending from 3.4 × 108 to 4.6 × 108. The plate-height-to-rib-pitch ratio (H/ℓ) and the
rib pitch-to-size ratio (ℓ/e) were varied. The experiments rely on the schlieren optical tech-
nique, through which the thermal boundary layer is visualized and the local Nusselt number
distribution along the vertical surface is acquired. Later, the effectiveness of rib truncation in
enhancing the heat transfer from the baseplate surface was explored (Papers B4 and B5). Three
staggered arrangements were considered, by varying the number of rib segments per row, and
the thermal boundary layer was investigated by means of schlieren visualization and miniature
thermocouple measurements, to detect any flow instabilities and the consequent influence on
the heat transfer from the surface. The second phase (Paper B6) is aimed at studying, through
a combined experimental-numerical framework, similar roughness geometries (continuous and
truncated ribs) to those explored earlier, yet under conditions, well within the laminar regime
(Ra ≈ 2× 107), by using a plate with a shorter vertical length. The crux of the work is whether
the imposition of a stable flow would maintain, for truncated ribs, superior heat transfer perfor-
mance relative to the smooth plate, similar to that realized at higher Rayleigh numbers. Further,
carrying out the study under the laminar flow regime facilitates performing numerical simula-
tions of the conjugate heat transfer problem, and thus the experimental results can be used to
validate the effective boundary conditions already derived.

In regard to the forced flow problems considered, the fully developed, steady, incompress-
ible, laminar flow in a channel delimited by rough and/or permeable walls was considered at one
stage of the project (Paper F1). The Beavers-Joseph-Saffman condition for the slip velocity was
revisited; the boundary condition used instead (available from the homogenization approach)
applies to both permeable and rough boundaries including the case of separated flow (Couette-
Poiseuille motion with adverse pressure gradient). A closed-form solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations was found for the flow in the channel, and was validated against fine-grained simula-
tions for ordered/random textures. One of the most important issues addressed in this work was
how to incorporate the near-wall advection into the upscaling procedure; an Oseen’s approxima-
tion was employed to linearize the convective acceleration terms in the momentum conservation
equations governing the microscale problem. Additionally, a more advanced analysis was con-
ducted by implementing effective boundary conditions of the streamwise, the spanwise, and the
wall-normal velocity components for the study of the turbulent flow in a channel bounded by a
porous substrate consisting of an inline pattern of either longitudinal or transverse inclusions,
with focus on monitoring and interpreting the drag-reducing or drag-increasing effects caused
by these geometries, and on the sensitivity of the roughness function, ∆U+, to the upscaled
coefficients characterizing the wall (Papers F2 and F3).

Finally, a volume-averaging approach was utilized to study laminar flow through triply-
periodic-minimal-surface-based media, departing from the Stokes regime (Paper F4). A clo-
sure problem was solved through a microscopic unit cell to evaluate the effective permeability
tensor H (advection-sensitive, different from the classical intrinsic permeability K) for different
types of TPMS-based porous structures, varying the porosity and the Reynolds number.



METHODS, APPROACHES AND TOOLS

The work conducted can be divided, according to the approach adopted, into the following
activities: (i) experimental investigations of conjugate natural convection along rib-roughened
vertical heated surfaces, mainly with the aid of the schlieren optical method; (ii) studies by
homogenization theory and numerical simulations on buoyant flows along vertical ribbed sur-
faces and on forced flows in channels delimited by micro-textured boundaries; (iii) a volume-
averaging-based analysis of seepage in porous media in the presence of advection. While the
approach followed in the last activity has been described in sufficient detail in Section 1.3.,
it is useful to elaborate here on the experimental setup and procedure (first activity) and the
homogenization-based treatment (second activity) which represent the backbone of the project.

2.1. EXPERIMENTAL SURVEYS (NATURAL CONVECTION)

This section provides essential information about the experiments conducted on buoyancy-
driven air flows along regularly roughened surfaces, including description of the rib configu-
rations examined, the test sections, the optical method used, and the measurements made. For a
clearer understanding of the experimental setup, photos of the equipment and the tested plates
are presented when necessary; the surveys were carried out at the Schlieren Lab in the De-
partment of Mechanical, Energy, Management and Transport Engineering (DIME, University
of Genoa). In-depth details about supplementary calculations and experimental uncertainty are
not provided here, yet they are available in Papers B4 and B6 (refer to Chapter 4 for submit-
ted/ongoing papers).

2.1.1. Description of ribbed plates and test sections

Experiments were performed on two different vertical plates, one at each stage of the project:
the first test surface is a 500 mm-high and 5 mm-thick aluminum plate connected to a plane
electrical heater and insulated on one side in order to convey as much heat flux as possible
towards the side exposed to the ambient air, while the second plate has a height of 175 mm, and
is made of two aluminum sheets with a plane heater sandwiched in between (overall thickness =
12 mm) such that, once the electric power is supplied to the heater, a symmetrical heat transfer
on both sides of the plate is provided. Both plates have a spanwise length of 0.3 m.

The thickness of each plate was sufficient to promote, combined with the high thermal
conductivity of aluminum, an efficient redistribution of heat by conduction within the plate
and, therefore, to obtain a fairly uniform wall temperature. Several fine-gauge thermocouples,
calibrated to ± 0.1 K, were embedded in the wall at different elevations to verify temperature
uniformity and to provide the mean value of the wall temperature, assumed to be the mean of the
individual readings. The wall-to-ambient air temperature difference was varied from 32 to 51 K
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Figure 2.1: General description of the roughened heated surfaces under study, with indication of the main
geometric parameters characterizing the patterns of continuous and truncated ribs.

for the plate of the larger height in order to span the range of the plate Rayleigh number from
3.4 to 4.9 × 108 (i.e. close to the upper threshold of the laminar regime over a corresponding
smooth plate), whereas the temperature difference was set to 45 K in the case of the shorter
plate and a Rayleigh number equal to 2× 107 was obtained (well within the laminar flow range,
which permits the use of the results to validate the numerical simulations discussed later).

Repeated ribs at pitch distance ℓ, having square cross-section (e × e) and either spanwise-
elongated (continuous ribs of length equal to the plate’s) or cut into smaller segments and ar-
ranged in a staggered pattern (truncated ribs of length d) were attached to each of the two heated
plates, as sketched in Fig. 2.1, in order to evaluate their effect on heat transfer performance.
Ribs were made of wood due to the low cost and the ease of cutting and application; these
advantages permit a systematic study of the effect of the main geometric parameters. Dimen-
sions of the different rib configurations examined are detailed in Table 2.1. For the plate of
larger height, three different sizes were considered for the continuous ribs, specifically e = 2,
3, and 5 mm, and for each size, the number of ribs deployed along the plate surface height
was changed from one experiment to another (N = 10, 20, or 40), while additional tests were
subsequently performed with 20 rows of truncated ribs having height e = 3 mm, varying the
number of segments per row (three, six, or twelve). For the shorter plate, The rib size (for
continuous/truncated elements) was 2 mm and the number of continuous ribs on each of the
two symmetric vertical surfaces was varied from 5 to 25, while, in the case of truncated ribs, 11
rows were attached (again, with three, six, or twelve segments per row).

The two sets of experiments (i.e., with the two plates of different heights) allow investigation
of: (i) the effect of continuous ribs on the local convective heat transfer performance along
vertical heated plates, with the rib pitch-to-height ratio (ℓ/e) varied from 2.5 to 25 for the plate
of height H = 500 mm (experiments at Ra of order 108) and from 3.5 to 20 for the plate of
height H = 175 mm (experiments at Ra of order 107); (ii) the influence of truncation of the
ribs into staggered segments on the local convective heat transfer from the plate, with focus on
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the difference between their effect at relatively high Rayleigh numbers (Ra of order 108, close
to the transitional regime) and at relatively low Rayleigh numbers (Ra of order 107, far below
the upper threshold of the laminar regime); (iii) the overall convective heat transfer from the
shorter plate when continuous or truncated ribs are attached, whose values are used to validate
the homogenization-based numerical simulations as a major aim of the project.

Table 2.1: Values of the geometric parameters for the roughness patterns tested in the experimental work.

plate height rib type
number
of rows

number
of truncated
ribs per row

e

(mm)
d

(mm)
ℓ

(mm)
∆1

(mm)
∆N

(mm)

cont. 10 - 2 - 50 45 5
cont. 20 - 2 - 25 20 5
cont. 40 - 2 - 12.5 7.5 5
cont. 10 - 3 - 50 45 5
cont. 20 - 3 - 25 20 5

H = 500 mm cont. 40 - 3 - 12.5 7.5 5
cont. 10 - 5 - 50 45 5
cont. 20 - 5 - 25 20 5
cont. 40 - 5 - 12.5 7.5 5
trunc. 20 3 3 50 50 20 5
trunc. 20 6 3 25 50 20 5
trunc. 20 12 3 12.5 50 20 5
cont. 5 - 2 - 40 8 7
cont. 9 - 2 - 20 8 7
cont. 17 - 2 - 10 8 7
cont. 6 - 2 - 32 8 7
cont. 11 - 2 - 16 8 7

H = 175 mm cont. 21 - 2 - 8 8 7
cont. 7 - 2 - 28 4 3
cont. 13 - 2 - 14 4 3
cont. 25 - 2 - 7 4 3
trunc. 11 3 2 50 32 8 7
trunc. 11 6 2 25 32 8 7
trunc. 11 12 2 12.5 32 8 7

Figure 2.2 describes the test section and the confinement configuration used in the experi-
mental survey on the shorter plate. Ambient air, at a temperature of 293 K, enters from the lower
side of a shielding, whose function is to exclude possible air movements which are present in
the laboratory room. For the same reason, at the top section of the shielding, the heated plate
was delimited laterally by high-quality glasses (to permit optical access to the test section) and
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frontally by two smooth and unheated vertical walls, located at distances equal to half the plate
height. According to the previous study by Tanda (1997), a relatively large channel spacing-to-
height ratio (= 0.5) is expected to have almost no influence on the heat transfer behavior along
the plate relative to the case of an unconfined, isothermal, vertical plate. For the plate of larger

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the test section used for experiments on the 175 mm-high plate. The photo on
the left shows the symmetrical design of the heated plate, with the sandwich principle.

height (H = 500 mm), much attention was directed to the role of the confinement configuration
in the amplification/attenuation of thermal-field instabilities in the boundary layer adjacent to
the smooth (unribbed) surface, when operating close to the expected range of transition; the
four configurations examined are described and their effects are discussed in detail in Paper
B5. Only one of these confinements was used in the survey on the larger-height plate in the
presence of ribs, as explained in Paper B4.

2.1.2. Schlieren optical system

Optical methods are versatile tools for acquisition of qualitative information and quantitative
measurements related to heat transfer and fluid flow phenomena since they allow a real-time
analysis of the whole field of view covered by the employed instruments, with no intrusion
on the physics/processes investigated (Hauf & Grigull, 1970; Merzkirch, 1974; Ambrosini &
Tanda, 2006). The index-of-refraction techniques (such as interferometry and schlieren imag-
ing), which are based on measuring the index of refraction, or its spatial derivative, of a medium
and using this to obtain data about the thermal field of interest, are among the large variety of
the optical methods currently employed in experimental surveys; the reader is encouraged to
refer to the bibliography of publications devoted to optical methods, traced down by Ambrosini
& Tanda (2006) in the form of a didactic handbook. Applicative examples of interferometry
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Figure 2.3: Description of the schlieren apparatus used. A schematic of the setup (plan view) is shown
at the top: the concave mirrors M1 and M2 have a diameter of 0.38 m and a focal length of 1.9 m, and
the distance between them is about 8 m.

and/or schlieren imaging are provided, for instance, in Refs. (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990, 1991;
Tanda, 1997; Kleine et al., 2006; Ambrosini & Tanda, 2006; Hargather & Settles, 2012; Tanda
et al., 2014; Raffel, 2015; Jain et al., 2016; Settles, 2018; Hampel et al., 2019; Schulz et al.,
2020); the two methods are different in operation and optical instrumentation, despite being
both based on the temperature dependence of the fluid refractive index, and they can be used
in parallel to provide a more comprehensive description of the thermal phenomena via simul-
taneous visualization of the temperature distribution and the thermal-gradient pattern next to
smooth and ribbed surfaces (Ambrosini & Tanda, 2006).

In the experimental part of this project, a schlieren optical setup (see Fig. 2.3) was employed
to visualize the thermal boundary layer in the buoyant air stream adjacent to the smooth and
the rib-roughened vertical heated surfaces, and to evaluate the local, natural convection heat
transfer coefficient. An exhaustive description of the schlieren system used is given in Refs.
(Tanda, 1993, 1997, 2008, 2017; Devia et al., 1994; Tanda & Devia, 1998; Tanda et al., 2014).
Basically, it consists of a white light beam (composed of parallel rays) crossing the test section,
a concave mirror (i.e., the schlieren mirror), which focuses the light onto its focal plane (i.e.,
the cut-off plane), a filter, and a camera to acquire a real image of the test section. As shown
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in Fig. 2.4, when a focal filament (for instance, a thin dark strip or wire) is used as a filter,
and no thermal gradients are present in the air crossed by the light beam, all light rays are
intercepted by the filter when it is placed on the focus of mirror (and the image formed on
the camera will be uniformly dark). When thermal gradients (in the ŷ-direction of Figs. 2.1
and 2.4) are present, individual light rays undergo angular deflections whose extent is related
to the magnitude of the gradient; consequently, the corresponding spots appear bright in the
camera, permitting a reliable visualization of the thermal boundary layer (more precisely of
all air particles with a non-zero thermal gradient). The angular deflection αy of a given light
ray (i.e., passing through a given point of coordinates x̂, ŷ) can be measured by moving the
filter (connected to a micrometer) along the focal plane of the schlieren mirror until the point of
interest appears colored by the same color adopted for the filter (violet). It can be demonstrated
that the angular deflection αy is given by the ratio between the filter displacement and the focal
length of the mirror (since the angular deviation is small, tanαy ≈ αy) (Goldstein, 1976).

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the schlieren imaging method adopted. In panel (a), a simple sketch describing
acquisition of light ray angular deflection is provided, besides typical photos of one of the test surfaces,
the concave mirror, and the movable filter connected to a micrometer. The schlieren images presented
show the optical field when the filament is positioned at the focus of schlieren mirror (frame b), and when
it is displaced to intercept deflected light rays at a given angular deflection (frame c).
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The local heat transfer coefficient at a point on the vertical baseplate surface is introduced,
conventionally, as follows:

h = −kair,w
(∂T̂ /∂ŷ)w

T̂w − T̂∞
, (2.1)

where (∂T̂ /∂ŷ)w is the air temperature gradient in the wall-normal direction, ŷ, evaluated at the
point of interest on the baseplate, and kair,w is the air thermal conductivity evaluated at the wall
temperature. Due to the relation between the angular deflection of light and the thermal gradient
in the fluid crossed, the heat transfer coefficient, h, can be directly calculated by measuring the
deflection of light passing in the vicinity of the wall, using the following formula (refer to, for
instance, Ref. (Tanda, 1997)):

h =
kair,w αy,w T̂

2
w

K(T̂w − T̂∞)
, (2.2)

where αy,w is the angular deflection, along the ŷ-direction, of the light ray passing in the vicinity
of the wall at the desired location, and K is a constant (equal to about 0.024 mK in these exper-
iments) which depends on some air properties (Gladstone-Dale and ideal gas constants, index
of refraction, pressure) and the length of the plate in the direction of light beam propagation
(ẑ-coordinate in Fig. 2.4). Equation (2.2) provides values of the local heat transfer coefficient
for a vertical surface, which depend on the thermal gradients in the ŷ-direction (whose effect
is implicitly included via the consequent angular deflections αy,w). In this research, attention
is focused on the vertical inter-rib regions of the plate; hence, the angular deviation along the
ŷ-direction is the only optical data on which the heat transfer coefficient depends. In order to
present the results in dimensionless form, the local Nusselt number was introduced as follows:

Nu =
hH

kair
, (2.3)

with kair the thermal conductivity of air evaluated at the film temperature.

2.1.3. Exploration of 3D phenomena and thermal-field instabilities

As discussed earlier in Section 2.1.1., the experiments on the plate of larger height were con-
ducted at Rayleigh numbers close to the reported values in the literature for the onset transi-
tion, and therefore it was important to monitor the temperature in the boundary layer to detect
possible amplification of thermal-field disturbances when different confinement configurations
are examined or when the ribs were attached to the plate surface, since an early transition to
turbulence may be triggered. Even though the schlieren technique may exploit, in some cir-
cumstances, a tomographic treatment of optical data to get local temperature or heat transfer
coefficient results for three-dimensional flows (Devia & Tanda, 2000), Eq. (2.2) assumes the
thermal field to be two-dimensional, i.e., independent of the ẑ-coordinate; otherwise, it is still
valid but the calculated heat transfer coefficient corresponds to the value averaged along the
plate spanwise length L, that is the plate dimension along the ẑ-coordinate. This means that
any three-dimensional feature of the flow emerging from the insertion of ribs can be observed
only in a corresponding two-dimensional (x̂-ŷ) domain with the results at each point averaged
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over a line extending in ẑ. To partially overcome this issue, schlieren measurements were sup-
plemented by the detection of air temperature fluctuations in the boundary layer by using a
miniature thermocouple with an exposed junction, able to travel along the direction normal to
the plate surface and to be located at any arbitrary position along the vertical and spanwise co-
ordinates. A National Instrument acquisition unit (NI PXIe-1078 equipped with a NI TB-4353
module) was used to acquire the air temperature measurements at a frequency of 50 Hz.

Figure 2.5: Photos of (a) the miniature thermocouple placed at a wall-normal distance of 4 mm from the
heated surface, (b) the exposed junction of the thermocouple, and (c) the acquisition unit.

2.1.4. Energy balance calculations

The experiments conducted with the shorter plate included estimation of values of the average
convective heat transfer coefficient over the roughened surface for the different rib configura-
tions examined, which required extensive energy balance calculations in order to evaluate the
portion of heat transferred from the ribbed “main” surfaces to the ambient air by convection
(qconv,m), i.e. by measuring the input electrical power to the plane heater (qel) and subtracting
the summation of the radiant heat transfer rate from the ribbed surfaces (qrad,m) and the con-
vective and radiant heat transfer rates from the unribbed “side” surfaces formed by the plate
thickness (qconv,s + qrad,s), such that qconv,m = qel − (qrad,m + qconv,s + qrad,s). Calculation of
the radiant heat transfer rate from the ribbed surfaces (qrad,m) was, in particular, a complex un-
dertaking; this was tackled via an analytical scheme using a diffuse, gray-body network, which
includes interactions between the heated plate (i.e., each side of the wooden ribs and the inter-
rib aluminum surfaces) and the surrounding (i.e., the frontal unheated walls and the laboratory
environment). More details about energy balance calculations are provided in Paper B6.
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2.2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The numerical work on buoyant and forced flow problems over textured walls/substrates com-
prises: (i) conventional fine-grained CFD simulations in which the typical geometric features
of the physical surfaces, and consequently the detailed velocity and temperature (if consid-
ered) fields near the walls, are fully resolved; (ii) homogenization-based simulations which ex-
ploit effective boundary conditions, free of empirical parameters, to macroscopically mimic
the phenomena, thus simplifying the numerical work by bypassing resolution of the fields
through/between/in close vicinity of the grains or roughness elements. While the latter treat-
ment is advantageous in terms of the mesh requirements and the numerical cost, and can be
sufficient when the macroscale behavior of the flow is the main point of interest, the classical
feature-resolving simulations provide an enhanced vision of the flow structure and patterns and
a better understanding of the heat transfer characteristics, and their reliable results are used to
validate the homogenization-based ones. All numerical simulations were run using Simcenter
STAR-CCM+ finite-volume-based software. In this section, the outlines of the numerical anal-
ysis are explained, with focus on the effective boundary conditions derived and the definitions
and behaviors of the upscaled coefficients involved.

2.2.1. Conjugate natural convection along a vertical ribbed surface

The physical problem is described in Fig. 2.6(a). The buoyancy-driven flow along a vertical
surface of height H , periodically roughened with ribs of given geometry, distribution density,
and thermal conductivity, is considered. Although the procedure followed in the analysis is
quite general, focus in this work is on spanwise-elongated ribs (ẑ-invariant, two-dimensional) or
truncated rib segments (three-dimensional), both of square cross section e×e, in order to exploit
the experimental results (refer to the geometries in Fig. 2.1) for the purpose of validation. The
baseplate is assumed to be perfectly conducting and thus to remain isothermal at a temperature
T̂w, higher than the ambient temperature (T̂∞). After heat is supplied to the baseplate (e.g., by
an electrical heater) for sufficient time, it is eventually balanced by the heat dissipated to air via
natural convection, hence a time-independent value of T̂w is reached and we can adopt a steady
physical model to study the problem, provided that the flow regime remains laminar, which is
the case in the experiments on the shorter plate (H = 175 mm, Ra = O(107)) described in
Section 2.1.1. whose results were used to validate the model. Assuming moderate variations
in fluid density due to thermal gradient, one can apply the Boussinesq approximation with a
linear temperature-density relationship so that the momentum conservation equation is linearly
coupled with the energy equation, and the dimensional conservation equations in the fluid phase
can be expressed as follows:

∂ûi
∂x̂i

= 0, (2.4)

ρ ûj
∂ûi
∂x̂j

= −∂(P̂ − P̂∞)

∂x̂i
+ µ

∂2ûi
∂x̂2j

+ ρβ(T̂ − T̂∞)g δi1, (2.5)
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Figure 2.6: Numerical analysis of conjugate natural convection along a vertical rib-roughened surface:
(a) sketch of the computational domain with a fully featured ribbed wall, indicating the microscopic
and the macroscopic subdomains and the fictitious matching interface; (b) an elementary cell of the
microscopic layer sketched in the dimensionless coordinates xi = x̂i/ℓ; (c) the computational domain
for the macroscale problem.

ûj
∂T̂

∂x̂j
= α

∂2T̂

∂x̂2j
, (2.6)

where the velocity vector (ûi), the temperature (T̂ ) and the pressure (P̂ ) are the dependent vari-
ables of interest, to be evaluated over space x̂i, and P̂∞, g, and δij are, respectively, the pressure
in the stagnant region sufficiently far away from the wall, the magnitude of the gravitational
acceleration, and the Kronecker delta function. The air density (ρ), dynamic viscosity (µ), ther-
mal conductivity (kair), and thermal diffusivity (α) are evaluated at the film temperature, that is
T̂film = (T̂w+ T̂∞)/2, while the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (β) is evaluated at the
ambient temperature, as suggested by Raithby & Hollands (1985) and Tsuji & Nagano (1988).
It is noteworthy that in the experiments on the shorter plate the baseplate wall temperature and
the ambient temperature were, respectively, 338 and 293 K, so the criterion β(T̂w − T̂∞) is
around 0.15, much smaller than 1; hence, the Boussinesq approximation adopted is assumed to
be valid (Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020).

Steady thermal conduction takes place through the roughness elements; the temperature
distribution in the ribs, T̂ (x̂i), is governed by the Laplace’s equation

∂2T̂
∂x̂2j

= 0. (2.7)

The temperature boundary conditions at the base-fluid interface (Ibf ), the base-rib interface
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(Ibr), and rib-fluid interface (Irf ) are


T̂ = T̂w at Ibf ,

T̂ = T̂w at Ibr,

T̂ = T̂ , ∂T̂
∂n̂

= κ ∂T̂
∂n̂

at Irf ,

(2.8)

with κ =
krib
kair

the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio and n̂ the dimensional distance in the

direction normal to Irf at any point. A No-slip velocity boundary condition is imposed at Irf

and Ibf . In addition, uniform pressure boundary conditions are defined at the inlet (x̂1 = 0)
and the outlet (x̂1 = H), satisfying an equilibrium with the hydrostatic pressure head, for the
flow to be driven purely by the buoyant force. At the far boundary (located at ŷ = O(H)), the

boundary conditions
∂T̂

∂x̂2
=
∂û1
∂x̂2

= 0 and û2 = 0 are smoothly attained.

It is important to highlight that at the early stages of this project the problem was stud-
ied considering the case of perfectly conducting ribs (i.e. κ → ∞), for which the elements
are theoretical isothermal and the temperature at the rib-fluid interface (Irf ) is identical to the
baseplate wall temperature (T̂w), in order to simplify the analysis by avoiding solution for the
temperature distribution in the ribs. This condition can be approached in practice, for instance,
with aluminum ribs (of high thermal conductivity) press-fit into the baseplate, as in (Bhavnani
& Bergles, 1990), or machined integral with the surface, as in (Tanda, 1997), to avoid contact
resistance. However, the analysis performed and the homogenization model constructed were
later upgraded (Paper B3) where a general value of the thermal conductivity coefficient was
set for the material of the ribs, which allows using the model to study natural convection over
surfaces roughened with ribs of finite conductivity (e.g. wooden ribs like in the experiments),
as well as perfectly-conductive or adiabatic ribs as the two limiting situations.

The presence of well-separated length scales, i.e. the microscopic scale ℓ characterizing
periodicity of the roughness pattern and the macroscopic length scale H (the plate height), ren-
ders the problem amenable to upscaling via the multiscale homogenization approach; effective
boundary conditions of the velocity vector and the temperature can be derived at fictitious plane
interfaces, next to the physical rough boundary, to mimic the effects of small surface inhomo-
geneities on the macroscopic buoyant flow. As shown in Fig. 2.6(a), The whole flow domain is
first decomposed into macroscopic and microscopic sub-domains, and a virtual matching inter-
face at ŷ = ŷ∞ is defined where continuity of the velocity vector, the temperature, the traction
vector, and the normal temperature gradient is applied. An asymptotic analysis is then con-
ducted on the microscopic problems, which are accordingly reconstructed at different orders of
the small parameters ϵ = ℓ/H . At each order, a generic solution of the problem considered is
assumed, in which auxiliary, newly introduced, purely microscopic variables appear; systems
of partial differential equations permit to numerically evaluate these variables (presented later)
and to define the upscaled coefficients which enter directly the effective boundary conditions at
the matching interface(s). In particular, it is convenient to eventually set ŷ∞ to 0 and, hence,
to evaluate the macroscopic coefficients for a matching interface passing by the outer rims of
the ribs. The homogenized boundary conditions, valid up to second-order in terms of ϵ, can be
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formally expressed in the following dimensional form:

û
∣∣
0
≈ λ̂x

[
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

]
0

+ K̂itf
xy

β g (T̂w − T̂∞)

ν︸ ︷︷ ︸
First−order

(2.9)

+ K̂itf
xy

∂

∂x̂

[
−(p̂− p̂∞)

µ
+ 2

∂v̂

∂ŷ

]
0

+ B̂ gβ

ν

∂T̂

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

,

v̂
∣∣
0
≈ −K̂itf

xy

∂

∂x̂

[
∂û

∂ŷ
+
∂v̂

∂x̂

]
0

− K̂itf
zy

∂

∂ẑ

[
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+
∂v̂

∂ẑ

]
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

, (2.10)

ŵ
∣∣
0
≈ λ̂z

[
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+
∂v̂

∂ẑ

]
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

First−order

+ K̂itf
zy

∂

∂ẑ

[
−(p̂− p̂∞)

µ
+ 2

∂v̂

∂ŷ

]
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

, (2.11)

T̂
∣∣
0
≈ T̂w︸︷︷︸

Zero−order

+ λ̂θ
∂T̂

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

First−order

. (2.12)

The classical Navier-slip condition for the streamwise and the spanwise velocity components
is modified at second order by the gradient of the normal stress and the time-derivative of
the shear stress. The streamwise slip velocity is additionally corrected by a buoyancy term at
first order and a temperature-gradient term at second order. The normal velocity at the virtual
surface appears only as a second-order transpiration condition. A Robin-like condition for the
temperature is found, where the wall temperature is corrected with a temperature-gradient term
representing thermal slip.

The dimensional groups of coefficients, i.e. the Navier-slip lengths in the streamwise and the
spanwise directions and the thermal-slip coefficient (respectively, λ̂x, λ̂z and λ̂θ), the interface
permeability coefficients (K̂itf

xy and K̂itf
zy ) and the velocity-flux sensitivity parameter (B̂) are

homogeneous to, respectively, a length, a surface area and a volume, and correspond to the
product of their dimensionless counterparts times, respectively, ℓ, ℓ2 and ℓ3, that is

λ̂x = ℓλx, λ̂z = ℓλz, λ̂θ = ℓλθ,

K̂itf
xy = ℓ2Kitf

xy , K̂itf
zy = ℓ2Kitf

zy

B̂ = ℓ3B.

(2.13)

The dimensionless coefficients λx, λz,Kitf
xy and Kitf

zy are dependent merely on the geometric
characteristics of the roughness pattern, for example the rib height-to-pitch ratio (e/ℓ) for trans-
verse square ribs, while the dimensionless thermal-slip coefficient, λθ, and the parameter B also
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depend on the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio, κ. In order to evaluate these coefficients,
closure problems were derived (Papers B1 and B3) and were solved over an elementary cell,
representative of the microscopic domain, with the dimensions normalized by the microscopic
length scale ℓ; the dimensionless coordinates xi = x̂i/ℓ used to describe the closure fields are
shown in Fig. 2.6(b). The auxiliary systems of interest are summarized below:

• System I: a Stokes problem towards λx
∂iu

†
i1 = 0 in the fluid domain,

−∂ip†1 + ∂2ku
†
i1 = 0 in the fluid domain,

u†i1 = 0 at Ibf and Irf ,

−p†1δi2 + ∂2u
†
i1 + ∂iu

†
21 = δi1 at y = y∞.

(2.14)

• System II: a Stokes problem towards λz
∂iu

†
i3 = 0 in the fluid domain,

−∂ip†3 + ∂2ku
†
i3 = 0 in the fluid domain,

u†i3 = 0 at Ibf and Irf ,

−p†3δi2 + ∂2u
†
i3 + ∂iu

†
23 = δi3 at y = y∞.

(2.15)

• System III: a Laplace problem towards λθ

∂2i θ̃ = 0 in the fluid domain,

∂2i ϕ̃ = 0 in the ribs,

θ̃ = 0 at Ibf ,

ϕ̃ = 0 at Ibr,

θ̃ = ϕ̃, ∂θ̃
∂n

= κ ∂ϕ̃
∂n

at Irf ,

∂2θ̃ = 1 at y = y∞.

(2.16)

• System IV: a Stokes problem towards Kitf
xy

∂iu̇i12 = 0 in the fluid domain,

−∂iṗ12 + ∂2q u̇i12 = −δi1 in the fluid domain,

u̇i12 = 0 at Ibf and Irf ,

−ṗ12 δi2 + ∂2u̇i12 + ∂iu̇212 = 0 at y = y∞.

(2.17)
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• System V: a Stokes problem towards Kitf
zy

∂iu̇i32 = 0 in the fluid domain,

−∂iṗ32 + ∂2q u̇i32 = −δi3 in the fluid domain,

u̇i32 = 0 at Ibf and Irf ,

−ṗ32 δi2 + ∂2u̇i32 + ∂iu̇232 = 0 at y = y∞.

(2.18)

• System VI: a Stokes problem towards B
∂iui

′ = 0 in the fluid domain,

−∂ip′ + ∂2kui
′ = −θ̃δi1 in the fluid domain,

ui
′ = 0 at Ibf and Irf ,

−p′ δi2 + ∂2ui
′ + ∂iu2

′ = 0 at y = y∞,

(2.19)

with the operators ∂i =
∂

∂xi
and ∂2i =

∂2

∂x2i
. These systems are subject to periodicity of the

dependent variables in the x and z directions. The closure problems must be solved for a
sufficiently large value of y∞ = ŷ∞/ℓ such that the microscopic fields are homogeneous in x
and z near the matching interface. By rerunning the simulations for a set of suitable values
of y∞ characterizing the matching plane (for example: y∞ = 8, 7, 6, 5, 4) and evaluating the
values of the closure variables at each matching plane, one can extrapolate the results to the
fictitious matching interface of particular interest at y∞ = 0, at which the effective boundary
conditions are intended to be imposed. In particular, the macroscopic coefficients contributing
to the effective conditions read

λx = u†11

∣∣∣∣
y=y∞=0

, λz = u†33

∣∣∣∣
y=y∞=0

, λθ = θ̃

∣∣∣∣
y=y∞=0

,

Kitf
xy = u̇112

∣∣∣∣
y=y∞=0

, Kitf
zy = u̇332

∣∣∣∣
y=y∞=0

B = u′1

∣∣∣∣
y=y∞=0

.

(2.20)

It is worth mentioning that simpler and more accurate methods to evaluate the model coefficients
are introduced in Papers B1 and B3.

For transverse ribs of square cross section, as a representative examples, the trends of the
merely geometry-dependent parameters (λx, λz,Kitf

xy ,Kitf
zy ) with variations in

e

ℓ
are displayed

in Fig. 2.7(left). As λθ explicitly depends on κ, and B is implicitly dependent on it, it is useful
to plot them against

e

ℓ
for different values of κ; cf. Fig. 2.7(right). The cases of adiabatic ribs

and isothermal ribs are chosen as the two limiting situations, while the finite value κ ≈ 4 is
chosen as a representative case, corresponding to airflow over wooden ribs. For

e

ℓ
→ 0, the

surface tends to be flat and isothermal; thus, the thermal-slip coefficient λθ → 0. In general,
the value of λθ increases with the decrease of κ at a given value of

e

ℓ
, with the maximum λθ
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corresponding to the case of adiabatic ribs. This effect becomes more pronounced for relatively
large-sized ribs. For

e

ℓ
→ 1, the surface becomes flat again as the inter-rib spaces vanish and

the ribs become contiguous; the thermal-slip coefficient approaches zero for isothermal ribs and
∞ for adiabatic ribs.

Figure 2.7: Dependence of the macroscopic coefficients on the height-to-pitch ratio e/ℓ of transverse
square ribs. The thermal-slip coefficient λθ and the velocity-flux sensitivity parameter B are also depen-
dent on the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio κ, as shown in the right frame.

Once the model coefficients are estimated for a given wall geometry and rib thermal con-
ductivity, the effective boundary conditions can be implemented in the homogenization-based
simulations which are concerned with the macroscale behavior of the fluid flow beyond the fic-
titious interface; the macroscopic fields targeted at each point in the domain should be equal (if
accurately evaluated) to the running averages of the corresponding fully-featured ones resolved
in the fine-grained simulations. Taking the case of a wall roughened with truncated ribs of pitch
distances ℓx = ℓ and ℓz = 2d (refer to Fig. 2.1(b)) as an example, one can define the upscaled
fields at a point Φ : (x̂ϕ, ŷϕ, ẑϕ), located in the fluid domain beyond the roughness layer (i.e.,
ŷϕ > 0), by averaging the corresponding fully featured fields over a rectangular x̂ − ẑ region
whose dimensions are ℓx × ℓz and whose center is the point Φ, that is

< T >
∣∣
x̂ϕ,ŷϕ,ẑϕ

=
1

ℓx × ℓz

∫ x̂ϕ+ℓz/2

x̂ϕ−ℓx/2

∫ ẑϕ+ℓz/2

ẑϕ−ℓz/2

T̂ (x̂, ŷϕ, ẑ) dẑ dx̂, (2.21)

and likewise for the velocity and pressure.

2.2.2. Forced flow over a textured wall/porous substrate

The incompressible, isothermal flow in a channel of height 2H bounded from the bottom and
the top sides (subscripts b and t respectively) by rough/permeable walls, i.e. at ŷb = 0 and
ŷt = 0, is analyzed; cf. Fig. 2.8(a). The dimensional mass and momentum conservation
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Figure 2.8: Analysis of forced flow in a channel delimited by porous/rough boundaries: (a) sketch
of the hierarchical flow problem, with indication of the microscopic/macroscopic length scales; (b)
description of domain decomposition; (c) doubly periodic elementary cells of the top and bottom
microscopic domains, with their dimensions described in the dimensionless microscopic coordinates
xi,b(t) = x̂i,b(t)/ℓb(t).

equations governing the distribution of the velocity vector (whose components are denoted as
û1 = û, û2 = v̂, û3 = ŵ) and the modified pressure p̂ over space (x̂1,b(t) = x̂b(t), x̂2,b(t) =
ŷb(t), x̂3,b(t) = ẑb(t)) are

∂ûi
∂x̂i

= 0, ρ

(
∂ûi

∂t̂
+ ûj

∂ûi
∂x̂j

)
= − ∂p̂

∂x̂i
+ µ

∂2ûi
∂x̂2j

, (2.22)

based on either of the two coordinate systems; ρ is the fluid density and µ is the dynamic viscos-
ity. The channel flow is influenced by the presence of the micro-structured boundaries where
a complex, generally three-dimensional interaction takes place as the fluid passes near/within
the surface corrugations. Provided that the microscopic length scales ℓb and ℓt characterizing
the bottom and top surfaces/substrates, respectively, are sufficiently smaller than the macro-
scopic length scale (chosen here as H , half the channel height) such that the small parameters
ϵb(t) = ℓb(t)/H ≪ 1 are defined, the asymptotic homogenization theory is applicable to the
hierarchical problem under analysis, and effective boundary conditions of the velocity vector
at virtual plane interfaces next to the physical rough/porous boundaries, i.e at ŷb = ŷ∞,b and
ŷt = ŷ∞,t, can be derived and imposed to simulate the macroscale behavior of the channel flow
at a fraction of the cost of full feature-resolving simulations; refer to Fig. 2.8(b). As in Section
2.2.1., it is convenient to eventually set ŷ∞,b(t) to 0 and, hence, to evaluate the macroscopic
coefficients for matching interface(s) passing by the tips/crests/outer rims of the ribs (or the first
row of inclusions). The homogenized boundary conditions, valid up to second-order in terms
of ϵb(t), can be expressed in the following dimensional form (refer to Paper F2 for derivation):
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û
∣∣
0
≈ λ̂x

[
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

]
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

First−order

+
K̂itf

xy

µ

∂

∂x̂

[
−p̂ + 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

]
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

, (2.23)

v̂
∣∣
0
≈ K̂yy

µ

∂

∂ŷ

[
−p̂ + 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

]
0

− K̂itf
xy

∂

∂x̂

[
∂û

∂ŷ
+
∂v̂

∂x̂

]
0

− K̂itf
zy

∂

∂ẑ

[
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+
∂v̂

∂ẑ

]
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

, (2.24)

ŵ
∣∣
0
≈ λ̂z

[
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+
∂v̂

∂ẑ

]
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

First−order

+
K̂itf

zy

µ

∂

∂ẑ

[
−p̂ + 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

]
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

. (2.25)

evaluated at the boundary of interest (either ŷb = 0 or ŷt = 0).
An in-depth look at these effective boundary conditions reveals that their structures are, in

general, similar to those related to the case of a free flow along a rough surface, given in Section
2.2.1., except that (i) the two buoyancy-related terms in the expression for the slip velocity (2.9)
are now, necessarily, absent in Eq. (2.23), and (ii) an additional term appears in the expression
for the transpiration velocity (2.24) including the role of the medium permeability coefficient
K̂yy associated with porous boundaries; if the boundary of interest is corrugated, yet not porous,
the medium permeability vanishes while the interface permeabilities K̂itf

xy and K̂itf
zy do not.

Again, the Navier-slip lengths in the streamwise and the spanwise directions (λ̂x,b(t), λ̂z,b(t)),
and the interface and intrinsic permeability coefficients (K̂itf

xy,b(t), K̂
itf
zy,b(t), K̂yy,b(t)) are homo-

geneous to, respectively, a length and a surface area, and correspond to the product of their
dimensionless counterparts times, respectively, lb(t) and l2b(t). The same closure problems de-
scribed by systems (2.14, 2.15, 2.17 and 2.18) should be solved over a microscopic elementary
cell (like those sketched in Fig. 2.8(c)) to evaluate the dimensionless counterparts λx,b(t), λz,b(t),
Kitf

xy,b(t) and Kitf
zy,b(t), respectively. For the medium permeability component Kyy, a triply peri-

odic unit cell of the porous region is considered, and the following closure system is solved over
it, with the free index j set to 2: 

∂iŭij = 0,

−∂ip̆j + ∂2kŭij = −δij,
ŭij = 0 at Iβσ,

(2.26)

subject to periodicity of ŭij and p̆j in x, y and z. Iβσ refers to the physical interface between the
fluid phase (β) and the ribs/grains/solid walls (σ). Additionally, since p̆j appears in the closure
problem in terms of its gradient only, we impose < p̆j >

β = 0 (refer to the definition in Eq.
(1.20)) as a necessary constraint for the problem to be well-posed. The ŭ22 field is then super-
ficially averaged over the volume of the unit cell to evaluate the coefficient Kyy. Should the
medium permeability components Kxx or Kzz be needed (although they do not contribute to the
effective boundary conditions), system 2.26 is to be solved for j equal to 1 or 3, respectively,
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Figure 2.9: Dependence of the Navier-slip and the interface permeability coefficients (respectively, λx
and Kitf

xy ) on the porosity, θ, of different permeable substrates (top) and the height-to-pitch ratio, e/ℓ, of
different rough surfaces (bottom).

and the superficial averaging is to be applied considering, respectively, ŭ11 or ŭ33. Numerical
values of the macroscopic coefficients entering the effective boundary conditions at the virtual
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interface for selected wall micro-structures are plotted in Fig. 2.9, showing their behaviors with
variations in the porosity (θ) for the different permeable beds and in the rib size-to-pitch ra-
tio (e/ℓ) for the rough surfaces (the medium permeability values are not plotted here, but the
reader can find them in Paper F1). For the case of longitudinal (respectively transverse) solid
inclusions/ribs, values of the coefficients λz and Kitf

zy can be inferred, although they are not ex-
plicitly available in the figure, since they are equal to λx and Kitf

xy of the transverse (respectively
longitudinal) case at the same value of θ or e/ℓ. When the cylindrical inclusions are elongated
in the spanwise (z) or in the streamwise (x) direction. For isotropic patterns such as porous
substrates made of ordered spherical grains or walls roughened with ordered cubes, it is clear
that λx = λz and Kitf

xy = Kitf
zy . For the rough walls considered, the macroscopic coefficients of

interest exhibit non-monotonic relationships with the rib size-to-pitch ratio, where they all peak
within the range 0.1 ≲ e/ℓ ≲ 0.3. This behavior is not unexpected, since the model coefficients
vanish for cubic or longitudinal/transverse square ribs as e/ℓ tends to 0 or 1, when the smooth
surface case is recovered.

• The near-wall advection modeling:

In the original structure of the homogenization model, inertial effects are absent from the prob-
lems at the two leading orders in ϵ, and the microscopic systems of equations are Stokes-like.
Nevertheless, near-wall advection may contribute significantly to the problem at relatively large
values of ϵ, limiting the validity range of the upscaling model adopted. It is, therefore, useful
to apply an adjustment to the basic upscaling approach to include the influence of near-wall
advection in a simplified way so that the effective boundary conditions (Eqs. (2.23) to (2.25))
hold at considerably large values of ϵ and/or the Reynolds number. The auxiliary systems used
to evaluate the Navier-slip and the interface-permeability coefficients are to be reformulated to
properly model the sensitivity of the microscopic fields, and therefore the model coefficients, to
near-wall inertia, which essentially means that these parameters are dependent not only on the
geometric characteristics of the boundary but also on the flow conditions. In this project, the
general procedure outlined by Buda (2021) is followed, with some adjustment.

Accordingly, the convective acceleration terms in the momentum conservation equation
governing the microscopic problem were linearized, by defining a constant, spatially invariant,
dimensional velocity ûϕ,i = (ûϕ, 0, 0) representative of the velocity level near the physical wall
where the inertial effects may be significant as the fluid interacts with the protrusions/grains.
Hence, the microscale problem is now governed by the following conservation equations:

∂ûi
∂x̂i

= 0, ρûϕ,j
∂ûi
∂x̂j

= − ∂p̂

∂x̂i
+ µ

∂2ûi
∂x̂2j

. (2.27)

The microscopic Reynolds number, defined as Reϕ = ρ ûϕ ℓ/µ, is now assumed to be of O(1).
A homogenization procedure similar, in principle, to the classical one was then followed by
Buda (2021); the same effective boundary conditions (Eqs. (2.23)–(2.25)) were eventually
attained, yet the closure problems based on which the macroscopic coefficients are calculated
differ from those aforementioned in this Chapter. For example, the systems governing the fields
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u†i1 and u†i3 (necessary to eventually evaluate λx and λz) now read, respectively:
∂iu

†
i1 = 0,

−∂ip†1 + ∂2ku
†
i1 = Reϕ ∂1u

†
i1,

u†i1 = 0 at Iβσ,

−p†1δi2 + ∂2u
†
i1 + ∂iu

†
21 = δi1 at y = y∞

(2.28)

and 
∂iu

†
i3 = 0,

−∂ip†3 + ∂2ku
†
i3 = Reϕ ∂1u

†
i3,

u†i3 = 0 at Iβσ,

−p†3δi2 + ∂2u
†
i3 + ∂iu

†
23 = δi3 at y = y∞,

(2.29)

instead of systems (2.14) and (2.15). Attention is now drawn to the choice of the characteris-
tic velocity ûϕ, required for the definition of Reϕ which controls the auxiliary system. Buda
(2021) adopted the simple assumption ûϕ = uτ (with uτ corresponding to a shear velocity) was
adopted, and thus Reϕ = ϵReτ (with Reτ corresponding to a shear-velocity Reynolds number,
defined based on uτ and the macroscopic length scale H). This assumption is, however, revis-
ited in the present work; detailed description and validation on sample case studies are provided
in Paper F1. The coefficients calculated based on this approach are indicated in this work as the
“Oseen-based” coefficients, while those evaluated based on the original, advection-free system
(2.14) are termed as the “Stokes-based” coefficients. Clearly, the Oseen-based system reduces
to the Stokes-based one at Reϕ = 0 for any surface texture. However, they are also identical at
finite values of Reϕ for the special case of streamwise-elongated inclusions (for instance, walls
modified with riblets or porous beds formed by longitudinal cylinders) since all the closure
variables in the auxiliary systems become x1-invariant, and therefore the terms Reϕ ∂1u

†
i1 and

Reϕ ∂1u
†
i3.



SUMMARY OF PAPERS AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, the scope, objectives, and main findings of each of the journal articles pub-
lished/submitted (or still in progress) through the research project are summarized. General
conclusions of the work are presented at the end of the chapter.

Paper B1: AHMED, E.N., BOTTARO, A. & TANDA, G. 2022 A homogenization approach
for buoyancy-induced flows over micro-textured vertical surfaces. J. Fluid Mech. 941, A53.

Scope
- Steady natural-convection flow over an isothermal vertical wall,

periodically-roughened with spanwise-elongated ribs whose material is
perfectly conducting.

Objectives

- Formulation, implementation and validation of upscaled effective
boundary conditions at a smooth fictitious surface (next to the fully-
featured physical one) to bypass the expensive numerical resolution of
flow and temperature fields near and within wall corrugations.

Tools
- Multiscale homogenization theory.
- CFD simulations.

Highlights

- High-order expressions of the upscaled velocity and temperature bound-
ary conditions were formulated.

- Closure problems, necessary to evaluate the macroscopic coefficients
contributing to the effective boundary conditions, were derived and
solved for sample surface microstructures.

- The accuracy levels and the validity limit of the model were investigated
under laminar flow conditions.
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Paper B2: AHMED, E.N. 2023 Natural-convection heat transfer from regularly ribbed verti-
cal surfaces: Homogenization-based simulations towards a correlation for the Nusselt number.
Numer. Heat Transfer A Appl. 83 (9), 991–1013.

Scope
- Steady natural-convection heat transfer from periodically roughened

vertical plates, with different rib geometries and densities of the rough-
ness pattern.

Objectives

- To quantify the enhancement/deterioration of the natural-convection
heat transfer rate when ribs are attached to the vertical heated surface.

- To pursue a correlation between the Nusselt number and the parameters
controlling heat transfer from the ribbed surface.

Tools

- Multiscale homogenization theory.

- CFD simulations.

- Response surface modeling/optimization.

- Multiple-regression analysis.

Highlights

- A database of results describing the deviation of the Nusselt number,
for different rib geometries and values of the Grashof number, relative
to the reference value of a smooth isothermal wall was created.

- It was proved that the presence of ribs generally has a negative effect on
heat transfer from the surface.

- The thermal-slip coefficient, as a single macroscopic control parame-
ter, proved to imitate the dependence of the Nusselt number on surface
micro-details under given pattern density and flow conditions.

- A correlation coupling effects of the thermal-slip coefficient, the number
of ribs, and the Grashof number on the Nusselt number was cast.
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Paper B3: AHMED, E.N., BOTTARO, A. & TANDA, G. 2024 Conjugate natural convection
along regularly ribbed vertical surfaces: A homogenization-based study. Numer. Heat Transfer
A Appl. 85 (9), 1331–1355.

Scope
- Steady conjugate heat transfer problem combining natural convection

over a regularly micro-textured vertical surface and the thermal conduc-
tion through the roughness elements.

Objectives

- Derivation, implementation and validation of a more versatile version of
the effective boundary conditions (originally formulated in Paper 1) to
account for thermal conduction through the micro-scale ribs and, there-
fore, the role of the ribs’ thermal conductivity coefficient.

Tools
- Multiscale homogenization theory.

- CFD simulations.

Highlights

- The temperature at the virtual boundary deviates from the uniform value
at the baseplate, where the thermal slip is described via a temperature-
gradient term with a coefficient that depends not only on the rib geome-
try but also on the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio.

- Several case studies were investigated for the case of spanwise-
elongated square ribs, varying the number of elements attached to the
surface and the thermal conductivity ratio, and the validity of the model
was confirmed.

- The lower the thermal conductivity of the ribs, the more the overall con-
vective heat transfer rate deteriorates.

- Simplifying the analysis of low-thermal-conductivity elements by con-
sidering them adiabatic may be critical, as the heat transfer performance
with wooden ribs (for instance) was found to be intermediate between
the cases of isothermal and adiabatic ones.
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Paper B4: TANDA, G., AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. 2023 Natural convection heat trans-
fer from a ribbed vertical plate: Effect of rib size, pitch, and truncation. Exp. Therm. Fluid Sci.
145, 110898.

Scope

- Natural convection heat transfer from a vertical plate regularly ribbed
with continuous/truncated wooden elements of square cross section, un-
der conditions not far from the onset of the transitional regime and with
air as the convective fluid.

Objectives

- Assessment of natural-convection heat transfer from a ribbed vertical
plate, varying the size and pitch of spanwise-elongated ribs and consid-
ering effects of rib truncation into staggered segments.

- Providing insight into the role of thermal-field disturbances close to tur-
bulent transition.

Tools

- Schlieren imaging: for visualization of the thermal boundary layer and
acquisition of the Nusselt number distribution.

- Miniature thermocouple: for quantification of air temperature fluctua-
tions in the boundary layer.

Highlights

- The presence of continuous ribs negatively affects the heat transfer per-
formance within the range of variation of the parameters investigated.

- When continuous ribs are replaced by truncated ones, significant heat
transfer enhancements, relative to the smooth surface, were noticed, and
an optimal length of the rib segments was found.

- Truncated ribs of optimal length induce temperature fluctuations in the
boundary layer much larger than those detected for the other configura-
tions studied, a potential reason for their superior performance.
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Paper B5: TANDA, G., AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. (Submitted 2023) Experimental
observations of the onset of unsteadiness for buoyant airflow along smooth and rough vertical
isothermal walls. Exp. Heat Transfer.

Scope
- Natural convection heat transfer from a vertical plate (smooth/ribbed)

under conditions not far from the onset of the transitional regime, with
air as the convective fluid.

Objectives

- Investigation of the thermal field in the buoyant airflow along an isother-
mal, smooth plate, with different enclosure configurations, at conditions
close to the end of the laminar regime.

- Analyzing the effect of the insertion of roughness elements (staggered
rows of wooden segments) onto the vertical plate.

Tools
- Schlieren imaging: Visualization of the thermal boundary layer and ac-

quisition of the Nusselt number distribution.

- Miniature thermocouple: Quantification of air temperature fluctuations.

Highlights

- Natural-convection heat transfer results for the smooth plate signifi-
cantly exceed laminar-flow-based theoretical predictions.

- Low-frequency flow instabilities in the boundary layer, sensitive to the
different configuration arrangements of the heated plate, were detected.

- Temperature fluctuations in the boundary layer were strongly amplified
when truncated ribs of optimal length were attached, and a consequent
increase in the heat transfer coefficient was detected.
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Paper B6: AHMED, E.N. & TANDA, G. 2024 An experimental and numerical study of
laminar natural convection along vertical rib-roughened surfaces. Intl J. Heat Mass Transfer.
223, 125227.

Scope
- Natural convection heat transfer to air from a vertical plate regularly

ribbed with continuous/truncated wooden elements of square cross sec-
tion, under conditions well within the laminar regime.

Objectives

- To investigate, through a combined experimental-numerical framework,
whether the imposition of a stable flow would guarantee superior heat
transfer performance, relative to the smooth plate, for the geometries
which had been found beneficial for heat transfer coefficient enhance-
ment close to the transitional regime in Papers B4 and B5 (e.g., trun-
cated rib elements with a proper length).

- Numerical model validation for the conjugate heat transfer problem.

Tools

- Schlieren imaging: for visualization of the thermal boundary layer and
acquisition of the Nusselt number distribution.

- Extensive energy balance calculations.

- Multiscale homogenization theory & CFD simulations.

Highlights

- The continuous, ribs were generally found to degrade the local and over-
all convective heat transfer, with the deterioration becoming more pro-
nounced when the ribs are densely packed on the surface.

- Staggered truncated ribs failed to provide any local/overall enhancement
to convective heat transfer.

- The homogenization-based simulations led to heat transfer trends in line
with those obtained by full simulations and experiments.
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Paper F1: AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. 2024 Laminar flow in a channel bounded by
porous/rough walls: revisiting Beavers-Joseph-Saffman. Eur. J. Mech. B Fluids 103, 269–283.

Scope - Fully developed, incompressible, laminar Poiseuille and Couette-
Poiseuille flows in a channel delimited by rough and/or permeable walls.

Objectives

- To revisit the Beavers-Joseph-Saffman condition for the slip velocity in
view of the recent advances in the application of the homogenization
theory, and to systematically pursue answers to critical questions re-
garding applicability of the effective boundary condition, especially (i)
when the microscopic and macroscopic length scales are comparable,
(ii) in the presence of near-wall backflow, and (iii) in the presence of
sizeable near-wall advective effects.

Tools
- Multiscale homogenization theory & Oseen’s approximation.

- CFD simulations.

Highlights

- Analytical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations were found for
Poiseuille and combined Couette-Poiseuille flows in the channel, by
defining effective velocity boundary conditions at virtual interfaces next
to the physical walls.

- The Stokes-based model used to identify the macroscopic coefficients in
the effective boundary conditions is found to be reliable up to ϵReτ ≈
10, with ϵ ratio of microscopic to macroscopic length scales andReτ the
shear-velocity Reynolds number.

- Above this threshold, the coefficients must account for advective effects:
a new upscaling procedure, based on an Oseen’s approximation, was
proposed and validated, extending considerably beyond Stokes regime.
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Paper F2: AHMED, E.N., NAQVI, S.B., BUDA, L. & BOTTARO, A. 2022 A homogeniza-
tion approach for turbulent channel flows over porous substrates: Formulation and implemen-
tation of effective boundary conditions. Fluids 7 (5), 178.

Scope - Turbulent channel flows over transversely isotropic permeable beds of
different microstructures, either spanwise- or streamwise-elongated.

Objectives

- To Formulate and implement effective boundary conditions for the three
velocity components at a virtual plane interface next to the porous bed.

- To monitor the behavior of the skin-friction drag coefficient for differ-
ent porous boundaries and to interpret it by analyzing the turbulence
statistics.

Tools
- Multiscale homogenization theory.

- Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS).

Highlights

- Permeable substrates with preferential slip in the streamwise direction
(e.g., beds consisting of longitudinal cylinders) are conditionally able to
reduce skin-friction drag.

- Permeable substrates with preferential slip in the spanwise direction
(e.g., beds consisting of transverse cylinders) result in skin-friction drag
increase.

- The analysis of the turbulence statistics provides a meaningful picture of
the levels of disturbances in the neighborhood of the permeable walls,
which can be used to interpret the behaviors of the skin-friction drag
coefficient.
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Paper F3: AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. (Draft, 2024) Exploring the nexus among rough-
ness function, apparent slip velocity and upscaling coefficients for turbulent flows over
porous/textured walls. To Be Submitted To J. Fluid Mech.

Scope
- The hydrodynamic interaction between a porous/rough boundary and a

fluid, under turbulent flow conditions, with focus on the sensitivity of
the roughness function, ∆U+, to the upscaled coefficients for the wall.

Objectives

- To demonstrate that imposing effective velocity boundary conditions at
a virtual plane boundary, next to the physical perturbed one, can effi-
ciently simplify the direct numerical simulations (DNSs).

- To pursue correlations to estimate ∆U+ a priori, once the upscaled co-
efficients of the homogenization model (i.e., the Navier-slip coefficients
and the interface/intrinsic permeabilities) are evaluated.

Tools
- Multiscale homogenization theory & Oseen’s approximation.

- Direct Numerical Simulations.

- Regression analysis

Highlights

- Drag reduction is attainable exclusively over streamwise-aligned grains
for ℓ+ values (pitch distance in wall units) up to 20–30.

- The drag increase over spanwise-aligned inclusions (or streamwise-
aligned ones at excessive ℓ+) is accompanied by enhanced turbulence
levels, including intensified sweep and ejection events.

- The r.m.s. fluctuations of the transpiration velocity at the virtual plane,
Ṽrms, is a key control parameter of ∆U+.

- Ṽrms is strongly correlated to a single macroscopic quantity, Ψ, which
comprises the upscaling coefficients of the model.

- Fitting relationships for ∆U+ are proposed, and their applicability is
confirmed against reference results.
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Paper F4: AHMED, E.N. & BOTTARO, A. 2023 Flow through porous metamaterials formed
by TPMS-based unit cells: Effects of advection. Eur. J. Mech. B Fluids 100, 202–207.

Scope - Seepage in different triply-periodic-minimal-surface (TPMS)-based
porous media beyond the linear, Stokes flow regime.

Objectives
- Employing upscaling to study the flow in TPMS-based porous struc-

tures, with focus on the effects of advection.

- Investigation of the permeability of sample TPMS-based metamaterials.

Tools
- Volume-averaging-based upscaling method.

- CFD simulations.

Highlights

- Effective (rather than intrinsic) permeability in Darcy’s law stems from
upscaling when advection is included in the model.

- Effective permeability is strongly dependent on both the porosity and
the Reynolds number; this was explored for six types of TPMS-based
structures, namely Gyroid, I-WP, Schwarz P, Split P, Fischer-Koch S,
and Neovius.

- Advection can significantly reduce permeability, particularly at large
porosity.
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• General conclusions

Experimental surveys and numerical simulations were carried out to investigate the complex
thermal/hydrodynamic interaction between a textured boundary and a fluid in different buoyancy-
induced and forced flow problems.

One of the main contributions of the project is the implementation of the multiscale homog-
enization theory to derive effective boundary conditions of the velocity vector and the temper-
ature at a fictitious plane interface next to a ribbed vertical wall exposed to natural-convection
heat transfer. Expressions of the boundary conditions were provided up to second-order ac-
curacy in a small parameter ϵ, ratio between the rib pitch and the plate height. Accordingly,
the classical Navier-slip condition for the streamwise velocity component was modified at first
order by a buoyancy term and at second order by the gradient of the normal stress besides a
temperature-gradient term. A Robin-like condition for the temperature was found, where the
wall temperature is corrected with a temperature-gradient term representing thermal slip; the
thermal-slip coefficient, λθ, depends on both the geometric properties of the protrusions and
the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio, κ. The effective boundary conditions were tested,
mainly, on the case of natural convection of air along a heated vertical surface roughened with
transverse square ribs, varying the small parameter ϵ, the rib pitch-to-height ratio, the Rayleigh
number Ra, and κ. Upon validation against reference feature-resolving simulations, the accu-
racy levels and the applicability range of the homogenization-based treatment were estimated
and it was proven to be an efficient tool to mimic the macroscopic flow behavior at a fraction
of the numerical complexity/cost of the fine-grained numerical analysis. Further, conjugate
natural convection (at Ra = 2× 107) along a vertical surface ribbed with wooden elements, ei-
ther spanwise-elongated or truncated into staggered segments, was experimentally investigated
via the schlieren optical method and extensive energy balance calculations, and the obtained
trends/values of the local and the surface-averaged Nusselt numbers were employed to validate
the numerical simulations (full/homogenized). For the considered range of the rib pitch-to-
height ratio (from 3.5 to 20), the presence of transverse continuous ribs resulted, generally,
in a convective heat transfer degradation, from both local and overall average perspectives, and
even the staggered truncated elements failed to provide any local/overall enhancement. Another
experimental survey was carried out considering similar rib configurations at larger Rayleigh
numbers (3.4 × 108 – 4.6 × 108), close to the upper threshold of the laminar flow range in the
case of a smooth surface; intriguingly, staggered arrangements resulted in significant heat trans-
fer enhancements, relative to the smooth surface, throughout the majority (or the totality) of the
inter-rib regions, which is likely related to either the more efficient redistribution of buoyant
airflow within the laminar flow regime or to a premature transition to turbulence induced by rib
truncation, as large-amplitude air temperature fluctuations suggest.

The forced flow in a channel delimited by porous/rough boundaries was studied, with fo-
cus on assessing/promoting the validity of the effective velocity boundary conditions for lam-
inar (within and beyond the Stokes regime) and turbulent flows. The homogenization-based
boundary condition used for the longitudinal velocity represents a more versatile version of the
Beavers-Joseph-Saffman condition; it applies not only to permeable but also to rough surfaces,
and it is free of any empirical parameters. The classical Stokes-based model used to identify
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slip and interface permeability coefficients in the effective boundary conditions is found to be
reliable and accurate up to ϵReτ ≈ 10, with ϵ here ratio of the textured pattern pitch distance
to half the channel height and Reτ the shear-velocity Reynolds number. Above this threshold,
the coefficients must account for advective effects: a new upscaling procedure, based on an Os-
een’s approximation, is thus proposed and validated, extending considerably beyond the Stokes
regime. A more advanced analysis was conducted by employing effective boundary conditions
of the three velocity components to study turbulent channel flows with different porous sub-
strates. The results, examined in terms of the mean velocity field and the turbulence statistics,
showed that permeable substrates with streamwise-preferential slip, e.g., those designed with
longitudinal cylinders, are able to reduce skin-friction drag, for ℓ+ values (i.e., grains’ pitch in
wall units) up to 20–30. The drag increase over spanwise-aligned inclusions (or streamwise-
aligned ones at excessive ℓ+) is accompanied by enhanced turbulence levels, including inten-
sified sweep and ejection events. The r.m.s. fluctuations of the transpiration velocity at the
porous/free-fluid interface, Ṽrms, is a key control parameter of the roughness function , ∆U+,
and analysis shows that Ṽrms is strongly correlated to a single macroscopic quantity, Ψ, which
comprises the Navier-slip and interface/intrinsic permeability coefficients. Fitting relationships
for ∆U+ are proposed, and their applicability is confirmed against reference results considering
turbulence over impermeable walls roughened with three-dimensional protrusions or different
geometries of riblets.

Finally, an upscaling approach was employed to study the flow through TPMS-based porous
media, with conditions departing from Stokes behavior. Dependence of the average velocity
on the macroscopic pressure gradient was properly described by a Darcy-like equation, with
an “effective” permeability, H , strong function of the Reynolds number of the flow through
the pores, Re. A closure problem was solved through a representative elementary volume of
the medium to evaluate H for six types of TPMS-based media, varying the porosity (θ) and
Re. Inertial effects were found to be significant; for instance, the permeability is reduced by
15 − 50% (according to the surface type) as Re increases from 0 to 50000, when θ = 0.98.
A porous material formed by Gyroid cells is the most permeable at low porosities (θ < 0.7),
almost independently of Re, for all tested structures. Above θ = 0.7, the largest permeability is
displayed by a Schwarz P-based metamaterial.
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Asymptotic homogenization is employed to formulate upscaled effective boundary con-
ditions at a smooth virtual surface for a natural-convection flow over a periodically-
roughened vertical wall, to bypass the expensive numerical resolution of flow and tem-
perature fields near and within wall corrugations. Microscale problems are found by
expanding near-wall variables in terms of a small parameter ϵ, ratio between the micro-
scopic and the macroscopic length scales. The expressions of the upscaled velocity and
temperature boundary conditions are provided up to second-order accuracy in ϵ. The
case of transverse square ribs is considered as a representative example. The classical
Navier-slip condition for the streamwise and the spanwise velocity components is modi-
fied at second order by the gradient of the normal stress and the time-derivative of the
shear stress. The streamwise slip velocity is additionally corrected by a buoyancy term
at first order and a temperature-gradient term at second order. The normal velocity at
the virtual surface appears only as a second-order transpiration condition. A Robin-like
condition for the temperature is found, where the wall temperature is corrected with a
temperature-gradient term representing thermal slip. The accuracy levels and the ap-
plicability range of the effective conditions to mimic the macroscopic flow behaviour
are investigated under laminar flow conditions, in comparison to results of full feature-
resolving simulations. A formal validity limit for the approximation is sought in terms
of a single accuracy criterion (C) which combines the effects of the Grashof number and
ribs’ density. The introduced model is further tested on different rib geometries.

1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Natural convection over ribbed/finned surfaces is widely encountered in engineering appli-
cations, such as cooling of electronics and telecommunication devices, air solar collectors,

1Supplementary Material related to this manuscript is provided after the References.
2The Version of Record of this manuscript, together with the Supplementary Mate-

rial, has been published and is available in: Journal of Fluid Mechanics 941 (2022) A53.
https://doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2022.320
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Figure 1: Schematic drawings of some surface alterations examined in the literature. The
indicated geometries are (from top left to bottom right): sinusoidal waves (Bhavnani & Bergles,
1991), complex waves (Yao, 2006), convex-concave semi-circles (Kishinami et al., 1990), zigzag
shaping (Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020), steps (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990); transverse square ribs
(Tanda, 1997), transverse trapezoidal ribs (Cavazzuti & Corticelli, 2008), rippled vertical fins
(El Ghandouri et al., 2020), staggered arrangement of interrupted fins (Guglielmini et al., 1987),
in-line arrangement of interrupted fins (Ahmadi et al., 2014).

and gas-cooled nuclear reactors. Compared with forced convection, a system that depends
on the natural-convection heat transfer regime has lower initial and running costs, less
noise and vibrations, higher reliability, almost maintenance-free operations, and better
ability for use in hostile environments under dust, moist air, etc. On the other hand, the
main problem facing designers is the low heat transfer coefficient of these systems. Due
to the ever-growing trend of miniaturization of electronic components and the increase in
power supply, higher heat generation rates per unit volume are encountered (Joshi et al.,
1989). This trend has stimulated many investigations to enhance natural-convection
cooling systems so that they can be effective at handling operation requirements. One
intuitively appealing solution to enhance the heat transfer performance of these systems
is to apply some sort of alteration or disturbance on the heated surface(s) in analogy
to the well-established concept of heat transfer promotion by adding ribs/fins to sur-
faces exposed to forced convection (Bunker & Donnellan, 2003; Chyu et al., 2007; Han
et al., 2012). However, studies on the effectiveness of adding surface alterations (ribs,
interrupted fins, dimples, etc.) to vertical plates exposed to natural convection have
not led yet to convincing guidelines, with some researchers reporting an improvement of
up to 200% compared to the performance of plane vertical plates, and others who have
found them useless or even of negative influence to the local and averaged heat transfer
parameters (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990).
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The need to better understand the interaction between the surface microstructure
and the buoyancy-driven flow has motivated many experimental and numerical investi-
gations to assess the usefulness and the feasibility of adding different types of protrusions
to the heated surfaces in terms of their effects on the flow regime, the heat transfer
characteristics, and the mass of the cooling modules. Examples of some surface alter-
ations/extensions, considered in previous investigations, are displayed in Fig. 1, includ-
ing periodic (wavy, rounded, zigzag) corrugations (Kishinami et al., 1990; Bhavnani &
Bergles, 1991; Yao, 2006; Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020), steps (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990),
two-dimensional ribs (Tanda, 1997; Cavazzuti & Corticelli, 2008), and different arrange-
ments of fins (Guglielmini et al., 1987; Ahmadi et al., 2014; El Ghandouri et al., 2020).
Various experimental techniques have been adopted for mapping the thermal field to
assess the detailed heat transfer performance. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional
feature-resolving numerical simulations have also demonstrated to be powerful tools for
the acquisition of large amounts of data on thermal fields and flow regimes, particularly
for complex configurations (Yao, 2006; Cavazzuti & Corticelli, 2008; Ahmadi et al., 2014;
Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020).

Numerical work on flows over surfaces with complicated small-scale details includ-
ing irregularities, roughness, porosity, etc. has been a challenge due to the high com-
putational resources required to numerically discretize flow and temperature fields in
the vicinity of the surface microstructures. In the present work, the multiscale ho-
mogenization approach is proposed to simplify the modelling of buoyancy-driven flows
over periodically-roughened vertical surfaces, while maintaining an acceptable level of
accuracy. Asymptotic homogenization is an approach which targets the study of the
macroscale behaviour of a medium which contains microscopic details, by replacing the
rapidly varying properties related to the heterogeneity of the medium by equivalent ho-
mogeneous macroscopic properties (Babuška, 1976). This technique can play a pivotal
role when handling differential equations that govern physical problems with microscale
fluctuations (Engquist & Souganidis, 2008) which are characterized by some sort of peri-
odicity or pseudo-periodicity. These problems can be computationally simplified by first
solving ad hoc auxiliary systems of equations in a microscopic domain to evaluate the
necessary upscaled conditions by means of averaging. The approach relies on the asymp-
totic expansion of the dependent variables in terms of a wisely-chosen small parameter
whose existence is related to the presence of well-separated scales, for instance a micro-
scopic length scale (ℓ) and a macroscopic length scale (L >> ℓ), so that the parameter
ϵ = ℓ

L
<< 1 can be defined, and the solution of the problem can be sought up to different

orders of accuracy in terms of ϵ.

Flow over micro-textured surfaces represents a typical homogenization problem.
Jiménez Bolaños & Vernescu (2017) have derived the Navier-slip effective condition for
the Stokes flow over a rough surface via homogenization theory as a first-order corrector
term to the no-slip condition of a smooth surface. Zampogna et al. (2019a) have pursued
a generalization of the classical first-order Navier-slip condition (Navier, 1823) over a
rough surface by means of a third-order Navier-slip tensor. The homogenized model was
pushed to second-order by Lācis et al. (2020) with the introduction of a transpiration
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velocity, the normal velocity component at the fictitious interface, thus enhancing model
predictions for a turbulent boundary layer over a rough surface. A further improvement
has been added by Bottaro & Naqvi (2020) who sought a solution up to third-order
accuracy. The range of applications subtended by homogenization theory is being con-
tinuously widened and enhancements to the basic formulation are ongoing. Zampogna
et al. (2019b) have extended the theory to the study of the turbulent flow over compliant
riblets, seeking reduction of the skin friction drag. Adjoint homogenization has been
introduced by Bottaro (2019) as a method to take into account non-linear effects within
the microscopic region.

The work presented in this paper is a novel implementation of the multiscale homoge-
nization technique to study natural convection heat transfer over rough surfaces. The only
previous contribution in this aspect was the work by Intröıni et al. (2011) who applied the
volume-averaging upscaling method to the study of the steady laminar buoyancy-driven
flow over rough surfaces. However, their model suffered from some deficiencies that limit
its applicability range. A critical assumption adopted by Intröıni and collaborators was
the neglect of buoyancy effects within the microscopic region, so that momentum and
energy conservation equations are decoupled. This assumption, despite being mathemat-
ically advantageous, limits the model applicability to cases in which the Rayleigh number
characterizing the microscopic problem (based on the microscopic length scale and the
temperature difference across the microscopic region) is sufficiently small. To satisfy this
condition, the bulk Rayleigh number must be lower than some threshold value, and the
roughness elements must be confined within the thermal boundary layer. In practical sit-
uations, high values of the Rayleigh number are often encountered. Moreover, the model
developed by Intröıni et al. (2011) is only accurate to first-order in ϵ.

In this paper, asymptotic homogenization is used to formulate expressions for the
macroscopic velocity and temperature effective conditions at a virtual interface separat-
ing the microscopic and the macroscopic sub-domains. Unlike Intröıni et al. (2011), the
Boussinesq approximation is employed for the buoyancy term in the microscopic momen-
tum equation to be linearly coupled with the energy equation . The dependent parameters
are expanded asymptotically in powers of the small parameter ϵ = pattern periodicity (ℓ)

plate length (L)
. The

effective conditions for velocity and temperature are all sought up to second-order accu-
racy. In the next section, the governing equations and the boundary conditions of the
problem are outlined, and domain decomposition is explained. In Section 3, the micro-
scopic region is considered where the asymptotic expansion of the dependent variables
is defined, and the problem is reconstructed at different orders of ϵ. For each order,
generic forms of the solutions are assumed and auxiliary differential systems are formu-
lated. Then, the case of transverse square ribs is discussed in Section 4. The parameters
of interest are determined via numerical solution of the auxiliary systems, and the effect
of the matching surface location is considered. In Section 5, a parametric study seeking
the effect of varying the rib size to the pitch distance ratio on the different coefficients is
presented. In Section 6, the macroscale problem is considered by imposing the upscaled
boundary conditions at a virtual vertical interface passing through the outer rims of the
ribs; full feature-resolving simulations are also conducted to validate the predictions of
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the model. In Section 7, the accuracy deterioration of the homogenized model is mon-
itored with the increase of ϵ and/or the Grashof number, and the limit of validity of
the approach is ascertained. Furthermore, the accuracy of the method is confirmed for
different shapes of the roughness elements. In the concluding section, the main findings
of the study are highlighted.

2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND DOMAIN DECOMPO-

SITION

2.1 The dimensional equations

As a major assumption, the changes in the density of the fluid are considered to only
affect the buoyancy term in the momentum conservation equation. Under the Boussinesq
approximation, the conservation equations in terms of the dimensional variables, space
coordinates x̂i, time t̂, pressure P̂ , velocity ûi, and temperature T̂ , are expressed as
follows:

∂ûi

∂x̂i

= 0, (1-a)

ρ̂∞

(
∂ûi

∂t̂
+ ûj

∂ûi

∂x̂j

)
= −∂(P̂ − P̂∞)

∂x̂i

+ µ
∂2ûi

∂x̂2
j

− ρ̂∞β(T̂ − T̂∞)gi, (1-b)

∂T̂

∂t̂
+ ûj

∂T̂

∂x̂j

= α
∂2T̂

∂x̂2
j

, (1-c)

with ρ̂∞, P̂∞ and T̂∞ the density, pressure and temperature in the stagnant flow region,
sufficiently far away from the vertical wall. The parameters assumed constant in the
equations above are the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, β, the dynamic viscos-
ity, µ = ρ̂∞ν, with ν the kinematic viscosity, and the thermal diffusivity, α. With the
axes as in Fig. 2, the volume force per unit mass has components gi = −g δi1 with g
the acceleration of gravity and δij the Kronecker index. The parameter controlling the
thermal convection flow is the Rayleigh number Ra, defined as

Ra =
gβ(T̂w − T̂∞)L3

αν
,

where the temperature of the wall, T̂w, is maintained constant, and the plate height,
L, is the macroscopic length scale of the problem. We also define the Grashof number,
Gr = Ra/Pr, with Pr = ν/α the Prandtl number, a property of the fluid. Given the
presence of two characteristic length scales, a macroscopic and a microscopic one, the
latter related to the periodicity l of the microstructures present on the vertical surface,
two problems will be set up. These two problems will be coupled at some distance from
the wall, a distance that is asymptotically large when seen from the microscopic point of
view and asymptotically small when seen from the macroscopic viewpoint.
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Figure 2: Sketch of a general vertical rough surface, periodically micro-patterned, with nota-
tions and indication of microscopic and macroscopic domains.

2.2 The macroscale problem

To set the proper scales of the macroscopic problem we consider the fact that the motion
of the fluid is generated by the buoyancy force; if U is the characteristic velocity of the
fluid, we can write

ρ̂∞U2

L
∼ ρ̂∞β(T̂w − T̂∞)g.

We thus define the velocity scale U =

√
β(T̂w − T̂∞)gL = Gr1/2

ν

L
and normalize the

velocity vector as:

Ui =
ûi

U
.

The other dimensionless variables are defined as follows:

Xi =
x̂i

L
, t =

t̂U
L

, P =
P̂ − P̂∞

ρ̂∞U2
, Θ =

T̂ − T̂∞

T̂w − T̂∞
,

for the balance equations to become:

∂Ui

∂Xi

= 0, (2-a)
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∂Ui

∂t
+ Uj

∂Ui

∂Xj

= − ∂P

∂Xi

+
1√
Gr

∂2Ui

∂X2
j

+Θδi1, (2-b)

Pr
√
Gr

(
∂Θ

∂t
+ Uj

∂Θ

∂Xj

)
=

∂2Θ

∂X2
j

. (2-c)

These equations depend on only the macroscopic independent variables, t and Xi, and
must be solved subject to matching conditions at X2 → 0, together with Θ = U1 = 0 and
∂U2

∂X2

= 0 for X2 → ∞.

2.3 The microscale problem

The near-wall problem differs from the previous one in that the microscopic velocity scale
is taken to be ϵU , with ϵ = ℓ/L << 1. Also, the pressure scale for the near-wall flow
is the viscous pressure, i.e. µ (ϵU)/l. Dimensionless variables in the microscopic domain
are introduced as follows:

ui =
ûi

ϵU
, xi =

x̂i

l
, t =

t̂U
L

, p =
(P̂ − P̂∞)L

µU
, θ =

T̂ − T̂∞

T̂w − T̂∞
.

The microscopic dimensionless equations are:

∂ui

∂xi

= 0, (3-a)

ϵRG

(
∂ui

∂t
+ uj

∂ui

∂xj

)
= − ∂p

∂xi

+
∂2ui

∂x2
j

+RG θ δi1, (3-b)

ϵRG Pr

(
∂θ

∂t
+ uj

∂θ

∂xj

)
=

∂2θ

∂x2
j

, (3-c)

with the reduced Grashof number RG, defined by RG = ϵ
√
Gr, assumed of order one.

The microscale problem is bounded by the microstructured wall on one side; therefore,
the following condition is imposed at this location.

ui = 0, θ = 1 for x2 = yw, (3-d)

with yw = yw (x1, x3) the micro-patterned wall. A representative volume element must be
chosen, of unit length along x1 and x3 (cf. Fig. 2), and periodic conditions are enforced
for all dependent variables along these directions. On account of the scalings adopted for
inner (i.e., near-wall) and outer problems, the conditions for x2 → ∞ are:

−p δi2 +

(
∂ui

∂x2

+
∂u2

∂xi

)
= Si2, (3-e)

∂θ

∂x2

= ϵ η; (3-f)
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these amount to matching the components of the traction vector and of the heat flux
between the two regions. For ease of notation in the equations above we have introduced
the following definitions for the macroscopic dimensionless stresses in the streamwise,
normal, and spanwise directions (respectively S12, S22, S32) as well as the macroscopic
dimensionless normal temperature gradient (η):

Si2 = −Gr1/2 P δi2 +

(
∂Ui

∂X2

+
∂U2

∂Xi

)
,

η =
∂Θ

∂X2

.

Notice that both Si2 and η depend on only macroscopic variables; they represent the
forcing of the outer flow on the near-wall state.

We still need to specify the asymptotic matching conditions which will eventually
result in effective boundary conditions for the macroscopic problem, to be applied some
distance from the microstructured wall. They are:

lim
X2→0

Ui = lim
x2→∞

ϵ ui, (4-a)

lim
X2→0

Θ = lim
x2→∞

θ. (4-b)

3 ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THEMICROSCALE PROB-

LEM

3.1 Expansion of the inner variables

Asymptotic expansions in terms of the small parameter ϵ are introduced, and like-order
terms are collected, leading to a hierarchy of problems. We impose:

ui = u
(0)
i + ϵ u

(1)
i + ϵ2 u

(2)
i + ...,

and likewise for p and θ. Furthermore, using the chain rule, we replace in the microscopic

equations the term
∂

∂xi

by
∂

∂xi

+ ϵ
∂

∂Xi

. The asymptotic expressions are plugged into

Eqs. (3-a to 3-f) governing the microscale problem.

3.2 Reconstruction of the problem at different orders

The problems at the asymptotic orders of interest are given below.
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3.2.1 O(ϵ0) problem

∂u
(0)
i

∂xi

= 0, (5-a)

−∂p(0)

∂xi

+
∂2u

(0)
i

∂x2
j

+RG θ(0) δi1 = 0, (5-b)

∂2θ(0)

∂x2
j

= 0, (5-c)

with boundary conditions

u
(0)
i = 0, θ(0) = 1 at x2 = yw, (5-d)

−p(0) δi2 +

(
∂u

(0)
i

∂x2

+
∂u

(0)
2

∂xi

)
= Si2,

∂θ(0)

∂x2

= 0 for x2 → ∞. (5-e)

A solution of this problem can be sought by separation of variables, on account of the
linearity of the system, for the solution to take the form:

u
(0)
i = ŭikSk2 + u†

iRG, p(0) = p̆kSk2 + p†RG + P0,

with ŭik, u†
i , p̆k, and p† tensors which depend on microscopic variables only, and P0

an integration constant function only of Xj. After plugging the ansatz for the order
zero solution into the balance equations, it becomes clear that uniqueness conditions are
needed for p̆k and p†, which appear in the system only through their gradients. We enforce
the vanishing of the integrals of p̆k and p† over a cubic cell of unit side length positioned
sufficiently far from the wall (nominally for x2 → ∞); this leads to the vanishing of P0.
It is also clear that we cannot stop the solution at this order, since the leading order
temperature solution is simply θ(0) = 1, i.e. the effect of the microstructure appears in
the temperature at the next ϵ-order.

The dynamic problem at O(ϵ0) yields the same equations for ŭik and p̆k already given
for the isothermal case by Bottaro & Naqvi (2020), so that we can anticipate that the
first correction to the no-slip condition for the velocity will be a Navier-slip term. Such
a leading-order problem reads:

∂ŭik

∂xi

= 0, (6-a)

−∂p̆k
∂xi

+
∂2ŭik

∂x2
j

= 0, (6-b)

with
ŭik = 0 at x2 = yw, (6-c)

−p̆k δi2 +

(
∂ŭik

∂x2

+
∂ŭ2k

∂xi

)
= δik at x2 → ∞. (6-d)
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The † variables, which describe the effect of buoyancy on velocity and pressure fields,
satisfy the steady system:

∂u†
i

∂xi

= 0, (7-a)

−∂p†

∂xi

+
∂2u†

i

∂x2
j

= −δi1, (7-b)

with
u†
i = 0 at x2 = yw, (7-c)

−p† δi2 +

(
∂u†

i

∂x2

+
∂u†

2

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (7-d)

As it will be shown later on, the problems can be further simplified when x3-elongated
wall ribs are examined, as in the case of riblets (Bechert & Bartenwerfer, 1989; Luchini
et al., 1991).

3.2.2 O(ϵ1) problem

The equations at order ϵ are forced by the order one state, i.e.

∂u
(1)
i

∂xi

= −∂u
(0)
i

∂Xi

, (8-a)

−∂p(1)

∂xi

+
∂2u

(1)
i

∂x2
j

+RG θ(1) δi1 =
∂p(0)

∂Xi

− 2
∂2u

(0)
i

∂xj ∂Xj

+RG

(
∂u

(0)
i

∂t
+ u

(0)
j

∂u
(0)
i

∂xj

)
, (8-b)

∂2θ(1)

∂x2
j

= −2
∂2θ(0)

∂xj ∂Xj

+RG Pr

(
∂θ(0)

∂t
+ u

(0)
j

∂θ(0)

∂xj

)
, (8-c)

with boundary conditions

u
(1)
i = θ(1) = 0 at x2 = yw, (8-d)

−p(1) δi2 +

(
∂u

(1)
i

∂x2

+
∂u

(1)
2

∂xi

)
= −

(
∂u

(0)
i

∂X2

+
∂u

(0)
2

∂Xi

)
at x2 → ∞, (8-e)

∂θ(1)

∂x2

= η − ∂θ(0)

∂X2

at x2 → ∞. (8-f)

We must now substitute the results for u
(0)
i , p(0), and θ(0) into Eqs. (8-a to 8-f). As a first

step, a solution for θ(1) is to be sought from the energy equation and the corresponding
boundary conditions. Specifically, these equations read:

∂2θ(1)

∂x2
i

= 0, (9-a)
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θ(1) = 0 at x2 = yw, (9-b)

∂θ(1)

∂x2

= η at x2 → ∞. (9-c)

Owing to linearity, the solution can be written as:

θ(1) = θ̃(xi) η(Xi) (10)

The new microscopic field θ̃ solves the system:

∂2θ̃

∂x2
i

= 0, (11-a)

θ̃ = 0 at x2 = yw, (11-b)

∂θ̃

∂x2

= 1 at x2 → ∞. (11-c)

The equations governing the behaviour of u
(1)
i and p(1) can be recast as follows:

∂u
(1)
i

∂xi

= −ŭjk
∂Sk2

∂Xj

(12-a)

− ∂p(1)

∂xi

+
∂2u

(1)
i

∂x2
j

= R3
Gu

†
j

∂u†
i

∂xj

+R2
G

[
ŭjk

∂u†
i

∂xj

+ u†
j

∂ŭik

∂xj

]
Sk2 (12-b)

+RG

[
ŭjk

∂uiℓ

∂xj

]
Sk2Sℓ2 +RG ŭik

∂Sk2

∂t
−RG η θ̃ δi1 + p̆k

∂Sk2

∂Xi

− 2
∂ŭik

∂xj

∂Sk2

∂Xj

,

with boundary conditions
u
(1)
i = 0 at x2 = yw, (12-c)

∂u
(1)
1

∂x2

+
∂u

(1)
2

∂x1

= −ŭ1k
∂Sk2

∂X2

− ŭ2k
∂Sk2

∂X1

,

− p(1) + 2
∂u

(1)
2

∂x2

= −2ŭ2k
∂Sk2

∂X2

, (12-d)

∂u
(1)
3

∂x2

+
∂u

(1)
2

∂x3

= −ŭ3k
∂Sk2

∂X2

− ŭ2k
∂Sk2

∂X3

at x2 → ∞.

Again, a generic form of the solution can sought, i.e.

u
(1)
i = u̇ijk

[
∂Sk2

∂Xj

]
+ üik

[
RG(Sk2)

2
]
+ üi12 [RGS12S22] + üi13 [RGS12S32]

+ üi23 [RGS22S32] + ui
′ [RG η] + uik

[
R2

GSk2

]
+ u‡

i

[
R3

G

]
+ ut

ik

[
RG

∂Sk2

∂t

]
, (13-a)
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p(1) = ṗjk

[
∂Sk2

∂Xj

]
+ p̈k

[
RG(Sk2)

2
]
+ p̈12 [RGS12S22] + p̈13 [RGS12S32]

+ p̈23 [RGS22S32] + p′ [RG η] + pk
[
R2

GSk2

]
+ p‡

[
R3

G

]
+ ptk

[
RG

∂Sk2

∂t

]
. (13-b)

Twenty-three decoupled systems of equations arise from substituting the preceding forms
into Eqs. (12-a to 12-d). They are given in Appendix A.

3.2.3 Taking the temperature condition to higher order

Given that the macroscopic velocity at the matching surface is now available up to order
ϵ2 (cf. Eq. (4-a)), it is advisable to do the same with the temperature. Employing the
values of the dependent variables at the earlier orders, the microscopic energy equation
at O(ϵ2) now reads:

∂2θ(2)

∂x2
i

= PrRG

[
θ̃
∂η

∂t
+ ŭjk

∂θ̃

∂xj

η Sk2 + u†
j

∂θ̃

∂xj

ηRG

]
− 2

∂θ̃

∂xj

∂η

∂Xj

. (14-a)

The boundary conditions are:

θ(2) = 0 at x2 = yw,
∂θ(2)

∂x2

= −θ̃
∂η

∂X2

at x2 → ∞. (14-b)

The following general form for the solution of θ(2) may be assumed:

θ(2) = θ!k

[
∂η

∂Xk

]
+ θ∗k [PrRG ηSk2] + θ∗∗

[
PrR2

G η
]
+ θt

[
PrRG

∂η

∂t

]
. (15)

Eight decoupled systems of equations stem from substituting the latter form into Eqs.
(14-a and 14-b); they are provided in Appendix B.

4 THE CASE OF TRANSVERSE SQUARE RIBS

As an example of the implementation of the theory, the case of transverse square ribs is
considered so that the auxiliary systems can be significantly simplified. In particular, be-
cause of invariance along x3, all auxiliary problems simplify considerably (with derivatives
∂/∂x3 set to zero), and only two-dimensional Stokes-like (or Laplace-like, or Poisson-like)
problems remain to be solved in the (x1, x2) plane, subject to periodic conditions along
x1. A sketch of the microscopic representative volume element is provided in Fig. 3.
Some of the microscopic problems admit trivial solutions. For instance, it is easy to find
that in the elementary cell it is ŭ12 = ŭ22 = ŭ13 = ŭ23 = ŭ31 = ŭ32 = u†

3 = 0, plus
p̆2 = −1 and p̆3 = 0. The systems which do not have a simple solution have been solved
numerically by using the STAR-CCM+ multi-physics software (version 15.06.007-R8),
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Figure 3: Sketch of a unit cell in the microscopic domain, indicating coordinates and geometric
parameters.

Figure 4: Behaviour of the parameters of interest along a line in the x2-direction which goes
through the middle of the rib (x1 = 0 with reference to Fig. 3). The displayed numerical results
are for the case e/ℓ = 0.25 and y∞ = 5.

by successfully refining the grid until fully grid-converged states are found, for varying
dimensions of the cell along x2. Detailed numerical results of the reduced auxiliary sys-
tems relative to the O(ϵ0), O(ϵ1) and O(ϵ2) problems are presented as Supplementary
Material , for a rib size to periodicity ratio, e/l, equal to 0.25, and matching interface
location positioned at x2 = y∞ = 5.

4.1 A synthesis of the microscopic results

The behaviours of the parameters of interest, those which contribute to the effective
boundary conditions, are presented in Fig. 4, separating them into two groups according
to their gradients in the x2-direction (either positive or negative). At the matching
interface (x2 = y∞ = 5), the variables contributing to the effective boundary conditions
become independent of x1 and take the following uniform values:

ŭ11 = 5.0396, ŭ33 = θ̃ = 5.0861,

u†
1 = u̇112 = −u̇211 = 12.7002, u̇332 = −u̇233 = 12.9402,
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u′
1 = 43.0376, ut

11 = −42.4485, ut
33 = θt = −43.8582.

4.2 Effects of varying the matching interface location

The effect of changing the matching surface distance, y∞, on the values of the seven
independent groups of effective parameters has been analyzed with the aid of successive
numerical simulations, varying y∞ from 2 to 6, as listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Microscopic results found at different values of y∞ for square ribs with e/ℓ = 0.25.

y∞ ŭ11 ŭ33 = θ̃ u†1 = u̇112 = −u̇211 u̇332 = −u̇233 u′1 ut11 ut33 = θt

2 2.0398 2.0861 2.0820 2.1818 2.8935 -2.8114 -3.0271
3 3.0397 3.0861 4.6213 4.7680 9.5340 -9.2334 -9.7986
4 4.0396 4.0861 8.1607 8.3541 21.8505 -21.5067 -22.7422
5 5.0396 5.0861 12.7002 12.9402 43.0376 -42.4485 -43.8582
6 6.0398 6.0861 18.2411 18.5264 74.2034 -72.2463 -75.1465

Category (L) Category (Q) Category (C)
Linear relations Quadratic relations Cubic relations

An in-depth look into the table reveals that we have three categories of relations
between the values of the microscopic parameters at the matching interface versus the
location of the interface itself; specifically, linear, quadratic, and cubic relations. Fitting
the results, we get the following expressions for the closure variables evaluated at y∞:

ŭ11 = y∞ + λx, ŭ33 = θ̃ = y∞ + λz,

u†
1 = u̇112 = −u̇211 =

y2∞
2

+ λxy∞ +m12, u̇332 = −u̇233 =
y2∞
2

+ λzy∞ +m32,

u′
1 = 2

[
y3∞
6

+m32 y
2
∞ + λx y∞

]
+ B, ut

11 = −2

[
y3∞
6

+m12 y
2
∞ + λx y∞

]
+ B1t,

ut
33 = θt = −2

[
y3∞
6

+ λz
y2∞
2

+m32 y∞

]
+ B3t.

The dimensionless Navier-slip coefficients (λx, λz), surface permeability coefficients (m12,
m32), velocity-flux sensitivity (B), and time-fluctuations coefficients (B1t, B3t) are only
dependent of the geometric parameters of the ribbed surface, e/ℓ in the case of square
ribs. These coefficients can be calculated for any geometry of transverse ribs, once the
microscopic numerical simulations are conducted with any suitable value of y∞, and the
results of the microscopic parameters at the matching interface are substituted in the
fitting equations.

Simpler, accurate methods for the estimation of the coefficients of interest are pro-
posed within the present framework. The Navier-slip coefficients can be calculated by
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running the simulations of the leading-order systems, forced by S12 and S32, with a suit-
able value of y∞ to get, respectively, the fields of ŭ11 and ŭ33; thereafter, the values of
λx and λz can be found by averaging the corresponding field on the plane x2 = 0. It is
interesting that these same fields can then be employed to estimate the values of m12 and
m32, making use of the numerical result pointed out by Bottaro & Naqvi (2020), i.e.

u†
1 = u̇112 = −u̇211 =

∫
Scell

ŭ11 dx1 dx2,

u̇332 = −u̇233 =

∫
Scell

ŭ33 dx1 dx2,

with Scell the surface of the representative near-wall cell. The following values of the
coefficients eventually arise when e/ℓ = 0.25:

λx = 0.03975, λz = 0.08609, m12 = 0.002332, m32 = 0.009551,

B = 0.0002399, B1t = −0.0000839, B3t = −0.0007794.

4.3 The formal expressions of the effective boundary conditions

The expressions of the microscopic dimensionless velocity components are now available
up to O(ϵ1), while the microscopic dimensionless temperature (θ) is known up to O(ϵ2).
The values of the preceding quantities can be linked to the corresponding dimensionless
macroscopic parameters at the matching interface, based on the concept of continuity of
velocity (Eq. (4-a)) and temperature (Eq. (4-b)). In particular, it is convenient to enforce
the conditions on the outer rim of the ribs, which amounts to specifying x2 = ϵX2 = 0
in the matching relations (Eqs. (4-a, 4-b)), along with setting y∞ = 0 in the fits of the
microscopic parameters (given in Section 4.2) entering the effective boundary conditions.
Eventually, we obtain:

U1

∣∣
X2=0

= ϵ [λx S12 + m12RG]X2=0

+ ϵ2
[
m12

∂S22

∂X1

+ BRG
∂Θ

∂X2

+ B1tRG
∂S12

∂t

]
X2=0

+ O(ϵ3), (16-a)

U2

∣∣
X2=0

= −ϵ2
[
m12

∂S12

∂X1

+m32
∂S32

∂X3

]
X2=0

+ O(ϵ3), (16-b)

U3

∣∣
X2=0

= ϵ λz S32

∣∣
X2=0

+ ϵ2
[
m32

∂S22

∂X3

+ B3tRG
∂S32

∂t

]
X2=0

+ O(ϵ3), (16-c)

Θ
∣∣
X2=0

= 1 + ϵ λz
∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

+ ϵ2 B3tRG Pr
∂2Θ

∂X2 ∂t

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

+ O(ϵ3). (16-d)

The no-slip conditions of the smooth surface are identically retrieved at O(ϵ0). The
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effective conditions for velocity are similar to those given by Lācis et al. (2020) and
Bottaro & Naqvi (2020) for flow over rough surfaces without heat transfer. Nevertheless,
the presence of the buoyancy terms, proportional to RG and RG

∂Θ
∂X2

in the equation of the
velocity component U1, and of the time fluctuation terms in the equations of (U1, U3, Θ)
should be highlighted. We emphasize that the presence of the buoyancy-related term is
a first-order contribution to the effective condition for the streamwise velocity, Û1, and is
directly attributed to the assumption that the Grashof number is sufficiently large, i.e.
ϵRG = ϵ2

√
Gr is of O(ϵ1), and not O(ϵ2).

In dimensional terms, the conditions on the plane x̂2 = 0 read

û1

∣∣
x̂2=0

≈ λ̂x

[
∂û1

∂x̂2

+
∂û2

∂x̂1

]
x̂2=0

+ m̂12
β g (T̂w − T̂∞)

ν︸ ︷︷ ︸
First−order

+ m̂12

[
∂

∂x̂1

(
−(p̂− p̂∞)

µ
+ 2

∂û2

∂x̂2

)]
x̂2=0

+ B̂ gβ

ν

∂T̂

∂x̂2

∣∣∣∣
x̂2=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

+ B̂1t
1

ν

∂

∂t̂

[
∂û1

∂x̂2

+
∂û2

∂x̂1

]
x̂2=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

, (17-a)

û2

∣∣
x̂2=0

≈ −m̂12
∂

∂x̂1

[
∂û1

∂x̂2

+
∂û2

∂x̂1

]
x̂2=0

− m̂32
∂

∂x̂3

[
∂û3

∂x̂2

+
∂û2

∂x̂3

]
x̂2=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

, (17-b)

û3

∣∣
x̂2=0

≈ λ̂z

[
∂û3

∂x̂2

+
∂û2

∂x̂3

]
x̂2=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

First−order

+ m̂32
∂

∂x̂3

[
−(p̂− p̂∞)

µ
+ 2

∂û2

∂x̂2

]
x̂2=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

+ B̂3t
1

ν

∂

∂t̂

[
∂û3

∂x̂2

+
∂û2

∂x̂3

]
x̂2=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

, (17-c)

T̂
∣∣
x̂2=0

≈ T̂w︸︷︷︸
Zero−order

+ λ̂z
∂T̂

∂x̂2

∣∣∣∣
x̂2=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

First−order

+ B̂3t
1

α

∂2T̂

∂x̂2 ∂t̂

∣∣∣∣
x̂2=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second−order

. (17-d)

The dimensional groups of coefficients (λ̂x, λ̂z), (m̂12, m̂32) and (B̂, B̂1t, B̂3t) are homo-
geneous to, respectively, a length, a surface area and a volume, and correspond to the
product of their dimensionless counterparts times, respectively, l, l2 and l3. The condi-
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tions above represent the most important contribution of the present paper.

5 THE ROLE OF RIB HEIGHT TO PITCH DISTANCE RA-

TIO: PARAMETRIC STUDY

From a practical point of view, it is advantageous to generate a database of the values
of the seven dimensionless, geometry-dependent coefficients of interest, to cover a wide
range of rib height to pitch distance ratios, e/l, in order to enable the direct use of the
effective boundary conditions for the macroscopic problems. In this study, the ratio was
varied within the range 0.025 ≤ e/l ≤ 0.8. For each value of e/l, the procedure described
in Section 4.2 for the accurate estimation of the coefficients was followed. The resulting
database is presented in tabular form (Table 2) and graphically in Fig. 5. It is clear
that all model coefficients peak, in magnitude, within the range e/ℓ = 0.1 to 0.3, which
implies significant velocity and thermal slip. All coefficients tend to zero as e tends to
zero or approaches ℓ, for the effective boundary conditions at x2 = 0 to become no-slip
and isothermal wall.

Table 2: The upscaled coefficients of interest for different rib height to pitch distance ratios.

e/ℓ λx λz m12 m32 B B1t B3t

0.025 0.02158 0.02296 0.000265 0.000286 0.0000041 -0.0000041 -0.0000046

0.050 0.03667 0.04215 0.000874 0.001037 0.0000270 -0.0000250 -0.0000320

0.075 0.04593 0.05757 0.001601 0.002120 0.0000710 -0.0000580 -0.0000920

0.100 0.05061 0.06949 0.002250 0.003384 0.0001280 -0.0000940 -0.0001850

0.125 0.05188 0.07822 0.002725 0.004716 0.0001855 -0.0001195 -0.0003000

0.150 0.05094 0.08400 0.002979 0.005999 0.0002290 -0.0001297 -0.0004237

0.175 0.04853 0.08738 0.003029 0.007184 0.0002550 -0.0001264 -0.0005449

0.200 0.04567 0.08859 0.002898 0.008188 0.0002651 -0.0001144 -0.0006477

0.225 0.04265 0.08803 0.002663 0.008976 0.0002578 -0.0000992 -0.0007269

0.250 0.03975 0.08609 0.002332 0.009551 0.0002399 -0.0000839 -0.0007794

0.275 0.03699 0.08302 0.002022 0.009892 0.0002171 -0.0000697 -0.0007982

0.300 0.03459 0.07921 0.001718 0.009987 0.0001912 -0.0000593 -0.0007870

0.350 0.03011 0.07011 0.001188 0.009600 0.0001430 -0.0000442 -0.0007011

0.400 0.02589 0.06023 0.000836 0.008612 0.0001024 -0.0000323 -0.0005671

0.500 0.01776 0.04155 0.000434 0.005803 0.0000417 -0.0000136 -0.0002944

0.600 0.01146 0.02624 0.000230 0.003128 0.0000132 -0.0000055 -0.0001188

0.700 0.00662 0.01453 0.000101 0.001326 0.0000041 -0.0000017 -0.0000364

0.800 0.00315 0.00642 0.000031 0.000391 0.0000009 -0.0000004 -0.0000072
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Figure 5: The behaviour of the upscaled coefficients of interest with the change of rib height
to pitch distance ratio. The curves are fitted on the basis of kriging interpolation.

6 MACROSCALE BEHAVIOUR OF THE FLOW

In this section, attention is given to validation of the effective conditions obtained in
Section 4, with the upscaled coefficients calculated for the case of square ribs. The
macroscale problem is considered, with governing equations given in Section 2. Since
the ribs are elongated in the transverse direction, and since only the case of laminar
flow is considered, there is no need to resolve the spanwise direction; the problem can
be simplified to its two-dimensional form in the (X1, X2) plane. In addition, steady-
state solutions are targeted for validation purposes. Three types of simulations have
been carried out: (i) natural convection over a vertical smooth surface; (ii) full feature-
resolving natural convection over a vertical ribbed surface; (iii) homogenized problem with
effective boundary conditions at a virtual wall. For each simulation, the computational
domain, the boundary conditions, and the grid structure are explained in detail later in
this section. As for the case of the microscopic problems, we have found it convenient
to carry out the simulations with STAR-CCM+. The second-order upwind formulation
has been adopted for the spatial discretization of all fields, with the calculation of the
gradients based on a hybrid Gauss-least squares method. The SIMPLE scheme has been
employed for the pressure-velocity coupling.

6.1 Isothermal vertical smooth surface case

A numerical calculation is first performed for a smooth isothermal surface at a plate
Grashof number Gr = 5.563 × 108 and a Prandtl number Pr = 0.712; this corresponds,
for instance, to a buoyancy-driven air flow with T̂∞ = 18 ◦C, T̂w = 58 ◦C, L = 0.5m, and
the fluid properties calculated at standard pressure and based on the film temperature

T̂f =
T̂w + T̂∞

2
. Different purposes are targeted from this step: (i) estimation of the

adequacy of the computational domain; (ii) validation of the CFD numerical scheme and
of the inlet/outlet boundary conditions by comparing the results with available databases
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through the literature; (iii) the no-slip smooth surface case is equivalent to a homogenized
simulation of the rough surface with zero-order effective conditions, so the results will help
to monitor the accuracy enhancement when progressively higher-order approximations are
used.

Figure 6: Computational domain with boundary conditions used for the numerical simulation
of the natural convection over the isothermal vertical smooth plate (X2 = 0). The right frame
shows a graphical representation of the sensitivity of the solution to variations in the domain
width. Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

The computational domain and the boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig. 6.
No-slip and constant temperature conditions are defined on the vertical wall; uniform
pressure boundary conditions are imposed at the upper and the lower boundaries such
that an equilibrium with the hydrostatic pressure head is satisfied. The width of the
domain should be selected in such a way that the streamwise velocity smoothly vanishes
at the far boundary at X2 = S, with the normal gradients of horizontal velocity and
temperature smoothly decreasing to zero3. This was checked by running the simulation
with different values of the domain width, S, and monitoring a result of interest (the
surface-averaged Nusselt number) until convergence was attained. The local Nusselt
number (Nu) and its surface averaged counterpart (Nu) are defined for the smooth
surface by:

Nu =
−L

T̂w − T̂∞

∂T̂

∂x̂2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

= − ∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

, (18-a)

Nu =

∫ 1

0

− ∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

dX1. (18-b)

As can be realized from Fig. 6 (right), a domain width S = 0.8 appears to be sufficient;
however, a value of S = 2 was used throughout the work to ensure the absence of spurious
reflections from the outer boundary when testing micro-structured walls and/or larger

3refer to Paper B3 for accurate description of the condition imposed at the far boundary
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values of Gr. The two-dimensional grid is described in detail in Appendix C; eventually,
the extrapolated value of the average Nusselt number is estimated to be 75.055 based on
the conducted mesh-dependency study, also illustrated in the appendix.

Figure 7: Smooth surface case: dimensionless velocity and temperature profiles across different
normal sections distributed along the vertical plate. Contours representing the velocity and the
thermal fields are also provided. Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

The dimensionless temperature and streamwise velocity profiles are plotted across
chosen normal sections distributed along the plate, as displayed in Fig. 7. The velocity
and the temperature contours in the vicinity of the smooth wall are also shown, to high-
light the development of the boundary layers. The peak of the velocity profile shifts away
from the wall as X1 increases, in qualitative agreement with the estimate of the classical
Squire-Eckert theory (Lienhard & Lienhard, 2019) according to which the velocity peaks
at almost 1

3
of the boundary layer thickness. At the same time, the temperature gradient

at the wall is reduced with X1. The latter effect is responsible for the decrease of the
local Nusselt number (Nu) along the plate, plotted in Fig. 8. The distribution of the
local Nusselt number is in perfect agreement with the corresponding reference results by
Ostrach (1953). An analysis of Ostrach’s results reveals that the Nusselt number (Nu)
is related to the vertical position (X1) via the expression

X1Nu(
Gr
4
X3

1

)0.25 = fn(Pr). (19)

At a Prandtl number of 0.712, the function fn(Pr) was estimated to be almost 0.504.
Therefore, Eq. (19) can be recast as an explicit relation between Nu and X1 at any fixed
value of the Grashof number.
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Figure 8: Smooth surface case: numerical prediction of the local Nusselt number distribution
along the vertical plate, compared with the expected behaviour based on the similarity solution
by Ostrach (1953).

6.2 The case of isothermal ribbed surface

A typical validation case is now considered. The developed asymptotic wall model is
assumed to be reasonably accurate provided that ϵ is sufficiently small. In addition,
limitations are imposed on the magnitude of the coefficient of the convective term in
the normalized microscopic governing equations, C = ϵ2

√
Gr = ϵRG, for convective

effects to be absent in the leading-order problem but present at next order. For the basic
validation case, we consider natural convection over an isothermal vertical plate with 168

transverse square ribs (ϵ =
1

168
) with a pitch distance to rib height ratio

l

e
= 3.75. The

problem is characterized by a plate Grashof number Gr = 5.563 × 108 and a Prandtl
number Pr = 0.712. With these parameters, the value of the coefficient C is 0.836.
Results of the feature-resolving simulation and the homogenization-based calculations of
the basic ribbed surface case are presented and compared.

6.2.1 Feature-resolving simulation of the ribbed surface case

The two-dimensional feature-resolving numerical simulation, where the details of the
ribbed surface are captured by the grid, represents a necessary step for the validation of
the homogenized model.

The computational domain is illustrated in Fig. 9, including the geometric details
of the ribbed surface. The applied boundary conditions are the same as in the smooth
surface case, taking into account that the no-slip velocity and temperature conditions are
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Figure 9: Description of the computational domain and two-dimensional grid structure used
for the feature-resolving numerical simulation. The grid is shown for one unit in the near-wall
region (of thickness 5e), defined for the highest mesh density. Indicated mesh parameters for
different refinement levels are: Nunit: number of cells for a single unit in the near-wall region;
Nint.: number of cells in the whole near-wall region of thickness 5e; Ntotal: total number of cells
in the computational domain.

now imposed on a patterned surface, not on a plain one. The two-dimensional grid near
the ribs is also shown, and the different grid refinement levels are stated. A near-wall
region of thickness 5e is defined where a high mesh density is employed to capture the
flow dynamics in the vicinity of the perturbed surface; however, the gradual growth of
the mesh guarantees that the whole field is fairly well resolved. The number of two-
dimensional cells given in the figure illustrates clearly the high computational cost of the
fully-featured simulation of the ribbed surface compared to requirements of the smooth
surface case, described in Appendix C. The Nusselt number at any point on the ribbed
surface is given by:

Nu =
−L

T̂w − T̂∞
× ∂T̂

∂n̂

∣∣∣∣
wall

= −∂Θ

∂n

∣∣∣∣
wall

, (20-a)

where n̂ denotes the dimensional distance in the surface-normal direction and n =
n̂

L
.

A dimensional surface distance ŝ is defined in such a way that it goes along the ribbed

surface capturing its details, i.e., ŝ goes from 0 to L+(2e×Nribs) with Nribs =
1

ϵ
=

L

ℓ
the
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number of ribs. Accordingly, the surface-averaged Nusselt number based on the projected
area of the two-dimensional ribbed plate is defined as:

Nu =
1

L

∫ L+ 2e
ϵ

0

−∂Θ

∂n

∣∣∣∣
wall

dŝ =

∫ 1+ 2e
ℓ

0

−∂Θ

∂n

∣∣∣∣
wall

ds, (20-b)

where s =
ŝ

L
, and the value of

e

ℓ
represents the rib height to the pitch distance ratio.

The given expression for Nu takes into account the surface area increase, with respect to
the baseplate area, due to the presence of ribs. For the considered values of parameters

(Gr = 5.563 × 108, Pr = 0.712, ϵ =
1

168
,
l

e
= 3.75), the reported value of Nu was

estimated based on Richardson’s extrapolation of results for successively refined grids, and
finally found to be 73.200 (compared with a value of 75.055 for a corresponding smooth
surface case). This finding suggests that adding ribs to the vertical surface deteriorates
the total heat transfer rate, for the geometric parameters and flow conditions under study.

Figure 10: Feature-resolving simulation of the ribbed surface: detailed behaviours of (top left)
streamwise velocity; (top right) normal velocity; (bottom) temperature. Results are plotted
along the vertical plane passing through the outer rims of the ribs, through two specific ranges
of X1. The contours of the fields are also provided. GrL = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

The fully-featured simulation is described first to provide insight into the physics,
before turning to the homogenized model. The patterns of the streamwise velocity, the
normal velocity, and the temperature are plotted over two distant regions along the plane
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surface tangent to the outer rims of the square ribs in order to show the behaviour
of velocity and thermal fields near the leading edge and near the top of the plate, as
displayed in Fig. 10. The fictitious surface at X2 = 0 was specifically chosen for the plots
as it represents the plane on which the effective conditions are imposed in the model
simulations; therefore, monitoring the flow parameters along this surface is of interest.
The contours of the velocity and the temperature near the wall are also shown so that
details of the boundary layer can be captured. Velocity and temperature patterns are
perturbed by the presence of the ribs and experience quasi-periodic behaviours along
the vertical distance. By analyzing one unit of the distributions shown in the plots,
it is evident that the no-slip velocity and temperature conditions are typically satisfied
at the physical surface of the rib whereas deviations occur in the inter-rib fluid region.
Proceeding along the vertical direction, the average levels of both the streamwise velocity
and the temperature increase, which is qualitatively similar to the smooth surface case.
The deflections of the streamlines, due to the flow interaction with the surface protrusions,
are directly reflected in perturbation of the normal velocity where the successive negative
and positive fluctuations represent, respectively, the inward and outward normal flow
through the inter-rib region. The characteristics of the flow structure and the way in
which the heat transfer from the surface is accordingly affected are shown in Fig. 11.
The flow behaviour close to the ribbed surface is visualized with the aid of streamlines
in two distant regions along the vertical direction, so that the development of the flow
can be monitored. Two distinct flow regimes are observed, a Separation-Reattachment-
Separation (SRS) regime and a Full Separation (FS) regime. For both patterns, the
inter-rib region is characterized by the existence of two co-rotating vortices. At relatively
low values of the local Grashof number Grx = GrX3, i.e., near the leading edge of the
plate, the SRS flow regime is present where the low inertia of the mainstream allows the
fluid to easily deflect in the normal direction and reattach to the surface of the baseplate,
keeping the two eddies well-isolated. In contrast, sufficiently away from the leading edge,
the Full Separation regime ensues as the increasing inertia of the accelerated stream
hinders the normal deflection towards the baseplate, preventing the reattachment of the
mainstream. As illustrated in the figure, the two vortices remain connected to each other
via an outer belt-like stream that rotates in the same direction of both eddies, representing
a separated entity that isolates the main flow from the baseplate in the inter-rib region.

The associated heat transfer behaviour is plotted in Fig. 11 in terms of detailed
patterns of the local Nusselt number Nu. A quasi-periodic behaviour of the Nusselt
number is observed while proceeding along the vertical plate, similarly to literature ob-
servations (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990; Tanda, 1997, 2008, 2017; Nishikawa et al., 2020).
On a single-unit scale of analysis, it is evident that the heat transfer rate drastically drops
just upstream and downstream of the square protrusion, a fact ascribed to the presence
of the separation eddies that form a hot inactive zone in the vicinity of the rib where
the thermal boundary layer thickening mitigates the heat transfer process. Conversely,
the local Nusselt number peaks at some location within the inter-rib region as the main-
stream reattaches to the surface of the baseplate. Even in the Full Separation regime, the
inter-rib peak is experienced since the mainstream still approaches the surface (without
reattaching). The major peak of the local Nusselt number is present on the outer rim
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of the rib due to the considerable local thinning of the thermal boundary layer. From a
macroscopic point of view, the average value of Nu decreases away from the leading edge
along with the development of the thermal boundary layer.

Figure 11: Feature-resolving simulation of the ribbed surface: Comparative description of the
flow pattern and the behaviour of the Nusselt number through two distant regions: (top) near
the leading edge; (bottom) near the end of the plate. The contours of U1 are also shown; the
colour map given in Fig. 10 is modified here so that the white portions within the grooves
represent the regions with negative streamwise velocity, i.e., the back-flow regions. ϵ = 1

168 ,
l
e =

3.75, Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.
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6.3 The macroscopic homogenization-based simulations

Figure 12: Effective boundary conditions for streamwise velocity and temperature in com-
parison to the running-average results of the feature-resolving simulation. ϵ = 1

168 ,
l
e = 3.75,

Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

The effect of the surface microstructure on the behaviour of the buoyancy-driven stream
is replaced here by the implementation of the homogenized effective boundary conditions
on the plane at X2 = 0 (refer to Fig. 12). As the present work targets the validation of
the model on the steady-state solution of a two-dimensional laminar flow, the effective
conditions can be simplified by neglecting the time-derivative terms and the gradients
in the spanwise direction. The dimensionless conditions up to the second order in all
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variables thus read:

U1

∣∣
X2=0

= ϵ [λx S12 + m12RG]X2=0 + ϵ2
[
m12

∂S22

∂X1
+ BRG

∂Θ

∂X2

]
X2=0

+O(ϵ3), (21-a)

U2

∣∣
X2=0

= −ϵ2
[
m12

∂S12

∂X1

]
X2=0

+O(ϵ3), (21-b)

Θ
∣∣
X2=0

= 1 + ϵ λz
∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

+O(ϵ3), (21-c)

Based on the parametric study presented in Section 5, at
l

e
= 3.75, the following values

of the model coefficients are found:

λx = 0.03791, λz = 0.08404, m12 = 0.002125, B = 0.0002247. (22)

Since the ribbed surface is impermeable, the transpiration velocity is zero on average
and its inclusion is not significant under laminar flow conditions; this was tested and
confirmed in the present work.

The setup of the homogenization-based macroscopic simulations is similar to the
setup of the smooth surface case with regard to the computational domain, the grid
structure, the refinement levels and the boundary conditions except for replacing the
no-slip velocity and temperature conditions by the effective conditions (Eqs. (21-a to
21-c)) on a virtual wall in X2 = 0. It is comforting that the macroscopic simulations
reach mesh-independence for grids which are more than 30 times coarser as compared
to the fully-featured case, while providing accurate predictions of the surface-averaged
Nusselt number (the metric being evaluated in the grid-dependence study). For the

considered flow and geometric conditions (Gr = 5.563 × 108, Pr = 0.712, ϵ =
1

168
,

l

e
= 3.75), the converged values of Nu with first-order and second-order conditions are,

respectively, 73.1667 and 73.1618. In comparison to the fully-featured result, the errors
of the homogenized models are, respectively, -0.045% and -0.052%. It is worth restating
that Nu of the smooth surface case is 2.54% larger than in the fully-featured ribbed case.

The results which can be achieved from the homogenized simulations illustrate the
macroscopic behaviour of velocity and temperature fields; clearly, these results should
be interpreted as spatially averaged values, whereas the detailed patterns near the wall
are unavailable from the model simulations. For this purpose, the validation of the
present approach is done by comparing the results of the macroscopic simulations with
the running-average values of the fully-featured fields over streamwise distances equal to
the periodicity of the pattern of the surface structure. For instance, the running-average
value of the dimensionless velocity U1 at an arbitrary point (X1 = a, X2 = b) is computed
as:

< U1 >

∣∣∣∣
X1=a,X2=b

=
1

ϵ

∫ a+ ϵ
2

a− ϵ
2

U1(X1, b) dX1. (23)

The numerical predictions of U1 and Θ resulting from the macroscopic simulations with
the first-order accurate and the second-order accurate boundary conditions are extracted
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at the fictitious boundary in X2 = 0 to explicitly assess the accuracy of the expressions
given in Eqs. (21-a to 21-c). The homogenized results are plotted in Fig. 12 in comparison
with the corresponding running-average values of the feature-resolving simulation. It
is clear that the present model can qualitatively predict the difference of the results
from the no-slip values. The results show perfect agreement of the effective temperature
estimates, apparently insensitive to the mild deviations observed for the predictions of
the slip velocity. This fact may be attributed to the absence of strong non-linearities, i.e.
the coupling between the velocity and the thermal fields is weak.

Figure 13: Homogenized-model predictions of the streamwise velocity profiles across two normal
sections in comparison to the running-average results of the fully-featured simulation. ϵ =
1

168 ,
l
e = 3.75, Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

In order to show how the effect of the homogenized conditions propagates from the
virtual wall to the flow domain, the profiles of streamwise velocity and temperature are
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plotted across two normal sections and compared with the corresponding running-average
profiles (Figs. 13 and 14).

Figure 14: Validation of the homogenized-model results of the temperature profiles across two
normal sections in comparison to the running-average results extracted from the fully-featured
simulation. ϵ = 1

168 ,
l
e = 3.75, Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

It is noticeable that, in the present case, the effect of the surface inhomogeneities on the
flow field is moderate. Another point is that the predictions based on first and second-
order conditions are almost indistinguishable from one another to graphical accuracy, due
to the very small value of ϵ. The normal gradients of Θ along the fictitious boundary,
represented by the slopes at X2 = 0 of the Θ profiles, were used to obtain the macroscopic
behaviour of the Nusselt number along the plate (cf. Eq. (18-a)). The results are
presented in comparison with the corresponding running-average values from the fully-
featured simulation in Fig. 15. It can be realized that, under the present conditions, the
ribs on the surface have a very mildly unfavorable effect on the heat transfer rate.
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Figure 15: Homogenized model predictions of the Nusselt number in comparison to the running-
average results of the feature-resolving simulation, based on the normal temperature gradient
along the plane X2 = 0. ϵ = 1

168 ,
l
e = 3.75, Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

It is very important to highlight that the present approach is only able to model the
temperature-gradient-based heat transfer from the matching interface, while the convec-
tive contribution, resulting from the product of normal velocity and temperature, is not
accounted for, since the fluctuations of the normal velocity cannot be resolved by the
homogenized model under laminar flow conditions. The applicability of the model is,
therefore, limited here to cases in which convective effects through the fictitious plane are
negligible. This is assumed to be valid in the absence of strong non-linearities that may
occur for large values of ϵ or in the presence of turbulence.

7 APPLICABILITY RANGE AND LIMIT OF VALIDITY OF

THE MODEL

In this section, the results of several numerical simulations are presented to assess the
deterioration of the accuracy of the proposed technique with the increase of the small

parameter ϵ =
ℓ

L
=

1

Nribs

and the coefficient of the microscopic momentum-convective

term C = ϵ2
√
Gr = ϵRG.
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Figure 16: Predictions of the homogenized-model in comparison to the running-averages of the
fully-featured results of the dimensionless streamwise velocity profiles at X1 = 0.5 for different
values of ϵ. l

e = 3.75, Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

7.1 Effects of the increase in ϵ at a given Grashof number

The simulations of the macroscopic problem are now conducted for increasing values of
the parameter ϵ in the effective boundary conditions (Eqs. (21-a to 21-c)), starting from

ϵ =
1

84
up to ϵ =

1

10
, at a constant value of the Grashof number (Gr = 5.563× 108) and

for the values of the model coefficients at
ℓ

e
= 3.75 (cf. Eq. (22)), in order to monitor

the deterioration of the model with the increase of the controlling parameters ϵ and C.
First, a validation database has been built by running the fully-featured simulations with
the corresponding numbers of ribs (from 84 to 10). The running-average fields obtained
from these simulations are presented in a comparative manner in Appendix E. The results
of the macroscopic simulations with first-order and second-order accurate homogenized
effective conditions are validated by comparing the streamwise velocity profiles and the
temperature profiles across a normal section taken at X1 = 0.5 with the corresponding
running-average patterns from the fully-resolved numerical simulations, cf. Figs. 16 and
17. The purpose is to ascertain the validity range of the asymptotic model away from

the conditions (ϵ =
1

168
, C = 0.836) discussed in Section 6. In general, the predictions of

the present approach concerning velocity and temperature fields are reliable below ϵ =
1

21
at the given Grashof number. It will be argued later that the reliability range becomes
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Figure 17: Predictions of the homogenized-model in comparison to the running-averages of the
fully-featured results of the dimensionless temperature profiles at X1 = 0.5 for different values
of ϵ. l

e = 3.75, Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

Figure 18: Effect of the number of the ribs (Nribs =
1
ϵ ) on the surface-averaged Nusselt number

(corrected to account for the increase in surface area in the case of feature-resolving simulations
of ribbed surfaces, cf. Eq. (20-b)). The parameters are l

e = 3.75, Gr = 5.563×108, Pr = 0.712.
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wider at lower values of the Grashof number. The accuracy of the temperature predictions
is better than the velocity predictions, especially above the mentioned limit where the
boundary conditions at second order are able to produce better results in comparison to
the first-order conditions.

From the practical point of view, the most important factor is the surface-averaged

Nusselt number. The behaviour of Nu with the increase of Nribs =
1

ϵ
is shown in Fig. 18.

Both fully-featured and homogenized-model results show a reduced heat transfer for the
ribbed surface despite the increase in surface area (compared to smooth flat plate), for
the values of parameters here considered. It is obvious that the level of accuracy of the
model predictions is even better than that relative to velocity and temperature profiles.
It is also noteworthy that improved predictions of Nu by shifting up to the second-order
conditions are not systematically guaranteed.

Table 3: Error estimations of the homogenized model predictions for the velocity and temper-

ature profiles at X1 = 0.5 and surface-averaged Nusselt number. The fully-featured case is used

as a reference. The deviations of the results of the smooth wall case compared to the rough

case are also provided. In all cases: l
e = 3.75, Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

rms deviations of U1 vs. X2 profiles at X1=0.5

ϵ C Smooth First-order model Second-order model
1

168 0.835 15.877% 1.491% 1.465%
1
84 3.340 17.312% 5.643% 5.420%
1
42 13.371 19.397% 13.473% 12.304%
1
21 53.485 22.566% 25.475% 20.076%
1
10 235.860 31.660% 56.025% 30.069%

rms deviations of Θ vs. X2 profiles at X1=0.5

ϵ C Smooth First-order model Second-order model
1

168 0.835 3.044% 1.602% 1.617%
1
84 3.340 6.639% 1.909% 1.893%
1
42 13.371 11.689% 5.336% 5.220%
1
21 53.485 21.486% 12.781% 11.911%
1
10 235.860 49.687% 27.629% 19.887%

relative error on Nu

ϵ C Smooth First-order model Second-order model
1

168 0.835 2.535% -0.045% -0.052%
1
84 3.340 6.363% 1.434% 1.397%
1
42 13.371 9.768% 0.459% 0.190%
1
21 53.485 14.015% -3.080% -4.569%
1
10 235.860 18.580% -12.936% -18.252%
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The accuracy of the homogenization-based models is reported in a more quantitative
manner in Table 3. For the velocity and temperature profiles shown in Figs. 16 and 17,
root-mean-square (rms) deviations between the results of the macroscopic simulations and
the results of the reference fully-featured simulations are defined. The rms deviations of
the profiles are calculated over a normal distance between X2 = 0 and X2 = 0.02. For
instance, the rms deviation of a modeled velocity profile (Umod vs. X2) relative to the
corresponding fully-featured one (UFF vs. X2) is defined as

rms deviation =

√
1

0.02

∫ 0.02

0

(
Umod − UFF

UFF

)2

dX2. (24)

The errors on the predictions of the surface-averaged Nusselt number relative to the
fully-featured estimations are also shown in the table.

7.2 Effect of the Grashof number at a given ϵ

Figure 19: Predictions of the homogenized model in comparison to the fully-featured running-
average results of the dimensionless streamwise velocity and temperature across a normal section
at X1 = 0.5, for two values of Gr: (top) Gr = 5.563 × 108; (bottom) Gr = 7.509 × 106. For
both cases, ϵ = 1

10 ,
l
e = 3.75, Pr = 0.712.

The observed deterioration of the predictions at relatively large values of ϵ is not explicitly
related to the increase in ϵ; rather, it is due to the associated increase of the convective
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coefficient C = ϵ2
√
Gr beyond a critical limit. In many circumstances (Bottaro, 2019;

Lācis et al., 2020; Bottaro & Naqvi, 2020), the theory has been validated for ϵ up to
0.2. Here, we set ϵ = 0.1 and show that by reducing the Grashof number (and thus,
C), the accuracy of the model improves. The macroscopic simulations are now set at a
Grashof number of 7.509 × 106 (instead of 5.563 × 108), which results in a decrease of
the convective coefficient C from 235.860 to 27.402. Fig. 19 demonstrates that even at
first order, the effective conditions now provide a very good match with fully-featured
simulation results. The same occurs for the temperature distribution along the virtual
interface (X2 = 0) and the behaviour of the local Nusselt number (Fig. 20).

Figure 20: Predictions for: (top) the temperature distribution along the vertical fictitious
surface (X2 = 0); (bottom) the performance of the local Nusselt number. Patterns are given at
two values of Gr. In both cases: ϵ = 1

10 ,
l
e = 3.75, Pr = 0.712.
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7.3 Limit of validity of the approximation

Figure 21: Predictions of the homogenized model in comparison to the fully-featured running-
average results of the dimensionless temperature profiles at X1 = 0.5. ϵ = 0.2, l

e = 3.75,
Gr = 9.386× 105, Pr = 0.712.

It has been argued in Section 7.2 that the accuracy of the proposed homogenization-based
model may be linked to a single controlling parameter (C) that combines the effects of
ϵ and Gr. Therefore, it is advantageous to define a limiting value of C below which the
predictions of the presented model are assumed to be reliable. Based on analysis of the
accuracy levels shown in Table 3, the critical value of C is expected to be around 40;
below this value, rms deviations of the predicted velocity and temperature profiles are,
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respectively, below 20% and 10%, and the absolute error on the predicted Nu is less
than 4%. To validate this estimate, the simulation of the macroscopic problem has been
carried out for the case of a vertical surface roughened with only five square ribs, i.e.
ϵ = 0.2 (relatively large), at Gr = 9.386 × 105 so that the accuracy of the model at a
value of C = 38.752 can be checked. The geometry of the ribs is characterized by a value

of
ℓ

e
= 3.75; the model coefficients given in Eq. (22) are used. The accuracy of the model

is assessed through comparative analysis of velocity and temperature predictions across a
normal section at X1 = 0.5 (Fig. 21). Although the velocity predictions in the near-wall
region are not perfect, especially with the first-order conditions, the temperature results
are almost identical to the fully-featured running-average behaviour. From a practical
point of view, the reliability of the thermal field predictions is sufficient to consider the
model acceptable under the given condition, i.e. C ≲ 40.

Figure 22: The different roughness patterns considered for model validation: (A) half circles
with a diameter of 0.4ℓ; (B) rectangular ribs with a width of 0.2ℓ and a height of 0.3ℓ; (C)
inward-curved ribs with a width of 0.5ℓ and a height of 0.45ℓ– circular curvature is tangential to
baseplate; (D) right-angle triangles with a width of 0.1ℓ and a height of 0.7ℓ. The microscopic
length scale, ℓ, indicates the pattern periodicity. Streamlines are displayed near and within the
wall corrugations, for a specified range of X1.
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7.4 Model validation on different rib geometries

The robustness of the introduced model is further checked by employing the effective
boundary conditions to study natural-convection heat transfer for different configura-
tions of the roughness pattern, particularly, those shown in Fig. 22. Feature-resolving
simulations and model calculations are conducted for the natural-convection flow over an
isothermal vertical surface roughened with 40 ribs, at Gr = 108 and Pr = 0.712. Some
complex flow structures within the inter-rib regions, captured by the full simulations, are
displayed in the figure: these structures highlight the need of very well resolved (and
expensive) simulations, highlighting the advantage of implementing equivalent, upscaled
boundary conditions. In all cases examined the virtual wall is positioned on a plane
passing through the tips/crests/outer rims of the ribs. It is noticeable that the Full Sep-
aration (FS) regime captured for blunt shapes (geometries B, C, D) differs qualitatively
from that displayed in Fig. 11, with a single separation eddy between neighboring ribs,
isolating the mainstream from the baseplate.

The model predictions of the surface-averaged Nusselt number (Nu) are presented in
Table 4; they are in good agreement with the corresponding results obtained from the full
feature-resolving simulations, with a maximum deviation of less than 2.5% (detected for
configuration A). For the flow conditions under investigation, all rib geometries considered
reduce the heat transfer performance of the natural-convection system, with respect to
smooth-wall case.

Table 4: Macroscopic coefficients and predictions of Nu for the studied rib geometries. the
Nusselt number is calculated considering ϵ = 1

40 , Gr = 108 and Pr = 0.712.

Geometry λx λz m12 B Nu, first Nu, second Nu, resolving

A 0.0792 0.0890 0.0081 0.00029 48.587 48.530 47.480

B 0.0449 0.1040 0.0027 0.00035 45.769 45.711 45.470

C 0.0814 0.1938 0.0055 0.00168 42.565 42.353 42.313

D 0.0867 0.2117 0.0045 0.00132 41.718 41.560 41.852

Smooth 0 0 0 0 Nu = 49.544

8 CONCLUSIONS

A homogenization-based model is proposed for the study of the heat transfer by free
convection over regularly micro-structured vertical surfaces. The approach provides a
computationally cheap alternative to the standard feature-resolving simulations in the
cases where the macroscopic behaviour of the flow is of interest, and it has been adopted
in the past for the case of rough, micro-textured surfaces, in the absence of thermal effects.
The procedure, eventually, yields parameters needed to enforce equivalent velocity and
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temperature boundary conditions at a plane virtual surface, up to second order in terms
of a small parameter ϵ, ratio of the pattern periodicity, ℓ, to the total plate length, L.
Importantly, the effective boundary conditions derived here do not contain any empirical
parameters.

As a typical implementation of the theory, the model is applied to the case of
two-dimensional square ribs. The auxiliary systems are then reduced to either two-
dimensional Stokes-like problems or Laplace-like or Poisson-like problems, which either
admit trivial solutions or require a numerical solution in a periodic representative cell of
the microscopic domain. The parameters contributing to the effective conditions belong
to seven independent groups, i.e. the numerical solution of only seven auxiliary problems
is sufficient to completely retrieve the effective conditions. The results are then extrapo-
lated from distant matching surfaces to the plane passing through the outer edges of the
ribs, beyond which the macroscopic simulation is intended to be performed. The most
significant finding of the procedure is the proposed form of the effective boundary condi-
tions. For the streamwise slip velocity, a buoyancy term acts as a corrector to the classical
Navier-slip condition at first order, while pressure-gradient, temperature-gradient, and
time-derivative terms appear at second order. A Robin boundary condition appears for
the temperature effective condition, where a normal temperature gradient term, with a
coefficient identical to Navier’s spanwise slip coefficient, corrects the uniform wall tem-
perature. The spanwise slip velocity and the transpiration velocity are also considered,
to allow for example the usage of the model in turbulent flow cases where the spanwise
and the normal velocity fluctuations are to be resolved in direct or large-eddy numeri-
cal simulations (Bottaro, 2019; Lācis et al., 2020). A parametric study is conducted to
investigate the effect of varying the rib size to pitch distance ratio on the values of the
coefficients.

The efficiency of the proposed first- and second-order accurate conditions in mod-
elling the effect of the surface microstructure on the macroscopic behaviour of the flow has
been tested by comparing the obtained thermal and velocity fields with the correspond-
ing results of full feature-resolving simulations at different values of ϵ and the Grashof
number; the case of tiny square ribs is first considered for validation purposes, while other
geometries are studied at a later stage for accuracy confirmation. All simulations have
been conducted for laminar flow conditions at a constant Prandtl number equal to 0.712
(air). It is shown that the expensive mesh requirements for resolving complex inter-rib
flow structures, associated with the Separation-Reattachment-Separation (SRS) regime
at low values of Grx and the Full Separation (FS) regime at high values of Grx, can
be significantly alleviated when the model is employed. A significant result is that the
accuracy of the model can be linked to the single parameter C = ϵ2

√
Gr which measures

the significance of the energy flux within the microscopic domain. A value of C ≈ 40 is
the critical limit below which the model is believed to yield acceptable predictions.

The dependence of the accuracy of the proposed model on a single parameter com-
bining the effects of ϵ and Gr renders the approach applicable to large values of the
Grashof number, provided that ϵ is sufficiently small, i.e. the number of ribs is ade-
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quately large. The upscaling model described in this work represents a more versatile
version of the effective conditions for natural convection over ribbed surfaces in compar-
ison to the earlier model by Intröıni et al. (2011) which neglected the buoyancy effect in
the microscopic region and reported a single validity-limiting value of Gr = 107. In ad-
dition, the asymptotic homogenization method employed here represents a rigorous tool
to formally advance in the order of accuracy. Second-order accurate boundary conditions
are attained, which provides an enhancement to the validity range of Intröıni’s first-order
approach.

This work opens up several perspectives, related for example to the accuracy and
applicability limit of the model in the case of turbulent natural convection over ribbed
surfaces. It would also be interesting to develop an optimization strategy to find optimal
wall micro-patterns, able to maximize heat transfer from the surface. The procedure
described can be easily extended to the case of weakly conducting or adiabatic corrugation
elements. This will constitute the object of future investigations.
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Appendices

A AUXILIARY SYSTEMS FOR THE PROBLEM AT OR-

DER ϵ

The microscopic auxiliary systems at this order are arranged, according to the macro-
scopic forcing term, in the following groups:

Group (I): Forcing by the gradient of the outer stress (9 systems)
∂Sk2

∂Xj

∂u̇ijk

∂xi

= −ŭjk,
∂2u̇ijk

∂x2
ℓ

− ∂ṗjk
∂xi

= p̆kδij − 2
∂ŭik

∂xj

, (25-a, b)

subject to
u̇ijk = 0 at x2 = yw, (25-c)

−ṗjk δi2 +

(
∂u̇ijk

∂x2

+
∂u̇2jk

∂xi

)
= − (ŭik δj2 + ŭ2k δij) at x2 → ∞. (25-d)
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Group (II): Forcing by the square of outer stresses (3 systems) RG(Sk2)
2

∂üik

∂xi

= 0,
∂2üik

∂x2
ℓ

− ∂p̈k
∂xi

= ŭℓk
∂ŭik

∂xℓ

, (26-a, b)

subject to
üik = 0 at x2 = yw, (26-c)

− p̈k δi2 +

(
∂üik

∂x2

+
∂ü2k

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (26-d)

Group (III): 3 systems: RGS12S22, RGS12S32, RGS22S32

(a) RGS12S22

∂üi12

∂xi

= 0,
∂2üi12

∂x2
ℓ

− ∂p̈12
∂xi

= ŭℓ1
∂ŭi2

∂xℓ

+ ŭℓ2
∂ŭi1

∂xℓ

, (27-a, b)

subject to
üi12 = 0 at x2 = yw, (27-c)

− p̈12 δi2 +

(
∂üi12

∂x2

+
∂ü212

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (27-d)

(b) RGS12S32

∂üi13

∂xi

= 0,
∂2üi13

∂x2
ℓ

− ∂p̈13
∂xi

= ŭℓ1
∂ŭi3

∂xℓ

+ ŭℓ3
∂ŭi1

∂xℓ

, (28-a, b)

subject to
üi13 = 0 at x2 = yw, (28-c)

− p̈13 δi2 +

(
∂üi13

∂x2

+
∂ü213

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (28-d)

(c) RGS22S32

∂üi23

∂xi

= 0,
∂2üi23

∂x2
ℓ

− ∂p̈23
∂xi

= ŭℓ2
∂ŭi3

∂xℓ

+ ŭℓ3
∂ŭi2

∂xℓ

, (29-a, b)
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subject to
üi23 = 0 at x2 = yw, (29-c)

− p̈23 δi2 +

(
∂üi23

∂x2

+
∂ü223

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (29-d)

Group (IV): Coupling through the heat flux (1 system): RG η

∂ui
′

∂xi

= 0,
∂2ui

′

∂x2
ℓ

− ∂p′

∂xi

= −θ̃δi1, (30-a, b)

subject to
ui

′ = 0 at x2 = yw, (30-c)

− p′ δi2 +

(
∂ui

′

∂x2

+
∂u2

′

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (30-d)

Group (V): Forcing by the outer stress (3 systems): R2
GSk2

∂uik

∂xi

= 0,
∂2uik

∂x2
ℓ

− ∂pk
∂xi

= ŭℓk
∂u†

i

∂xℓ

+ u†
ℓ

∂ŭik

∂xℓ

, (31-a, b)

subject to
uik = 0 at x2 = yw, (31-c)

− pk δi2 +

(
∂uik

∂x2

+
∂u2k

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (31-d)

Group (VI): Forcing by a constant, buoyancy-related term (1 system): R3
G

∂u‡
i

∂xi

= 0,
∂2u‡

i

∂x2
ℓ

− ∂p‡

∂xi

= u†
ℓ

∂u†
i

∂xℓ

, (32-a, b)

subject to
u‡
i = 0 at x2 = yw, (32-c)

− p‡ δi2 +

(
∂u‡

i

∂x2

+
∂u‡

2

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (32-d)

Group (VII): Forcing by outer stress time fluctuation (3 systems): RG
∂Sk2

∂t

∂ut
ik

∂xi

= 0,
∂2ut

ik

∂x2
ℓ

− ∂ptk
∂xi

= ŭik, (33-a, b)

subject to
ut
ik = 0 at x2 = yw, (33-c)

− ptk δi2 +

(
∂ut

ik

∂x2

+
∂ut

2k

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (33-d)
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B AUXILIARY SYSTEMS FOR THE TEMPERATURE AT

ORDER ϵ2

The eight microscopic auxiliary systems, defining the problem of the order ϵ2 tempera-
ture, are arranged as follows:

Forcing by 2nd derivative of the outer temperature (3 systems):
∂η

∂Xk

∂2θ!k
∂x2

i

= −2
∂θ̃

∂xk

, (34-a)

subject to

θ!k = 0 at x2 = yw,
∂θ!k
∂x2

= −θ̃δk2 at x2 → ∞. (34-b, c)

Coupling through the outer stress (3 systems): PrRG ηSk2

∂2θ∗k
∂x2

i

= ŭik
∂θ̃

∂xi

, (35-a)

subject to

θ∗k = 0 at x2 = yw,
∂θ∗k
∂x2

= 0 at x2 → ∞. (35-b, c)

Forcing by the outer temperature gradient (1 system): PrR2
G η

∂2θ∗∗

∂x2
i

= u†
i

∂θ̃

∂xi

, (36-a)

subject to

θ∗∗ = 0 at x2 = yw,
∂θ∗∗

∂x2

= 0 at x2 → ∞. (36-b, c)

Forcing by time fluctuations of the outer heat flux (1 system): PrRG
∂η

∂t

∂2θt

∂x2
i

= θ̃, (37-a)
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subject to

θt = 0 at x2 = yw,
∂θt

∂x2

= 0 at x2 → ∞. (37-b, c)

C SMOOTH SURFACE CASE: SPECIFICATIONS OF THE

TWO-DIMENSIONAL GRID

Figure 23: Description of the two-dimensional grid of the smooth plate case. A graphical
representation of the solution dependence on the number of cells in the vicinity of the wall,
Nint., is provided in the bottom frame. Grid convergence is achieved for a number of cells in
the near-wall layer above 105. Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.
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The two-dimensional grid structure is shown in Fig. 23. Special care is devoted to
the domain discretization near the wall. A near-wall layer is thus defined to include
the viscous and the thermal boundary layers where the X2-gradients of velocity and
temperature are significant. A rough estimate of the thickness of the boundary layer
may be obtained based on the classical Squire-Eckert theoretical prediction (Lienhard &
Lienhard, 2019). Accordingly, the thickness of the boundary layers δ̂ (assuming δ̂thermal ≈
δ̂viscous) can be calculated based on the vertical location along the plate (x̂1) and the local
Grashof number (Grx) as follows:

δ̂ = 3.936 x̂1

[
0.952 + Pr

Grx Pr2

]0.25
. (38)

The maximum boundary layer thickness is reached at the end of the plate, with x̂1 = L
and Grx = Gr = 5.563 × 108. From Eq. (38), the maximum boundary layer thickness
is about 0.034L. As shown in Fig. 23 (top), the thickness of the near-wall layer for the
most refined mesh is taken equal to 0.06L.

A grid-dependency study is carried out by successively refining the mesh near the
surface, until the results of the surface-averaged Nusselt number converge, as shown in
Fig. 23 (bottom). For all grids tested, the mesh growth rate in the wall-normal direction
is 1.02, and the maximum cell aspect ratio is kept below 10 by refining the streamwise
and the normal directions simultaneously. The reported value of the average Nusselt
number is estimated to be 75.055 based on Richardson’s extrapolation of the results on
the two finest meshes.

D SMOOTH SURFACE CASE: FURTHER VALIDATION OF

THE NUMERICAL RESULTS

The similarity solution by Ostrach (1953) provides a valuable database for the vali-
dation of the velocity and the temperature fields. According to Ostrach’s model, the

dimensionless streamwise velocity, UOst
1 =

û1

ν
x̂1

√
Grx

, and the dimensionless tempera-

ture, Θ =
T̂ − T̂∞

T̂w − T̂∞
, are functions of a similarity parameter, η = (

Grx
4

)
1
4
X2

X1

, for a given

Prandtl number. A comparison between the present numerical results at different sec-
tions along the plate and the similarity solution is presented in Fig. 24. It is noticeable
that the present results for both the velocity and the thermal fields are in good agreement
with Ostrach’s, especially at relatively low values of η, i.e., close to the wall. A similar
conclusion was drawn when Ostrach compared the results of his model to experimental
data from the literature, finding that the agreement was not perfect near the outer edge
of the boundary layer. The slight deviation between the present results and Ostrach’s
solution away from the wall may be attributed to the fact that, unlike the present nu-
merical setup, Ostrach’s model considered a domain of infinite width, for the fields far
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Figure 24: Smooth surface case: validation of the results of velocity and thermal fields with
the reference similarity solution by Ostrach (1953) at Pr = 0.712.

from the plate to be unperturbed.

E FEATURE-RESOLVING SIMULATIONS OF THE RIBBED
SURFACE AT DIFFERENT VALUES OF ϵ: COMPARA-
TIVE DESCRIPTION OF RUNNING-AVERAGE FIELDS.

The running-average fields, obtained from different fully-featured simulations, along the
vertical plane X2 = 0 and across a normal section at the middle of the plate are presented
in Fig. 25 in a comparative manner to get an idea about the effects of increasing ϵ on the
flow characteristics. Note that the results of the corresponding smooth surface simulation
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Figure 25: Fully-featured simulations with different values of ϵ: (top) running-averaged be-
haviours of the dimensionless streamwise velocity (left) and temperature (right) along the plane
X2 = 0; (bottom) running-averaged profiles of the dimensionless streamwise velocity (left) and
temperature (right) across a normal section at X1 = 0.5. Curves are: smooth surface (dashed
black line), ϵ = 1

168 (blue line), ϵ = 1
84 (green line), ϵ = 1

42 (yellow line), ϵ = 1
21 (red dotted

line), ϵ = 1
10 (solid black line). For all cases, l

e = 3.75, Gr = 5.563× 108, Pr = 0.712.

and the previously shown results of the case ϵ =
1

168
are included in the figure. The

analysis of the velocity and the temperature distributions along the fictitious boundary
(Fig. 25-(top)) reveals that the slip velocity (deviation from U1 = 0) and the thermal
slip (absolute deviation from Θ = 1) increase with ϵ, which qualitatively agrees with the
dependence given in Eqs. (21-a and 21-c). The magnitude of the normal temperature
gradient at the wall decreases with ϵ, i.e. the heat transfer from the wall is reduced. It
is also observed that the temperature level away from the surface is lower as ϵ increases,
which in turn yields a reduction of the buoyancy term in the momentum equation, thus
flattening the velocity peak.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

This part includes supplementary data related to the main article “A homogenization
approach for buoyancy-induced flows over micro-textured vertical surfaces” by Essam
Nabil Ahmed, Alessandro Bottaro and Giovanni Tanda.

S1 Numerical results of O(ϵ0) systems: e/ℓ = 0.25, y∞ = 5

Figure S1: Numerical results in the proximity of the solid surface for: (left) ŭ11; (center) ŭ21;
(right) p̆1.

Figure S2: Numerical results for ŭ33 in the proximity of the solid surface.

The systems Sk2 represent the forcing of the leading-order problem by the three outer
stresses (streamwise, normal, and spanwise). For the sub-system (S12), the results of
the Stokes problem (ŭ11, ŭ21, p̆1) near the rib are shown in Fig. S1. The only result
of interest is ŭ11 which increases monotonically with the coordinate x2 until reaching a
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value of 5.0396 at x2 = y∞ = 5. The result of the decoupled Laplace problem for the
sub-system (S32) is shown in Fig. S2. The value of ŭ33 monotonically increases with x2,
reaching the value 5.0861 at the matching surface x2 = y∞ = 5. The system RG

represents the leading-order effect of the buoyancy force on the microscale problem. The
results of the Stokes problem (u†

1, u
†
2, p

†) in the vicinity of the rib are shown in Fig. S3.
The only result of interest is u†

1 which monotonically increases at a slowing rate with the
coordinate x2, reaching a value of 12.7002 at x2 = y∞ = 5.

Figure S3: Numerical results in the proximity of the solid surface for: (left) u†1; (center) u†2;
(right) p†.

S2 Numerical results of O(ϵ1) systems: e/ℓ = 0.25, y∞ = 5

For the temperature problem, the similarity between the Laplace system describing the
microscopic parameter θ̃ and that describing ŭ33 allows for a solution of θ̃ identical to
that shown in Fig. S2. The velocity-related problems may be categorized as follows:

I- Systems with trivial solutions

The similarity between θ̃ and ŭ33, in addition to the already mentioned trivial solutions
of many parameters in O(ϵ0) problem, simplifies and reduces different systems of equa-

tions in O(ϵ1) problem. The systems
∂S22

∂X2

, R2
GS22, RG(S22)

2, RG(S32)
2, RG(S12S22),

RG(S22S32), and RG
∂S22

∂t
admit, respectively, the trivial solutions:

∂S22

∂X2

: u̇122 = u̇222 = u̇322 = 0, ṗ22 = x2 − y∞,

R2
GS22 : u12 = u22 = u32 = p2 = 0,

RG(S22)
2 : ü122 = ü222 = ü322 = p̈22 = 0,
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RG(S32)
2 : ü133 = ü233 = ü333 = p̈33 = 0,

RG(S12S22) : ü112 = ü212 = ü312 = p̈12 = 0,

RG(S22S32) : ü123 = ü223 = ü323 = p̈23 = 0,

RG
∂S22

∂t
: ut

12 = ut
22 = ut

32 = pt2 = 0.

II- Systems with all parameters vanishing away from the wall

Poisson-like systems

The systems forced by
∂S12

∂X3

,
∂S32

∂X1

, R2
GS32, and RGS12S32 can be reduced to two-

dimensional Poisson-like problems. The numerical solutions reveal that the values of
the parameters u̇331, u̇313 , u33 , and ü313, respectively, vanish away from the ribbed wall,
giving no contribution to the effective boundary conditions at the matching surface, as
displayed in Fig. S4. The other parameters included in the above-mentioned four systems
have zero values throughout the unit cell.

Figure S4: Numerical results of Poisson-like systems, in the O(ϵ1) problem, with no contribution
to the effective boundary conditions.
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Stokes-like systems
The systems forced by R2

GS12, RG(S12)
2, and R3

G can be reduced to two-dimensional
Stokes-like problems with the values of u31, ü311, and u‡

3 equal to zero throughout the
unit cell. The non-trivial solutions of the Stokes-like problems show that all included
parameters vanish away from the ribbed surface, as can be seen in figure S5.

Figure S5: Numerical results of Stokes-like systems, in theO(ϵ1) problem, giving no contribution
to the effective boundary conditions: (top) R2

GS12 system; (middle) RG(S12)
2 system; (bottom)

R3
G system.
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III- Systems with non-monotonic behavior along the y-direction

The analysis of the systems forced by
∂S12

∂X2

and
∂S32

∂X2

shows non-monotonic quadratic

behaviors of the parameters u̇121 and u̇323 along the x2-direction, with vanishing values
at the matching surface, as shown in Fig. S6. The other parameters included in the
two systems have no contribution to the effective boundary conditions at the matching
surface as they either monotonically vanish away from the rib (u̇221, ṗ21) or have zero
values throughout the whole unit cell (u̇321, u̇123, u̇223, ṗ23).

Figure S6: Systems with non-monotonic behavior: (top) ∂S12
∂X2

: the Stokes system; (bottom-

left) ∂S32
∂X2

: the Laplace system; (bottom-right) graphical representations of the non-monotonic
behaviors, with the quadratic fitting form by Bottaro & Naqvi (2020), admissible above x2 = 1.
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IV- Systems with a monotonically-decreasing parameter of interest

Poisson-like system

Figure S7: Contours of ut33 in the vicinity of the wall.

The system forced by RG
∂S32

∂t
can be reduced to a two-dimensional Poisson-like

problem in which the only value of interest is ut
33. The contours of ut

33 in the vicinity
of the rib are shown in Fig. S7. The value of this parameter experiences a monotonic
decrease along the x2-direction, reaching a value of about -43.8582 at x2 = y∞ = 5.

Stokes-like systems

The analysis of the systems forced by
∂S12

∂X1

,
∂S32

∂X3

, and RG
∂S12

∂t
shows that they become

two-dimensional Stokes-like problems with vanishing values of u̇311, u̇333, and ut
31 through-

out the unit cell. The numerical results of u̇211, u̇233, and ut
11 show monotonic decrease

along x2, reaching values of about -12.7002, -12.9402, and -42.4485 at the matching inter-
face, respectively. The numerical results of the preceding systems in the vicinity of the
rib are shown in Fig. S8.
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Figure S8: Numerical results of Stokes-like systems, in the O(ϵ1) problem, with parameters
having monotonic decrease along the x2-direction: (top) ∂S12

∂X1
system; (middle) ∂S32

∂X3
system;

(bottom) RG
∂S12
∂t system.
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V- Systems with a monotonically-increasing parameter of interest

Poisson-like system

The system forced by
∂S22

∂X3

can be reduced to two-dimensional Poisson-like problems in

which the only value of interest is u̇332. The contours of u̇332 in the vicinity of the rib are
shown in Fig. S9. The value of this parameter experiences a monotonic increase with x2,
reaching a value of about 12.9402 at x2 = y∞ = 5.

Figure S9: Contours of u̇332 in the vicinity of the wall.

Stokes-like systems

The analysis of the systems forced by
∂S22

∂X1

and RGη shows that they can be reduced

to two-dimensional Stokes-like problems with the values of u̇312 and u′
3 equal to zero

throughout the unit cell. The numerical results of u̇112 and u′
1 show monotonic increase

with x2, reaching values of about 12.7002 and 43.0376 at the matching interface, respec-
tively. The numerical results of the preceding systems in the vicinity of the rib are shown
in Fig. S10.

S3 Results of O(ϵ2) temperature systems: e/ℓ = 0.25, y∞ = 5

The systems (RG Pr S22η), (RG Pr S32η), and (
∂η

∂X3

) admit, respectively, the trivial so-

lutions θ∗2 = θ∗3 = θ!3 = 0. For the other systems at this order, similarities are recognized
with specific Laplace-like problems in O(ϵ1) problem. In particular, it is simple to see
that:

θ!1 = u̇313, θ!2 = u̇323, θ∗∗ = u33, θt = ut
33, θ∗1 = ü313.
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Therefore, the values of these microscopic temperature parameters at x2 = y∞ = 5 are:

θ!1 = θ!2 = θ∗∗ = θ∗1 = 0, θt = −43.8582.

Figure S10: Numerical results of Stokes-like systems, in the O(ϵ1) problem, with parameters
having monotonic decrease along the x2-direction: (top)

∂S22
∂X1

system; (bottom) RGη system.
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Natural-convection heat transfer

from regularly ribbed vertical surfaces:

Homogenization-based simulations towards a

correlation for the Nusselt number 1,2

Essam Nabil Ahmed

DICCA, Università di Genova, via Montallegro 1, Genova, 16145, Italy

Free-convection heat transfer from vertical surfaces is widely encountered in engineering
applications, yet the role played by surface alterations in the heat transfer process and
their practical effectiveness are still points of confusion. In this work, buoyancy-driven
flows over periodically ribbed vertical plates of different surface micro-textures are investi-
gated, mainly based on an asymptotic homogenization model through which the expensive
resolution of the velocity and thermal fields within the inter-rib regions is bypassed, by
imposing equivalent effective boundary conditions at a virtual plane surface. Efficiency
of the homogenized simulations in detecting macroscopic behavior of the Nusselt number
is first assessed, compared with full feature-resolving simulations in which the effects of
complex flow patterns, near and within wall corrugations, on the local Nusselt number
are captured. Second, the validated model is used to construct a database of numerical
results describing deviations of the average Nusselt number over different ribbed surfaces,
relative to a corresponding smooth surface. Under the conditions investigated, it is found
that surface roughening generally deteriorates heat transfer from vertical surfaces, with
slight enhancement for geometries characterized by low thermal slip, for example, rectan-
gular ribs of narrow inter-rib spaces. Finally, a multiple-regression analysis is conducted
to formulate a correlation describing effects of the thermal-slip coefficient, the number
of ribs, and the Grashof number on the surface-averaged Nusselt number; accuracy of
the proposed correlation is attested via further validation. This paper aims to call at-
tention of the heat transfer society to the ability of the homogenization approach to
considerably alleviate the computational requirements for relevant simulations and, thus,
to significantly accelerate parametric optimization studies.

1Supplementary Material related to this manuscript is provided after the References.
2The Version of Record of this manuscript, together with the Supplementary Material, has

been published and is available in: Numerical Heat Transfer, Part A: Applications 83 (9)
(2023) 991–1013. https://doi.org/10.1080/10407782.2023.2165993
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1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Buoyancy-induced heat transfer is omnipresent in nature and in technological applica-
tions. Being simple in design, cost-effective, highly reliable and free of electromagnetic
interference, natural-convection cooling has gained increasing importance in electronic
systems handling low and medium heat loads (Johnson, 1986), or even as a pack-up or
a supplementary regime in combination with forced convection in the case of high loads
(Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990). The life and long-term reliability of electronic circuits can be
considerably increased by keeping the operating temperature sufficiently below the maxi-
mum level allowed by the manufacturer (Genot, 1982; Johnson, 1986). Nevertheless, this
has become practically challenging owing to the progressive miniaturization of electronic
components, along with the reduction of operational execution time and the increase in
power supply (Joshi et al., 1989; Peterson & Ortega, 1990). Many experimental and
numerical investigations have been carried out, seeking enhancement of the heat transfer
performance of natural-convection systems through different techniques, including direct
immersion into liquids (Park & Bergles, 1987; Joshi et al., 1989; Tanda, 2017), controlling
the spacing of plane heated channels under a variety of boundary conditions (Azevedo
& Sparrow, 1985; Webb & Hill, 1989), optimization of heat sink design (Park et al.,
2015) and, most related to this paper, adding surface alterations/extensions to vertical
plates exposed to natural convection, which is widely adopted in practical engineering
applications such as air solar collectors and cooling of electronics.

In contrast to fins, ribs are by definition relatively small surface disturbances which
affect the heat transfer rate from the surface mainly by altering the average heat transfer
coefficient, while the increase in the heat transfer area is secondary. Therefore, attaching
ribs rather than fins to the heated surface is advantageous in terms of minimizing the
overall weight and size of the device, provided that the ribs are proved to be efficient in
dissipating heat. This has motivated many experimental and numerical studies investi-
gating the effectiveness of adding ribs, of different shapes and dimensions, to the heated
surfaces (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990; Tanda, 1997; Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020). Besides,
ribs may be present naturally on the surface, like in the case of electronic components on
a chip. Even the detection of adverse effects is important for naturally ribbed surfaces,
so that the designer can take this into account while determining the maximum allowable
power supply.

When a heated vertical surface is periodically roughened, complex interaction be-
tween surface micro-details and the adjacent buoyancy-driven fluid layer takes place,
resulting in perturbation of the velocity and thermal fields in the vicinity of the wall, in a
quasi-periodic manner, along with macroscopic development of the viscous and thermal
boundary layers (cf. (Ahmed et al., 2022)). Accordingly, the distribution of the local
heat transfer coefficient along the surface deviates both qualitatively and quantitatively
from the corresponding distribution along a smooth surface. In particular, the local Nus-
selt number is significantly affected by mainstream separation and reattachment actions
within the inter-rib regions, experiencing successive oscillations along the vertical surface
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(Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990; Tanda, 1997, 2017; Nishikawa et al., 2020). The overall effect
of surface roughening on the heat transfer rate depends on several parameters, including
geometric properties of the protrusions, distribution and density of the roughness pattern,
thermal properties of the ribs, the Grashof number, the Prandtl number, and the flow
regime. However, strict guidelines describing the role of different control parameters are
not explicitly available in the literature, a fact that can be deduced from the apparently
contradictory findings of previous investigations, with some studies indicating enhance-
ment of the heat transfer performance (Aydin, 1997; Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020), while
negative effects of the ribs are reported in many other occasions (Tanda, 1997, 2008;
Cavazzuti & Corticelli, 2008; Ahmed et al., 2022).

In this paper, a homogenization-based numerical approach is employed to simu-
late the macroscale behavior of buoyancy-driven flows over isothermal vertical surfaces,
with different periodic micro-patterns of transverse ribs, at a fraction of the cost of full
feature-resolving simulations, allowing for generating a large database of numerical re-
sults describing the behavior of the average Nusselt number at different geometric and
flow conditions, to be analyzed and optimized at a further step in a manner that pro-
vides a more mature understanding of complex effects of surface roughening on the heat
transfer performance. The present work adopts the effective velocity and temperature
boundary conditions constructed and validated by Ahmed et al. (2022), extending the
scope of previous homogenization studies either not accounting for heat transfer from
textured surfaces (cf. for example (Zampogna et al., 2019; Bottaro & Naqvi, 2020)) or
limited to low values of the Rayleigh number (Intröıni et al., 2011). In the next section,
the physical problem is stated, the governing equations and effective boundary conditions
are given, and the geometries under investigation are described in detail. In Section 3,
selected cases are considered for simulation with both the feature-resolving approach and
the homogenization model, for validation and clarification of the associated phenomena.
The generated database of the Nusselt number values for different geometries and den-
sities of patterns is analyzed in Section 4, for optimizing the heat transfer rate from the
surface. The role of the thermal-slip coefficient is outlined in Section 5, and a compre-
hensive equation describing the Nusselt number dependence on the control parameters is
formulated and validated. Important notes on the validity and limitations of the adopted
physical model are highlighted in Section 6, besides a summary of the main findings of
the study.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND GOVERNING

EQUATIONS

2.1 Outlines of the physical problem

The buoyancy-driven laminar flow over a periodically roughened vertical surface of height
(L) and uniform wall temperature at the baseplate and the ribs’ surfaces (T̂w), higher than
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the ambient temperature (T̂∞), is considered. Variations in fluid density due to thermal
gradient are assumed moderate; the Boussinesq approximation with a linear temperature-
density relationship applies (refer to (Desrayaud & Fichera, 2002; Cavazzuti & Corticelli,
2008; Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020)) so that a temperature-dependent term, representing the
buoyancy effect, appears in the momentum conservation equation, allowing for numerical
coupling with the energy equation. As a laminar flow is assumed, and since T̂w and
T̂∞ are considered time-independent, a steady physical model is adopted here; refer to
Section 6.1 for further details. In dimensional form, the conservation equations can be
written in terms of space coordinates x̂i, velocity ûi, pressure P̂ , and temperature T̂ as
follows:

∂ûi

∂x̂i

= 0, (1-a)

ρ∞ûj
∂ûi

∂x̂j

= −∂(P̂ − P̂∞)

∂x̂i

+ µ
∂2ûi

∂x̂2
j

+ ρ∞β∞(T̂ − T̂∞)g δi1, (1-b)

ûj
∂T̂

∂x̂j

= α
∂2T̂

∂x̂2
j

, (1-c)

Figure 1: General description of the problem under study, with indication of the typical surface
micro-textures investigated in the present analysis.
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with ρ∞, β∞, P̂∞ the density, the thermal expansion coefficient, and the pressure suf-
ficiently away from the wall, g the gravitational acceleration, and δi1 the Kronecker
index (cf. Fig. 1 for definition of axes). The dynamic viscosity (µ) and the ther-
mal diffusivity (α) are assumed constant; they are defined at the film temperature

(T̂f =
T̂w + T̂∞

2
). Additionally, the Prandtl number (Pr =

µ

ρ∞ α
=

ν

α
) and the Grashof

number (Gr =
gβ∞(T̂w − T̂∞)L3

ν2
) are defined, as major parameters controlling natural-

convection heat transfer from the surface.

2.2 Input variables and optimization objective

Maximization of the average Nusselt number (Nu) over the roughened vertical surface is
sought, as the objective of the optimization analysis. The local Nusselt number (Nu) at
a point on the surface is defined as:

Nu =
−L

T̂w − T̂∞
× ∂T̂

∂n̂

∣∣∣∣
wall

, (2-a)

with n̂ the dimensional distance in the profile-normal direction at the point of interest.
The conventional definition of the average Nusselt number (Nuconv) relies on integrating
the local Nusselt number over the rough surface and weighting by the total heat transfer
area, which is essentially larger than the area of a smooth surface having the same height.
Instead, an altered form of the average Nusselt number is defined and used throughout
this paper, where the conventional form is corrected by the ribbed-to-smooth surface

area ratio, that is Nu = Nuconv × Aribbed

Asmooth

, to directly indicate the overall deteriora-

tion/enhancement of the heat transfer rate in comparison with a corresponding smooth
surface, taking into account the increase in surface area due to the presence of ribs; refer
to (Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020). It can be easily proved that the latter definition of the
average Nusselt number (Nu) is equivalent to integrating the local Nusselt number over
the rough surface and employing the projected (smooth) surface area as a weight, instead
of the ribbed surface area. Accordingly, the average Nusselt number for the case of 2D
ribs can be calculated as:

Nu =
1

L

∫ Ŝ

0

Nudŝ, (2-b)

with ŝ dimensional distance along the ribbed profile and Ŝ the total profile length.

Four shapes of the roughness element are considered for investigation, specifically,
inward-curved ribs with curves tangent to the base surface, isosceles triangular ribs,
circular segments, and rectangular ribs (refer to Fig. 1). For all configurations, the
geometry of an element, placed in a unit cell of length (ℓ), is characterized by the rib
height (e) and width (b). In dimensionless form, the rib height to pitch distance ratio
(e/ℓ) and the rib aspect ratio (b/e) are defined. The scope of the present study includes
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only micro-patterned surfaces, i.e., the pattern periodicity (ℓ) is much smaller than the
macroscopic length of the plate (L). This indicates that surfaces have a large number of
ribs (Nribs = L/ℓ). The following constraints are set for the geometric variables:

0.05 ≤ e/ℓ ≤ 0.25, 2 ≤ b/e ≤ 4, 20 ≤ Nribs ≤ 160. (3)

For all cases, laminar flow over the plate is considered with values of the Grashof number
within the range 107 ≤ Gr ≤ 108, and a constant value of the Prandtl number (Pr =
0.712).

2.3 Domain decomposition and homogenized model

Figure 2: Sketch of the decomposed flow domain, highlighting a unit cell in the microscopic
region and indicating the virtual interface between microscopic and macroscopic sub-domains.

Besides the basic feature-resolving numerical approach, that fully captures the surface
details and their explicit effects on adjacent flow, the homogenization-based approach
constructed and validated by Ahmed et al. (2022) is adopted within the present frame-
work. Given the presence of well-separated length scales, that is, pattern periodicity
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(ℓ) and plate length (L), the flow field is decomposed into two sub-domains (micro-
scopic/macroscopic) of different characteristic parameters (Fig. 2). Information transfer
takes place between the two sub-domains through a virtual matching interface, properly
selected for coupling the two problems. The homogenization-based approach eventually
seeks a solution to the macroscale problem by imposing upscaled effective velocity and
temperature boundary conditions at the matching interface, to be constructed by manip-
ulation of the microscale problem, taking advantage of its amenability to a solution via
asymptotic expansions of variables.

In brief, the dimensionless conservation equations governing the macroscale problem
read:

∂Ui

∂Xi

= 0, (4-a)

Uj
∂Ui

∂Xj

= − ∂P

∂Xi

+
1√
Gr

∂2Ui

∂X2
j

+Θδi1, (4-b)

Pr
√
Gr

(
Uj

∂Θ

∂Xj

)
=

∂2Θ

∂X2
j

, (4-c)

where the macroscopic variables are defined as:

Ui =
ûi

U
, Xi =

x̂i

L
, P =

P̂ − P̂∞

ρ∞U2
, Θ =

T̂ − T̂∞

T̂w − T̂∞
, (5)

using the velocity scale (U =
ν

L

√
Gr).

Following the guidelines in (Ahmed et al., 2022), effective boundary conditions can
be imposed along the vertical plane passing through the crests/outer rims of the ribs
(X2 = 0). The first-order effective conditions, which proved to be efficient for predicting
the Nusselt number, read:

U1

∣∣
X2=0

= ϵ [λx S12 + m12RG]X2=0 , (6-a)

U2

∣∣
X2=0

= 0, (6-b)

Θ
∣∣
X2=0

= 1 + ϵ λz
∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

, (6-c)

with ϵ = ℓ/L a small parameter characterizing the roughness pattern, RG = ϵ
√
Gr the

reduced Grashof number, and S12 the macroscopic shear stress in streamwise direction,
defined as:

S12 =

(
∂U1

∂X2

+
∂U2

∂X1

)
. (7)

The coefficients (λz, λx,m12) appearing in the effective conditions are all dependent on
the rib geometry, that is, rib type, e/ℓ and b/e. They are obtained by solving two-
dimensional auxiliary systems of equations through a unit cell of the microscopic sub-
domain, in particular, a Laplace-like system for λz and a Stokes-like system for λx and
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m12. The two systems are respectively defined in terms of ad hoc microscopic parameters
(θ̃, ŭi1, p̆1) as follows (cf. (Ahmed et al., 2022) for derivation):

Figure 3: Numerical solutions of the auxiliary systems of interest over a unit cell in the mi-
croscopic domain, for a circular-segment rib with e/ℓ = 0.1663 and b/ℓ = 0.4095: (top left)
discretized computational domain; (top right) Laplace problem (Eqs. (8-a to 8-c)); (bottom)
Stokes problem (Eqs. (9-a to 9-d)). The matching interface is at x2 = y∞ = 4, while contours
are displayed in vicinity of the wall.

I- Laplace-like problem

∂2θ̃

∂x2
i

= 0, (8-a)

with the boundary conditions

θ̃ = 0 at x2 = yw, (8-b)

∂θ̃

∂x2

= 1 at x2 = y∞. (8-c)

II- Stokes-like problem

∂ŭi1

∂xi

= 0, (9-a)

−∂p̆1
∂xi

+
∂2ŭi1

∂x2
j

= 0, (9-b)
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with the boundary conditions

ŭi1 = 0 at x2 = yw, (9-c)

−p̆1 δi2 +

(
∂ŭi1

∂x2

+
∂ŭ21

∂xi

)
= δi1 at x2 = y∞, (9-d)

with xi = x̂i/ℓ the microscopic coordinates. Typical numerical solutions of the systems
for the case of circular segment (e/ℓ = 0.1663, b/ℓ = 0.4095) are displayed in Fig. 3. The
coefficients (λz, λx) are estimated by averaging the fields of (θ̃, ŭ11), respectively, at the
plane x2 = 0, while the coefficient (m12) can be obtained by integrating the field of ŭ11

over the area below the plane x2 = 0.

Figure 4: Response surfaces of the macroscopic parameters (λz,λx,m12) as continuous functions
of rib characteristic dimensions (e/ℓ, b/e), for different configurations: (top) inward-curved rib;
(middle) circular segment; (bottom) rectangular rib. Typical design points, used to create the
surrogate functions, are shown with black dots.
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The numerical experiments were designed by defining eighty combinations of the
geometric parameters (e/ℓ, b/e) for each rib type based on the Optimal-Space-Filling
(OSF) algorithm that provides a more uniform extension to the Latin Hypercube Sam-
pling (LHS) method (for more details, the reader is referred to (Ansys®, 2021 R1)).
All numerical simulations were run using Simcenter STAR-CCM+ multiphysics soft-
ware (versions 15.06.007-R8/16.02.009-R8). The values of the macroscopic coefficients
(λz, λx,m12) corresponding to all design points are listed in detail in the Supplementary
Material . Response surfaces of the macroscopic coefficients, as surrogate functions of
the geometric parameters, are shown in Fig. 4 for the different shapes. The Genetic
Aggregation algorithm is employed for modeling the response surfaces for all rib types
except the rectangular rib, for which the Non-Parametric Regression (NPR) technique
is implemented to better handle the high non-linearities in behaviors, as can be realized
from the figure. It is clear that, for a given shape, the trends of the three coefficients
have some sort of dependence; this will be used in Section 5 to simplify the relationship
between these coefficients and the Nusselt number.

3 FEATURE-RESOLVING SIMULATIONS AND

MODEL VALIDATION

3.1 Setup of numerical simulations

In this section, three types of numerical simulations, with different targets and ap-
proaches, are discussed: (i) simulation of buoyancy-driven flow over a smooth flat plate,
to provide a reference for the unperturbed velocity and temperature fields and the value
of the Nusselt number relative to which the enhancement/deterioration of heat transfer
due to surface roughening can be assessed; (ii) feature-resolving simulations of the flow
over ribbed surfaces of different textures, to obtain the detailed perturbed fields and
flow structures for a better understanding of the phenomena, and to provide accurate
predictions of the Nusselt number for the chosen surfaces; (iii) homogenization-based
simulations with first-order effective boundary conditions, to construct the macroscopic
fields and the average Nusselt number (Nu) for the different ribbed surface, to be vali-
dated by comparing results to the corresponding full feature-resolving simulations. Four
cases of flow over ribbed surfaces are considered, that is, the four types of rib geometry
shown in Fig. 1, with characteristic dimensions e/ℓ = 0.1663 and b/e = 2.4625, are
tested. For all cases, the number of ribs is 20 and the Grashof number is 108.

The two-dimensional computational domain is sketched in Fig. 5, with indication
of the imposed boundary conditions. A domain width of 2L is selected, following the
specifications by Ahmed et al. (2022), to ensure that the streamwise velocity smoothly
vanishes at the far boundary. The uniform pressure values at the inlet and the outlet
allow equilibrium with the hydrostatic pressure head in the stagnant flow region. No-
slip velocity and uniform temperature boundary conditions are defined along the plane
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X2 = 0 for the smooth surface case, while the same conditions are to be imposed on
the textured wall when feature-resolving simulations of the flow over ribbed plates are
performed. As discussed in Section 2, the homogenization-based simulations requires the
definition of the effective boundary conditions (Eqs. (6-a to 6-c)) at the plane X2 = 0.
For the geometric conditions under consideration, the following values of the macroscopic
coefficients were numerically estimated:

inward− curved λz = 0.1192, λx = 0.0760, m12 = 0.00497, (10-a)

triangular λz = 0.1047, λx = 0.0731, m12 = 0.00456, (10-b)

circular segment λz = 0.0814, λx = 0.0554, m12 = 0.00314, (10-c)

rectangular λz = 0.0481, λx = 0.0404, m12 = 0.00114. (10-d)

Mesh structure and numerical methods are similar to those applied in (Ahmed et al.,
2022).

Figure 5: Computational domain and boundary conditions used for numerical simulation.
Different categories of boundary conditions are indicated at the wall in accordance with the
applied numerical approach, i.e., when ribbed plates are considered, the no-slip velocity and
temperature boundary conditions are to be imposed over the real surface structure (feature-
resolving approach) or to be replaced by effective boundary conditions at a virtual plane surface
(homogenization-based approach).
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3.2 Results and discussion

3.2.1 Full feature-resolving simulations

Figure 6: Contours of temperature and streamwise velocity close to the wall, displayed for
different surface structures: (from top left to bottom right) smooth surface; inward-curved
ribs; circular segments; rectangular rib. Nribs = 20, e/ℓ = 0.1663, b/e = 2.4625, Gr = 108,
Pr = 0.712.

The velocity and temperature fields, characterizing the buoyancy-driven flow over the flat
plate and the considered ribbed surfaces, are described in Fig. 6. The smooth develop-
ment of the viscous and thermal boundary layers along the X1-direction, adjacent to the
flat wall, is disturbed by the presence of ribs in a quasi-oscillatory manner. Local increase
of the streamwise velocity, accompanied by thermal boundary layer thinning, is realized
near the tips/crests of ribs, implying local enhancement of the heat transfer performance.
Conversely, the negative streamwise velocity values, clearly captured downstream of the
ribs, are attributed to separation eddies where local thickening of the thermal boundary
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layer is experienced. For a clearer vision, the typical flow patterns near the wall are
displayed in Fig. 7, revealing complex structures in inter-rib regions where separation
and reattachment of the mainstream take place. Proceeding along the plate, the local
Grashof number, and the inertia of the flow, increase; consequently, the deflection of the
accelerated stream towards the base surface is hindered, reattachment is delayed or even
lost, and separation eddies become more pronounced. For the rib height and aspect ratio
under consideration, it is noticeable that the recirculation eddies upstream of the ribs are
too small to be well-captured by the displayed streamlines. Besides the flow patterns, the
associated effects on the local behavior of the Nusselt number are presented in the figure.
Enhancement of the heat transfer characteristics at tips of the ribs, and deterioration in
the recirculation zones are quantified. A secondary peak of the local Nusselt number is
detected where the flow approaches or reattaches to the base surface. The Nusselt num-
ber macroscopically decreases with the increase in X1 due to development of the thermal
boundary layer (compare levels at low and high local Grashof numbers).

Figure 7: Feature-resolving simulations with different surface micro-textures: description of the
flow structures in the vicinity of the wall and the corresponding behaviors of the local Nusselt
number, displayed through two distant regions: (left) near the leading edge; (right) near the
end of the plate. Nribs = 20, e/ℓ = 0.1663, b/e = 2.4625, Gr = 108, Pr = 0.712.

The distribution of the local Nusselt number (Nu =
∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

) along the flat plate

is provided in Fig. 8. The numerical results are plotted together with the predictions of
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Ostrach’s similarity solution (Ostrach, 1953), that is:

X1Nu(
Gr
4
X3

1

)0.25 = fn(Pr). (11-a)

At a Prandtl number of 0.712, the function fn(Pr) is about 0.504, and with a Grashof
number of 108, Eq. (11-a) reads:

Nu ≈ 35.638X−0.25
1 , (11-b)

Figure 8: Numerical predictions of the local Nusselt number behavior along the vertical flat
surface, in comparison with the expected values from the similarity solution by Ostrach (1953).
Gr = 108, Pr = 0.712.

Further discussions on the critical assumptions behind the present physical model
are presented in Section 6.1, with validation against reference experimental/numerical
results from the literature.

3.2.2 Validation of the homogenized model

The homogenization-based numerical model, based on which the optimization analysis
will be carried out later in Section 4, is validated here. Inherently, the model targets the
macroscopic fields describing the natural-convection flow over the ribbed surface, instead
of the detailed patterns of velocity and temperature. Therefore, validation of the model
requires comparing its results with the running-average values of the fields resulting from
corresponding feature-resolving simulations. For instance, the running-average value of
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the dimensionless temperature (Θ) at an arbitrary point (X1 = a, X2 = b) is calculated
as follows:

< Θ >

∣∣∣∣
X1=a,X2=b

=
1

ϵ

∫ a+ ϵ
2

a− ϵ
2

Θ(X1, b) dX1. (12)

The circular-segment rib is considered for validating the model predictions of the temper-
ature field. As presented in Fig. 9 (top), the results of the model are plotted along the
virtual interface (X2 = 0), together with the running-average values of the fully-featured
pattern, to explicitly assess accuracy of the temperature effective boundary condition (Eq.
(6-c)). Reasonable agreement in predictions of the thermal slip is realized, i.e., deviation
of macroscopic temperature at this virtual plane from its uniform value (Θ = 1) over
an isothermal smooth surface. In addition, the macroscopic temperature profile across a
normal section taken at the middle of the plate (X1 = 0.5) is plotted in Fig. 9 (bottom),
showing perfect agreement with the running-average profile extracted from the feature-
resolving simulation. The profile related to the smooth surface case is also displayed to
indicate the deviations experienced when the plate is ribbed.

Figure 9: Temperature distribution for the case of circular-segment ribs, plotted: (top) along
the vertical plane tangent to crests of ribs; (bottom) across a normal section at the middle of
the plate. Predictions of the homogenized model (blue crosses) are compared with the running-
average values based on the feature-resolving simulation (red solid lines), for validation. Typical
temperature oscillations (green dotted line) and smooth surface results (black dashed lines) are
also shown. Nribs = 20, e/ℓ = 0.1663, b/e = 2.4625, Gr = 108.
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The main parameter of interest is the average Nusselt number (Nu) over the ribbed
plate, corrected with the projected area to directly indicate the total change in heat
transfer rate relative to the smooth surface (Eq. (2-b)). The calculated values of Nu
based on feature-resolving simulations of the flow over different ribbed surfaces are given
in Table 1. The model predictions are also provided for the purpose of validation, those
calculated based on the normal temperature gradient along the matching interface:

Nu =

∫ 1

0

− ∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

dX1. (13)

It is numerically advantageous to exclude the model predictions of the temperature gra-
dient over the first pattern unit (X = 0 → ϵ), and to replace them in the integration
with the corresponding values over a smooth isothermal plate; this can help to avoid nu-
merical uncertainty associated with discretization of the effective temperature boundary
condition near the domain inlet, in addition to the model error in this high-convection
region (where higher-order effective conditions may be required). It is clear that, for the
four cases given in the table, surface roughening negatively affects the heat transfer rate,
with the maximum deterioration occurring for inward-curved ribs. Generally, the model
predictions are consistent with the reference values of the feature-resolving simulations.

Table 1: Values of the surface-averaged Nusselt number (Nu), predicted from homogenized
simulations for different rib geometries, compared with results of the corresponding full feature-
resolving simulations. Nribs = 20, e/ℓ = 0.1663, b/e = 2.4625, Gr = 108, Pr = 0.712.

Rib geometry
Nu

Feature-resolving Homogenization-based Error

Inward-curved rib 44.414 44.917 +1.13%

Isosceles triangular rib 46.201 45.894 -0.66%

Circular segment 47.236 46.828 -0.86%

Rectangular rib 47.385 48.345 +2.03%

Smooth surface case Nu = 49.544

4 OPTIMIZATION OF HEAT TRANSFER PERFORMANCE

The rate of heat transfer by natural convection from isothermal vertical surfaces, pe-
riodically roughened with transverse ribs of different shapes, characteristic dimensions
and pattern densities (refer to Section 2.2 for typical constraints), is the objective of the
optimization strategy. In this section, the study is carried out at a constant Grashof
number (Gr) of 108; the effects of variations in the Grashof numbers are discussed later
in Section 5. On account of its capability to alleviate the computational requirements of
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full feature-resolving simulations, the homogenized model which has already been vali-
dated in Section 3.2.2 is employed to construct a database of numerical values showing
the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D) for different ribbed surfaces (refer to Sup-
plementary Material). The deviation in the average Nusselt number is measured, taking
the smooth surface case as a reference, that is:

D =
Nuribbed −Nusmooth

Nusmooth

× 100(%). (14)

Again, as discussed at the beginning of Section 2.2, the average Nusselt number over
rough surface is corrected (increased) by the ribbed-to-smooth surface area ratio such
that (D) directly indicates the total change in the heat transfer rate.

Figure 10: Nusselt number percentage deviation (D) as surrogate function of rib characteristic
dimensions for Nribs = 20 and 80. Behaviors are plotted for the different types of protrusions
included in the optimization study. Note that the full database, available in the Supplementary
Material also includes results for Nribs = 40 and 160. For all case, Gr = 108, Pr = 0.712.

Response surface modeling has been performed to obtain surrogate functions de-
scribing the behavior of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D) with variations in
rib characteristic dimensions (e/ℓ, b/e) for different rib shapes and pattern densities (Fig.
10). The same meta-modeling algorithms previously chosen for the macroscopic param-
eters (Section 2.3) are adopted at this step, specifically the Non-Parametric Regression
method for the rectangular rib and the Genetic Aggregation technique for other shapes.
A comparative look at the levels of D for different rib types reveals that the deterioration
in the heat transfer rate decreases by shifting from the blunt inward-curved rib to the
more streamlined circular rib (passing by the triangular shape) owing to minimization of
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surface areas exposed to unfavorable separation eddies (refer to typical flow structures in
Fig. 7). The relatively favorable effect of increasing the rib aspect ratio (b/e) can be sim-
ilarly justified. Under specific geometric conditions, the rectangular rib can exclusively
promote the heat transfer rate from the surface compared with a smooth plate (D > 0)
thanks to its wide outer rim where the main enhancement of the local Nusselt number
occurs (refer to distribution of the local Nusselt number in Fig. 7). It is obvious that, for
given geometric parameters (e/ℓ, b/e), both deterioration and enhancement of the heat
transfer rate become less pronounced by increasing the number of ribs on the vertical
surface as the smooth surface case (Nribs → ∞, ϵ → zero) is gradually approached.

Based on the above-mentioned findings, special attention is given to surfaces rough-
ened with twenty rectangular ribs for optimizing the heat transfer rate. For this case, the
response surface of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D) is displayed in Fig. 11,
as a continuous function of (e/ℓ, b/e). The rib dimensions corresponding to the maximum
heat transfer rate were sought; the response surface was analyzed via the Non-Linear Pro-
gramming by Quadratic Lagrangian (NLPQL) technique, a gradient-based algorithm that
implements quasi-Newton methods (Ansys®, 2021 R1). A maximum increase in the heat
transfer rate of about 1.17% has been attained with the geometric parameters e/ℓ = 0.214
and b/e = 3.741. Overall, for shapes and ranges considered in the present study, ribs
either deteriorate the natural-convection heat transfer performance of isothermal vertical
surfaces or, at best, enhance it marginally.

Figure 11: Response surface of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D), for the case of a
wall roughened with 20 rectangular ribs, as a function of the rib characteristic dimensions. The
optimum point is indicated.
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5 ROLE OF THERMAL-SLIP COEFFICIENT AND

PROPOSED CORRELATION

5.1 Role of thermal-slip coefficient (λz)

In the previous section, the effect of surface roughening on heat transfer performance has
been analyzed with variations in rib shape, characteristic dimensions (e/ℓ, b/e), and the
number of ribs on the surface (Nribs). An alternative vision of the previous dependence is
elucidated in this section. Revisiting the conservation equations (Eqs. (4-a to 4-c)) and
the boundary conditions (Eqs. (6-a to 6-c)) governing the macroscale problem, it can be
deduced that the thermal-slip coefficient (λz) together with the Navier’s slip coefficient
along the streamwise direction (λx) and the surface permeability coefficient (m12) can
macroscopically mimic the effects of rib geometry on the temperature and velocity fields
of the buoyancy-driven flow. Accordingly, the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D)
can be expressed as follows:

D = fn1 (λz, λx, m12, Nribs =
1

ϵ
, Gr). (15)

In depth, Eq. (6-c) shows that the normal temperature gradient at the virtual inter-

face (
∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

), controlling the Nusselt number, is explicitly related to the thermal-slip

coefficient (λz). However, as the momentum and energy conservation equations (Eqs.
(4-b and 4-c) are coupled in such a way that the temperature distribution is affected by
the velocity field (and vice versa), implicit dependence of the Nusselt number on λx and
m12 is present. It may be advantageous to investigate whether variations in secondary
control parameters (λx, m12) can be correlated to the behavior of the main parameter
(λz), so that the function in Eq. (15) may be simplified. The values of the macroscopic
parameters for different rib geometries, given in the Supplementary Material , are plot-
ted together in Fig. 12; direct relationships between the secondary parameters and the
thermal-slip coefficient (λz) are fairly described via 6th-order polynomials. Consequently,
Eq. (15) reduces to:

D ≈ fn2 (λz, Nribs , Gr). (16)

The dependence of D on the thermal-slip coefficient (λz) for different number of ribs
(Nribs) at a constant Grashof number (Gr = 108) is presented in Fig. 13, based on the
numerical results given in the Supplementary Material . Inspection of the figure reveals
that, in confirmation to accuracy of the simplified function (Eq. (16)), the Nusselt number
percentage deviation (D) is well correlated to λz for given values ofNribs andGr. A critical
value of the thermal-slip coefficient, λz)critical ≈ 0.025, is indicated; favorable effects of
surface roughening on the heat transfer performance of vertical plates are exclusively
present below this limit. For both ranges of λz, the magnitude of the percentage deviation
(D) decreases when more ribs are present.
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Figure 12: Values of Navier’s slip coefficient in streamwise direction (λx) and surface perme-
ability coefficient (m12, multiplied by 10 for clarity), against the thermal-slip coefficient (λz).
The plotted data are related to the different shapes and geometric parameters under investiga-
tion. Fitting curves are presented in the figure.

Figure 13: Dependence of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D) on the thermal-slip
coefficient (λz) for different surface textures and number of ribs. Gr = 108, Pr = 0.712.

5.2 Correlation formulation and basic validation

In view of Eq. (16) and the available numerical results, a correlation describing the
behavior of the Nusselt number percentage deviation is sought above the critical value of
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λz, i.e., deterioration in the heat transfer performance due to surface ribbing is considered.
The effects of variations in the Grashof number, previously unaccounted for in this paper,
are analyzed first to be included in the formulation of the correlation at a further step.
The values of (D) for vertical surfaces with twenty ribs of different shapes and dimensions
were calculated at three values of the Grashof number (Gr = 107, 5 × 107, 108) based
on macroscopic simulations (refer to the typical results in Supplementary Material); they
are plotted against λz in Fig. 14. Notably, the deterioration in heat transfer rate is less
considerable at lower values of the Grashof number. This may be attributed to the low
level of inertia which allows the mainstream to easily reattach to the base surface so that
the unfavorable separation eddies are minimized.

Figure 14: Behavior of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D) with variations of the
thermal-slip coefficient (λz) for different surface textures, plotted at two values of the Grashof
number. Nribs = 20, Pr = 0.712.

Second, a multiple-regression analysis was performed to formulate a suitable corre-
lation fitting the data given in the Supplementary Material , by implementing the Gen-
eralized Reduced Gradient (GRG) non-linear method. Eventually, the following form is
proposed:

D = (−1550 lnGr + 19740)λ2
z N−0.85

ribs (%), (17-a)

valid at Pr ≈ 0.712 (air), within the following ranges:

107 ≤ Gr ≤ 108, 0.025 ≤ λz ≤ 0.15, Nribs ≥ 20. (17-b)

Predictions of the correlation are plotted in Fig. 15 against corresponding numerical
values of D, to give an idea about the fitting accuracy.
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Figure 15: Correlation predictions of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D), against
the corresponding reference database values.

Figure 16: Sketch of rib geometries to be investigated by feature-resolving and homogenization-
based numerical simulations, to validate the correlation predictions of the Nusselt number per-
centage deviation (D).
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To check the validity of the introduced correlation for handling rib shapes other than
those based on which the correlation has been formulated, the configurations sketched
in Fig. 16 were considered; the correlation predictions of the Nusselt number percentage
deviation (D) for different shapes, at Nribs = 20 and Gr = 108, were compared with
the results of macroscopic/feature-resolving simulations, and reasonable agreement was
found (Table 2).

Table 2: Predictions of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D) for different rib geometries,
based on the homogenized numerical model and the proposed correlation, in comparison with
the values calculated from corresponding feature-resolving simulations. Nribs = 20, Gr = 108,
Pr = 0.712.

Configuration
Macroscopic parameters D
λz λx m12 Feature-resolv. Homog. Correlation

A 0.1454 0.0778 0.00562 -13.69% -13.16% -14.60%
B 0.1238 0.0639 0.00410 -10.44% -11.45% -10.59%
C 0.0797 0.0384 0.00224 -6.74% -7.46% -4.39%
D 0.0434 0.0392 0.00093 -1.26% -1.82% -1.30%

With only the need to calculate λz by solving a two-dimensional Laplace system
through a periodic unit cell of the microscopic domain, the present correlation is per-
fect for preliminary estimation of heat transfer deterioration over ribbed surfaces, before
turning to computationally expensive feature-resolving simulations (if necessary). To
elaborate this advantage, configuration B was considered for rough estimation of mesh
requirements and elapsed wall-clock time for evaluating the Nusselt number percentage
deviation (D), via the three methods under discussion. To conduct the full simulation, a
total mesh ntot

f is used to resolve the features of the whole ribbed surface (withNribs = 20),
and the fields through the full domain (cf. Fig. 5), where the conservation equations are
discretized. In contrast, the proposed correlation (Eq. (17-a)) requires to consider only
one representative volume element (cf. Figs. 2, 3), with a grid ntot

c , to solve the Laplace
system (Eqs. (8-a to 8-c)) for evaluating λz. The homogenization-based macroscale sim-
ulation requires, in addition, to solve the Stokes system (Eqs. (9-a to 9-d)) for evaluating
the coefficients λx and m12, so that the effective boundary conditions (Eqs. (6-a to 6-c))
are available to be imposed on a virtual smooth surface (cf. Fig. 5), beyond which the
conservation equations (Eqs. (4-a to 4-c)) are numerically solved, using a grid ntot

h . The
mesh-dependency analysis in Fig. 17 (top) shows that, for a converged solution to be
attained, the full simulation requires about one to two orders of magnitude more cells
than the homogenization-based simulation and the correlation (to evaluate λz as a pre-
requisite). Interestingly, the wall-clock time (with six processors) elapsed to solve the
Laplace system, so that λz is available to be plugged into the correlation, is five to six or-
ders of magnitude less than the feature-resolving simulation, when mesh-independence is
reached; cf. Fig. 17 (bottom). Note that the real time required for the homogenization-
based simulation (trealh ) includes calculation of the model coefficients and running the
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macroscale simulation.

Figure 17: Total mesh (ntot) and real-time (treal) requirements for evaluating the Nusselt
number percentage deviation (D), for a vertical plate ribbed with twenty elements of geometry
B (refer to Fig. 16, at Gr = 108 and Pr = 0.712. The subscripts f, h, c respectively indicate
feature-resolving simulation, homogenization-based simulation and correlation (Eq. (17-a)).

6 COMMENTS ON PHYSICAL MODEL VALIDITY AND

CONCLUDING REMARKS

6.1 Validity of the physical model

The validity of the physical assumptions adopted in the present work is to be properly
assessed, to determine whether the obtained results reflect a true picture of what hap-
pens in practice. In particular, four critical assumptions are to be considered. First,
the Boussinesq approximation is reliable under the constraint β∞(T̂w − T̂∞) << 1 (cf.
(Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020)), such that the density variations due to thermal gradient are
significant only in the evaluation of the body force. This assumption, along with the linear
temperature-density relationship, is numerically advantageous compared with using the
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compressible form of the governing equations together with the ideal-Gas law. Second,
the dynamic viscosity and the thermal diffusivity of the fluid are considered constant at
the film temperature (cf. (Nishikawa et al., 2020; Cavazzuti & Corticelli, 2008)). Third,
laminar flow was assumed over the range 107 ≤ Gr ≤ 108 (7.12× 106 ≤ Ra ≤ 7.12× 107

in terms of the Rayleigh number). A typical value of 109 has been reported/accepted by
many investigators as the critical Rayleigh number (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990); however,
the criteria based on which the onset of transition is to be determined have been a source
of confusion (Godaux & Gebhart, 1974). For instance, Godaux & Gebhart (1974) summa-
rized observations from the literature on the value of the Grashof number at the onset of
transition (Grtrans.); accordingly, variations within the range 1.1× 108 ≤ Grtrans. ≤ 1010

(which lies above the limit of the present study, Gr = 108) can be realized for air natural
convection over an isothermal vertical smooth surface. Fourth, two-dimensional flow was
assumed; this is reasonable only for the case of transverse ribs (uniform in the spanwise
direction), attached to a sufficiently wide plate, over which the flow is laminar. The
above-mentioned considerations/limitations necessitate further validation of the present
model, mainly against reference experimental results.

Figure 18: Dependence of (Nux) on the local Grashof number (Grx), at Pr = 0.712 (air).

The classical way for validation relies on plotting the behavior of the local Nusselt
number (Nux) along the isothermal smooth surface as a function of the local Grashof
number (Grx), as presented in Fig. 18 together with the experimental measurements in
(Bhavnani & Bergles, 1991; Ambrosini & Tanda, 2006) and the Analytical solution by
Ostrach (1953). It should be noted that Nux is defined based on the vertical position
measured from the leading edge, while Nu, plotted in Fig. 8, was defined based on the
total plate height (L); they are linked as Nux = NuX1. The local Grashof number (Grx)
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may be calculated as Grx = GrX3
1 , with Gr the plate Grashof number. At relatively

low values of the local Grashof number, i.e. Grx < 1000, the present numerical results
significantly deviate from Ostrach’s solution, as the boundary-layer assumption used in
developing the latter is invalid close to the leading edge of the plate, and applicable only
for vertical distances sufficiently larger than the thickness of the boundary layer (Ostrach,
1953). Experimental difficulties related to building a perfectly sharp-edged test section
may also affect the measurements close to the leading edge (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1991),
resulting in deviations from the numerical values. At relatively large values of Grx, the
present numerical results are identical to Ostrach’s solution; however, the experimental
results start to deviate, which may be attributed to periodic oscillations close to the
trailing edge of the plate and extended effects of room-air turbulence, originally disturbing
the outer edge of the boundary layer; refer to (Ostrach, 1953; Schmidt & Beckmann, 1930;
Eckert & Soehngen, 1948).

Figure 19: Distribution of the local heat transfer coefficient over ribbed surface, with the
geometric and thermal conditions shown in the right frame.

Providing validation for results of the feature-resolving simulation over a ribbed sur-
face is of much interest. The experimental measurements based on the schlieren technique
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in (Tanda, 1997), with the largest channel aspect ratio, together with the numerical re-
sults (using Fluent 6.2 ) in (Cavazzuti & Corticelli, 2008), are used to validate the present
fully-featured results of the local heat transfer coefficient (h) over a surface roughened
with five square ribs, with the dimensions and thermal conditions shown in Fig. 19. With
air as the moving fluid, this validation has been conducted at Gr ≈ 3×107, with the fluid
properties calculated as discussed in Section 2.1. The results are in reasonable agreement
over the edges of the ribs and also through the inter-rib regions. It is notable that a
stable thermal boundary layer was optically captured in (Tanda, 1997), at the considered
value of Gr, which justifies the agreement with the present laminar-flow model.

6.2 Conclusions

Natural-convection heat transfer over perturbed surfaces represents a major phenomenon
in many engineering and natural processes. Whether the surface is naturally or inten-
tionally roughened, it is vital to analyze the consequent deterioration/enhancement of
heat transfer performance for efficiency assessment, design optimization, and determi-
nation of the maximum allowable heat load. In this paper, laminar buoyancy-driven
flows (107 ≤ Gr ≤ 108) over isothermal vertical surfaces, intensively ribbed (Nribs > 20)
with elements of different shapes (inward-curved, triangular, circular, rectangular) and
dimensions (height, aspect ratio, etc.) are numerically investigated at a constant Prandtl
number (Pr = 0.712). Two numerical approaches, substantially different in scope and
computational cost, were tested: (i) feature-resolving simulations with full capability
of capturing the micro-structure details of the surface, revealing complex flow patterns
including separation and reattachment of the mainstream from/to the baseplate in the
inter-rib regions and local thinning and thickening of the thermal boundary layer, be-
sides the associated effects on the local Nusselt number; (ii) homogenization-based sim-
ulations with effective boundary conditions, imposed at a virtual vertical plane passing
by crests/outer rims of the ribs, to macroscopically mimic the behavior of the flow at
a reduced level of mesh requirements and computational cost. For the selected cases,
the values of the surface-averaged Nusselt number, based on the two approaches, were
compared to validate the model.

Taking advantage of the ability of the validated model to accelerate numerical sim-
ulations, it was employed to create a database of results describing the deviation (D) of
the Nusselt number, for different rib geometries and values of the Grashof number, rela-
tive to the reference value of a smooth isothermal wall. A response surface optimization
study was conducted, employing the Non-Linear Programming by Quadratic Lagrangian
(NLPQL) technique. It is proved that the presence of ribs generally has a negative effect
on heat transfer from the surface, reducing it by more than 10% for some cases, i.e., blunt
inward-curved and triangular ribs of large depth. However, a marginal increase in the
heat transfer rate has been realized for rectangular ribs of large aspect ratio (width to
depth ratio). The maximum heat transfer enhancement, attained under the investigated
conditions and ranges, is slightly above 1% and is related to the case of a vertical sur-
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face ribbed with 20 rectangular elements characterized by an aspect ratio of 3.741 and
a height to pitch distance ratio of 0.214, under natural convection with Grashof number
equal to 108. It should be highlighted that this marginal improvement is difficult to be
validated, as it clearly lies within the experimental uncertainty range (if experimental
validation is sought), and even within the numerical uncertainty of the feature-resolving
simulations. With the increase in the number of ribs, at a given aspect ratio, the posi-
tive/negative effects become mild, and the Nusselt number gradually approaches its value
over a corresponding smooth surface.

A fundamentally novel view of the contribution of the surface micro-structure to
heat transfer by natural convection from vertical surfaces is introduced; the thermal-slip
coefficient (λz), as a single macroscopic control parameter, proved to imitate the inherent
dependence of the Nusselt number on surface micro-details under given pattern density
and flow conditions. Subsequently, a correlation coupling the effects of the thermal-slip
coefficient (λz), the number of ribs (Nribs), and the Grashof number (Gr) on the projected-
area-based Nusselt number (Nu) was cast based on the available database. The proposed
correlation was tested on selected geometries and the results are comparable to those ob-
tained from feature-resolving/homogenized simulations. Accordingly, the correlation is
expected to provide a reasonable preliminary estimation of the Nusselt number at an
interestingly low computational cost.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

This part includes supplementary data related to the main article “Natural-convection
heat transfer from regularly ribbed vertical surfaces: Homogenization-based simulations
towards a correlation for the Nusselt number” by Essam Nabil Ahmed.

For the different rib geometries shown in Fig. 1 (of the main article), values of the
corresponding percentage increase in the heat transfer area (relative to a smooth surface)
are given below in Table S1. The macroscopic coefficients for the different rib shapes and
dimensions, and the consequent values of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D)
with different densities of the roughness pattern, at Gr = 108 and Pr = 0.712, are listed
in Tables S2 to S5. The effects of varying the Grashof number on the Nusselt number
percentage deviation (D) is shown in Table S6, only for the case of 20 ribs.
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Table S1: Percentage increase in the heat transfer area (∆A%) due to surface roughening,
evaluated for the four rib types under consideration varying the characteristic dimensions (e/ℓ
and b/e).

Dimensions ∆A%
e/ℓ b/e inward-

curved
isosceles
triangular

circular
segment

rectangular

0.0513 2.6625 4.66% 3.42% 4.66% 10.25%
0.0538 2.3375 5.44% 3.97% 5.44% 10.75%
0.0563 2.9375 4.71% 3.47% 4.71% 11.25%
0.0588 3.1625 4.61% 3.40% 4.61% 11.75%
0.0613 3.7875 4.10% 3.04% 4.10% 12.25%
0.0638 3.5875 4.48% 3.31% 4.48% 12.75%
0.0663 3.3625 4.93% 3.64% 4.93% 13.25%
0.0688 2.1625 7.39% 5.38% 7.39% 13.75%
0.0713 2.4375 6.97% 5.10% 6.97% 14.25%
0.0738 2.6375 6.76% 4.96% 6.76% 14.75%
0.0763 2.8375 6.57% 4.83% 6.57% 15.25%
0.0788 3.0625 6.36% 4.69% 6.36% 15.75%
0.0813 3.9125 5.28% 3.91% 5.28% 16.25%
0.0838 3.6875 5.74% 4.25% 5.74% 16.75%
0.0863 3.4625 6.25% 4.62% 6.25% 17.25%
0.0888 2.0625 9.90% 7.19% 9.90% 17.75%
0.0913 2.2875 9.39% 6.85% 9.39% 18.25%
0.0938 2.5125 8.95% 6.55% 8.95% 18.75%
0.0963 3.1875 7.51% 5.54% 7.51% 19.25%
0.0988 2.7375 8.78% 6.45% 8.78% 19.75%
0.1013 2.9625 8.41% 6.20% 8.41% 20.25%
0.1038 3.8125 6.90% 5.11% 6.90% 20.75%
0.1063 3.3875 7.85% 5.80% 7.85% 21.25%
0.1088 3.6125 7.59% 5.62% 7.59% 21.75%
0.1113 2.1125 12.18% 8.86% 12.18% 22.25%
0.1138 2.3625 11.41% 8.34% 11.41% 22.75%
0.1163 3.9875 7.42% 5.50% 7.42% 23.25%
0.1188 2.5625 11.15% 8.17% 11.15% 23.75%
0.1213 3.2125 9.39% 6.93% 9.39% 24.25%
0.1238 2.7875 10.83% 7.96% 10.83% 24.75%
0.1263 3.0125 10.34% 7.62% 10.34% 25.25%
0.1288 3.4375 9.39% 6.95% 9.39% 25.75%
0.1313 3.6375 9.10% 6.74% 9.10% 26.25%
0.1338 2.1875 14.26% 10.39% 14.26% 26.75%
0.1363 3.8375 9.01% 6.67% 9.01% 27.25%
0.1388 2.4125 13.68% 10.01% 13.68% 27.75%
0.1413 2.6125 13.05% 9.57% 13.05% 28.25%
0.1438 2.0125 16.33% 11.86% 16.33% 28.75%
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0.1463 3.3375 10.95% 8.09% 10.95% 29.25%
0.1488 3.1125 11.84% 8.73% 11.84% 29.75%
0.1513 2.8875 12.85% 9.45% 12.85% 30.25%
0.1538 3.5375 10.94% 8.09% 10.94% 30.75%
0.1563 3.9625 10.03% 7.44% 10.03% 31.25%
0.1588 2.2375 16.62% 12.12% 16.62% 31.75%
0.1613 3.7375 10.92% 8.09% 10.92% 32.25%
0.1638 2.6875 14.78% 10.85% 14.78% 32.75%
0.1663 2.4625 16.12% 11.80% 16.12% 33.25%
0.1688 3.2875 12.81% 9.46% 12.81% 33.75%
0.1713 3.0375 13.93% 10.26% 13.93% 34.25%
0.1738 2.0375 19.56% 14.21% 19.56% 34.75%
0.1763 3.5125 12.62% 9.33% 12.62% 35.25%
0.1788 3.8625 11.75% 8.71% 11.75% 35.75%
0.1813 2.8125 15.74% 11.57% 15.74% 36.25%
0.1838 2.2125 19.41% 14.15% 19.41% 36.75%
0.1863 2.5875 17.35% 12.72% 17.35% 37.25%
0.1888 3.2375 14.52% 10.72% 14.52% 37.75%
0.1913 3.6625 13.19% 9.76% 13.19% 38.25%
0.1938 2.9875 15.98% 11.77% 15.98% 38.75%
0.1963 2.3875 19.52% 14.27% 19.52% 39.25%
0.1988 3.9375 12.83% 9.52% 12.83% 39.75%
0.2013 3.4125 14.78% 10.93% 14.78% 40.25%
0.2038 2.1375 22.11% 16.09% 22.11% 40.75%
0.2063 2.7625 18.19% 13.36% 18.19% 41.25%
0.2088 3.1375 16.51% 12.18% 16.51% 41.75%
0.2113 3.7625 14.22% 10.53% 14.22% 42.25%
0.2138 2.5375 20.23% 14.82% 20.23% 42.75%
0.2163 3.5625 15.28% 11.31% 15.28% 43.25%
0.2188 2.3125 22.32% 16.29% 22.32% 43.75%
0.2213 2.9125 18.65% 13.73% 18.65% 44.25%
0.2238 3.3125 16.87% 12.46% 16.87% 44.75%
0.2263 2.0875 25.00% 18.18% 25.00% 45.25%
0.2288 3.8875 14.94% 11.08% 14.94% 45.75%
0.2313 2.7125 20.71% 15.21% 20.71% 46.25%
0.2338 3.0875 18.74% 13.82% 18.74% 46.75%
0.2363 2.4875 22.73% 16.64% 22.73% 47.25%
0.2388 3.4875 17.20% 12.72% 17.20% 47.75%
0.2413 3.7125 16.43% 12.17% 16.43% 48.25%
0.2438 2.2625 25.30% 18.46% 25.30% 48.75%
0.2463 2.8625 21.07% 15.50% 21.07% 49.25%
0.2488 3.2625 19.01% 14.04% 19.01% 49.75%
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Table S2: Inward-curved ribs. Values of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D), relative
to a smooth surface at Gr = 108 and Pr = 0.712, are listed for different dimensions and densities
of the roughness pattern, where the average Nusselt number over a rough surface is corrected
(increased) by the ribbed-to-smooth area ratio such that (D) directly indicates the total change
in the heat transfer rate.

Dimensions Macroscopic coeffi-
cients

D

e/ℓ b/e λz λx m12 20 ribs 40 ribs 80 ribs 160 ribs
0.0513 2.6625 0.0465 0.0415 0.00101 -2.04% -1.00% -0.57% -0.38%
0.0538 2.3375 0.0487 0.0427 0.00109 -2.27% -1.12% -0.63% -0.42%
0.0563 2.9375 0.0502 0.0441 0.00118 -2.33% -1.14% -0.64% -0.42%
0.0588 3.1625 0.0519 0.0456 0.00126 -2.43% -1.19% -0.66% -0.43%
0.0613 3.7875 0.0533 0.0467 0.00135 -2.51% -1.22% -0.68% -0.44%
0.0638 3.5875 0.0553 0.0481 0.00143 -2.67% -1.30% -0.71% -0.46%
0.0663 3.3625 0.0574 0.0494 0.00153 -2.87% -1.40% -0.76% -0.48%
0.0688 2.1625 0.0608 0.0508 0.00163 -3.30% -1.63% -0.88% -0.54%
0.0713 2.4375 0.0623 0.0519 0.00172 -3.40% -1.68% -0.91% -0.55%
0.0738 2.6375 0.0639 0.0530 0.00182 -3.52% -1.74% -0.94% -0.57%
0.0763 2.8375 0.0654 0.0542 0.00190 -3.63% -1.79% -0.96% -0.58%
0.0788 3.0625 0.0668 0.0553 0.00200 -3.72% -1.83% -0.98% -0.59%
0.0813 3.9125 0.0669 0.0561 0.00207 -3.62% -1.77% -0.94% -0.57%
0.0838 3.6875 0.0690 0.0570 0.00219 -3.84% -1.89% -1.01% -0.60%
0.0863 3.4625 0.0711 0.0584 0.00227 -4.05% -1.99% -1.05% -0.63%
0.0888 2.0625 0.0757 0.0594 0.00239 -4.72% -2.37% -1.25% -0.73%
0.0913 2.2875 0.0770 0.0603 0.00250 -4.80% -2.41% -1.28% -0.74%
0.0938 2.5125 0.0782 0.0613 0.00258 -4.87% -2.44% -1.28% -0.74%
0.0963 3.1875 0.0782 0.0618 0.00267 -4.76% -2.38% -1.25% -0.72%
0.0988 2.7375 0.0810 0.0628 0.00278 -5.12% -2.57% -1.35% -0.78%
0.1013 2.9625 0.0819 0.0637 0.00285 -5.16% -2.59% -1.36% -0.78%
0.1038 3.8125 0.0809 0.0641 0.00291 -4.91% -2.45% -1.28% -0.74%
0.1063 3.3875 0.0837 0.0649 0.00302 -5.28% -2.66% -1.40% -0.80%
0.1088 3.6125 0.0843 0.0655 0.00312 -5.28% -2.66% -1.40% -0.80%
0.1113 2.1125 0.0908 0.0666 0.00324 -6.25% -3.22% -1.70% -0.96%
0.1138 2.3625 0.0915 0.0672 0.00334 -6.27% -3.23% -1.70% -0.96%
0.1163 3.9875 0.0870 0.0673 0.00333 -5.47% -2.76% -1.45% -0.83%
0.1188 2.5625 0.0938 0.0685 0.00351 -6.48% -3.34% -1.76% -0.99%
0.1213 3.2125 0.0927 0.0687 0.00357 -6.23% -3.20% -1.69% -0.95%
0.1238 2.7875 0.0958 0.0695 0.00368 -6.65% -3.44% -1.82% -1.02%
0.1263 3.0125 0.0962 0.0700 0.00376 -6.64% -3.44% -1.81% -1.02%
0.1288 3.4375 0.0958 0.0706 0.00379 -6.50% -3.35% -1.76% -0.99%
0.1313 3.6375 0.0960 0.0706 0.00386 -6.47% -3.34% -1.76% -0.99%
0.1338 2.1875 0.1040 0.0717 0.00404 -7.67% -4.05% -2.15% -1.19%
0.1363 3.8375 0.0973 0.0716 0.00398 -6.56% -3.38% -1.77% -0.99%
0.1388 2.4125 0.1058 0.0725 0.00419 -7.81% -4.13% -2.19% -1.21%
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0.1413 2.6125 0.1061 0.0729 0.00426 -7.80% -4.12% -2.18% -1.21%
0.1438 2.0125 0.1104 0.0733 0.00434 -8.65% -4.52% -2.40% -1.32%
0.1463 3.3375 0.1045 0.0733 0.00438 -7.44% -3.91% -2.07% -1.15%
0.1488 3.1125 0.1069 0.0738 0.00449 -7.74% -4.10% -2.18% -1.21%
0.1513 2.8875 0.1096 0.0743 0.00456 -8.11% -4.32% -2.30% -1.27%
0.1538 3.5375 0.1067 0.0744 0.00453 -7.64% -4.03% -2.14% -1.19%
0.1563 3.9625 0.1049 0.0742 0.00454 -7.34% -3.86% -2.05% -1.14%
0.1588 2.2375 0.1170 0.0754 0.00476 -9.14% -4.95% -2.64% -1.45%
0.1613 3.7375 0.1083 0.0751 0.00467 -7.78% -4.12% -2.19% -1.21%
0.1638 2.6875 0.1165 0.0759 0.00489 -8.96% -4.84% -2.59% -1.42%
0.1663 2.4625 0.1192 0.0760 0.00497 -9.34% -5.08% -2.72% -1.50%
0.1688 3.2875 0.1144 0.0761 0.00494 -8.57% -4.61% -2.46% -1.36%
0.1713 3.0375 0.1172 0.0766 0.00505 -8.94% -4.83% -2.58% -1.42%
0.1738 2.0375 0.1256 0.0768 0.00515 -10.21% -5.62% -3.02% -1.65%
0.1763 3.5125 0.1155 0.0766 0.00507 -8.64% -4.66% -2.49% -1.37%
0.1788 3.8625 0.1134 0.0763 0.00505 -8.32% -4.47% -2.38% -1.31%
0.1813 2.8125 0.1230 0.0772 0.00531 -9.67% -5.30% -2.84% -1.56%
0.1838 2.2125 0.1288 0.0777 0.00537 -10.54% -5.83% -3.14% -1.71%
0.1863 2.5875 0.1268 0.0777 0.00545 -10.17% -5.61% -3.02% -1.66%
0.1888 3.2375 0.1221 0.0776 0.00541 -9.45% -5.17% -2.78% -1.53%
0.1913 3.6625 0.1190 0.0775 0.00531 -9.02% -4.89% -2.62% -1.44%
0.1938 2.9875 0.1260 0.0780 0.00548 -10.01% -5.51% -2.97% -1.63%
0.1963 2.3875 0.1324 0.0783 0.00558 -10.95% -6.10% -3.29% -1.80%
0.1988 3.9375 0.1186 0.0775 0.00535 -8.92% -4.84% -2.59% -1.43%
0.2013 3.4125 0.1244 0.0781 0.00554 -9.72% -5.34% -2.88% -1.58%
0.2038 2.1375 0.1378 0.0785 0.00569 -11.69% -6.57% -3.56% -1.95%
0.2063 2.7625 0.1325 0.0785 0.00572 -10.86% -6.06% -3.28% -1.80%
0.2088 3.1375 0.1295 0.0786 0.00570 -10.40% -5.77% -3.12% -1.71%
0.2113 3.7625 0.1235 0.0782 0.00558 -9.55% -5.24% -2.82% -1.55%
0.2138 2.5375 0.1375 0.0788 0.00587 -11.52% -6.49% -3.53% -1.93%
0.2163 3.5625 0.1269 0.0786 0.00570 -9.99% -5.52% -2.98% -1.64%
0.2188 2.3125 0.1416 0.0792 0.00591 -12.10% -6.85% -3.73% -2.03%
0.2213 2.9125 0.1356 0.0792 0.00591 -11.20% -6.28% -3.40% -1.86%
0.2238 3.3125 0.1317 0.0790 0.00584 -10.63% -5.92% -3.20% -1.75%
0.2263 2.0875 0.1467 0.0794 0.00599 -12.80% -7.29% -3.97% -2.16%
0.2288 3.8875 0.1259 0.0785 0.00571 -9.83% -5.42% -2.92% -1.60%
0.2313 2.7125 0.1408 0.0794 0.00604 -11.90% -6.74% -3.67% -2.00%
0.2338 3.0875 0.1369 0.0792 0.00603 -11.32% -6.37% -3.46% -1.89%
0.2363 2.4875 0.1451 0.0795 0.00610 -12.50% -7.12% -3.88% -2.12%
0.2388 3.4875 0.1330 0.0792 0.00595 -10.76% -6.02% -3.26% -1.79%
0.2413 3.7125 0.1306 0.0791 0.00587 -10.44% -5.80% -3.14% -1.72%
0.2438 2.2625 0.1502 0.0797 0.00613 -13.22% -7.58% -4.15% -2.26%
0.2463 2.8625 0.1430 0.0796 0.00614 -12.15% -6.90% -3.77% -2.06%
0.2488 3.2625 0.1381 0.0794 0.00611 -11.44% -6.46% -3.51% -1.92%
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Table S3: Isosceles triangular ribs. Values of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D),
relative to a smooth surface at Gr = 108 and Pr = 0.712, are listed for different dimensions
and densities of the roughness pattern, where the average Nusselt number over a rough surface
is corrected (increased) by the ribbed-to-smooth area ratio such that (D) directly indicates the
total change in the heat transfer rate.

Dimensions Macroscopic coeffi-
cients

D

e/ℓ b/e λz λx m12 20 ribs 40 ribs 80 ribs 160 ribs
0.0513 2.6625 0.0448 0.0411 0.00100 -1.78% -0.86% -0.50% -0.35%
0.0538 2.3375 0.0472 0.0426 0.00107 -2.00% -0.97% -0.55% -0.37%
0.0563 2.9375 0.0483 0.0435 0.00114 -2.05% -0.99% -0.56% -0.38%
0.0588 3.1625 0.0496 0.0448 0.00122 -2.10% -1.01% -0.57% -0.38%
0.0613 3.7875 0.0503 0.0453 0.00128 -2.13% -1.03% -0.58% -0.39%
0.0638 3.5875 0.0523 0.0463 0.00138 -2.33% -1.14% -0.64% -0.42%
0.0663 3.3625 0.0543 0.0480 0.00148 -2.46% -1.19% -0.66% -0.43%
0.0688 2.1625 0.0583 0.0504 0.00160 -2.88% -1.40% -0.76% -0.48%
0.0713 2.4375 0.0594 0.0513 0.00168 -2.94% -1.42% -0.77% -0.49%
0.0738 2.6375 0.0606 0.0523 0.00177 -3.02% -1.46% -0.79% -0.50%
0.0763 2.8375 0.0618 0.0529 0.00185 -3.11% -1.52% -0.82% -0.51%
0.0788 3.0625 0.0628 0.0539 0.00191 -3.16% -1.53% -0.83% -0.51%
0.0813 3.9125 0.0618 0.0536 0.00193 -2.99% -1.45% -0.79% -0.49%
0.0838 3.6875 0.0637 0.0547 0.00202 -3.18% -1.54% -0.83% -0.52%
0.0863 3.4625 0.0659 0.0560 0.00213 -3.39% -1.65% -0.89% -0.54%
0.0888 2.0625 0.0717 0.0587 0.00234 -4.07% -2.01% -1.07% -0.63%
0.0913 2.2875 0.0725 0.0594 0.00243 -4.10% -2.03% -1.08% -0.64%
0.0938 2.5125 0.0732 0.0601 0.00249 -4.11% -2.02% -1.06% -0.63%
0.0963 3.1875 0.0720 0.0598 0.00249 -3.92% -1.92% -1.01% -0.60%
0.0988 2.7375 0.0751 0.0613 0.00264 -4.26% -2.10% -1.11% -0.65%
0.1013 2.9625 0.0754 0.0616 0.00270 -4.25% -2.10% -1.11% -0.65%
0.1038 3.8125 0.0728 0.0603 0.00263 -3.93% -1.93% -1.03% -0.61%
0.1063 3.3875 0.0759 0.0618 0.00277 -4.28% -2.12% -1.12% -0.66%
0.1088 3.6125 0.0759 0.0619 0.00280 -4.24% -2.10% -1.11% -0.66%
0.1113 2.1125 0.0844 0.0655 0.00316 -5.27% -2.66% -1.40% -0.80%
0.1138 2.3625 0.0845 0.0659 0.00321 -5.22% -2.63% -1.38% -0.79%
0.1163 3.9875 0.0767 0.0623 0.00292 -4.28% -2.14% -1.14% -0.67%
0.1188 2.5625 0.0858 0.0666 0.00332 -5.33% -2.69% -1.42% -0.81%
0.1213 3.2125 0.0832 0.0656 0.00325 -4.97% -2.50% -1.32% -0.76%
0.1238 2.7875 0.0868 0.0670 0.00344 -5.38% -2.74% -1.45% -0.83%
0.1263 3.0125 0.0864 0.0670 0.00345 -5.30% -2.69% -1.42% -0.82%
0.1288 3.4375 0.0845 0.0663 0.00337 -5.07% -2.56% -1.36% -0.78%
0.1313 3.6375 0.0839 0.0659 0.00337 -5.00% -2.53% -1.34% -0.78%
0.1338 2.1875 0.0949 0.0702 0.00387 -6.31% -3.26% -1.73% -0.97%
0.1363 3.8375 0.0839 0.0657 0.00341 -4.98% -2.53% -1.34% -0.77%
0.1388 2.4125 0.0955 0.0703 0.00395 -6.34% -3.28% -1.73% -0.97%
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0.1413 2.6125 0.0949 0.0703 0.00397 -6.23% -3.22% -1.70% -0.96%
0.1438 2.0125 0.1005 0.0720 0.00420 -6.94% -3.63% -1.92% -1.07%
0.1463 3.3375 0.0907 0.0687 0.00380 -5.71% -2.94% -1.56% -0.89%
0.1488 3.1125 0.0934 0.0697 0.00395 -6.01% -3.11% -1.65% -0.94%
0.1513 2.8875 0.0961 0.0708 0.00410 -6.32% -3.28% -1.74% -0.98%
0.1538 3.5375 0.0909 0.0685 0.00386 -5.72% -2.95% -1.57% -0.90%
0.1563 3.9625 0.0875 0.0666 0.00364 -5.40% -2.79% -1.49% -0.85%
0.1588 2.2375 0.1044 0.0731 0.00448 -7.37% -3.90% -2.08% -1.16%
0.1613 3.7375 0.0906 0.0679 0.00384 -5.72% -2.97% -1.59% -0.91%
0.1638 2.6875 0.1017 0.0721 0.00441 -7.01% -3.71% -1.98% -1.11%
0.1663 2.4625 0.1047 0.0731 0.00456 -7.37% -3.91% -2.09% -1.17%
0.1688 3.2875 0.0968 0.0703 0.00419 -6.41% -3.37% -1.80% -1.02%
0.1713 3.0375 0.1000 0.0714 0.00435 -6.80% -3.59% -1.92% -1.08%
0.1738 2.0375 0.1116 0.0748 0.00488 -8.20% -4.41% -2.36% -1.31%
0.1763 3.5125 0.0957 0.0693 0.00413 -6.31% -3.33% -1.78% -1.01%
0.1788 3.8625 0.0920 0.0676 0.00391 -5.93% -3.11% -1.66% -0.94%
0.1813 2.8125 0.1049 0.0725 0.00460 -7.39% -3.95% -2.11% -1.18%
0.1838 2.2125 0.1126 0.0748 0.00495 -8.33% -4.50% -2.41% -1.33%
0.1863 2.5875 0.1088 0.0738 0.00482 -7.83% -4.20% -2.25% -1.25%
0.1888 3.2375 0.1011 0.0712 0.00442 -6.94% -3.69% -1.97% -1.11%
0.1913 3.6625 0.0959 0.0691 0.00412 -6.39% -3.37% -1.81% -1.02%
0.1938 2.9875 0.1052 0.0722 0.00463 -7.43% -3.98% -2.14% -1.19%
0.1963 2.3875 0.1137 0.0748 0.00504 -8.44% -4.58% -2.46% -1.37%
0.1988 3.9375 0.0929 0.0675 0.00393 -6.09% -3.21% -1.72% -0.98%
0.2013 3.4125 0.1004 0.0704 0.00436 -6.91% -3.69% -1.98% -1.11%
0.2038 2.1375 0.1189 0.0758 0.00528 -9.09% -4.98% -2.69% -1.48%
0.2063 2.7625 0.1104 0.0740 0.00493 -8.02% -4.34% -2.33% -1.30%
0.2088 3.1375 0.1053 0.0722 0.00467 -7.42% -3.99% -2.15% -1.20%
0.2113 3.7625 0.0962 0.0688 0.00412 -6.44% -3.41% -1.83% -1.04%
0.2138 2.5375 0.1150 0.0747 0.00514 -8.61% -4.70% -2.54% -1.41%
0.2163 3.5625 0.0995 0.0700 0.00431 -6.81% -3.63% -1.95% -1.10%
0.2188 2.3125 0.1194 0.0757 0.00534 -9.14% -5.03% -2.72% -1.50%
0.2213 2.9125 0.1102 0.0736 0.00490 -8.01% -4.33% -2.33% -1.29%
0.2238 3.3125 0.1039 0.0715 0.00456 -7.30% -3.91% -2.10% -1.17%
0.2263 2.0875 0.1244 0.0768 0.00554 -9.76% -5.40% -2.92% -1.60%
0.2288 3.8875 0.0949 0.0683 0.00404 -6.30% -3.33% -1.79% -1.01%
0.2313 2.7125 0.1146 0.0742 0.00511 -8.59% -4.70% -2.53% -1.40%
0.2338 3.0875 0.1084 0.0727 0.00479 -7.84% -4.24% -2.28% -1.27%
0.2363 2.4875 0.1191 0.0754 0.00532 -9.13% -5.02% -2.71% -1.50%
0.2388 3.4875 0.1017 0.0706 0.00442 -7.08% -3.79% -2.04% -1.14%
0.2413 3.7125 0.0979 0.0694 0.00421 -6.64% -3.53% -1.90% -1.07%
0.2438 2.2625 0.1242 0.0765 0.00550 -9.77% -5.41% -2.93% -1.61%
0.2463 2.8625 0.1134 0.0741 0.00503 -8.45% -4.61% -2.48% -1.38%
0.2488 3.2625 0.1061 0.0720 0.00466 -7.59% -4.09% -2.20% -1.23%
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Table S4: Circular segments. Values of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D), relative to
a smooth surface at Gr = 108 and Pr = 0.712, are listed for different dimensions and densities
of the roughness pattern, where the average Nusselt number over a rough surface is corrected
(increased) by the ribbed-to-smooth area ratio such that (D) directly indicates the total change
in the heat transfer rate.

Dimensions Macroscopic coeffi-
cients

D

e/ℓ b/e λz λx m12 20 ribs 40 ribs 80 ribs 160 ribs
0.0513 2.6625 0.0423 0.0383 0.00092 -1.66% -0.84% -0.50% -0.35%
0.0538 2.3375 0.0443 0.0395 0.00100 -1.86% -0.94% -0.55% -0.38%
0.0563 2.9375 0.0449 0.0399 0.00105 -1.89% -0.96% -0.56% -0.39%
0.0588 3.1625 0.0460 0.0406 0.00111 -1.97% -1.00% -0.59% -0.40%
0.0613 3.7875 0.0461 0.0406 0.00114 -1.97% -1.01% -0.59% -0.40%
0.0638 3.5875 0.0478 0.0416 0.00121 -2.11% -1.08% -0.63% -0.42%
0.0663 3.3625 0.0496 0.0428 0.00129 -2.27% -1.16% -0.67% -0.44%
0.0688 2.1625 0.0538 0.0457 0.00144 -2.62% -1.33% -0.75% -0.48%
0.0713 2.4375 0.0545 0.0462 0.00150 -2.66% -1.35% -0.76% -0.49%
0.0738 2.6375 0.0553 0.0467 0.00155 -2.73% -1.39% -0.78% -0.50%
0.0763 2.8375 0.0560 0.0470 0.00160 -2.77% -1.41% -0.80% -0.51%
0.0788 3.0625 0.0564 0.0472 0.00165 -2.80% -1.44% -0.81% -0.51%
0.0813 3.9125 0.0544 0.0457 0.00161 -2.61% -1.35% -0.77% -0.50%
0.0838 3.6875 0.0562 0.0465 0.00169 -2.80% -1.46% -0.83% -0.52%
0.0863 3.4625 0.0579 0.0476 0.00178 -2.95% -1.54% -0.87% -0.54%
0.0888 2.0625 0.0644 0.0519 0.00204 -3.55% -1.82% -1.00% -0.61%
0.0913 2.2875 0.0647 0.0520 0.00208 -3.55% -1.83% -1.01% -0.62%
0.0938 2.5125 0.0648 0.0519 0.00211 -3.55% -1.83% -1.01% -0.61%
0.0963 3.1875 0.0626 0.0505 0.00205 -3.32% -1.73% -0.96% -0.59%
0.0988 2.7375 0.0657 0.0519 0.00219 -3.65% -1.90% -1.05% -0.64%
0.1013 2.9625 0.0653 0.0516 0.00221 -3.61% -1.89% -1.05% -0.64%
0.1038 3.8125 0.0613 0.0489 0.00205 -3.24% -1.72% -0.97% -0.60%
0.1063 3.3875 0.0644 0.0504 0.00219 -3.56% -1.89% -1.06% -0.64%
0.1088 3.6125 0.0636 0.0497 0.00218 -3.48% -1.86% -1.04% -0.64%
0.1113 2.1125 0.0733 0.0557 0.00261 -4.41% -2.32% -1.27% -0.75%
0.1138 2.3625 0.0727 0.0553 0.00261 -4.33% -2.29% -1.26% -0.75%
0.1163 3.9875 0.0623 0.0485 0.00216 -3.38% -1.83% -1.04% -0.64%
0.1188 2.5625 0.0728 0.0547 0.00263 -4.38% -2.33% -1.29% -0.76%
0.1213 3.2125 0.0688 0.0524 0.00248 -3.96% -2.13% -1.19% -0.71%
0.1238 2.7875 0.0724 0.0541 0.00265 -4.36% -2.34% -1.30% -0.77%
0.1263 3.0125 0.0712 0.0533 0.00261 -4.23% -2.28% -1.27% -0.76%
0.1288 3.4375 0.0682 0.0511 0.00246 -3.98% -2.16% -1.22% -0.73%
0.1313 3.6375 0.0667 0.0500 0.00241 -3.84% -2.10% -1.19% -0.72%
0.1338 2.1875 0.0792 0.0572 0.00300 -5.06% -2.73% -1.51% -0.88%
0.1363 3.8375 0.0652 0.0488 0.00233 -3.74% -2.05% -1.16% -0.70%
0.1388 2.4125 0.0784 0.0562 0.00298 -5.00% -2.71% -1.50% -0.87%
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0.1413 2.6125 0.0771 0.0555 0.00294 -4.85% -2.64% -1.46% -0.85%
0.1438 2.0125 0.0829 0.0585 0.00321 -5.46% -2.96% -1.63% -0.94%
0.1463 3.3375 0.0705 0.0513 0.00262 -4.26% -2.35% -1.32% -0.79%
0.1488 3.1125 0.0730 0.0523 0.00273 -4.54% -2.51% -1.41% -0.83%
0.1513 2.8875 0.0755 0.0535 0.00286 -4.79% -2.64% -1.48% -0.87%
0.1538 3.5375 0.0686 0.0495 0.00251 -4.16% -2.31% -1.31% -0.78%
0.1563 3.9625 0.0637 0.0465 0.00224 -3.76% -2.11% -1.20% -0.73%
0.1588 2.2375 0.0832 0.0570 0.00324 -5.60% -3.09% -1.71% -0.99%
0.1613 3.7375 0.0661 0.0477 0.00237 -3.99% -2.23% -1.27% -0.76%
0.1638 2.6875 0.0786 0.0541 0.00299 -5.21% -2.89% -1.61% -0.94%
0.1663 2.4625 0.0814 0.0554 0.00314 -5.48% -3.04% -1.69% -0.98%
0.1688 3.2875 0.0714 0.0501 0.00262 -4.52% -2.53% -1.43% -0.85%
0.1713 3.0375 0.0745 0.0514 0.00278 -4.85% -2.71% -1.53% -0.90%
0.1738 2.0375 0.0871 0.0578 0.00343 -6.08% -3.38% -1.87% -1.07%
0.1763 3.5125 0.0681 0.0478 0.00243 -4.28% -2.41% -1.37% -0.82%
0.1788 3.8625 0.0630 0.0450 0.00216 -3.82% -2.15% -1.23% -0.74%
0.1813 2.8125 0.0773 0.0521 0.00290 -5.20% -2.92% -1.64% -0.95%
0.1838 2.2125 0.0855 0.0562 0.00332 -6.00% -3.35% -1.86% -1.07%
0.1863 2.5875 0.0804 0.0537 0.00307 -5.50% -3.08% -1.72% -1.00%
0.1888 3.2375 0.0709 0.0488 0.00255 -4.61% -2.59% -1.46% -0.86%
0.1913 3.6625 0.0643 0.0454 0.00220 -4.01% -2.26% -1.29% -0.78%
0.1938 2.9875 0.0743 0.0498 0.00269 -5.01% -2.83% -1.59% -0.93%
0.1963 2.3875 0.0833 0.0542 0.00316 -5.89% -3.31% -1.85% -1.06%
0.1988 3.9375 0.0592 0.0425 0.00192 -3.58% -2.03% -1.17% -0.71%
0.2013 3.4125 0.0669 0.0460 0.00229 -4.35% -2.46% -1.40% -0.83%
0.2038 2.1375 0.0870 0.0554 0.00333 -6.32% -3.56% -1.99% -1.14%
0.2063 2.7625 0.0769 0.0509 0.00282 -5.30% -2.99% -1.68% -0.98%
0.2088 3.1375 0.0705 0.0478 0.00248 -4.68% -2.65% -1.50% -0.88%
0.2113 3.7625 0.0599 0.0428 0.00194 -3.67% -2.08% -1.19% -0.73%
0.2138 2.5375 0.0801 0.0517 0.00293 -5.72% -3.23% -1.81% -1.05%
0.2163 3.5625 0.0624 0.0438 0.00205 -3.94% -2.23% -1.28% -0.77%
0.2188 2.3125 0.0837 0.0531 0.00310 -6.09% -3.45% -1.93% -1.11%
0.2213 2.9125 0.0729 0.0485 0.00256 -4.98% -2.81% -1.58% -0.92%
0.2238 3.3125 0.0655 0.0452 0.00220 -4.25% -2.40% -1.36% -0.81%
0.2263 2.0875 0.0871 0.0543 0.00324 -6.48% -3.67% -2.04% -1.16%
0.2288 3.8875 0.0549 0.0402 0.00170 -3.21% -1.82% -1.06% -0.65%
0.2313 2.7125 0.0754 0.0490 0.00264 -5.33% -3.02% -1.70% -0.98%
0.2338 3.0875 0.0681 0.0461 0.00230 -4.55% -2.57% -1.46% -0.86%
0.2363 2.4875 0.0790 0.0505 0.00280 -5.72% -3.24% -1.81% -1.05%
0.2388 3.4875 0.0600 0.0425 0.00193 -3.73% -2.11% -1.21% -0.74%
0.2413 3.7125 0.0558 0.0405 0.00173 -3.30% -1.87% -1.09% -0.67%
0.2438 2.2625 0.0826 0.0517 0.00295 -6.13% -3.47% -1.94% -1.11%
0.2463 2.8625 0.0706 0.0470 0.00239 -4.85% -2.74% -1.55% -0.91%
0.2488 3.2625 0.0625 0.0435 0.00203 -4.00% -2.27% -1.30% -0.78%
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Table S5: Rectangular ribs. Values of the Nusselt number percentage deviation (D), relative to
a smooth surface at Gr = 108 and Pr = 0.712, are listed for different dimensions and densities
of the roughness pattern, where the average Nusselt number over a rough surface is corrected
(increased) by the ribbed-to-smooth area ratio such that (D) directly indicates the total change
in the heat transfer rate.

Dimensions Macroscopic coeffi-
cients

D

e/ℓ b/e λz λx m12 20 ribs 40 ribs 80 ribs 160 ribs
0.0513 2.6625 0.0380 0.0375 0.00079 -1.07% -0.47% -0.28% -0.22%
0.0538 2.3375 0.0402 0.0389 0.00087 -1.28% -0.58% -0.34% -0.25%
0.0563 2.9375 0.0393 0.0392 0.00087 -1.07% -0.46% -0.27% -0.22%
0.0588 3.1625 0.0395 0.0397 0.00090 -1.02% -0.43% -0.25% -0.21%
0.0613 3.7875 0.0378 0.0394 0.00086 -0.76% -0.28% -0.18% -0.17%
0.0638 3.5875 0.0393 0.0403 0.00092 -0.89% -0.35% -0.21% -0.19%
0.0663 3.3625 0.0409 0.0413 0.00098 -1.04% -0.43% -0.25% -0.21%
0.0688 2.1625 0.0477 0.0445 0.00121 -1.83% -0.84% -0.46% -0.31%
0.0713 2.4375 0.0472 0.0447 0.00122 -1.70% -0.76% -0.42% -0.29%
0.0738 2.6375 0.0468 0.0449 0.00122 -1.60% -0.71% -0.39% -0.28%
0.0763 2.8375 0.0462 0.0449 0.00122 -1.50% -0.65% -0.36% -0.26%
0.0788 3.0625 0.0453 0.0446 0.00120 -1.37% -0.58% -0.32% -0.24%
0.0813 3.9125 0.0399 0.0417 0.00102 -0.77% -0.28% -0.18% -0.17%
0.0838 3.6875 0.0416 0.0426 0.00108 -0.95% -0.37% -0.22% -0.19%
0.0863 3.4625 0.0433 0.0435 0.00115 -1.15% -0.47% -0.27% -0.22%
0.0888 2.0625 0.0550 0.0492 0.00159 -2.46% -1.16% -0.62% -0.39%
0.0913 2.2875 0.0536 0.0488 0.00155 -2.26% -1.05% -0.56% -0.37%
0.0938 2.5125 0.0520 0.0480 0.00151 -2.06% -0.94% -0.50% -0.33%
0.0963 3.1875 0.0460 0.0448 0.00127 -1.41% -0.61% -0.34% -0.25%
0.0988 2.7375 0.0504 0.0469 0.00144 -1.91% -0.87% -0.47% -0.32%
0.1013 2.9625 0.0482 0.0458 0.00137 -1.67% -0.75% -0.42% -0.29%
0.1038 3.8125 0.0394 0.0405 0.00100 -0.82% -0.33% -0.20% -0.18%
0.1063 3.3875 0.0435 0.0425 0.00116 -1.27% -0.56% -0.33% -0.25%
0.1088 3.6125 0.0407 0.0409 0.00105 -1.00% -0.43% -0.26% -0.21%
0.1113 2.1125 0.0586 0.0504 0.00180 -2.87% -1.39% -0.75% -0.46%
0.1138 2.3625 0.0555 0.0489 0.00167 -2.53% -1.22% -0.66% -0.41%
0.1163 3.9875 0.0349 0.0365 0.00081 -0.58% -0.23% -0.16% -0.17%
0.1188 2.5625 0.0529 0.0469 0.00153 -2.32% -1.12% -0.61% -0.39%
0.1213 3.2125 0.0437 0.0416 0.00114 -1.43% -0.67% -0.38% -0.28%
0.1238 2.7875 0.0493 0.0445 0.00137 -2.03% -0.98% -0.55% -0.36%
0.1263 3.0125 0.0457 0.0423 0.00121 -1.69% -0.81% -0.46% -0.32%
0.1288 3.4375 0.0390 0.0382 0.00093 -1.09% -0.50% -0.31% -0.24%
0.1313 3.6375 0.0355 0.0357 0.00078 -0.81% -0.36% -0.24% -0.21%
0.1338 2.1875 0.0582 0.0484 0.00173 -3.04% -1.52% -0.83% -0.50%
0.1363 3.8375 0.0310 0.0326 0.00060 -0.46% -0.19% -0.15% -0.16%
0.1388 2.4125 0.0539 0.0456 0.00151 -2.65% -1.32% -0.73% -0.45%
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0.1413 2.6125 0.0499 0.0434 0.00134 -2.27% -1.13% -0.62% -0.40%
0.1438 2.0125 0.0611 0.0489 0.00183 -3.44% -1.75% -0.95% -0.57%
0.1463 3.3375 0.0358 0.0351 0.00074 -1.00% -0.47% -0.29% -0.23%
0.1488 3.1125 0.0391 0.0367 0.00085 -1.35% -0.65% -0.39% -0.28%
0.1513 2.8875 0.0427 0.0385 0.00099 -1.72% -0.85% -0.49% -0.33%
0.1538 3.5375 0.0299 0.0311 0.00051 -0.53% -0.24% -0.18% -0.18%
0.1563 3.9625 0.0218 0.0261 0.00027 +0.17% +0.12% 0.00% -0.09%
0.1588 2.2375 0.0547 0.0444 0.00147 -2.98% -1.53% -0.84% -0.51%
0.1613 3.7375 0.0237 0.0272 0.00031 -0.02% +0.02% -0.05% -0.11%
0.1638 2.6875 0.0436 0.0381 0.00097 -1.95% -0.98% -0.56% -0.37%
0.1663 2.4625 0.0481 0.0404 0.00114 -2.42% -1.23% -0.69% -0.44%
0.1688 3.2875 0.0295 0.0304 0.00045 -0.59% -0.27% -0.19% -0.19%
0.1713 3.0375 0.0338 0.0326 0.00059 -1.05% -0.51% -0.32% -0.25%
0.1738 2.0375 0.0571 0.0445 0.00149 -3.41% -1.77% -0.97% -0.58%
0.1763 3.5125 0.0224 0.0264 0.00026 +0.07% +0.07% -0.02% -0.10%
0.1788 3.8625 0.0152 0.0218 0.00012 +0.73% +0.40% +0.15% -0.01%
0.1813 2.8125 0.0357 0.0333 0.00061 -1.30% -0.64% -0.38% -0.28%
0.1838 2.2125 0.0504 0.0405 0.00115 -2.84% -1.46% -0.81% -0.49%
0.1863 2.5875 0.0397 0.0355 0.00073 -1.72% -0.85% -0.49% -0.33%
0.1888 3.2375 0.0235 0.0270 0.00026 -0.05% +0.02% -0.05% -0.11%
0.1913 3.6625 0.0143 0.0212 0.00010 +0.78% +0.42% +0.15% -0.01%
0.1938 2.9875 0.0275 0.0289 0.00034 -0.49% -0.21% -0.17% -0.17%
0.1963 2.3875 0.0423 0.0362 0.00078 -2.08% -1.05% -0.60% -0.39%
0.1988 3.9375 0.0077 0.0157 0.00004 +1.15% +0.58% +0.23% +0.09%
0.2013 3.4125 0.0157 0.0220 0.00012 +0.65% +0.36% +0.12% +0.06%
0.2038 2.1375 0.0476 0.0385 0.00094 -2.70% -1.38% -0.77% -0.40%
0.2063 2.7625 0.0289 0.0297 0.00036 -0.66% -0.29% -0.20% -0.10%
0.2088 3.1375 0.0190 0.0243 0.00016 +0.37% +0.23% +0.06% +0.03%
0.2113 3.7625 0.0069 0.0147 0.00003 +1.15% +0.58% +0.26% +0.08%
0.2138 2.5375 0.0327 0.0313 0.00044 -1.11% -0.53% -0.33% -0.17%
0.2163 3.5625 0.0086 0.0164 0.00004 +1.11% -0.57% -0.26% -0.09%
0.2188 2.3125 0.0379 0.0339 0.00057 -1.69% -0.83% -0.48% -0.24%
0.2213 2.9125 0.0202 0.0250 0.00018 +0.24% +0.17% +0.03% -0.06%
0.2238 3.3125 0.0109 0.0185 0.00006 +1.01% +0.53% +0.21% +0.10%
0.2263 2.0875 0.0432 0.0361 0.00071 -2.32% -1.17% -0.65% -0.29%
0.2288 3.8875 0.0021 0.0079 0.00001 +0.90% +0.43% +0.12% -0.03%
0.2313 2.7125 0.0223 0.0260 0.00020 0.00% +0.05% -0.04% -0.01%
0.2338 3.0875 0.0126 0.0198 0.00008 +0.90% +0.49% +0.18% +0.09%
0.2363 2.4875 0.0271 0.0287 0.00028 -0.52% -0.21% -0.17% -0.07%
0.2388 3.4875 0.0046 0.0121 0.00002 +1.15% +0.56% +0.20% +0.01%
0.2413 3.7125 0.0019 0.0075 0.00000 +0.87% +0.42% +0.11% -0.04%
0.2438 2.2625 0.0321 0.0311 0.00037 -1.09% -0.50% -0.31% -0.15%
0.2463 2.8625 0.0141 0.0210 0.00009 +0.78% +0.43% +0.15% +0.08%
0.2488 3.2625 0.0058 0.0135 0.00002 +1.15% +0.50% +0.21% +0.01%
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Table S6: The Nusselt number percentage deviation (D) for surfaces ribbed with 20 protrusions
of different geometries, at Gr = 107 and Gr = 5× 107.

Dimensions D = % Deviation in Nu (from smooth surface value)

e/l b/e Inward-curved Triangular Circular

Gr=107 Gr=5x107 Gr=107 Gr=5x107 Gr=107 Gr=5x107

0.0513 2.6625 -1.15% -1.65% -1.02% -1.43% -0.99% -1.35%
0.0538 2.3375 -1.27% -1.83% -1.12% -1.60% -1.08% -1.50%
0.0563 2.9375 -1.30% -1.88% -1.15% -1.65% -1.10% -1.54%
0.0588 3.1625 -1.34% -1.96% -1.17% -1.69% -1.15% -1.60%
0.0613 3.7875 -1.38% -2.03% -1.19% -1.72% -1.15% -1.61%
0.0638 3.5875 -1.46% -2.16% -1.30% -1.89% -1.23% -1.73%
0.0663 3.3625 -1.55% -2.33% -1.35% -1.99% -1.30% -1.86%
0.0688 2.1625 -1.78% -2.69% -1.56% -2.33% -1.47% -2.14%
0.0713 2.4375 -1.82% -2.77% -1.58% -2.39% -1.49% -2.18%
0.0738 2.6375 -1.89% -2.88% -1.62% -2.46% -1.53% -2.24%
0.0763 2.8375 -1.94% -2.97% -1.67% -2.54% -1.56% -2.28%
0.0788 3.0625 -1.97% -3.04% -1.69% -2.58% -1.58% -2.31%
0.0813 3.9125 -1.92% -2.96% -1.60% -2.44% -1.50% -2.17%
0.0838 3.6875 -2.04% -3.14% -1.70% -2.59% -1.60% -2.31%
0.0863 3.4625 -2.14% -3.32% -1.81% -2.77% -1.67% -2.44%
0.0888 2.0625 -2.51% -3.88% -2.16% -3.33% -1.95% -2.92%
0.0913 2.2875 -2.55% -3.96% -2.18% -3.37% -1.97% -2.95%
0.0938 2.5125 -2.58% -4.02% -2.17% -3.38% -1.98% -2.95%
0.0963 3.1875 -2.52% -3.93% -2.07% -3.22% -1.87% -2.77%
0.0988 2.7375 -2.72% -4.22% -2.25% -3.50% -2.04% -3.03%
0.1013 2.9625 -2.74% -4.27% -2.25% -3.50% -2.03% -3.01%
0.1038 3.8125 -2.59% -4.05% -2.09% -3.24% -1.86% -2.72%
0.1063 3.3875 -2.80% -4.37% -2.27% -3.52% -2.02% -2.97%
0.1088 3.6125 -2.81% -4.38% -2.25% -3.50% -1.99% -2.92%
0.1113 2.1125 -3.36% -5.20% -2.80% -4.35% -2.44% -3.66%
0.1138 2.3625 -3.36% -5.23% -2.77% -4.33% -2.42% -3.63%
0.1163 3.9875 -2.90% -4.55% -2.28% -3.56% -1.97% -2.88%
0.1188 2.5625 -3.48% -5.40% -2.84% -4.40% -2.45% -3.65%
0.1213 3.2125 -3.33% -5.20% -2.65% -4.13% -2.26% -3.34%
0.1238 2.7875 -3.58% -5.55% -2.88% -4.47% -2.46% -3.66%
0.1263 3.0125 -3.57% -5.55% -2.83% -4.41% -2.41% -3.56%
0.1288 3.4375 -3.48% -5.43% -2.71% -4.22% -2.29% -3.37%
0.1313 3.6375 -3.47% -5.41% -2.67% -4.16% -2.23% -3.25%
0.1338 2.1875 -4.18% -6.44% -3.40% -5.26% -2.84% -4.23%
0.1363 3.8375 -3.51% -5.49% -2.66% -4.14% -2.18% -3.16%
0.1388 2.4125 -4.25% -6.56% -3.41% -5.28% -2.82% -4.18%
0.1413 2.6125 -4.25% -6.56% -3.36% -5.21% -2.76% -4.10%
0.1438 2.0125 -4.64% -7.12% -3.76% -5.81% -3.08% -4.60%
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0.1463 3.3375 -4.04% -6.25% -3.08% -4.80% -2.48% -3.65%
0.1488 3.1125 -4.22% -6.51% -3.25% -5.03% -2.62% -3.84%
0.1513 2.8875 -4.44% -6.84% -3.42% -5.29% -2.76% -4.05%
0.1538 3.5375 -4.16% -6.43% -3.09% -4.80% -2.44% -3.55%
0.1563 3.9625 -3.99% -6.18% -2.92% -4.52% -2.24% -3.21%
0.1588 2.2375 -5.06% -7.73% -4.03% -6.17% -3.18% -4.69%
0.1613 3.7375 -4.23% -6.56% -3.11% -4.82% -2.37% -3.44%
0.1638 2.6875 -4.96% -7.58% -3.83% -5.88% -2.99% -4.39%
0.1663 2.4625 -5.19% -7.92% -4.04% -6.21% -3.15% -4.65%
0.1688 3.2875 -4.72% -7.26% -3.50% -5.40% -2.66% -3.88%
0.1713 3.0375 -4.94% -7.57% -3.72% -5.72% -2.83% -4.12%
0.1738 2.0375 -5.72% -8.67% -4.53% -6.92% -3.47% -5.14%
0.1763 3.5125 -4.76% -7.32% -3.46% -5.34% -2.55% -3.69%
0.1788 3.8625 -4.58% -7.04% -3.24% -4.98% -2.28% -3.25%
0.1813 2.8125 -5.40% -8.21% -4.07% -6.22% -3.01% -4.39%
0.1838 2.2125 -5.92% -8.97% -4.61% -7.05% -3.45% -5.09%
0.1863 2.5875 -5.71% -8.66% -4.32% -6.63% -3.20% -4.69%
0.1888 3.2375 -5.27% -8.04% -3.81% -5.86% -2.72% -3.95%
0.1913 3.6625 -5.00% -7.66% -3.50% -5.39% -2.39% -3.43%
0.1938 2.9875 -5.61% -8.52% -4.10% -6.26% -2.93% -4.24%
0.1963 2.3875 -6.19% -9.34% -4.70% -7.15% -3.41% -5.00%
0.1988 3.9375 -4.94% -7.58% -3.34% -5.16% -2.18% -3.12%
0.2013 3.4125 -5.44% -8.27% -3.81% -5.82% -2.57% -3.68%
0.2038 2.1375 -6.66% -9.99% -5.09% -7.70% -3.64% -5.34%
0.2063 2.7625 -6.14% -9.28% -4.45% -6.81% -3.11% -4.54%
0.2088 3.1375 -5.86% -8.87% -4.11% -6.29% -2.77% -4.01%
0.2113 3.7625 -5.34% -8.13% -3.54% -5.44% -2.21% -3.15%
0.2138 2.5375 -6.57% -9.85% -4.81% -7.29% -3.32% -4.82%
0.2163 3.5625 -5.61% -8.53% -3.75% -5.77% -2.37% -3.40%
0.2188 2.3125 -6.93% -10.37% -5.13% -7.75% -3.53% -5.14%
0.2213 2.9125 -6.36% -9.58% -4.44% -6.79% -2.93% -4.24%
0.2238 3.3125 -6.01% -9.08% -4.03% -6.18% -2.53% -3.63%
0.2263 2.0875 -7.36% -10.98% -5.50% -8.29% -3.75% -5.48%
0.2288 3.8875 -5.52% -8.39% -3.46% -5.36% -1.97% -2.82%
0.2313 2.7125 -6.81% -10.20% -4.80% -7.27% -3.10% -4.49%
0.2338 3.0875 -6.46% -9.70% -4.35% -6.65% -2.70% -3.89%
0.2363 2.4875 -7.20% -10.73% -5.13% -7.76% -3.33% -4.85%
0.2388 3.4875 -6.13% -9.21% -3.91% -6.01% -2.25% -3.22%
0.2413 3.7125 -5.90% -8.92% -3.66% -5.61% -2.00% -2.82%
0.2438 2.2625 -7.65% -11.36% -5.51% -8.30% -3.55% -5.16%
0.2463 2.8625 -6.97% -10.44% -4.72% -7.19% -2.86% -4.15%
0.2488 3.2625 -6.53% -9.81% -4.21% -6.44% -2.39% -3.42%
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Conjugate natural convection along regularly ribbed

vertical surfaces: A homogenization-based study 1,2
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aDICCA, Università di Genova, via Montallegro 1, Genova, 16145, Italy
bDIME, Università di Genova, via Montallegro 1, Genova, 16145, Italy

Natural convection heat transfer from periodically ribbed vertical surfaces is targeted
for upscaling, incorporating the analysis of thermal conduction through the micro-scale
ribs. Asymptotic homogenization theory is employed, considering the steady conjugate
heat transfer problem, to formulate second-order accurate effective conditions for veloc-
ity and temperature at a fictitious plane surface, beyond which the macroscale behavior
of the flow is computed. This allows to avoid the numerically expensive resolution of
fields within and through the micro-structured corrugations. For the streamwise velocity
component, the no-slip boundary condition is corrected at first order (in terms of a small
parameter ϵ, ratio of microscopic to macroscopic length scales) by the classical Navier-
slip condition plus a buoyancy term, while the gradient of the normal stress appears at
second order together with a temperature-gradient term. The temperature at the virtual
boundary deviates from the uniform value at the baseplate; the thermal slip is described
via a first-order temperature-gradient term with a coefficient depending on rib geometry
and thermal conductivity. Different case studies are conducted on the case of transverse
square ribs, varying the density of the pattern and the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity
ratio, to provide extensive validation of the model against full feature-resolving simu-
lations. Beyond the validation phase, a better understanding of the effects of different
parameters on the heat transfer performance is pursued. The presence of ribs is found
to decrease the overall heat transfer rate from the surface, and this deterioration is only
partially alleviated by raising the thermal conductivity of the ribs. Increasing the number
of conducting ribs on the hot surface has a complex, non-monotonic effect on the heat
transfer rate, unlike the case of adiabatic ribs where the average Nusselt number decays
monotonically. The performance of low-thermal-conductivity elements (e.g. wooden ribs)
may considerably differ from that of perfectly-adiabatic ones.

1Supplementary Material related to this manuscript is provided after the References.
2The Version of Record of this manuscript, together with the Supplementary Material, has

been published and is available in: Numerical Heat Transfer, Part A: Applications 85 (9) (2024)
1331–1355. https://doi.org/10.1080/10407782.2023.2202347
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1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Natural convection is a simple, reliable, cost-effective heat transfer regime, with almost
maintenance-free operation and easily employable in hostile environments under dust,
moist air, etc. With the flow driven merely by the buoyancy force, the main problem
facing the designers is the low heat transfer coefficient of these systems, relative to those
adopting active heat transfer mechanisms. Optimization of the heat transfer performance
of natural convection systems is essential, to cope with the trend of manufacturing com-
pact devices with high input power, resulting in higher heat generation rates per unit
volume (Joshi et al., 1989; Peterson & Ortega, 1990) which should be effectively dissi-
pated; the life and reliability of electronic systems may be severely affected by the increase
in the operating temperature of a single component over the permissible limit (Nelson
et al., 1978).

The literature on natural convection is rich of experimental and numerical studies
investigating the effectiveness of adding surface alterations to vertical plates, as a poten-
tial method to promote the convective heat transfer performance. At first glance, the
findings which have been reported so far appear contradictory in terms of the overall
effect on the heat transfer rate (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990). However, in-depth analysis
of the complex flow patterns over ribbed surfaces and their contrasting effects can pro-
vide insight into the plausible reasons for the differences between the reported trends, as
outlined by Tanda (1997). Thus, the study and optimization of heat transfer from corru-
gated/ribbed/finned surfaces have remained fertile fields for research; the major findings
of some relevant studies are summarized in the following. Bhavnani & Bergles (1990)
carried out experiments on natural convection along an isothermal vertical surface with
repeated transverse square ribs. They reported that attaching highly conducting ribs
to the surface may decrease the overall heat transfer rate by more than 25%, whereas
a lower deterioration, or even an enhancement, was detected with low-conductivity ribs
since they interrupt the thickening of the thermal boundary layer, promoting the heat
transfer process within the inter-rib regions of the baseplate. The experiments by Tanda
(2008) on natural convection through a vertical channel with wooden square ribs attached
to the hot surface revealed similar local enhancements of the heat transfer coefficient com-
pared with the earlier measurements by Tanda (1997) using aluminum ribs, provided that
the channel aspect ratio was sufficiently large. Cavazzuti & Corticelli (2008) numerically
investigated conjugate natural convection through a channel with one adiabatic surface
and an opposite isothermal surface roughened with trapezoidal ribs; the ribbed channel
cases examined were not found to outperform the smooth one, and recommendations
were given to alleviate the deterioration. The numerical study by Yao (2006) on natural
convection along isothermal, wavy plates showed that, despite the decrease experienced
in the surface-averaged heat transfer coefficient, the overall heat transfer rate was en-
hanced (compared with a flat surface) thanks to the increase in the surface area. Hærvig
& Sørensen (2020) simulated the effect of adding zigzag alterations to a vertical surface
exposed to free convection, and found that these surface perturbations can enhance the
heat transfer rate by about 12% under optimal conditions. Nishikawa et al. (2020) stud-
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ied conjugate natural convection along a vertical surface with minuscule square ribs of
low thermal conductivity, as a simplified representation of the yarns of a textile material.
Intriguingly, a minor cooling effect was detected when the minuscule ribs were arranged
at an adequate pitch, sufficient to allow the cool stream to be guided onto the base sur-
face in the inter-rib regions. Zhou et al. (2022) investigated the effectiveness of attaching
an array of vortex generators to the rear surface of a photovoltaic module exposed to
free convection, as an economical cooling method. According to their experiments and
simulations, the resulting change in the operating temperature is sensitive not only to the
material thermal conductivity but also to the aerodynamic shape and spacing of the pro-
trusions, which affect the formation of vortices and, therefore, the favorable mixing in the
boundary layer. The reader is also encouraged to refer to studies on natural convection
heat transfer from vertical surfaces with rippled vertical fins (El Ghandouri et al., 2020),
W-type fin arrays (Zhang et al., 2020), and in-line/staggered arrangements of interrupted
fins (Guglielmini et al., 1987; Ahmadi et al., 2014).

The present study is a part of an ongoing project in which different geometric and
thermal conditions affecting natural convection heat transfer from ribbed vertical sur-
faces are extensively investigated via theoretical and numerical analyses (Ahmed et al.,
2022; Ahmed, 2023) and experimental surveys. In our endeavor, we employ asymptotic
homogenization to analyze buoyancy-induced flows over periodically roughened vertical
surfaces with conjugate heat transfer; i.e., the conductive heat transfer through the ribs
and the convective heat transfer from the ribs to the flowing fluid are both considered in
the homogenization procedure. The expensive numerical resolution of the velocity and
thermal fields within surface corrugations, and the resolution of the temperature distri-
bution through the ribs, are replaced by the use of effective boundary conditions, to be
enforced at a virtual smooth wall. The model is formulated proceeding along the lines of
Ahmed et al. (2022); however, a general value of the thermal conductivity coefficient is set
here for the material of the ribs, which allows for employing the model to study natural
convection over surfaces roughened with ribs of finite conductivity, as well as perfectly-
conductive or adiabatic ribs as the two limiting situations. For instance, this is beneficial
for the numerical study of natural convection along vertical surfaces with wooden/low-
thermal-conductivity roughness elements (like those considered by Bhavnani & Bergles
(1990), Tanda (2008) and Nishikawa et al. (2020)), to highlight the differences from the
theoretical performance of perfectly-adiabatic ribs. In the next section, the physical prob-
lem is described, the governing equations are given, and formal expressions of the effective
boundary conditions are derived. In Section 3, the model coefficients are estimated for the
case of two-dimensional ribs of square cross-section, varying the rib size to pitch distance
ratio and the thermal conductivity. The macroscale problem is then considered in Section
4, and the homogenization-based model is validated against standard, feature-resolving
simulations under different geometric and thermal conditions; furthermore, the trends of
the heat transfer performance are discussed and physical interpretations are provided.
Summarizing remarks are presented in Section 5.
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2 PROBLEM STATEMENTANDUPSCALING PROCEDURE

2.1 The dimensional governing equations

Figure 1: Sketches showing: (left) a general description of the conjugate heat transfer problem
under study, with indication of the base-fluid interface (Ibf ), the base-rib interface (Ibr) and
the rib-fluid interface (Irf ); (right) the decomposed flow domain, with indication of a generic
matching interface between the microscopic and the macroscopic regions.

The physical problem is described in Fig. 1(left). The buoyancy-induced flow over a ver-
tical surface of height L, periodically ribbed with roughness elements of given geometry,
distribution density and thermal conductivity, is considered. The baseplate is assumed
to be perfectly conducting and thus to remain isothermal at a temperature T̂b, higher
than the ambient temperature (T̂∞). After heat is supplied to the baseplate (e.g., by an
electrical heater) for sufficient time, it is eventually balanced by the heat dissipated to air
via natural convection, hence a time-independent value of T̂b is reached and we can adopt
a steady physical model to study the problem, provided that the flow regime remains
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laminar. At any point in the fluid phase, the velocity vector (ûi), the temperature (T̂ )
and the pressure (P̂ ) are the dependent variables of interest, to be evaluated over space
x̂i. Assuming moderate variations in fluid density due to thermal gradient, one can ap-
ply the Boussinesq approximation with a linear temperature-density relationship so that
the momentum conservation equation is linearly coupled with the energy equation. The
dimensional conservation equations in the fluid phase are written as follows:

∂ûi

∂x̂i

= 0, (1-a)

ρ ûj
∂ûi

∂x̂j

= −∂(P̂ − P̂∞)

∂x̂i

+ µ
∂2ûi

∂x̂2
j

+ ρβ(T̂ − T̂∞)g δi1, (1-b)

ûj
∂T̂

∂x̂j

= α
∂2T̂

∂x̂2
j

, (1-c)

with P̂∞, g and δij the pressure sufficiently far away from the wall, the magnitude of
the gravitational acceleration and the Kronecker delta. The fluid properties, i.e. the
density ρ, the dynamic viscosity µ, the thermal diffusivity α and the thermal expansion
coefficient β are assumed constant in x̂i. Additionally, it is useful to define the Prandtl

number (Pr =
µ

ρα
=

ν

α
) and the Grashof number (Gr =

gβ(T̂b − T̂∞)L3

ν2
), which control

the problem.

Moving to the solid phase, thermal conduction in the roughness elements is also
assumed to be steady, so that only the spatial variations of the temperature (T̂ ) are
considered. The thermal conduction is thus governed by Laplace’s equation:

∂2T̂
∂x̂2

j

= 0. (1-d)

At the base/fluid interface, the fluid temperature and velocity read

T̂ = T̂b, ûi = 0 at Ibf . (1-e)

Neglecting the thermal resistance between the base and the rib, we may assume that

T̂ = T̂b at Ibr. (1-f)

At the rib/fluid interface, the no-slip condition ûi = 0 is imposed. Since it is essential to
describe the thermal interaction in terms of the continuity of temperature and heat flux,
we impose

T̂ = T̂ ,
∂T̂

∂n̂
= κ

∂T̂
∂n̂

at Irf , (1-g)

with κ the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio (κ =
kr
kf

; the fluid thermal conductivity

kf is assumed spatially constant) and n̂ the dimensional distance along the direction
normal to the rib/fluid interface at any point.
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2.2 Domain decomposition

Given that the periodicity of the roughness pattern (ℓ) and the plate height (L) are
well-separated length scales, i.e. ℓ << L, we seek upscaling of the problem starting by
decomposing the flow domain into two sub-regions (microscopic/macroscopic); cf. Fig.
1(right). The two newly defined problems are coupled at a matching interface whose
distance from the vertical surface is to be properly specified.

2.2.1 The macroscopic problem

Characteristic scales are now sought for the macroscopic problem. Since the flow is driven
by buoyancy, we anticipate that the inertial force (per unit volume) is of the same order
of magnitude as the Boussinesq term. The characteristic velocity, U , is therefore defined

as U =

√
β(T̂b − T̂∞)gL =

ν

L

√
Gr, and the normalized velocity vector is Ui =

ûi

U
. The

other dimensionless variables are defined as follows:

Xi =
x̂i

L
, P =

P̂ − P̂∞

ρU2
, Θ =

T̂ − T̂∞

T̂b − T̂∞

Accordingly, the dimensionless equations governing the macroscopic problem read

∂Ui

∂Xi

= 0, (2-a)

Uj
∂Ui

∂Xj

= − ∂P

∂Xi

+
1√
Gr

∂2Ui

∂X2
j

+Θδi1, (2-b)

Pr
√
Gr

(
Uj

∂Θ

∂Xj

)
=

∂2Θ

∂X2
j

, (2-c)

subject to matching conditions (defined later) at X2 → 0, while the conditions
∂Θ

∂X2

=

∂U1

∂X2

= 0 and U2 = 0 are expected to be smoothly satisfied far away from the wall, i.e.

for X2 → ∞.

2.2.2 The microscopic problem

The scale ϵU is chosen for the velocity in the microscopic region, with the small param-
eter ϵ defined as ϵ = ℓ/L << 1. This choice stems from matching the shear stress at
the interface between microscopic and macroscopic domains (Ahmed et al., 2022). The
following normalization is used

ui =
ûi

ϵU
, xi =

x̂i

l
, p =

(P̂ − P̂∞)L

µU
, θ =

T̂ − T̂∞

T̂b − T̂∞
ϕ =

T̂ − T̂∞

T̂b − T̂∞
,
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for the microscopic equations in the fluid phase to read

∂ui

∂xi

= 0, (3-a)

ϵRG

(
uj

∂ui

∂xj

)
= − ∂p

∂xi

+
∂2ui

∂x2
j

+RG θ δi1, (3-b)

ϵRG Pr

(
uj

∂θ

∂xj

)
=

∂2θ

∂x2
j

, (3-c)

with RG = ϵ
√
Gr the reduced Grashof number, assumed to be of order one as the model

is intended applicable at relatively large values of Gr. Steady thermal conduction within
the ribs is governed by the following dimensionless equation:

∂2ϕ

∂x2
j

= 0. (3-d)

The following boundary conditions are imposed at the interfaces (Ibf , Ibr, Irf ):

θ = 1, ui = 0 at Ibf , ϕ = 1 at Ibr, (3-e,f)

θ = ϕ,
∂θ

∂n
= κ

∂ϕ

∂n
, ui = 0 at Irf , (3-g)

with n =
n̂

ℓ
.

Matching the traction vector and the heat flux between the microscopic and the
macroscopic sub-regions, considering the scales adopted for each, the conditions for x2 →
∞ can be recast as follows:

−p δi2 +

(
∂ui

∂x2

+
∂u2

∂xi

)
= Si2,

∂θ

∂x2

= ϵ η, (3-h)

with S12, S22 and S32 the macroscopic dimensionless stresses in the streamwise, nor-
mal and spanwise directions, and η the macroscopic dimensionless normal temperature
gradient, i.e.

Si2 = −Gr1/2 P δi2 +

(
∂Ui

∂X2

+
∂U2

∂Xi

)
, η =

∂Θ

∂X2

.

Since the effective boundary conditions are sought in terms of the macroscopic ve-
locity vector and temperature at the matching interface, coupling with the microscopic
problem is required, i.e.

lim
X2→0

Ui = lim
x2→∞

ϵ ui, lim
X2→0

Θ = lim
x2→∞

θ. (4)
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2.3 Asymptotic treatment of the microscopic problem

The microscopic dependent variables are asymptotically expanded in terms of ϵ, for the
microscopic problem to be later reconstructed at the different orders; we impose

ui = u
(0)
i + ϵ u

(1)
i + ϵ2 u

(2)
i + ...,

and similarly for p, θ and ϕ. Generally, the variables in the expansions are dependent on
both xi and Xi. These expressions are then substituted into eqs. (3-a to 3-h), together

with replacing the derivative
∂

∂xi

by
∂

∂xi

+ ϵ
∂

∂Xi

as by the chain rule.

2.3.1 O(ϵ0) problem

The leading-order problem in the fluid phase reads

∂u
(0)
i

∂xi

= 0, −∂p(0)

∂xi

+
∂2u

(0)
i

∂x2
j

+RG θ(0) δi1 = 0,
∂2θ(0)

∂x2
j

= 0, (5-a,b,c)

while in the roughness elements, we have

∂2ϕ(0)

∂x2
j

= 0, (5-d)

with the boundary conditions

θ(0) = 1, u
(0)
i = 0 at Ibf , ϕ(0) = 1 at Ibr, (5-e,f)

θ(0) = ϕ(0),
∂θ(0)

∂n
= κ

∂ϕ(0)

∂n
, u

(0)
i = 0 at Irf , (5-g)

−p(0) δi2 +

(
∂u

(0)
i

∂x2

+
∂u

(0)
2

∂xi

)
= Si2 for x2 → ∞, (5-h)

∂θ(0)

∂x2

= 0 for x2 → ∞. (5-i)

Trivial solution exists for the thermal problem, i.e.

θ(0) = 1 (over the fluid phase), ϕ(0) = 1 (over the solid phase).

Taking advantage of the linearity of the dynamic problem, a generic solution can be
sought via separation of variables, that is

u
(0)
i = ŭikSk2 + u†

iRG, p(0) = p̆kSk2 + p†RG,

where ŭik, u
†
i , p̆k and p† are purely microscopic variables, described over xi only. The

auxiliary problem governing ŭik and p̆k reads

∂ŭik

∂xi

= 0, −∂p̆k
∂xi

+
∂2ŭik

∂x2
j

= 0, (6-a,b)
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with

ŭik = 0 at Ibf and Irf , −p̆k δi2 +

(
∂ŭik

∂x2

+
∂ŭ2k

∂xi

)
= δik at x2 → ∞. (6-c,d)

The buoyant effect in the microscopic layer is described via the † variables satisfying

∂u†
i

∂xi

= 0, −∂p†

∂xi

+
∂2u†

i

∂x2
j

= −δi1, (7-a,b)

with

u†
i = 0 at Ibf and Irf , −p† δi2 +

(
∂u†

i

∂x2

+
∂u†

2

∂xi

)
= 0 at x2 → ∞. (7-c,d)

All auxiliary systems should be solved over a representative volume element (cf. Fig.
1(right)), enforcing periodicity of the microscopic variables along x1 and x3.

2.3.2 O(ϵ1) problem

As the leading-order problem has revealed that θ(0) and ϕ(0) are constant fields, the
thermal problem in the fluid and the solid phases at order ϵ can be written as follows3:

Fluid phase :
∂2θ(1)

∂x2
j

= 0, solid phase :
∂2ϕ(1)

∂x2
j

= 0, (8-a,b)

θ(1) = 0 at Ibf , ϕ(1) = 0 at Ibr, (8-c,d)

θ(1) = ϕ(1),
∂θ(1)

∂n
= κ

∂ϕ(1)

∂n
at Irf , (8-e)

∂θ(1)

∂x2

= η for x2 → ∞. (8-f)

Thanks to linearity, a generic solution can be assumed in the form

θ(1) = θ̃(xi) η(Xi), ϕ(1) = ϕ̃(xi) η(Xi).

The new purely microscopic fields, θ̃ and ϕ̃, solve the following Laplace equations:

fluid phase :
∂2θ̃

∂x2
j

= 0, solid phase :
∂2ϕ̃

∂x2
j

= 0, (9-a,b)

with boundary conditions

θ̃ = 0 at Ibf , ϕ̃ = 0 at Ibr, θ̃ = ϕ̃ and
∂θ̃

∂n
= κ

∂ϕ̃

∂n
at Irf , (9-c,d,e)

∂θ̃

∂x2

= 1 for x2 → ∞, (9-f)

3Corrections, written in red, are made to Eqs. (8-f) and (9-f) since they have typos in the published
version.
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Considering the dynamic problem, we have

∂u
(1)
i

∂xi

= −∂u
(0)
i

∂Xi

, (10-a)

−∂p(1)

∂xi

+
∂2u

(1)
i

∂x2
j

+RG θ(1) δi1 =
∂p(0)

∂Xi

− 2
∂2u

(0)
i

∂xj ∂Xj

+RG u
(0)
j

∂u
(0)
i

∂xj

, (10-b)

u(1) = 0 at Ibf and Irf , (10-c)

−p(1) δi2 +

(
∂u

(1)
i

∂x2

+
∂u

(1)
2

∂xi

)
= −

(
∂u

(0)
i

∂X2

+
∂u

(0)
2

∂Xi

)
at x2 → ∞. (10-d)

The expressions of u
(0)
i and p(0) must now be substituted into the preceding equations;

the behavior of u
(1)
i and p(1) is thus described by

∂u
(1)
i

∂xi

= −ŭjk
∂Sk2

∂Xj

,

(11-a)

−∂p(1)

∂xi

+
∂2u

(1)
i

∂x2
j

= R3
Gu

†
j

∂u†
i

∂xj

+R2
G

[
ŭjk

∂u†
i

∂xj

+ u†
j

∂ŭik

∂xj

]
Sk2 +RG

[
ŭjk

∂uiℓ

∂xj

]
Sk2Sℓ2

−RG η θ̃ δi1 + p̆k
∂Sk2

∂Xi

− 2
∂ŭik

∂xj

∂Sk2

∂Xj

,

(11-b)

subject to
u(1) = 0 at Ibf and Irf , (11-c)

and

−p(1)δi2 +
∂u

(1)
i

∂x2

+
∂u

(1)
2

∂xi

= −ŭik
∂Sk2

∂X2

− ŭ2k
∂Sk2

∂Xi

at x2 → ∞. (11-d)

Again, a solution is sought in a form that takes advantage of the forcing terms, i.e.:

u
(1)
i = u̇ijk

[
∂Sk2

∂Xj

]
+ üik

[
RG(Sk2)

2
]
+ üi12 [RGS12S22] + üi13 [RGS12S32] + üi23 [RGS22S32]

+ ui
′ [RG η] + uik

[
R2

GSk2

]
+ u‡

i

[
R3

G

]
,

and likewise for p(1). The decoupled systems of equations arising from substituting the
generic forms above into eqs. (11-a to 11-d) are similar to those given in (Ahmed et al.,
2022).

Revisiting eq. (4), the macroscopic velocity and temperature at the matching inter-
face are now available up to O(ϵ2) and O(ϵ1), respectively. However, following the same
lines of Ahmed et al. (2022), we can find that taking the temperature to O(ϵ2) under
steady conditions leads to microscopic parameters which vanish at the matching interface
and thus do not contribute to the effective temperature boundary condition.
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3 EVALUATION OF THE CLOSURE PARAMETERS:

PARAMETRIC STUDY

3.1 The parameters of interest

We are only interested here in the closure parameters that contribute to the effective
velocity and temperature boundary conditions at the matching interface (x2 = y∞). For-
tunately, many of the auxiliary systems defined in Section 2.3 yield microscopic variables
that vanish at the matching plane. Following the procedure by Ahmed et al. (2022), we
specify the following parameters of interest: ŭ11, ŭ33, u

†
1, θ̃, u̇112, u̇211, u̇332, u̇233 and u′

1.
The distributions of these variables are to be sought by numerically solving the corre-
sponding auxiliary problems through a representative periodic unit cell in the microscopic
domain, bounded by the solid/solid and solid/fluid interfaces from one side and by the
matching interface on the other. The outer boundary of the microscopic problems should
be located far enough away from the physical surface for the fields to become uniform
in x1 and x3. The following step is to vary the location of the matching interface and
to accordingly estimate the values of the closure variables at the outer x2-edge of the
domain. For convenience, the values of the closure variables computed at different y∞
are later extrapolated to a virtual matching plane chosen to go through the tips of the
ribs, at x2 = 0; cf. Fig. 1(right). At this specific location, the model coefficients may be
defined as follows, taking advantage of the equalities found in (Ahmed et al., 2022):

ŭ11

∣∣
x2=0

= λx, ŭ33

∣∣
x2=0

= λz, θ̃
∣∣
x2=0

= λθ,

u†
1

∣∣
x2=0

= u̇112

∣∣
x2=0

= −u̇211

∣∣
x2=0

= m12, u̇332

∣∣
x2=0

= −u̇233

∣∣
x2=0

= m32, u′
1

∣∣
x2=0

= B.

The Navier-slip coefficients (λx, λz) and surface permeability coefficients (m12, m32) are
only dependent on the geometric parameters of the ribbed surface, while the thermal-
slip coefficient (λθ) and the velocity-flux sensitivity (B) depend also on the rib-to-fluid
thermal conductivity ratio (κ), which is the novel contribution of the present work. If
the ribs were assumed to be perfectly conducting the thermal-slip coefficient would be
identical to λz (Ahmed et al., 2022). One of the main contributions of the present work
consists in the following set of second-order macroscopic boundary conditions:

U1

∣∣
X2=0

= ϵ [λx S12 + m12RG]X2=0 + ϵ2
[
m12

∂S22

∂X1

+ BRG
∂Θ

∂X2

]
X2=0

+ O(ϵ3), (12-a)

U2

∣∣
X2=0

= −ϵ2
[
m12

∂S12

∂X1

+m32
∂S32

∂X3

]
X2=0

+ O(ϵ3), (12-b)

U3

∣∣
X2=0

= ϵ λz S32

∣∣
X2=0

+ ϵ2
[
m32

∂S22

∂X3

]
X2=0

+ O(ϵ3), (12-b)

Θ
∣∣
X2=0

= 1 + ϵ λθ
∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

+ O(ϵ3). (12-d)
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3.2 The case of transverse square ribs

In this work, the case of transverse (x3-elongated) ribs of square cross-section is considered
so that the auxiliary systems can be considerably simplified, with the derivatives ∂/∂x3

set to zero. Only two-dimensional (x1, x2) Stokes-/Laplace-/Poisson-like problems are
to be solved, enforcing periodicity along x1. A microscopic representative unit cell is
sketched in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: A representative microscopic unit cell for the case of two-dimensional square ribs,
with the geometric parameters indicated.

The numerical results of sample auxiliary systems, with the matching interface lo-
cated at x2 = y∞ = 5, are presented as Supplementary Material . The behaviors of the
model coefficients, resulting from extrapolation to x2 = 0, are then sought. The trends of

the merely geometry-dependent parameters (λx, λz,m12,m32) with variations in
e

ℓ
, dis-

played in Fig. 3(left), are identical to those in (Ahmed et al., 2022). As λθ explicitly

depends on κ, and B is implicitly dependent on it, it is useful to plot them against
e

ℓ
for different values of κ; cf. Fig. 3(right). The cases of adiabatic ribs and isothermal
ribs are chosen as the two limiting situations, while the finite value κ ≈ 4 is chosen as a

representative case, corresponding to airflow over wooden ribs. For
e

ℓ
→ 0, the surface

tends to be flat and isothermal; thus, the thermal-slip coefficient λθ → 0. In general, the

value of λθ increases with the decrease of κ at a given value of
e

ℓ
, with the maximum λθ

corresponding to the case of adiabatic ribs. This effect becomes more pronounced for rel-

atively large-sized ribs. For
e

ℓ
→ 1, the surface becomes flat again as the inter-rib spaces

vanish and the ribs become contiguous; the thermal-slip coefficient approaches zero for
isothermal ribs and ∞ for adiabatic ribs.
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Figure 3: Dependence of the upscaled model coefficients on the aspect ratio
e

ℓ
.

4 MODEL VALIDATION ON DIFFERENT CASE STUDIES

4.1 Overview of the conditions considered and numerical procedure

The effective boundary conditions formulated in the previous section are to be validated
here for the laminar, steady buoyancy-driven flow over transverse square ribs. Different
case studies are analyzed at a Prandtl number of 0.712 (air) and a plate Grashof number
of about 2.78 × 108 (this corresponds, for instance, to a vertical surface of 0.4 m height
with a baseplate temperature roughly 40 ◦C above the ambient temperature), considering
changes in thermal conductivity and size of the ribs.

The indicated conditions raise concerns about the validity of the physical model
adopted, in particular the Boussinesq approximation and the laminar-flow assumption.
First, the Boussinesq approximation is applicable provided that β(T̂b − T̂∞) << 1 (cf.
(Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020)), and this applies here since, for example, if T̂b − T̂∞ = 40 ◦C
and β(air) ≈ 0.0034K−1, the value of β(T̂b−T̂∞) is equal to 0.136. Second, steady natural
convection is considered at a plate Rayleigh number (Ra = Gr×Pr) of about 2×108. A
critical value of Gr = 109 is typically indicated in the literature for turbulent transition
over a vertical smooth surface (Bejan & Lage, 1990; Bejan, 1993); this corresponds to
Ra ≈ 7 × 108 with air as the convective fluid. Since the upper threshold of the laminar
flow range may differ when the surface is ribbed, an experimental campaign has been
carried out to investigate this issue (Tanda et al., 2023), employing the schlieren imaging
technique to study natural convection from a vertical surface ribbed with continuous
transverse elements of square cross-section, varying rib size and pitch, at values of the
plate Rayleigh number up to about 5 × 108. Interestingly, a steady thermal boundary
layer has been optically captured, and this was confirmed via measurements of the time
history of temperature at different normal distances from the wall, where the intensity
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of air temperature fluctuations in the boundary layer has been found to be far below
the ranges reported in the literature for the onset of transitional effects (cf. (Tsuji &
Nagano, 1988)). Furthermore, a discussion on the effects of external disturbances, present
in practice, on the heat transfer performance is provided in (Tanda et al., 2023).

The dimensionless equations governing the macroscale problem, i.e. eqs. (2-a to 2-c),
are solved beyond the fictitious surface passing through the outer rims of the ribs. The
effective boundary conditions at X2 = 0, i.e. eqs. (12-a to 12-d), can be further simplified
as validation of the model is targeted at the steady-state solution of a two-dimensional
laminar flow; the gradients in the spanwise direction can thus be neglected. In addition,
since the ribbed surface is impermeable, the local transpiration velocity (U2 at X2 = 0)
is zero on average and its inclusion has been found to be irrelevant under laminar flow
conditions. Eventually, the effective boundary conditions simplify to the slip velocity in
the streamwise direction U1

∣∣
X2=0

and the effective temperature Θ
∣∣
X2=0

.

Figure 4: General description of the computational domain and the boundary conditions used
for (left) feature-resolving simulations and (right) homogenization-based simulations.

The validation of the homogenization-based model requires conducting reliable feature-
resolving simulations, in which the full domain is considered and the velocity and thermal
fields within the inter-rib regions are fully resolved; cf. Fig. 4 for a clearer view of the
differences between the two categories of numerical simulations. The fully-resolved fields
can contribute to our understanding of the associated phenomena; nevertheless, they
cannot be used directly to validate the results of the homogenized model. For this pur-
pose, the running averages of the full simulation results should be defined. For instance,
the running-average value of the dimensionless temperature (Θ) at the arbitrary point
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X1 = a, X2 = b is calculated as follows:

< Θ >

∣∣∣∣
X1=a,X2=b

=
1

ϵ

∫ a+ ϵ
2

a− ϵ
2

Θ(X1, b) dX1. (13)

For each one of the cases studied, the local results of the full simulations will be first de-
scribed, and the running-average fields will then be used to validate the homogenization-
based solutions.

The mesh was generated using quadrilateral cells, where structured layers were cre-
ated in the vicinity of the rough surface (or, in macroscopic simulations, the matching
interface). To get a preliminary estimation of the maximum thickness of the thermal
boundary layer (δ̂max), i.e. the thickness reached at x̂1 = L, the classical Squire-Eckert
theoretical prediction (refer to (Lienhard & Lienhard, 2019)) was used, that is

δ̂max = 3.936L

[
0.952 + Pr

Gr Pr2

]0.25
≈ 0.04L. (14)

Accordingly, to ensure that the boundary layer is well resolved, a near-wall region of
interest for mesh refinement, of thickness ≈ 0.08L, was specified. In addition, attention
should be focused on the region near the inlet of the domain, where the thickness of the
thermal boundary layer approaches zero as X1 → 0 and the local heat transfer coefficient
tends to ∞. To handle this issue, avoiding extra refinement of the mesh near the inlet,
a correlation proposed by Churchill & Chu (1975), and assumed to be valid over the full
laminar-flow range, was employed to calculate the average Nusselt number over the range

0 ≤ X1 ≤ (
d

L
= 0.001), i.e. in the neighborhood of the leading edge of the flat plate, as

follows:

Nud = 0.68 + 0.67 (Grd Pr)0.25

[
1 +

(
0.492

Pr

) 9
16

]−4
9

, (15)

where Nud =
hd (average heat transf. coeff.)× d

kf
. With Grd = Gr ×

(
d

L

)3

= 0.278

and Pr = 0.712, we obtain Nud ≈ 1.023. The value of d should be much smaller
than the distance from the leading edge to the first rib. For more information about
the grid structure and the mesh-dependence levels for the macroscopic and the feature-
resolving simulations, the reader is referred to (Ahmed et al., 2022). However, in the
current work, an additional complexity appears because of thermal conduction through
the roughness elements, so that the solid domain is also discretized, increasing the total
mesh requirements for the full feature-resolving simulations. For example, 35×35 square
cells (finest mesh) were used to discretize each rib in the cases discussed in Section 4.3,

where the number of ribs was Nribs = 20 and
e

ℓ
= 0.25.

In all simulations, the finite volume method was applied to discretize the two-
dimensional transport equations, using Simcenter STAR-CCM+ multiphysics software
(version 16.02.009-R8). The numerical procedure is similar to that employed in (Ahmed
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et al., 2022), except for the spatial discretization which has been upgraded via the hy-
brid MUSCL 3rd-order/central-differencing scheme (refer to (Van Leer, 1979; Van Leer &
Nishikawa, 2021)). The hybrid Gauss–least squares method was used for the computation
of gradients, with the Venkatakrishnan gradient limiter activated (refer to (Venkatakrish-
nan, 1993)). The pressure-velocity coupling was based on the SIMPLE scheme. The aver-
age Nusselt number (Nu) was monitored and used as the convergence criterion. Through-
out this paper, the average Nusselt number is evaluated by integrating the local Nusselt
number (Nu) over the area of the surface of interest, while the projected surface area
(area of a flat surface of same height) is used as weight such that the changes in Nu di-
rectly reflect the adverse/favorable trends of the heat transfer rate (Hærvig & Sørensen,
2020; Ahmed et al., 2022); the expressions of Nu and Nu over a vertical surface of height
L roughened with two-dimensional square ribs of size e and pitch ℓ are

Nu =
−L

T̂b − T̂∞
× ∂T̂

∂n̂

∣∣∣∣
wall

= −∂Θ

∂n

∣∣∣∣
wall

, (16-a)

Nu =
1

L

∫ L+ 2e
ϵ

0

−∂Θ

∂n

∣∣∣∣
wall

dŝ =

∫ 1+ 2e
ℓ

0

−∂Θ

∂n

∣∣∣∣
wall

ds, (16-b)

where s =
ŝ

L
, with ŝ a dimensional distance that goes along the ribbed surface capturing

its details (as opposed to the vertical distance x̂1). On the other hand, Nu and Nu over
the vertical virtual interface (for the simulations employing the effective conditions) are
simply evaluated as

Nu = − ∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

, Nu =

∫ 1

0

− ∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣∣∣
X2=0

dX1. (17-a,b)

Figure 5: Fully-resolved contours of Θ and U1 next to the wall for four adiabatic ribs placed
halfway through the plate, with plots of the typical values at the virtual interface (X2 = 0);

ϵ =
1

100
and

e

ℓ
= 0.25.
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4.2 The basic validation case

In pursuit of basic validation of the theory, it is wise to consider the two limiting values
of the thermal conductivity ratio, κ, i.e. κ = 0 (adiabatic ribs) and κ → ∞ (isothermal
ribs). Since the model is validated in detail for isothermal ribs in (Ahmed et al., 2022),
our basic validation here will be limited to the case of adiabatic ribs. Moreover, we start
by analyzing an intensively ribbed surface (Nribs = 100), to ensure that the value of the

parameter ϵ =
1

Nribs

is sufficiently small, and the model is therefore applied within its

validity range. The reader is referred to (Ahmed et al., 2022), in which a parameter
C = ϵ2

√
Gr was identified as a reliable accuracy indicator, with the homogenized model

yielding acceptable results for C ≲ 40. Given that the Grashof number is here equal to
2.78 × 108, we have a value of C ≈ 1.67, well within the range of applicability of the

model. In addition, a value of 0.25 is specified for the rib size-to-pitch ratio (
e

ℓ
).

Figure 6: Numerical results of the effective boundary conditions for U1 and Θ, against the
corresponding running-average values extracted from the full feature-resolving simulation. The
fully-resolved local values of the fields are also shown in the background. Same conditions and
parameters as Fig. 5.
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Distributions of the thermal and velocity fields in vicinity of the ribbed wall are
displayed in Fig. 5. The role of adiabatic ribs in interrupting the development of the
thermal boundary layer can be noticed, in terms of the temperature drop experienced
at the outer rims. The fully-featured patterns of U1 and Θ along the plane at X2 = 0
are presented in Fig. 6. The running-average values of these fields can be directly used
to validate the homogenization-based results of the effective velocity and temperature
boundary conditions as shown in the figure; reasonably good agreement can be observed,
particularly for the temperature (Θ).

Figure 7: Homogenization-based predictions for the profiles of U1 and Θ across a section at
X1 = 0.5, validated against the running-average results of the feature-resolving simulation.

Adiabatic ribs are considered, with ϵ =
1

100
and

e

ℓ
= 0.25.

It is also important to assess the accuracy of the model predictions for the behavior
of the velocity and thermal boundary layers. For this purpose, the model results of the
profiles of U1 and Θ across a section at the middle of the plate are compared in Fig. 7
with the corresponding running-average results of the full simulation. It can be noticed
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that the results are quantitatively in perfect agreement. It is worth noting that, since the
adiabatic ribs attenuate the temperature increase over the plate (and consequently the
buoyant force), the peak velocity is lower than in the case of an isothermal flat surface.

Figure 8: Homogenized model predictions for the Nusselt number, plotted together with the
running-average results of the feature-resolving simulation, for validation. Adiabatic ribs are

considered, with ϵ =
1

100
and

e

ℓ
= 0.25. The corresponding distribution of Nu along a smooth

isothermal surface is also displayed.

Analyzing the model results of the temperature profiles across different normal sec-
tions along the plate, we can state that the normal temperature gradients at X2 = 0,

i.e.
∂Θ

∂X2

∣∣
X2=0

, directly indicate the model prediction of the macroscopic Nusselt number

distribution along the plate. On the other hand, the fully-featured results of the Nus-
selt number, those directly obtained from the feature-resolving simulation, are calculated
based on the temperature gradient in the direction normal to the physical surface at each
point on the baseplate and on the rims of the square ribs; the running-average behavior
should be therefore evaluated to validate the model results (cf. Fig. 8). One should
take into account that the evaluation of the running-average Nusselt number is done in
a similar way to eq. (13), yet the local values of the Nusselt number are to be inte-
grated along the physical surface in a unit cell. Furthermore, the average Nusselt number
(based on the projected area), Nu, was calculated. It is noticeable that the deviation of
the predicted value from the model (Nu = 52.28) from the result of the full simulation
(Nu = 52.68) is less than 1%. Both are below the corresponding value for the case of an
isothermal flat surface (Nu = 63.24).
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4.3 Role of the ribs’ thermal conductivity

Figure 9: Contours of the dimensionless temperature (Θ) and streamwise velocity (U1) adjacent
to the rough surface, displayed through two specific portions of the plate: (left) X1 = 0.1 to
0.25; (right) X1 = 0.85 to 1. Three distinct values of the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio
are considered. Close-ups of the flow structures within two distant inter-rib regions, for the case

of adiabatic ribs, are shown in the bottom frame. For all cases, it is ϵ =
1

20
and

e

ℓ
= 0.25.

We now discuss the effects of the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio (κ) on the char-
acteristics of the buoyancy-driven flow and the heat transfer phenomena. Three dis-
tinct situations are considered for analysis via both the feature-resolving simulations
and the homogenization-based model, specifically the case of adiabatic ribs (κ = 0),
isothermal ribs (κ → ∞), and ribs of finite thermal conductivity (κ ≈ 4). The lat-
ter represents a situation that is frequently encountered in experiments, where wooden
roughness elements (with kr ≈ 0.1W/mK) are used and the flowing fluid is air (with
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kf ≈ 0.025 − 0.028W/mK). We consider a roughness pattern consisting of 20 square

ribs, i.e. ϵ =
1

Nribs

=
1

20
, with

e

ℓ
= 0.25 and with the flow conditions described by

Pr = 0.712 and Gr ≈ 2.78× 108.

4.3.1 The feature-resolving cases

As a starting point, results of the full feature-resolving simulations are presented and
discussed. Contours of the temperature Θ and the streamwise velocity U1 are displayed
in Fig. 9, with the aid of streamlines to detect the complex flow structures within the
inter-rib regions. This provides a clear view of the expensive mesh requirements of the
full simulations and thus highlights the advantages of employing the homogenized model.
The fields are displayed in the figure close to the leading edge (X1 = 0.1 to 0.25) and
near the end of the plate (X1 = 0.85 to 1), to indicate the development of the thermal
and the viscous boundary layers along the vertical direction and the associated variations
in flow patterns within the corrugations. Proceeding along the plate, we can realize that
the mainstream reattachment to the baseplate is gradually delayed and eventually lost,
with a large, primary eddy separating the mainstream from the baseplate. Secondary
eddies are also resolved in the figure. In-depth inspection of Fig. 9 reveals that the
development of the thermal boundary layer is significantly interrupted when ribs of low
thermal conductivity (or adiabatic ribs) are used, and therefore the temperature levels
in the adjacent fluid layers are lower compared to the case of isothermal ribs. This effect
becomes more pronounced as we proceed along the plate (far from the leading edge). The
patterns of the temperature and the streamwise velocity along the fictitious interface at
X2 = 0 are plotted in Fig. 10 (top). Exclusively for isothermal ribs, the temperature
at the outer rims of the square elements is equal to the baseplate temperature (Θ = 1).
The level of the streamwise velocity is adversely affected by the decrease of the thermal
conductivity of the ribs, as the buoyancy force is limited.

The consequent effects of the thermal conductivity variations on the distribution of
the local Nusselt number along the ribbed surface are illustrated in Fig. 10 (bottom). The
Nusselt number experiences a quasi-periodic behavior while proceeding along the vertical
plate (for the three cases considered), which agrees with the findings by Tanda (1997) and
Nishikawa et al. (2020) with highly-conducting ribs and by Tanda (2008) and Nishikawa
et al. (2020) with poorly-conducting ribs. It is evident that the interruption of the thermal
boundary layer development over adiabatic, or low-conductivity, ribs enhances the heat
transfer performance of the isothermal baseplate in the inter-rib regions, consistent with
the results reported in (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990; Tanda, 2008). Conversely, the heat
transfer from the outer rims of the ribs plays a significant role in the case of isothermal
elements (κ → ∞), while this contribution is reduced as κ decreases, until κ = 0 is
reached where no heat transfer takes place from the surfaces of the adiabatic ribs. It is
shown later that, on average, the highly conducting ribs outperform the low-conductivity
ones (contrary to (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990)), which implies that the latter contribution
(heat transfer from ribs) is dominant.
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Figure 10: Fully-featured results of U1 and Θ along a virtual plane atX2 = 0 (top) and patterns
of the local Nusselt number (bottom), extracted from full simulations at three values of κ, with

ϵ =
1

20
and

e

ℓ
= 0.25. The yellow elements below the horizontal axis indicate the locations of

the ribs.

4.3.2 Validation of the model results

Predictions of the homogenization-based simulations are now compared with the corre-
sponding running-average results of the feature-resolving simulations, for accuracy esti-
mation and assessment of possible weak points in the model. It is anticipated that the
model is tested here close to its expected limit of applicability (cf. (Ahmed et al., 2022))
as C = ϵ2

√
Gr is now equal to 41.6, close to the threshold (C ≈ 40).

The running-average distributions of the Nusselt number (calculated based on the
fully-resolved patterns given in Fig. 10 (bottom)) are plotted against X1 in Fig. 11.
The heat transfer performance of the ribbed surfaces is lower than the performance of
an isothermal smooth surface; surface roughening deteriorates heat transfer under the
present conditions. The deterioration becomes more pronounced with the decrease of the
ribs’ thermal conductivity. Considering the model results of the macroscopic distribution
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of the Nusselt numbers, we observe that they fit well with the reference running-average
values beyond some distance from the leading edge of the plate; deviations along almost
the first 20% of the plate length are significant. In order to alleviate this problem, a length,
indicated here as the compensation distance (Xc), is specified near the leading edge,
where the model results of the Nusselt number are to be excluded and replaced by the
corresponding results over an isothermal flat surface when evaluating the average Nusselt
number (Nu) over the plate. This distance is chosen here such that the compensation
region extends over the first two pitch distances (Xc = 2ϵ) if the rib size is negligible, while
it should be gradually decreased with the increase of the rib size as the contribution of
the ribs to the physical phenomenon acquires prominence. Given that Ar is the surface
area of the ribs and At is the total surface area (including the ribs and the baseplate
portions in the inter-rib regions), the following expression of Xc is proposed:

Xc = 2ϵ

(
1− Ar

At

)
(18)

For the case of transverse square ribs of size e and pitch ℓ, the previous equation reads:

Xc = 2ϵ

(
1− 3e

ℓ+ 2e

)
= 2ϵ

(
1− 3

ℓ/e+ 2

)
. (19)

For ℓ/e = 4, the compensation distance is equal to ϵ (the first pitch distance). The
hypothesis stated here contributes to the calculations of Nu throughout this paper (in-
cluding results in Section 4.2); accordingly, the resulting values of Nu are indicated as
the corrected homogenized-model predictions, while the uncorrected, pure results of the
model are presented occasionally for comparison.

Figure 11: Distributions of the Nusselt number along the plate for different values of κ, with

ϵ =
1

20
and

e

ℓ
= 0.25. Predictions of the homogenized model (filled circles) are validated

against running-average results of full simulations (solid lines). The corresponding behavior
along a smooth surface is also given (dashed black line).
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The effect of the thermal conductivity ratio κ on the average Nusselt number (Nu) is
graphically displayed in Fig. 12. Predictions of the homogenized model are interestingly
consistent with results of the full simulations, with the maximum deviation below 3.4%.
The average Nusselt number for the case of isothermal ribs (κ → ∞) is 56.22 based
on the homogenized model, and 56.00 based on the full simulation. This value declines
gradually with the decrease of κ until reaching the case of adiabatic ribs κ = 0, in which
the heat transfer takes place only through the inter-rib regions (Nu ≈ 35.4). As ribs are,
by definition, of small size relative to the plate height, thermal conduction across them
is of significance even for relatively low values of the thermal conductivity coefficient. It
can be realized that the average Nusselt number for values of κ ≳ 30 is very close to its
value for the isothermal case. With air as the moving fluid, this range corresponds to
ribs’ thermal conductivity kr ≳ 0.8W/mK, which can be easily satisfied in practice (for
instance, aluminum ribs are of thermal conductivity far beyond this threshold, especially
when they are press-fit into the baseplate, as in (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990), or machined
integral with the surface, as in (Tanda, 1997), to avoid contact resistance). Even for
wooden ribs (κ ≈ 4), the average Nusselt number is about 47, which is intermediate
between the values for adiabatic and isothermal ribs; this implies that it is difficult to
experimentally approach the adiabatic limit, and that modeling wooden ribs (or low-
conductivity ribs in general) as adiabatic elements in numerical simulations may lead to
questionable results.

Figure 12: Effect of the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio (κ) on the average Nusselt num-
ber, based on the corrected homogenized-model results (filled circles) and the feature-resolving
simulations (solid line). Percentage errors in the model results are plotted using dashed red

line. The conditions under study are ϵ =
1

20
,
e

ℓ
= 0.25, Gr ≈ 2.78× 108 and Pr ≈ 0.712.
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For a clearer view of the significance of correcting the model predictions forNu, based
on eq. (19), the uncorrected homogenized-model results and their percentage deviations
from the reference results of the full feature-resolving simulations are given in Table 1;
the errors in the pure predictions of the model are considerably large at relatively low
values of κ. For replication of the macroscopic simulations, typical values of the model

coefficients (λθ, B), corresponding to
e

ℓ
= 0.25 and the specific considered values of κ,

are also presented in the table. Being dependent only on
e

ℓ
, the coefficients λx and m12

are constant regardless of variations in κ; their values (cf. Fig. 3) are 0.0398 and 0.0023,
respectively.

Table 1: Comparison between the corrected and the uncorrected homogenized-model predictions
for the average Nusselt number at different values of κ. Percentage deviations in the predictions
are estimated relative to the reference results of the feature-resolving simulations.

Macroscopic coefficients Full sim. Model, corrected Model, uncorrected

κ =
kr
kf

λθ B Nu Nu % error Nu % error

0 0.3657 0.00063 35.39 35.36 -0.09% 29.08 -17.84%

0.369 0.3043 0.00056 38.55 38.22 -0.88% 32.24 -16.39%

0.739 0.2685 0.00051 39.86 40.17 0.77% 34.41 -13.67%

1.477 0.2252 0.00046 41.90 42.91 2.42% 37.49 -10.53%

2.585 0.1895 0.00041 44.15 45.56 3.21% 40.49 -8.27%

3.693 0.1686 0.00038 45.80 47.31 3.32% 42.49 -7.21%

5.540 0.1479 0.00035 47.69 49.22 3.22% 44.69 -6.29%

7.387 0.1356 0.00033 49.03 50.45 2.89% 46.11 -5.94%

11.080 0.1215 0.00031 50.84 51.93 2.14% 47.85 -5.88%

14.773 0.1137 0.00029 52.08 52.80 1.38% 48.88 -6.16%

22.160 0.1053 0.00028 53.43 53.78 0.66% 50.04 -6.34%

29.546 0.1009 0.00028 54.14 54.32 0.33% 50.67 -6.40%

36.933 0.0981 0.00027 54.65 54.67 0.03% 51.10 -6.51%

51.706 0.0949 0.00026 55.25 55.08 -0.32% 51.58 -6.64%

73.866 0.0924 0.00026 55.73 55.39 -0.61% 51.96 -6.76%

∞ 0.0861 0.00024 56.00 56.22 0.40% 52.97 -5.41%

4.4 Considerations on the density of the roughness pattern

The aim of this section is to investigate how the behavior of the buoyancy-driven flow
and the Nusselt number are affected when the density of the roughness pattern is varied,
i.e. the number of ribs attached to the surface is changed. We consider here buoyancy-
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induced flows (Gr ≈ 2.78×108 and Pr ≈ 0.712) over a vertical plate roughened with two-
dimensional square elements which are either perfectly conducting (κ → ∞), perfectly
adiabatic (κ = 0), or of low thermal conductivity (κ = 4). The rib size to plate height

ratio is fixed (
e

L
=

1

80
). The maximum possible number of ribs to be attached to the

surface corresponds to the case in which the roughness elements become contiguous;

at this point the pitch distance (ℓ) becomes equal to the rib size (e) such that
e

L
=

ℓ

L
= ϵ =

1

80
, hence, the maximum value of Nribs is 80. Sample results of the full

feature-resolving simulations will be displayed first before moving to validation of the
homogenized predictions.

4.4.1 Results of the feature-resolving simulations

Figure 13: Effect of the number of ribs on the average Nusselt number, at a fixed rib height

to plate length ratio (
e

L
=

1

80
). The values plotted are based on feature-resolving simulations,

with three values of the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio: κ = 0 (adiabatic ribs), κ = 4,
and κ → ∞ (perfectly conducting, isothermal ribs). Gr ≈ 2.78× 108 and Pr ≈ 0.712.

Fig. 13 describes the behavior of the surface-averaged Nusselt number with the increase of
Nribs from 0 to 80. The case Nribs = 0 obviously represents a smooth isothermal surface,
for which Nu ≈ 63.00 as previously stated. At Nribs = 80, the roughness elements are
in direct contact and the inter-rib spaces vanish; the case of a smooth flat surface is
therefore recovered again; however, the surface, which now consists of contiguous ribs, is
either adiabatic (for κ = 0), isothermal (for κ → ∞) or it resembles a smooth layer of low
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Figure 14: Contours of the fully-featured temperature and streamwise velocity fields next to
the ribbed surface, for two different values of ϵ. Here, the conjugate heat transfer problems are

considered at κ = 4 with
e

L
=

1

80
. The contours are displayed, and the behaviors of the local

Nusselt number are plotted, over the region from X1 = 0.4 to X1 = 0.6.

thermal conductivity (κ = 4) overlying the isothermal baseplate. For the case of adiabatic
ribs, the heat transfer performance monotonically deteriorates with the increase of Nribs

until the whole surface becomes thermally insulated (Nu = 0 at Nribs = 80). On the
contrary, the behavior of the natural-convection heat transfer with the increase of Nribs is
complex when the ribs are thermally conducting, even if the thermal conductivity is small
(κ = 4). For this case, two opposing effects mainly take place when the number of ribs
increases: (i) the flow moves mostly above the ribs’ outer rims, where local enhancement
of the Nusselt number is expected (favorable effect); (ii) the inter-rib spaces become
narrower, and the adverse effects of the hot dead recirculation zones between ribs on the
local Nusselt number become therefore more pronounced. It is useful to interpret these
phenomena using the illustrations in Fig. 14, which highlight the local enhancement of
the heat transfer performance over the outer edges of the ribs, the early loss of mainstream

reattachment to the baseplate when shifting to a denser roughness pattern (ϵ =
1

50
) and
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the consequent drop of the Nusselt number through these locations (compared to ϵ =
1

10
),

along with the local thickening of the thermal boundary layer. The two opposing effects
discussed above justify the non-monotonic behavior of the average Nusselt number with
the increase of the number of ribs for thermally-conducting ribs, displayed previously in
Fig. 13.

4.4.2 Validation of the model results

For the cases initially studied with the feature-resolving approach (revisit the points
plotted in Fig. 13), the homogenization-based model is further implemented and assessed.

For each value of Nribs =
1

ϵ
, the rib size to pitch distance ratio is calculated as

e

ℓ
=

e

L
× L

ℓ
=

1

80
×Nribs. The value of

e

ℓ
is used to apply the compensation hypothesis given

by eq. (19) and, together with each of the three considered values of κ, to evaluate the
upscaled coefficients of the model; typical values of these coefficients are available in Fig.
3. Predictions for the average Nusselt number agree well with the reference results of
the full simulations, as shown in Fig. 15, with deviations of the corrected model results
always below 10% in magnitude.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The asymptotic homogenization technique was employed to upscale the steady conjugate
heat transfer problem combining natural convection over a regularly micro-textured verti-
cal surface and the thermal conduction through the roughness elements; the study of the
effect of the ribs’ thermal conductivity represents the novel contribution of the present
work. The full domain was decomposed into two regions (microscopic/macroscopic), and
two corresponding sub-problems were formulated. An asymptotic analysis was conducted
in the near-wall, microscopic layer to eventually derive effective boundary conditions (eqs.

(12-a to 12-d)), second-order accurate in terms of a small parameter ϵ =
rib pitch (ℓ)

plate height (L)
,

for the velocity and temperature at a virtual plane interface of choice, where the two sub-
problems are coupled. A significant difference from the model developed by Ahmed et al.
(2022) is that the Robin-like temperature boundary condition includes a thermal-slip
coefficient (λθ) which depends not only on the rib geometry but also on the rib-to-fluid
thermal conductivity ratio, κ. The ability of the proposed conditions to mimic the effects
of the surface microstructure on the macroscale flow behavior and heat transfer perfor-
mance was assessed by validating the model against corresponding full feature-resolving
simulations. Several case studies were investigated, for the particular case of spanwise-
elongated square ribs, varying the number of elements attached to the surface and the
thermal conductivity ratio. A correction of the model predictions for the Nusselt number
was proposed over an initial distance of the surface, as per eq. (19), and was proved to
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Figure 15: Effect of the number of ribs (Nribs) on the average Nusselt number (Nu), shown for:
(top) isothermal ribs; (middle) a rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio of 4; (bottom) adiabatic
ribs. Results of the feature-resolving simulations (solid lines) are used as a reference to assess
the accuracy of the corrected (dashed lines with filled circles) and the uncorrected (dotted lines
with filled triangles) model predictions; percentage errors in the model results (corrected and

uncorrected) are plotted in the right column. For all cases, it is
e

L
=

1

80
, Gr ≈ 2.78× 108 and

Pr ≈ 0.712.
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be efficient, especially at not-so-small values of ϵ when the scale separation assumption
is gradually lost. Besides validation, the analysis of the numerical results revealed the
following: (i) the presence of ribs has a negative effect on the heat transfer performance
of the surface, compared with the smooth plate case, at least as long as the flow remains
steady; (ii) the lower the thermal conductivity of the ribs, the more the overall convective
heat transfer rate deteriorates, despite the local relative enhancements realized across the
inter-rib regions of the baseplate; (iii) considering elements of low thermal conductivity as
adiabatic ribs in the analysis may be critical, as we found that the performance of wooden
ribs (for instance) is intermediate between the isothermal and the adiabatic limiting cases;
(iv) as the number of perfectly conducting ribs increases, the average Nusselt number,
Nu, experiences a non-monotonic behavior, with an initial decrease and a subsequent
increase up to the value of the isothermal flat surface, achieved when the ribs become
contiguous; (v) as κ decreases, until reaching the case of adiabatic ribs, a monotonically
negative effect of increasing the ribs’ density is found.

This work aims to reveal the numerical advantages of the multiscale homogenization
approach as a rapid and accurate tool for the analysis of complex phenomena amenable
to separation of scales. The proposed model represents a more general/versatile version
of the earlier ones by Ahmed et al. (2022) (valid exclusively for the case of perfectly-
conducting ribs) and by Intröıni et al. (2011) (where the buoyancy effect in the microscopic
region was neglected). It is interesting to extend the present analytical procedure, along
with numerical and experimental validation, to the case of three-dimensional patterns
of wooden elements, for instance in-line/staggered arrangements of rib segments. This
constitutes the main objective of ongoing research activity.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

This part includes supplementary data related to the main article “Conjugate natural
convection along regularly ribbed vertical surfaces: A homogenization-based study” by
Essam Nabil Ahmed, Alessandro Bottaro and Giovanni Tanda.
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The numerical results obtained by solving sample auxiliary systems through a rep-
resentative x1-periodic unit cell in the microscopic domain are presented and discussed
for the case of two-dimensional, transverse square ribs, with the outer boundary located
at x2 = y∞ = 5.

For the Stokes problem forced by the outer shear stress in the streamwise direction
(S12), i.e. eqs. (6) in the main article (with the index k set to 1), the results of ŭ11

near the rib are shown in Fig. S1, varying the rib size to pitch distance ratio (
e

ℓ
). It

is interesting to realize how the complexity of the pattern within the inter-rib region

becomes more pronounced with the increase of (
e

ℓ
), in analogy to the Stokes lid-driven

cavity flow.

Figure S1: Numerical results of ŭ11 in the vicinity of the ribbed wall, for different values of the

rib size to pitch distance ratio (
e

ℓ
). The values of ŭ11 at the outer boundary (y∞ = 5) are given.

The superimposed lines are tangent to the vector ŭi1.

The numerical solution of the thermally-coupled Laplace system governing θ̃ and
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ϕ̃, i.e. eqs. (9) in the main article, are displayed in Fig. S2 at two values of (
e

ℓ
) for

three different choices of the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio (κ). For the case of
adiabatic ribs (κ = 0), it is sufficient to solve the problem in the fluid phase only, imposing
zero normal gradient of θ̃ at Irf . If the ribs are isothermal (κ → ∞), a uniform value
of θ̃ = 0 is set at Irf . This is based on the fact that isothermal ribs have by definition
a uniform ϕ̃ field so that the value of ϕ̃ at Irf is identical to its value at Ibr. Finally,
for a finite value of κ (for instance, κ ≈ 4), the solid/fluid coupled problem is solved.
The isotherms near the boundary have a significantly different behavior as κ is varied;
for example, for adiabatic ribs the values of θ̃ are significantly larger than for thermally

conducting ribs, especially at large (
e

ℓ
).

Figure S2: Contours of θ̃ close to the ribbed wall at (top)
e

ℓ
= 0.2 and (bottom)

e

ℓ
= 0.6,

for three values of the thermal conductivity ratio representing: (left) adiabatic ribs; (middle)
conjugate heat transfer at κ = 4; (right) isothermal ribs. The contours of ϕ̃ through the rib are
also shown when κ = 4.
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Natural convection heat transfer from a ribbed

vertical plate: Effect of rib size, pitch, and

truncation 1

Giovanni Tandaa , Essam Nabil Ahmedb and Alessandro Bottarob

aDIME, Università di Genova, via Montallegro 1, Genova, 16145, Italy
bDICCA, Università di Genova, via Montallegro 1, Genova, 16145, Italy

Buoyancy-induced flows over ribbed vertical surfaces involve complex thermal and dy-
namic interactions between the mainstream and the surface texture, yielding contrasting
effects on the heat transfer performance of the heated plate; proper analysis of the over-
all effect on the heat transfer rate is essential for efficient operation and optimization
purposes. The present work pursues an insight into the different factors controlling this
problem. Natural convection heat transfer from a vertical plate of 0.5 m height, regularly
roughened with wooden transverse square ribs, is experimentally investigated. The sur-
face temperature of the baseplate is varied so that a range of the plate Rayleigh number
(Ra) from 3.4 × 108 to 4.9 × 108 is covered. The density of the roughness pattern and
the rib pitch-to-height ratio (P/e) are varied by changing the number of ribs attached
to the surface (from 10 to 40 rib rows) and using three different square cross-sections (of
side lengths 2, 3, or 5 mm). The experimental work relies on the schlieren optical tech-
nique, through which the thermal boundary layer is visualized and the Nusselt number
distribution is acquired. Analysis of the results reveals that enhancement of the local
Nusselt number, relative to a corresponding smooth surface, may be attained only at the
central part of the inter-rib region; this occurs exclusively for relatively large values of
P/e. At a later stage, the effectiveness of rib truncation in enhancing the heat transfer
from the baseplate is explored. Three staggered arrangements are considered, by vary-
ing the number of rib segments per row, and heat transfer enhancement, sensitive to the
number of rib segments per row, is found. This paper also provides insight into the role of
thermal-field disturbances close to turbulent transition, and sheds light on the potential
of truncated ribs to amplify such perturbations.

1The Version of Record of this manuscript has been published and is
available in: Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science 145 (2023) 110898.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.expthermflusci.2023.110898
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1 INTRODUCTION

Natural convection heat transfer is a simple and reliable mechanism that does not re-
quire active devices such as fans or pumps to promote fluid motion. The effectiveness
of natural convection is limited by the lower heat transfer coefficients (relative to forced
convection) associated with the low buoyancy-induced flow rates. Strategies to enhance
the heat transfer rate from a vertical surface include the addition of fins (which basi-
cally increase the heat transfer surface area) or large-scale roughness elements such as
surface protrusions (with the purpose of increasing the heat transfer coefficient). In some
applications (electronic equipment, building facades) protrusions exist naturally. Rough-
ness elements affect the heat transfer effectiveness due to the surface alteration and the
possible premature transition to turbulence. Fujii et al. (1973) were among the first to
investigate the influence of various surface roughness elements on natural convection.
Their experiments, conducted for water and oil flowing along a vertical cylinder, revealed
little variations in heat transfer coefficient compared with the smooth surface (with slight
reductions for water and slight increases for oil) and no effect of roughness on the upper
limit of the laminar region. Bhavnani & Bergles (1990) studied the effect of repeated
square ribs (of low and high thermal conductivity) and steps on natural convection heat
transfer from a vertical isothermal surface. They found a substantial reduction of heat
transfer performance associated with ribs due to the stagnation zone induced downstream
and upstream of each rib (especially when the ribs have high thermal conductivity) and
an increase in the heat transfer rate of up to 23% (as compared with a plain surface of
equal projected area) for properly sized stepped surfaces. A few years later, Tanda (1997)
found that repeated, high-thermal-conductivity, square ribs reduce heat transfer perfor-
mance in asymmetrically heated vertical channels (both in terms of average heat transfer
coefficient and heat transfer rate), particularly when the channel is narrow. The use of
low-thermal-conductivity ribs yielded local heat transfer coefficients higher than that for
a smooth surface, at the same elevation, just downstream of the ribs (where the main flow
reattachment to the wall occurs), while, on average, the heat transfer performance even
with low-thermal-conductivity ribs was degraded (Tanda, 2008). Studies documented in
Refs. (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990; Tanda, 1997, 2008) were conducted experimentally, us-
ing air as the working fluid at a relatively low Rayleigh number (of the order of 107), well
within the laminar regime. More recently, Hærvig & Sørensen (2020) numerically studied
the effect of zigzag-shaped ribs, finding, again for air in the laminar regime, an increase in
average heat transfer coefficient by more than 4% (compared to the flat surface) and more
than 11% when accounting for the increase in heat transfer area. Nghana et al. (2022)
performed numerical simulations of turbulent natural convection in vertical and inclined
channels with repeated square, triangular, and semi-circular ribs; they found significant
heat transfer enhancements compared with the smooth channel, with the triangle-shaped
ribs giving the best heat transfer performance. Based on the available studies of natural
convection heat transfer in vertical channels or along unbounded vertical surfaces, the
presence of repeated protrusions negatively affects the heat transfer performance (square
ribs) or leads to little enhancements (steps and zigzag-shaped ribs) within the laminar
regime, while they are more effective in the turbulent regime.
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Even though some literature studies (e.g., Refs. (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1991; Yao,
2006)) suggest that large-scale roughness elements can trigger an early transition to tur-
bulence, to the authors’ best knowledge no systematic studies on natural convection heat
transfer from vertical surfaces with repeated ribs addressed this issue, and few experi-
mental and numerical results (for a limited number of geometries) are available either in
the laminar or in the fully turbulent flow regime. This means that there is no evidence,
in the literature, of premature transition to turbulence induced by repeated ribs or by
macro-roughness elements of different shape and size.

A common practice to promote turbulence and heat transfer enhancement in forced
convection is to use broken ribs, periodically deployed on the heat transfer surface. Broken
ribs perform better than continuous ribs due to the higher turbulence levels induced (see,
for instance, (Cavallero & Tanda, 2002)). However, the fluid motion under free convection
conditions is not externally imposed but derives from a balance between buoyancy and
viscous forces; therefore, turbulence promoters, which have proved to be effective in forced
convection, may induce a weak buoyant flow in free convection and fail to yield premature
transition to turbulence. Onbasioglu & Onbaşıoğlu (2004) considered the effect of two
truncated ribs of lengths equal to 67% of the surface width and placed staggered on
the baseplate. Experiments were performed by varying the height and the inclination
angle of the ribs. Imbriale et al. (2012) experimentally investigated the effect of single or
two staggered rows of ribs inclined at different angles and single or two staggered rows
of V-shaped ribs. Both studies (Onbasioglu & Onbaşıoğlu, 2004; Imbriale et al., 2012)
indicated that ribs provide significant improvements in local and average heat transfer
coefficient (compared with the flat vertical surface), even though the flow regime was
laminar. Being able to favourably redirect the flow, interrupted roughness elements yield
a favourable flow pattern, reducing the impact of inactive heat transfer regions typically
occurring immediately upstream and downstream of continuous rib. Smirnov et al. (2018)
numerically found that a couple of short and aligned ribs were able to trigger transitional
processes in the free convection boundary layer.

Based on the above discussion of the literature, some issues remain unresolved. For
instance, the survey of the literature did not reveal any systematic analysis concerning
the effects of the main geometric parameters of ribs on heat transfer from a vertical plate.
At the same time, the potential of triggering an early transition of the boundary layer
has been previously unaccounted for, and the practice of interrupting the ribs to pursue
the enhancement of the heat transfer performance has not been unveiled until now. To
address these issues, in this work experiments have been performed to investigate natural
convection heat transfer from an isothermal vertical plate with continuous square ribs
having different size (from 2 to 5 mm) and pitch (from 12.5 to 50 mm), varying the wall-
to-ambient temperature difference to achieve thermal conditions not far, for the smooth
plate, from the upper threshold of the laminar flow regime. For the intermediate values
of the rib size (3 mm) and rib pitch (25 mm), continuous ribs have been replaced by
truncated ribs, having 3, 6, or 12 segments per row and attached in a staggered arrange-
ment. A schlieren optical apparatus was employed to gain qualitative and quantitative
information on heat transfer characteristics; the optical field encompassed the top 15 cm
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of the heated plate (out of the 50 cm overall height), where the onset of transition to
turbulence, if any, is likely to be observed.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

Figure 1: Sketch of the heated plate (frontal view): continuous ribs at different pitch P , with
N representing the number of rib rows (top), truncated ribs of different length ℓ and different
number of segments per row (bottom). H is the vertical plate height, L is the spanwise length
of the plate, and e is the size of the square ribs.
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Table 1: Description of rib configurations and main geometric parameters.

Rib type

Number

of

rib rows

N

e (mm) P (mm) ℓ (mm)

Number of

truncated

ribs

per row

P/e e/H ℓ/L

continuous 10 2 50 - - 25 0.004 -

continuous 20 2 25 - - 12.5 0.004 -

continuous 40 2 12.5 - - 6.25 0.004 -

continuous 10 3 50 - - 16.67 0.006 -

continuous 20 3 25 - - 8.33 0.006 -

continuous 40 3 12.5 - - 4.17 0.006 -

continuous 10 5 50 - - 10 0.01 -

continuous 20 5 25 - - 5 0.01 -

continuous 40 5 12.5 - - 2.5 0.01 -

truncated 20 3 25 50 3 8.33 0.006 0.1667

truncated 20 3 25 25 6 8.33 0.006 0.0833

truncated 20 3 25 12.5 12 8.33 0.006 0.0417

The test surface was an aluminium plate, 0.5 m high, 0.3 m large, and 0.005 m thick,
connected to a plane electrical heater. Since the high thermal conductivity of aluminium
and the relatively large plate thickness promote an efficient redistribution of heat by
conduction within the plate, the plate material was expected to be virtually isothermal.
The heater-plate assembly, suspended at about 1.5 m from the floor, was insulated on
one side in order to convey as much heat flux as possible towards the side exposed to
the ambient air. To avoid significant sidewise air entrainment and minimize disturbances
from the environment, the heated plate was bounded on both sides by two glasses (10 cm
long and 50 cm high), and shrouded by a frontal polystyrene wall, placed at a distance
from the heated plate approximately equal to half of the plate height. In such a way,
the buoyant airflow, at ambient temperature, is mainly allowed to enter the test section
from the bottom side and exit from the upper side after having flowed along the heated
surface. The plate temperature was evaluated as the average among the readings given
by several 0.5 mm-dia thermocouples (calibrated to ±0.1 K) embedded at different plate
elevations through small holes drilled into the material. The ambient air temperature was
calculated by averaging the readings of three thermocouples situated below the heated
plate.

Repeated ribs, of square cross-section, were attached to the heated plate in order
to evaluate their effect on heat transfer performance. Prior experiments performed by
Tanda (1997, 2017) for rib-roughened vertical plates, with air or water as convective fluid,
considered metallic ribs integral to the baseplate to guarantee the absence of thermal con-
tact resistance. However, the fabrication of such test sections is very expensive and does
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not permit a systematic study of the effect of the main geometric parameters. For this
reason, ribs were made of wood, due to the low cost and the ease of cutting and appli-
cation. Three different rib sizes were considered, specifically e = 2, 3, and 5 mm, where
e is the side length of the ribs. Regardless of the rib size, a different number of rib rows
(N = 10, 20, or 40) were regularly deployed along the plate surface height. The majority
of experiments were conducted with continuous ribs. Additional tests were subsequently
performed with truncated ribs; i.e., rows of three, six, or twelve segments periodically
arranged in a staggered arrangement. Details of rib configurations are reported in Table
1 and Fig. 1.

A schlieren optical system was used to visualize the thermal boundary layer and
to evaluate the local, natural convection heat transfer coefficient. Optical methods are
extremely versatile tools for making quantitative measurements of thermal phenomena
because they allow a real-time, non-intrusive analysis over the whole optical field (Hauf
& Grigull, 1970; Merzkirch, 1974). A large variety of optical techniques are currently
employed in experimental heat transfer and fluid flow, such as the index-of-refraction
optical methods. In this category of methods, among which interferometry and schlieren,
the index of refraction (or its spatial derivative) of a medium is measured, and from
this the temperature distribution through the medium is determined. Some applicative
examples of these techniques, even in parallel, for gases and liquids, are provided in Refs.
(Kleine et al., 2006; Ambrosini & Tanda, 2006; Hargather & Settles, 2012; Raffel, 2015;
Jain et al., 2016; Settles, 2018; Vyas et al., 2018; Schulz et al., 2020). An exhaustive
description of the schlieren apparatus employed is given in Refs. (Tanda, 1997, 2008,
2017, 1993; Devia et al., 1994; Tanda & Devia, 1998; Tanda et al., 2014). Basically,
it consists of a white light beam (composed of parallel rays) crossing the test section, a
concave mirror (i.e., the schlieren mirror), which focuses the light onto its focal plane (i.e.,
the cut-off plane), a filter, and a camera to acquire a real image of the test section. As
shown in Fig. 2, when a focal filament (for instance, a thin dark strip or wire) is used as a
filter, and no thermal gradients are present in the air crossed by the light beam, all light
rays are intercepted by the filter when it is placed on the focus of mirror (and the image
formed on the camera will be uniformly dark). In this work, the filter has been obtained
by photographing a violet strip using a slide film. The slide produced in this manner,
consisting of a 370µm-wide, transparent, violet band, was directly used as focal filament
filter. When thermal gradients (in the y-direction of Fig. 2) are present, individual
light rays undergo angular deflections whose extent is related to the magnitude of the
gradient; consequently, the corresponding spots appear bright in the camera, permitting
a reliable visualization of the thermal boundary layer (more precisely of all air particles
with a non-zero thermal gradient). The angular deflection αy of a given light ray (i.e.,
passing through a given point of coordinates x, y) can be measured by moving the filter
(connected to a micrometer) along the focal plane of the schlieren mirror until the point
of interest appears coloured by the same colour adopted for the filter (violet). It can
be demonstrated (Goldstein, 1976) that the angular deflection αy is given by the ratio
between the filter displacement and the focal length of the mirror (since the angular
deviation is small, tan (αy) ≈ αy).
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Figure 2: Quantitative schlieren (focal filament method): the angular deflection of perturbed
light rays is detected by shifting the focal filament filter in the focal plane of the schlieren
concave mirror.

The local heat transfer coefficient is now introduced as follows:

h = −kair,w
(∂T/∂y)w
Tw − Tair

, (1)

where Tw and Tair are the plate and the ambient air temperatures, respectively, (∂T/∂y)w
is the air temperature gradient, in the direction y normal to the heated plate, evaluated
at the wall, and kair,w is the air thermal conductivity evaluated at the wall temperature.
Due to the relation between angular deflection of light and thermal gradient of the crossed
fluid, the heat transfer coefficient h can be directly calculated by measuring the deflection
of light passing in the vicinity of the wall at the desired location, using the following
formula (see, for instance, Ref. (Tanda, 1997)):

h =
kair,w αy,w T 2

w

K(Tw − Tair)
, (2)

where αy,w is the angular deflection, along the y-direction, of the light ray passing in
the vicinity of the wall (i.e., at y = 0), and K is a constant (equal to about 0.024 mK
in these experiments), which depends on some air properties (Gladstone-Dale and ideal
gas constants, index of refraction, pressure) and the length of the plate in the direction
of light beam propagation (z-coordinate of Fig. 2). Eq. (2) provides the heat transfer
coefficient for a vertical surface, which depends of the thermal gradients in the y-direction.
In principle, since the focal filament is mounted on a holder able to rotate through an
arbitrary angle on the focal plane of the schlieren mirror, the technique allows light
deflections along any direction (on a plane normal to the light beam propagation) to be
detected. In this research, attention is focused on vertical inter-rib regions (and not, for
instance, on horizontal sides of ribs); hence, the angular deviation along the y-direction
is the only optical data on which the heat transfer coefficient depends.

Moreover, even though the schlieren technique may exploit, in some circumstances, a
tomographic treatment of optical data to get local temperature or heat transfer coefficient
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results for three-dimensional flows (Devia & Tanda, 2000), Eq. (2) assumes the thermal
field to be two-dimensional, i.e., independent of the z-coordinate; otherwise, it is still
valid but the calculated heat transfer coefficient corresponds to the value averaged along
the plate spanwise length L, that is the plate dimension along the z-coordinate. This
means that any three-dimensional feature of the flow emerging from the insertion of ribs
can be observed only on a line-averaged basis. To partially overcome this issue, schlieren
measurements were supplemented by the detection of air temperature fluctuations in the
boundary layer by using a miniature thermocouple with an exposed junction, able to
travel along the direction normal to the plate surface and to be located at any arbitrary
position along the vertical and spanwise coordinates. A National Instrument acquisition
unit (NI PXIe-1078 equipped with a NI TB-4353 module) was used to acquire the air
temperature measurements at a frequency of 50 Hz.

The uncertainty in the results (at the 95% confidence level) was evaluated based
on the root-sum-square of the contributions made by the uncertainties in each of the
individual measurements. The details of the procedure followed for the evaluation of the
experimental uncertainty are provided in previous literature studies, for instance Refs.
(Tanda, 1993, 1997; Devia et al., 1994). The main source of error in the calculation of
the local heat transfer coefficient h, according to Eq. (2), is associated with the light ray
displacement readings (i.e., the filament displacement in Fig. 2). As reported by Tanda
(1997), the accuracy of the measurement of the light ray displacement improves as its
value increases. For the present experiments, the light displacement at the focal plane of
the schlieren mirror was typically between 3.5 and 1.5 mm, with associated errors ranging
from 9 to 14%, increasing with the reduction of the light ray displacement. As errors in
the wall-to-fluid temperature difference are accounted for, the uncertainty in h (and in
Nusselt number) values falls into the ±10−15% range, while the uncertainty in Rayleigh
number is estimated to be ±5%.

Tests were carried out by delivering electrical power to the heater through a DC
power supply, adjusting the input voltage in order to achieve the desired wall-to-fluid
temperature difference. The degree of temperature uniformity of the plate was typically
within ±3% of the mean wall-to-ambient temperature difference. The plate surface ex-
changes heat with the environment by natural convection and radiation. For the surface
regions not covered by ribs, the radiant component is expected to be low, due to the
low thermal emittance of aluminium (ϵ ≈ 0.1). Moreover, the schlieren method detects
the air thermal gradient in the vicinity of the wall, which is unaffected by radiation,
whose measurement or calculation is not required for the evaluation of the convective
heat transfer coefficient. The ribs glued to the aluminium plate have a low thermal con-
ductivity (krib ≈ 0.1 W/mK) but a high emittance (ϵrib ≈ 0.9); hence, the amount of
heat dissipated, by convection and radiation, from the ribs’ surfaces is not negligible.
In fact, measurements of surface temperature Trib,w of rib tips, by an infrared camera,
revealed values not far from the aluminium surface temperature Tw; in dimensionless
terms, (Trib,w − Tair)/(Tw − Tair) ranged from 0.8 for the smaller ribs (e = 2 and 3 mm)
to 0.7 for the larger ribs (e = 5 mm). Increasing the rib length leads to a reduction of the
fin efficiency evaluated according to the one-dimensional fin model (and considering the
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rib as a small fin) and thus to a larger base-to-tip temperature drop. Schlieren measure-
ments targeted only the baseplate regions not covered by ribs, ignoring any heat transfer
contribution arising from the ribs’ surfaces.

After the initiation of each test, steady state was achieved in about 6− 7 hours. At
the end of the test, air and wall temperatures were acquired and schlieren measurements
were performed. Since the optical field encompassed a circular region having a diameter
of about 20 cm, measurements of the angular deflection of light rays and visualization
of the thermal boundary layer were limited to the top third of the heated plate, where
transition to turbulence, if any, is more likely to occur. Measurements of air temperature
inside the boundary layer were performed for a number of representative tests, over a time
period of about 15 minutes, at different distances from the plate surface and locations
along the vertical and spanwise directions.

The Rayleigh and Nusselt numbers, based on the plate height H or the local vertical
position x, are determined from

Ra =
βg(Tw − Tair)H

3

να
, (3)

Nu =
hH

kair
, (4)

Rax =
βg(Tw − Tair)x

3

να
, (5)

Nux =
hx

kair
, (6)

where h is the local heat transfer coefficient, given by Eq. (2), g is the gravitational
acceleration, and β, α, ν, and kair denote the coefficient of thermal expansion, the thermal
diffusivity, the kinematic viscosity, and the thermal conductivity of air, respectively. Air
properties have been evaluated at the film temperature given by (Tw+Tair)/2, except for
β, evaluated at the ambient air temperature, as suggested in Refs. (Raithby & Hollands,
1985; Tsuji & Nagano, 1988).

For each rib configuration, the wall-to-fluid temperature was varied from 32 to 51 K
in order to span the range of Ra from 3.4 to 4.9× 108. Each test, at a given wall-to-fluid
temperature difference, was repeated from 2 to 5 times and local heat transfer results
were averaged among identical tests to reduce the random error.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, experimental results are presented, for the smooth plate and for each rib
configuration considered. First, attention is focused on the effect of the rib size and the
rib pitch on local heat transfer results. Second, the effect of rib truncation is investigated.
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Third, the intensity of air temperature fluctuations in the boundary layer is presented
and discussed, together with qualitative visualizations of the flow in the boundary layer.

3.1 Nusselt number result

3.1.1 The smooth plate

Figure 3: Local Nusselt number versus local Rayleigh number for a smooth, isothermal, vertical
plate: comparison between Ostrach’s solution ((Ostrach, 1953), solid line), literature results
(empty circles (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990), empty squares (Tanda, 1997)) and present results
(filled triangles).

Heat transfer results for the smooth heated plate, in terms of the Rayleigh and the Nusselt
numbers based on local elevation x, are summarized in Fig. 3. The same plot reports the
analytical solution by Ostrach (1953) for a vertical isothermal flat plate and air as the
convective fluid, as well as other experimental data extracted from Bhavnani & Bergles
(1990) (by holographic interferometry) and Tanda (1997) (by schlieren technique, same
apparatus as in the present contribution).

Ostrach’s theoretical solution pertains to the laminar regime and therefore its ap-
plication requires no evidence of transitional events. Interpretation of transition was
provided Godaux & Gebhart (1974) who found a distinct thermal transition mechanism.
The first signs of turbulent disturbances appear in the velocity boundary layer without
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alteration of the temperature profile from the laminar form until reaching a point, fur-
ther downstream, where the velocity disturbances become strong enough to change the
temperature profile (the onset of thermal transition). The thermal transition region ends
with the development of a completely turbulent boundary region where all flow variables
fluctuate randomly. Nevertheless, no clear definition of the parameters ruling the tran-
sition of the buoyancy-driven flow over a vertical isothermal plate is apparent from the
literature. Bejan & Lage (1990) showed that the Grashof number (and not the Rayleigh
number = Grashof number × Prandtl number) marks the transition in all fluids, with a
value of order 109 at the beginning of transition (i.e., Rayleigh number of 0.7× 109 when
air is the convective fluid). Cheesewright (1968), underlining the arbitrary nature of for-
mer attempts to specify beginning and end of transition, indicated a Grashof number of
2 × 109 as the condition at which significant fluctuations first appear in the boundary
layer without significant changes in the mean temperature profiles or in the trend of heat
transfer data; major changes in mean temperature profiles and heat transfer rates were
found to appear at a Grashof number of 5× 109 and up to 8× 109; the amplitude of tem-
perature fluctuations then decreased with the Grashof number from 8× 109 to 2× 1010,
while beyond the last threshold it remained approximately constant (meaning that the
fully turbulent regime had been reached). It is worth noting that the large disagreements
in the experimental evaluation of the critical Grashof number found in the literature
suggest that results may depend on local conditions and the method of observation or
that other quantities, instead of the Grashof number, can be more suitable to identify
changes in flow regime, like, for instance, the total amount of thermal energy given to the
boundary layer by the heated surface up to the current elevation, as suggested in Ref.
(Godaux & Gebhart, 1974).

Inspection of Fig. 3 shows that the present experiments fall in the last decade (108 to
109) of the abscissa (Rax), not far from the onset of transitional regime for air (according
to the general consensus emerging from the literature). A deviation of measured data,
from Ostrach’s solution, in the +20 to +30% range was found, even though experiments
were performed in a large, isolated room, without windows and openings to the exter-
nal environment, with good thermal stability and hosting only the experimental facility
used for these experiments. This circumstance was observed also by other instrumen-
talists (e.g., Bhavnani & Bergles (1990); Cheesewright (1968)), especially towards large
values of Rax, when the transition to turbulence was approached. According to Bhav-
nani & Bergles (1990), experimental uncertainty and external disturbances are possible
causes of these discrepancies, while Cheesewright (1968) stated that uncontrolled thermal
gradients in the laboratory room may trigger large-scale air currents, yielding increased
heat transfer at large Rayleigh numbers. Ostrach (1953) attributed the unsatisfactory
agreement between his laminar theory and experimental data from the literature to dis-
turbances induced by the slight turbulence in the room air. Schaub et al. (2019) found
that the Nusselt number (averaged from the leading edge to the current elevation) can be
experimentally overestimated up to 29% (compared with Churchill and Chu correlation
(Churchill & Chu, 1975)) just at the upper limit of the laminar regime, in line with the
deviation resulting from the present experiments.
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3.1.2 Effect of rib size

Figure 4 illustrates the local Nusselt number distributions along the inter-rib regions of
the heated plate, for a normalized elevation x/H from 0.7 to 1.0. Each plot compares
the Nusselt number (Nu) for three values of the rib size e at a given Rayleigh number
and rib pitch (i.e., number of rib rows N). The corresponding results over the smooth
surface are also plotted. Regardless of the rib size, the measurement points inside each
inter-rib region (five for N = 10, four for N = 20, and three for N = 40) were taken at
fixed locations, as it appears from inspection of the figure.

Figure 4: Nusselt number for ribbed (continuous ribs) and smooth plate: effect of the rib size.

When ribs are sparse (N = 10), heat transfer enhancement, relative to the smooth
plate, is noticed in the central part of each inter-rib region, while marked reductions
occur immediately downstream and upstream of each rib. As described in the literature
(Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990; Tanda, 1997, 2008; Ahmed et al., 2022), stagnation zones up-
and downstream of the ribs are responsible for local heat transfer degradation while local
enhancement is found where the main flow washes the inter-rib region. The primary effect
of the increased size of the ribs is the extension of the stagnation zone downstream of
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each rib; as a consequence, as the rib size e is increased from 2 to 5 mm, local Nu values
downstream of each rib are markedly decreased and the relative maximum in the inter-rib
region (whose value is poorly affected by the rib size) moves towards the downstream rib.
Ribs of the lowest size (e = 2 mm) still perform better than others when they are more
densely packed on the heated plate (N = 20 and 40); here the effect of the rib size is
more evident, with heat transfer performance progressively degrading as the rib size is
increased.

3.1.3 Effect of rib pitch

Figure 5: Nusselt number for ribbed (continuous ribs) and smooth plate: effect of the rib pitch
(i.e., the number of rib rows).

Nusselt number data have been rearranged in Fig. 5 to highlight the effect of the rib pitch
(i.e., the number of rib rows N). Inspection of the figure reveals that densely packing the
ribs has a negative impact on the heat transfer performance, especially for the highest rib
size (e = 5 mm). It is worth noting that, for e = 5 mm and N = 40, within the limits of
the low number of measurement points in each inter-rib region, the ascending-descending
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trend of local Nu values is not observed but Nu monotonically increases along each inter-
rib region; it is conjectured that, due to the reduced space between ribs (only 7.5 mm),
a single weak recirculating cell is trapped inside the inter-rib region.

With Table 1 in mind, the combination of rib size and rib number which leads to a
local heat transfer enhancement, limited to the central part of the inter-rib region, corre-
sponds roughly to a rib pitch-to-height ratio P/e larger than 10. A relatively low value
of P/e (say ≤ 5), a parameter that captures the effect of rib size and pitch, negatively
affects the heat transfer performance along the entire inter-rib surface.

3.1.4 Effect of rib truncation

Since the heat transfer enhancement, relative to the smooth plate, is the primary objective
of this study, continuous ribs have been replaced by truncated ribs, seeking the potential
favourable effects suggested in Refs. (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1991; Yao, 2006). Three, six,
or twelve segments per row, displaced in a staggered arrangement, as sketched in Fig. 1,
have been considered (ℓ = 50, 25, or 12.5 mm, respectively). Tests with truncated ribs
were performed for the intermediate rib size only (e = 3 mm) and considering a fixed
number of rows of rib segments (N = 20, corresponding to a rib pitch P = 25 mm).
Figure 6 shows how Nu results are affected by the rib truncation at a given Ra number.
Measured data refer to the inter-rib region only between rows since the free portions of
the heated baseplate between the truncated pieces in each row are not optically accessible,
as they are shadowed by rib segments.

Truncating the ribs generally increases the heat transfer performance throughout
the majority (or the totality) of the inter-rib regions, as compared with the smooth
plate geometry. An optimized number of segments per row is likely to exist; within the
explored range of parameters for truncated ribs, the heat transfer rate from the surface is
maximized with six rib segments per row (ℓ = 25 mm), which corresponds to a segment
length to rib pitch ratio (ℓ/P ) equal to 1.

Figure 6: Nusselt number for ribbed (truncated ribs) and smooth plate: effect of the rib
truncation.
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3.1.5 Module-averaged Nusselt number

In order to quantify the relative merit (or demerit) of each rib configuration, local Nu
values recorded within each inter-rib region have been averaged in order to obtain a
module-averaged Nu. Even though the result may be biased by the limited number
of measuring points (from 3 to 5 for each inter-rib region), the module-averaged data,
plotted in Fig. 7 (where symbols corresponding to every module-averaged Nu have been
conventionally located at the centre of the respective inter-rib region), reflect at a glance
the increase or decrease in the heat transfer performance relative to the smooth plate case
(solid line). Regardless of the Ra number, repeated continuous ribs having the largest size
(e = 5 mm) and intermediate size (e = 3 mm) but with small pitch (N = 40) display the
worst performances as compared with the smooth plate. Other continuous rib geometries
perform better but always at a lower level than that observed for the smooth plate.
A general trend towards a progressive attenuation of the decrease in the heat transfer
performance is observed as the trailing edge of the plate is approached. As attention is
turned to truncated ribs, an increased module-averaged value of Nu (as compared to the
smooth plate case) occurs for two (out of three) truncated rib configurations, (namely
those having three or six segments per row), even from a locally-averaged standpoint.

Figure 7: Module-averaged Nusselt number for ribbed and smooth plate.

Table 2 shows the deterioration or the enhancement (relative to the smooth plate)
provided by continuous and truncated ribs for all the explored configurations; the table
is indicative of values averaged (for both the smooth and ribbed plate) over the top 30%
of the heated plate, as only this region was included in the field of view of the schlieren
device. As it emerges from inspection of the table, continuous ribs have a negative impact
on the heat transfer performance, with degradations of the average Nusselt number up
to 30%, relative to the smooth plate case. Conversely, the truncated ribs, arranged in
a staggered pattern, yield a mild improvement (up to +8%), especially when a proper
number of segments per row is chosen: in fact, while no significant variations, with respect
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to the smooth plate, are recorded for the truncated ribs with twelve segments per row,
truncating the rib into three segments per row leads to a 2–5% Nu enhancement, which
increases to 5–8% when six segments per row are considered.

Table 2: Ratio between average Nusselt numbers for the ribbed (only inter-rib regions) and
the smooth plate. Only the top 30% of the heated plate is considered.

Rib type

Number of

rib rows

N

e (mm)

Number of

truncated ribs

per row

Nusselt number ratio

(ribbed vs. smooth plate)

Ra =

3.4× 108
Ra =

4.1× 108
Ra =

4.9× 108

continuous 10 2 - 0.97 0.96 0.93

continuous 20 2 - 0.98 0.98 0.85

continuous 40 2 - 0.98 0.95 0.77

continuous 10 3 - 0.90 0.88 0.85

continuous 20 3 - 0.93 0.93 0.86

continuous 40 3 - 0.84 0.80 0.76

continuous 10 5 - 0.82 0.81 0.77

continuous 20 5 - 0.76 0.74 0.70

continuous 40 5 - 0.76 0.73 0.71

truncated 20 3 3 1.05 1.04 1.02

truncated 20 3 6 1.07 1.08 1.05

truncated 20 3 12 1.01 0.99 0.97

3.2 Boundary layer visualizations and air temperature fluctuations

The schlieren technique, based on a focal filament filter, allows a visualization of the
boundary layer along the heated plate. In fact, when the filament is placed at the
focus of the schlieren mirror, the points of the test section characterised by a non-zero
thermal gradient (in the horizontal direction) appear bright in the schlieren image, while
the undisturbed fluid region is coloured by the same colour of the filament (violet, as
corresponding light rays are intercepted by the focal filament).

Figure 8 shows schlieren images of the boundary layers growing along the heated
plate, without ribs and with continuous ribs having the same rib pitch (50 mm) and
increasing rib size (2, 3, and 5 mm). All images refer to the largest Rayleigh number
(Ra = 4.9× 108); a two-dimensional 1 cm × 1 cm grid has been superimposed to provide
a dimensional reference (about the top 10 cm of the plate are framed in the images).
Inspection of Fig. 8 reveals that the boundary layer, almost flat along the top region of
the smooth plate, becomes wavy when ribs are arranged over the plate, and the waviness
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amplitude is accentuated as the rib size increases. The effect of the ribs’ density on the
boundary layer is illustrated in Fig. 9, where 3-mm-ribs with pitches of 50, 25, and 12.5
mm are considered: schlieren images show that the boundary layer progressively returns
to exhibit a flat profile as the density of ribs placed on the baseplate increases.

Figure 8: Schlieren images giving a qualitative representation of thermal boundary layer for
the smooth plate and the ribbed plate (continuous ribs at different rib size).

Figure 9: Schlieren images giving a qualitative representation of thermal boundary layer for
the plate with continuous ribs at different rib pitch.

It is worth noting that the images shown in Figs. 8 and 9 were affected by low-
frequency unsteady disturbances which are probably related to uncontrolled air currents
in the laboratory room (the Rayleigh number was relatively large but not enough to
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depart from the laminar regime, for the case of the smooth plate); these instabilities were
more pronounced when truncated ribs (with six segments) were considered. Figure 10
shows three different schlieren images of the filament shadow (focal filament set at 0.35
mm from the focus) taken, on different time instants, for the truncated ribs (six segments
per row): the line (filament shadow) projected on the camera, very close to the end of the
boundary layer, has periodic disturbances at low frequency, with cycles of several seconds
(left-hand and central picture), before recovering a quasi-steady behaviour (right-hand
picture).

Figure 10: Examples of schlieren images showing the focal filament shadow (focal filament
shifted by 0.35 mm from the focus) during low-frequency flow instabilities (truncated ribs, six
segments per row).

Local air temperature measurements, performed at different elevations and distances
from the heated plate, confirmed the schlieren observations. Figures 11 and 12 display
the time history of the local to undisturbed air temperature difference and the root-mean-
square of its fluctuations (normalized by the wall-to-ambient temperature difference) at
various distances from the heated plate, respectively. Air temperature fluctuations shown
in Fig. 11 were recorded at a 5 mm distance from the heated plate, approximately in
the centre of the plate along the spanwise direction, and at different elevations, namely
at 10 cm from the leading edge and at 8–10 cm to the trailing edge. For truncated ribs,
the sensor was aligned to a row of rib segments and in the vicinity (within 1–2 mm) of
the side face of a segment where the instabilities, if any, are likely to be induced. For
continuous ribs, air temperature fluctuations were detected at elevations immediately
downstream of the rib (x = 0.405) and in the inter-rib region (x = 0.420). Data refer to
the highest Rayleigh number (Ra = 4.9× 108) and to ribs having a size of 3 mm. For the
continuous ribs, the air temperature fluctuations were statistically confined within 2% of
the wall-to-ambient temperature difference (with a larger attenuation in the stagnation
zone, at x = 0.405 m), while temperature fluctuations registered for the truncated ribs
with six segments, about at the same measurement elevation (x = 0.397 m) and same
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Figure 11: Traces of air temperature fluctuations, recorded at a 5 mm-distance from the heated
plate and different elevations x, for the ribbed plate with continuous ribs (e = 3 mm, N = 10)
and the ribbed plate with truncated ribs (e = 3 mm, N = 20 and six segments per row);
Ra = 4.9× 108.

imposed wall-to-ambient temperature difference conditions, have a significantly larger
magnitude. The amplification of disturbances was sensitive to the elevation (i.e., to the
local Rayleigh number) as it was not observed close to the leading edge (x = 0.1 m).
This circumstance is more evident from inspection of Fig. 12, where the distributions
of the root-mean-square of the air temperature fluctuations (normalized by the wall-to-
ambient temperature difference) along the coordinate normal to the heated plate, are
reported for the smooth plate, continuous ribs, and truncated ribs with 3, 6, and 12
segments per row. Results show a peaked profile for truncated ribs with six segments,
at the measurement station close to the trailing edge (x = 0.397 m) and in the vicinity
of the segment side face, over the whole explored range of Ra based on plate height H
(only points at the lowest and highest Ra are plotted), while fluctuations are markedly
lower when detected again in the vicinity of the segment side face but close to the leading
edge of the plate (x = 0.100 m). Measurements taken for truncated ribs with three
and twelve segments per row, at the same vertical and spanwise coordinates, as well as
those obtained for continuous ribs and the smooth plate, are characterised by markedly
lower mean air temperature fluctuations at any distance from the heated plate. Even
though air temperature fluctuation intensity (9% at the most), registered for truncated
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ribs with six segments, remains below values that are typically experienced when the
transitional and turbulent regimes take place (Tsuji & Nagano, 1988), it can be argued
that the boundary layer growing along the truncated ribs (with six segments) interacts
with, filters and amplifies the exogenous environmental disturbances sufficiently far away
from the leading edge of the plate, thus yielding a possible explanation for the larger
heat transfer coefficients measured, compared with those recorded for all other explored
geometries.

Figure 12: Intensity of air temperature fluctuations, at different distances from the heated
plate and at different elevations x, for the smooth plate, the ribbed plate with continuous ribs
(e = 3 mm, N = 10 and 20), and the ribbed plate with truncated ribs (e = 3 mm, N = 20 and
3, 6, and 12 segments per row). All data refer to the highest wall-to-ambient air temperature
difference Tw − Tair (Ra = 4.9× 108) except for data indicated with empty circles, recorded for
the lowest Tw − Tair (Ra = 3.4× 108).

4 CONCLUSIONS

The natural convection heat transfer from a ribbed vertical plate was experimentally in-
vestigated by varying the rib size and pitch and by considering the effect of rib truncation.
The schlieren optical technique was employed as a diagnostic tool to estimate the heat
transfer coefficient along the vertical plate. The main conclusions of this research are
summarized below:
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i. Compared to a smooth, isothermal, vertical surface, the presence of continuous ribs
negatively affects the heat transfer performance within the range of variation of the
parameters investigated, with degradations of the average Nusselt number up to 30%,
relative to the smooth plate case. Only a local heat transfer enhancement in the inter-
rib region was found for a relatively high rib pitch-to-height ratio (higher than 10),
counterbalanced by a marked reduction immediately downstream and upstream of
ribs due to the presence of stagnation regions.

ii. When continuous ribs are replaced by truncated ribs displaced in a staggered ar-
rangement, significant heat transfer enhancements, relative to the smooth surface,
were noticed throughout the majority, or the totality, of the inter-rib regions. To the
authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that this effect is documented. From the
average point of view, the truncated ribs yield a mild improvement (up to +8%), with
the best heat transfer performance obtained for a value of the number of segments
per row (six) intermediate in the explored range (three to twelve), suggesting the
presence of an optimal length of the rib segments, for given rib size and pitch, that
maximizes the heat transfer enhancement.

iii. Supplementary air temperature measurements performed at short distances from the
heated test plate showed that truncated ribs of a given value of the segment length
(corresponding to the maximum heat transfer performance) induce fluctuations much
larger than those occurring for the rest of the experimental campaign. The reason
why the truncated rib arrangement yields enhanced heat transfer on the vertical
smooth surface is likely related to either the more efficient redistribution of buoyant
airflow within the laminar flow regime or to a premature transition to turbulence
induced by rib truncation, as large-amplitude air temperature fluctuations suggest.
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The buoyant airflow along a vertical isothermal wall, under conditions close to transi-
tional, is studied. The schlieren technique and miniature thermocouples are employed
for qualitative (flow unsteadiness) and quantitative (heat transfer coefficient and local
air temperature) observations. For the smooth surface, the phenomena are found to be
sensitive to the enclosure configuration surrounding the plate. Roughening the heated
surface with staggered rib segments of proper dimensions leads to increased heat transfer,
ascribed to the onset of unsteadiness close to the segments’ edges, together with a better
redistribution of the flow thanks to a favorable hydrodynamic interaction between fluid
and protrusions.

1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Transition phenomena in natural convective boundary layers have been studied exten-
sively from the past century to today. Linear stability theory as well as numerical cal-
culations of the growth and non-linear interaction of two-dimensional and transverse
disturbances have been applied to study initial instability for a variety of natural convec-
tion flows and conditions (Dring & Gebhart, 1968; Gebhart, 1969; Audunson & Gebhart,
1976). Dring & Gebhart (1968) showed that as a disturbance in the flow adjacent to
a vertical surface is convected downstream, disturbance components amplify selectively
and in a very narrow band of frequencies; further downstream, non-linear and three-
dimensional effects become important (Mahajan & Gebhart, 1979). Key aspects of the
transition of an initially stable laminar natural convective flow to turbulence were clar-
ified in Refs. (Jaluria & Gebhart, 1974; Godaux & Gebhart, 1974): the first signs of

1This paper is a revised version submitted to: Experimental Heat Transfer on April 10, 2024;
the first version was submitted on March, 21, 2023.

2A Supplemental Video was submitted alongside this manuscript; it is available upon request
from the corresponding author (essameldin.abdo@edu.unige.it).
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turbulent disturbances were found to appear in the velocity boundary layer without al-
teration of the temperature profile from the laminar form until reaching a point, further
downstream, where the velocity disturbances become strong enough to change the tem-
perature profile (the onset of thermal transition). The thermal transition region ends
with the development of a completely turbulent boundary region where all flow variables
fluctuate randomly (fully turbulent region). Despite many research efforts, the pioneer-
ing experimental investigations of transitional effects, summarized in Refs. (Mahajan
& Gebhart, 1979; Godaux & Gebhart, 1974) and obtained with different fluids, heating
conditions, surface sizes and instrumentation (hot wire, thermocouples, interferometer),
showed large disagreements concerning the characteristics of the beginning of transition
adjacent to a vertical surface. Indeed, the assumption of the Grashof number criterion
outlined by Bejan & Lage (1990) and still assumed in heat transfer books (Bejan, 1993)
leads to a large spread of the critical values for the transition; a different correlator of the
transition region location (beginning and end of the transition region), termed kinetic
energy flux parameter, was proposed in (Godaux & Gebhart, 1974): it depends on the
ratio between the Grashof number and the local elevation raised to a given exponent.
Regardless of the parameter assumed to assess the end of the laminar regime for the
buoyant flow, discrepancies among findings by various researchers when air is used as
convective fluid may be also ascribed to the confinement configuration surrounding the
heated plate or to poorly controlled thermal gradients or to slight turbulence of air in the
laboratory room (Cheesewright, 1968; Warner & Arpaci, 1968; Tsuji & Nagano, 1988).

Despite the abundant literature dealing with the occurrence of transitional effects for
a free-convective flow along a vertical wall, few and often contradictory research works
have been devoted to the effect of macroscopic roughness elements on heat transfer from
a vertical plate (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990). Roughness elements alter the heat transfer
from the plate due to the increased surface area, the more efficient redirection of the
convective flow (caused by the surface alteration), and the possible premature transition
to turbulence (caused by the occurrence of flow separation and instabilities).

The aim of this investigation is twofold. First, observations of the thermal field in
a buoyant airflow, induced by a vertical, isothermal, and smooth plate were performed
with focus on conditions close to the end of the laminar regime; second, the effect of
the insertion of roughness elements (staggered rows of rib segments of finite length)
glued onto the vertical plate was analyzed. The instrumentation employed includes the
schlieren optical technique, useful to gain insights into the flow stability and heat transfer
coefficient distribution at the wall (only for stable flows), and miniature thermocouples
to detect the air temperature fluctuations at several stations in the boundary layer.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The test surface was an aluminum plate, 0.5 m high, 0.3 m large, and 0.005 m thick,
connected to a plane electrical heater. The plate thickness was enough to ensure that
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the condition of uniform wall temperature was attained fairly well. The height of the
plate was specifically selected to promote, in conjunction with wall-to-air temperature
differences of about 50 K, flow conditions not far from the end of the laminar regime
(corresponding to a Grashof number of about 109, according to the general consensus
(Bejan & Lage, 1990; Bejan, 1993)). The heater-plate assembly, suspended at about
1.5 m from the floor, was insulated on one side in order to convey as much heat flux
as possible towards the side exposed to the ambient air. The plate temperature was
evaluated as the average among the readings given by several 0.5 mm-dia thermocouples
(calibrated to ± 0.1 K) embedded at different plate elevations through small holes drilled
into the material. The ambient air temperature was calculated by averaging the readings
of three thermocouples situated below the heated plate or aligned to the leading edge of
the plate.

Figure 1: Natural convection experiments and configurations of confinement of the heated
vertical plate (colored in red).

Even though in principle the experiment deals with the free convection from an
unbounded vertical surface, the presence of confinement structures of the heated plate is
necessary to prevent significant interaction with air movements in the laboratory room.
Main body of experiments were performed by using a closed shield, below the heated
plate, with openings in its bottom part to permit the buoyant air to enter and flow along
the heated plate. To avoid significant sidewise air entrainment and minimize disturbances
from the environment, the heated plate was then bounded on both sides by two glasses,
10 cm long and as high as the heated plate and shrouded by a frontal polystyrene wall,
placed at a distance from the heated plate (25 cm) equal to half of the plate height. This
configuration (A), schematically shown in Fig. 1(a), is similar to that used in previous
literature studies (e.g., Refs. (Tanda, 1993; Schaub et al., 2019)). A slightly different
confinement of the plate (B) is represented in Fig. 1(b): here the lateral access of ambient
air is completely inhibited, and air is constrained to flow only coming from the bottom
(while in case A air comes from the bottom and, in part, from the side openings). A
third example of confinement (C), similar to that used in experiments by Warner & Arpaci
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(1968) and typically adopted for numerical simulations (e.g., (Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020)):
the approaching flow is completely enclosed in a box (including a horizontal surface at
short distance upstream of the leading edge of the heated plate) with ambient air entering
the box through side slots and exiting through the top open surface, as shown in Fig.
1(c). The main difference between configurations A and C is the presence of the horizontal
wall that forces the airflow to pass through the side openings, redirect toward the plate,
and exit through the open top of the box. A fourth arrangement (D) is depicted in Fig.
1(d): the frontal polystyrene wall is here placed at 8 cm-distance from the heated plate;
as compared to the configuration B, the shorter spacing between the two facing vertical
walls (8 cm instead of 25 cm) is likely to induce a channel flow throughout the entire
cross-sectional area of the confinement structure.

Figure 2: Sketch of the heated plate (frontal view) with roughness elements: segments are
square in section with fixed height e, while the segment length l and the corresponding number
of segments per row are varied from one experiment to another. H is the vertical plate height,
L is the spanwise length of the plate, N is the number of rows, and P is the row pitch.

Table 1: Geometric details of the roughness pattern.

N e (mm) P (mm) l (mm) segments per row P/e e/H l/L l/P

20 3 25 50 3 8.33 6× 10−3 0.1667 2

20 3 25 25 6 8.33 6× 10−3 0.0833 1

20 3 25 12.5 12 8.33 6× 10−3 0.0417 0.5
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Additional tests were subsequently performed adding macroscopic roughness ele-
ments, namely rows of three, six, or twelve rib segments periodically arranged in a stag-
gered pattern. Details of roughness element geometry are reported in Fig. 2 and Table
1.

A schlieren optical system was used to visualize the thermal boundary layer and to
evaluate the local, natural convective, heat transfer coefficient. An exhaustive description
of the schlieren apparatus employed is given in Refs. (Devia et al., 1994; Tanda & Devia,
1998; Tanda et al., 2014). Basically, it consists of a white light beam (composed of parallel
rays) crossing the test section, a concave mirror (i.e., the schlieren mirror), which focuses
the light onto its focal plane (i.e., the cut-off plane), a filter, and a camera to acquire a real
image of the test section. As shown in Fig. 3, when a focal filament (a thin dark strip) is
used as a filter, and no thermal gradients are present in the air crossed by the light beam,
all light rays are intercepted by the filter when it is placed on the focus of mirror (and
the image formed on the camera will be uniformly dark). When thermal gradients (in the
y-direction of Fig. 3) are present, individual light rays undergo angular deflections whose
extent is related to the magnitude of the gradient; consequently, the corresponding spots
appear bright in the camera, permitting a reliable visualization of the thermal boundary
layer (more precisely of all air particles with a non-zero thermal gradient). The angular
deflection αy of a given light ray (i.e., passing through a given point of coordinates x,
y) can be measured by moving the filter (connected to a micrometer) along the focal
plane of the schlieren mirror until the point of interest becomes darkened by the filter.
According to this procedure, a single iso-deflection line (line of points inducing the same
deflection of light along the y-direction) inside the optical field of view can be visualized.
The technique also permits to gain quantitative information: the heat transfer coefficient
h can be directly calculated by measuring the deflection of light passing in the vicinity
of the wall at the desired location, using the following formula:

h =
k(Tw)αy,w T 2

w

K(Tw − Tair)
, (1)

where Tw and Tair are plate wall and ambient air temperatures, respectively, k(Tw) is the
air thermal conductivity evaluated at the wall temperature, αy,w is the angular deflection,
along the y-direction, of the light ray passing in the vicinity of the wall (i.e., at y = 0),
and K is a constant (= 0.024 m K in the present experiment) which depends on air
properties (Gladstone-Dale and ideal gas constants, index of refraction, pressure) and
on the length of the plate in the direction of light beam propagation (z-coordinate of
Fig. 3). Equation (1) assumes the thermal field to be two-dimensional, i.e., independent
of z-coordinate; otherwise, it is still valid but the calculated heat transfer coefficient
corresponds to the value averaged along the plate length L, that is the plate dimension
along the z-coordinate.

The uncertainty in the results (at the 95% confidence level) was evaluated based on
the root-sum-square of the individual uncertainties in the measurements of each quantity.
The main source of error in the calculation of the local heat transfer coefficient h is
attributed to the measurement of angular deflection of light rays, whose accuracy improves
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as its value increases (i.e., in the presence of large air temperature gradients). For the
present experiments, errors in the light ray angular deflection were calculated to be in the
range from 9 to 14%, increasing with the reduction of the recorded angular deflection. As
errors in the wall-to-fluid temperature difference are also accounted for, the uncertainty
in h (and in the Nusselt number) eventually falls into the ±10–15% range, while the
uncertainty in the Rayleigh number is estimated to be ±5% (Tanda et al., 2023).

Schlieren measurements were supplemented by the detection of air temperature fluc-
tuations in the boundary layer by using a miniature thermocouple with an exposed, 100
µm-dia junction, able to travel along the direction normal to the plate surface, at an
arbitrary position along the vertical and spanwise coordinates. A National Instrument
acquisition unit (NI PXIe-1078 equipped with a NI TB-4353 module) was used to acquire
the air temperature measurements at a frequency of 50 Hz.

Figure 3: Focal filament schlieren method: the angular deflection of perturbed light rays is
detected by shifting the focal filament filter in the focal plane of the schlieren concave mirror.

Tests were carried out by delivering electrical power to the heater through a DC
power supply, adjusting the input voltage to achieve a temperature difference between
the heated wall and the ambient air of about 50 K. An isothermal boundary condition
was established due to the relatively high thickness of the plate and high thermal con-
ductivity of aluminum. The degree of temperature uniformity of the plate was typically
within ± 3% of the mean wall-to-ambient temperature difference. After the initiation of
each test, steady state was achieved in about 6 − 7 hours. At the end of the test, air
and wall temperatures were acquired and schlieren measurements were performed. Mea-
surements of air temperature inside the boundary layer were performed for a number of
representative tests, over a time period of about 15 minutes, at different distances from
the plate surface and locations along the vertical and spanwise directions.

The Rayleigh and Nusselt numbers, based on the plate height H or the local vertical
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position x, were introduced as follows:

Ra =
gβ(Tw − Tair)H

3

να
, (2)

Nu =
hH

k
, (3)

Rax =
gβ(Tw − Tair)x

3

να
, (4)

Nux =
hx

k
, (5)

where h is the local heat transfer coefficient, given by eq. (1), g is the gravitational
acceleration, and β, α, ν, k denote the coefficient of thermal expansion, the thermal dif-
fusivity, the kinematic viscosity, and the thermal conductivity of air, respectively. Air
properties have been evaluated at the film temperature given by (Tw+Tair)/2, except for
β, evaluated at the ambient air temperature.

Since the optical scope encompassed a circular region having a diameter of about 20
cm, not enough to frame the entire plate, measurements of the angular deflection of light
rays (and the related quantities h and Nux) and visualization of the thermal boundary
layer were limited to the top third of the heated plate, where the values of Rax are the
largest.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 The smooth plate

Heat transfer results for the smooth heated plate, in terms of the Rayleigh and the
Nusselt numbers based on local elevation x, are displayed in Fig. 4, together with the
analytical solution by Ostrach (1953) for a vertical isothermal flat plate and air as the
convective fluid. Rayleigh number (= 0.71 × Grashof number) signaling, for air, the
beginning of transition, according to different authors, are superimposed to the plot
(solid line: Bejan & Lage (1990), dashed line: Warner & Arpaci (1968), dash-dotted
line: Eckert & Soehngen (1951)). Results, plotted for three different configurations of
the plate confinement depicted in Fig. 1, fall in a region astride the onset of transition.
As mentioned before, experimental data were recorded in a region of the plate close to
its trailing edge (last third of the plate height) and here values of Nux largely exceed (by
20−30 percent) the theoretical predictions by Ostrach, valid in the laminar regime. Data
obtained for configurations A and B were very close to each other while configuration D
yielded further increases in local Nusselt number. No schlieren data were recorded for
configuration C as the flow close to the wall was highly unstable. Figure 4b shows the
dependence ofNux onRax (experimentally obtained) for a shorter vertical plate (of height
H = 0.175 m) with different confinement modes (same configurations as in Fig. 1) and
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at three wall-to-fluid temperature differences corresponding to values of Ra ≈ 1.9× 107,
1.5×107, and 8.6×106 (all well within the laminar regime). Unlike what had been found
in the main experiments (Fig. 4a) concerning the plate of larger height (H = 0.5 m), the
results for the shorter plate (Fig. 4b) were unaffected by the confinement arrangement;
this was confirmed by schlieren-based observations of the thermal boundary layer over
time (not presented here) which revealed that the flow is always stable.

Figure 4: Local Nusselt number versus local Rayleigh number for a smooth, isothermal, vertical
plate with different confinement configurations (A, B, C, and D). Results of the main experi-
ments, conducted with the plate of height H = 0.5 m, are plotted in panel (a), with the red
solid/dashed/dash-dotted lines indicating the transition onset according to different Authors
Bejan & Lage (1990); Warner & Arpaci (1968); Eckert & Soehngen (1951). Panel (b) is dedi-
cated to the results of additional experiments performed with a shorter plate (H = 0.175 m) to
achieve lower values of Ra.
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Moreover, the results satisfactorily agree with Ostrach’s predictions, thus demonstrat-
ing the reliability of the experimental technique to capture accurate local heat transfer
coefficient values. Even the deviations realized close to the trailing edge of the plate
(highlighted in the inset of Fig. 4b) are justifiable, since, as pointed out by Ostrach
Ostrach (1953) and found by Bhavnani and Bergles Bhavnani & Bergles (1990) in similar
experimental circumstances, the slight turbulence in the laboratory room air probably
affects the results near the top edge, leading to values in excess by 15% at the most. The
effect of these exogenous disturbances is likely to be amplified at larger Rax, and the
deviations from Ostrach correlation therefore become more pronounced, as seen in Fig.
4a.

A possible interpretation of results condensed in Fig. 4 can be inferred by schlieren
observations (Fig. 5) and air temperature measurements over time (Fig. 6) in the bound-
ary layer. Figure 5 shows schlieren images of the filament shadow (focal filament set at
0.35 mm from the focus) for the smooth heated plate and different confinements (A, B,
C, and D; refer to Fig. 1): while for cases A and B the trace is stable (and it reacts to
a perturbation damping it until a stable condition is attained), the case C leads to an
unstable filament shadow (even in the vicinity of the wall, making unfeasible any heat
transfer coefficient measurement) and the case D produces a slightly fluctuating trace,
thus explaining the higher heat transfer coefficient recorded, relative to cases A and B;
for a better view, the reader is referred to the Supplemental Video provided with this
article. It is worth noting that, as the recorded schlieren image is a result of an integral
of the light angular deflections along a line in the spanwise direction, even a small local
instability can be hidden by the integration process and not detected by the schlieren
observation. This means that the stability of the trace does not guarantee the absolute
laminarity of flow; this is the reason why punctual air temperature measurements are
required to provide further information about the stability of the flow.

Figure 5: Schlieren images showing the focal filament shadow (focal filament shifted by 0.35
mm from the focus) for the smooth heated plate with different confinement arrangements. A
two-dimensional (x− y) grid consisting of 1 cm × 1 cm cells is superimposed; the top 11 cm of
the plate are displayed here.
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Inspection of Fig. 6 reveals that the air temperature, recorded at an elevation not
far from the trailing edge (x = 0.405 m, corresponding to Rax = 2.6×108) and at a short
distance from the heated plate (y = 0.005 m, well inside the boundary layer), is not stable
over time but is affected by low-frequency unsteady disturbances which are probably
related to uncontrolled air currents in the laboratory room. These instabilities are much
more pronounced when the heated plate is confined by a horizontal surface at the leading
edge and the sensor is placed close to the plate side edge (case C), but still not related
to intrinsic turbulence of the flow as the comparison with air temperature fluctuations
recorded, by the same sensor and measurement chain, for a hot forced-air jet induced by a
hair dryer seems to suggest. For case C remarkable differences between the time-averaged
local temperature in the spanwise direction are also observed, denoting probably marked
three-dimensional effect induced by the confinement of the heated plate. Air temperature
fluctuations for cases A and B are qualitatively similar, while for case D, featured by a
channel flow, the extent of fluctuations is higher, regardless of the spanwise coordinate.
It may be concluded that the flow features, most importantly the recorded low-frequency
instability, associated with the particular confinement arrangement adopted are likely to
be responsible for the deviation of the local Nusselt number values from those calculated
by Ostrach in the laminar flow regime.

Figure 6: Traces of air temperature fluctuations, recorded at an elevation x = 0.405 m
(Rax = 2.6 × 108) and a distance from the heated plate y = 0.005 m. With respect to the
spanwise coordinate, the sensor was placed at a central or lateral (4 cm from the edge) position.
Comparison with fluctuations for a hot forced-air jet (a typical example of turbulence) is shown
in the bottom-right frame.
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3.2 The rough plate

The influence of roughening the vertical heated surface is investigated, exploiting the
recent findings by the same group of authors (Tanda et al., 2023) together with additional,
complementary results and further analysis.

Figure 7: Nusselt number for the smooth and the rough plates: effect of the number of rib
segments per row.

Wooden roughness elements (rib segments having a square section, e × e, and a
variable length, l) have been attached to the heated plate (refer to Fig. 2) in order to
assess their impact on the heat transfer characteristics and the instability of the buoyant
airflow. Figure 7 reports the spanwise-averaged Nusselt number recorded only over the
last third of the plate (even though the whole heated plate, of height H = 0.5 m, was
covered with 20 rows of roughness elements). The same wall-to-ambient air temperature
difference (50 K) as the smooth plate case was considered, giving Ra = 4.9× 108, while
the confinement configuration A of Fig. 1 was adopted. The presence of the roughness
elements is found to generally increase the heat transfer performance throughout most
of the regions between rows of segments, as compared with the smooth plate geometry,
if the number of segments per row is properly selected. In fact, an optimized number of
rib segments per row is likely to exist; within the explored range of parameters, the heat
transfer rate from the surface is maximized with six rib segments per row (l = 25 mm),
which corresponds to a segment length to rib pitch ratio (l/P ) equal to 1. It is worth
noting that the heat transfer coefficient over the surfaces of the rib segments and the
increased surface area (per unit plate height) provided by ribs were not considered in the
experimental analysis. Clearly, more pronounced heat transfer enhancements relative to
the smooth plate (having the same frontal area) would be observed if the entire roughened
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surface were considered. Besides, to demonstrate that the effect of perturbing the vertical
heated surface is not merely intrinsic to the geometry of the rib segments, but it is also
sensitive to the Rayleigh number, the corresponding distributions of Nu when the plate
Rayleigh number is decreased by about one order of magnitude (i.e., Ra = 1.9× 107) are
plotted in Figure 7. These results are obtained experimentally for a shorter plate (H =
0.175 m) roughened with rib segments (again, three, six, or twelve segments/row) having
height e = 2 mm and pitch P = 16 mm, such that the rib pitch-to-height ratio (P/e = 8) is
close to that for the plate of larger height (for which P/e = 8.33, as described in Table 1).
It is evident from the figure that no heat transfer enhancement is attainable by roughening
the shorter plate and that, at such a low Rayleigh number, the behavior of Nu is almost
insensitive to the number of rib segments per row. In the discussions below, we provide
insights on the recorded, selective heat transfer augmentation attainable exclusively at
relatively large values of Ra, by considering only the plate of H = 0.5 m.

Figure 8: Traces of air temperature fluctuations, recorded at a 5 mm-distance from the plate (in
y-direction) and different elevations x, for the rough plate (left) and intensity of air temperature
fluctuations as a function of the wall-normal distance, at different elevations x, for the smooth
and the rough plate (right).

Heat transfer coefficient measurements were again supplemented by local air tem-
perature measurements (Fig. 8) and schlieren observations of the boundary layer (Fig.
9). The sensor for air temperature measurements was placed aligned to a row of rib
segments and in the vicinity (within 1 − 2 mm) of the side face of a segment where the
instabilities, if any, are likely to be induced. As for the smooth plate, air temperature
fluctuations at low frequency were recorded: while for three and twelve rib segments per
row the air temperature fluctuations, shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 8, were statisti-
cally confined within 2% of the wall-to-ambient temperature difference, the temperature
fluctuations registered for six segments per row at the same measurement elevation have
a significantly larger magnitude. The amplification of disturbances was sensitive to the
elevation (i.e., to the local Rayleigh number) as it was not observed close to the leading
edge (x = 0.1 m). This circumstance is more evident from inspection of the right-hand
side of Fig. 8, where the distributions of the root-mean-square of the air temperature
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fluctuations (normalized by the wall-to-ambient temperature difference) along the coor-
dinate normal to the heated plate, are reported for the smooth plate and for the rough
plate with 3, 6, and 12 rib segments per row. Result shows a peaked profile for the rough
plate with six segments per row, at the measurement station close to the trailing edge
(x = 0.397 m) and in the vicinity of the segment side face, while the rms is markedly
lower when detected again in the vicinity of the segment side face but close to the leading
edge of the plate (x = 0.100 m). Measurements taken for the rough plate with three and
twelve rib segments per row, at the same vertical and spanwise coordinates, as well as
those obtained for the smooth plate, are featured by markedly lower mean air tempera-
ture fluctuations at any distance from the heated plate. Even though the air temperature
fluctuation intensity (9% at the most) registered for the rough plate with six segments
per row remains below values that are typically experienced when the transitional and
turbulent regimes take place (Tsuji & Nagano, 1988), it can be argued that the boundary
layer growing along the rough plate with six rib segments per row interacts with, filters
and amplifies the exogenous environmental disturbances sufficiently far away from the
leading edge of the plate, thus yielding a possible explanation for the larger heat transfer
coefficients measured, compared with those recorded for all other geometries explored.
Schlieren visualizations (Fig. 9) for the rough plate with six rib segments per row provide
further evidence of the presence of local unsteadiness: three different schlieren images of
the filament shadow (with the focal filament set at 0.35 mm from the focus), taken at
different time instants, show that the trace of the filament shadow experiences periodic
disturbances at low frequency, with cycles of several seconds (left and central pictures),
before recovering a quasi-steady behavior (right picture), thus confirming the evidence of
local unsteadiness reflected on the integral optical data recorded by the schlieren setup.

Figure 9: Schlieren images showing the focal filament shadow (focal filament shifted by 0.35
mm from the focus) during low-frequency flow unsteadiness for the rough plate. The pictures
refer to the case of six rib segments per row, and the top five rows (out of 20) are framed here.
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The experimental work was complemented by numerical simulations of the conjugate
heat transfer problem, incorporating thermal conduction through the wooden ribs (of
thermal conductivity ≈ 0.1 W/m K) and natural convection from the baseplate and the
ribs’ surfaces to air. The numerical analysis was carried out using Simcenter STAR-
CCM+ 2021.1.1 software (version 16.02.009-R8) and imposing a stable buoyant airflow
at the same Rayleigh number of the experiments (Ra = 4.9 × 108). The crux here is to
investigate whether the staggered arrangement of ribs with six segments per row can still
optimize the convective heat transfer rate from the baseplate surface when the effect of
flow instabilities/unsteadiness is excluded. Figure 10 shows at a glance the maps of the
Nusselt number, Nu, for the rough surface (from left to right: 3, 6, and 12 rib segments
per row) over the same plate elevation range (x = 0.7 H to 1.0 H) explored in the
experiments; to facilitate the readability of the figure, only one-third of the plate span
(along z-direction) is displayed. The results were analyzed and compared in terms of the
spanwise-averaged value of the Nusselt number at each vertical position, x, in a manner
similar to that followed in Fig. 7: superior heat transfer performance for the rough
plate with six segments per row was detected even under stable flow conditions, which
implies a better airflow redistribution, relative to the smooth plate case. Nonetheless,
the numerical values of the spanwise-averaged Nu (for the different patterns of ribs and
for the smooth surface) are, in general, lower than the experimental values reported in
Fig. 7. These quantitative deviations are a clear sign of the heat-transfer-promoting
effect of the boundary layer instabilities present in laboratory experiments and absent in
numerical simulations.

Figure 10: Contours of the Nusselt number, Nu, obtained by numerical simulations in the
laminar regime: rib segments having three different lengths (50, 25 and 12.5 mm, corresponding
to 3, 6, and 12 segments per row, respectively), Ra = 4.9× 108.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

An experimental study on the buoyant airflow along a vertical surface with and without
macro-roughness elements has been performed. Attention was directed to the upper part
(top third) of the plate; since local conditions were close to transitional, heat transfer
measurements were supplemented by local air temperature measurements in the boundary
layer to detect possible unsteadiness in the flow, if any.

Main conclusions are summarized as follows:

i. natural convection heat transfer results for a smooth, isothermal, vertical plate were
found to exceed by 20− 30% theoretical data from Ostrach, and low-frequency flow
instabilities in the boundary layer, sensitive to the different configuration arrange-
ments of the heated plate, were detected;

ii. adding roughness elements (rows of discrete rib segments arranged in a staggered
pattern) led to an increase of heat transfer coefficient, relative to the smooth plate,
especially if a proper size of the segment length is set;

iii. analysis of the air temperature fluctuations detected in the boundary layer and close
to the segment side face revealed that they are strongly amplified when the optimal
number of rib segments per row (six) was selected; these fluctuations are not regarded
as intrinsic turbulence but the amplification of exogenous environmental disturbances
present in the laboratory room;

iv. the heat transfer enhancement provided by the rough plate, with a proper size of rib
segments, is likely to be due to the combined effect of the local unsteadiness origi-
nating over isolated spots (experimentally observed) and the better redistribution of
flow remaining stable elsewhere (numerically deduced).
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Air natural convection along a vertical surface periodically roughened with wooden ribs,
square in section and either spanwise-elongated or truncated and arranged in a staggered
pattern, is investigated at a Rayleigh number of 2 × 107, which corresponded to a sta-
ble buoyant air flow. The influence of roughness on local and overall convective heat
transfer was analyzed experimentally via schlieren imaging and extensive energy balance
calculations and numerically through both conventional and homogenization-based CFD
(computational fluid dynamics) simulations. For the considered range of the rib pitch-to-
height ratio (from 3.5 to 20), the continuous, transverse elements were generally found
to degrade the local and overall convective heat transfer, with the deterioration becom-
ing more pronounced when the ribs are densely packed on the surface. Furthermore,
even staggered truncated ribs failed to provide any local/overall enhancement to convec-
tive heat transfer. The simulations performed via the homogenization-based treatment,
which represents an easier alternative to the standard fine-grained numerical analysis,
led to heat transfer trends in line with those obtained by fully resolving simulations and
experiments. Both numerical approaches showed that the conjugate heat transfer prob-
lem must be tackled in the case of low-thermal-conductivity ribs since the solution, in
terms of heat transfer characteristics, is intermediate between the cases of adiabatic and
perfectly conducting elements.

1 INTRODUCTION

Natural convection heat transfer from vertical ribbed surfaces is relevant to a wide range
of applications such as electronic equipment cooling (Incropera, 1988), photovoltaic and
thermal solar systems (Nghana et al., 2022), passive solar heating and ventilation of
buildings (Bohn & Anderson, 1984; Gilani et al., 2017), heat removal in nuclear tech-
nology (Tzanos et al., 1991), and many others. There are situations where roughness or

1This manuscript was submitted to: International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer
on Dec 27, 2023 as a revised version, and is currently Under Review.
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obstacles are present naturally (or to perform functions related to the specific application,
without paying primary attention to their impact on heat transfer) and others in which
they are added intentionally to alter the buoyant-flow behavior and the heat transfer
characteristics, for instance by producing physical disturbances in the laminar boundary
layer which may stimulate an earlier transition to turbulence and, therefore, lead to an
enhancement of the heat transfer performance. The former may be the case of electronic
circuit boards or even surfaces of buildings, while passive solar systems and photovoltaic
modules are examples of the latter. In both cases, a proper understanding of the flow
and thermal behavior of these systems is essential for their design.

As widely discussed in the literature, roughness elements over a vertical surface may
induce marked modification to the buoyant flow and, at the same time, add an extra
heat transfer area. Although the increase in surface area is clearly beneficial to the heat
transfer rate exchanged with the convective fluid, the effectiveness of roughness elements
in enhancing the heat transfer coefficient is intriguingly controversial, with some studies
indicating a slight increase (relative to the smooth surface) in limited circumstances
(e.g., zigzag-shaped surfaces (Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020), stepped surfaces (Bhavnani &
Bergles, 1990), and truncated rib elements (Tanda et al., 2023a)) and others finding a
general reduction, as in the case of repeated spanwise-elongated ribs of square cross section
(Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990; Tanda, 1997), due to the presence of stagnation zones just
up- and downstream of the ribs, which result in local thickening of the thermal boundary
layer. For some roughness geometries, the combined effect of the increase in surface area
and the slight decrease of the heat transfer coefficient yields, eventually, an enhancement
of the heat transfer rate (for example, complex wavy surfaces (Yao, 2006)).

Provided that in the laminar flow regime the surface roughness elements have a lim-
ited influence (negative in most cases) on the local heat transfer coefficient (as indicated,
for instance, by Fujii et al. (1973)), a perspective of heat transfer enhancement may be
related to the chance of triggering the transition to turbulence at lower Rayleigh num-
bers relative to the smooth surface case, as argued by Bhavnani & Bergles (1991) and
Yao (2006). In recent experimental papers, Tanda et al. (2023a,b) found that the use
of truncated ribs (in lieu of continuous ones), with a proper length of the rib segments
and at a Rayleigh number close to that characterizing the upper threshold of the laminar
regime over a corresponding smooth plate, was able to provide an increase in the heat
transfer coefficient averaged over the inter-rib regions (the only portions along which the
heat transfer coefficient was detected by the employed optical technique) of up to 8%
relative to the smooth surface, with the peaks higher by 15% or more on a local basis.
It is deemed that the relative enhancement would be markedly higher if the contribution
of rib surfaces were accounted for. The investigation of the thermal boundary layer by
means of schlieren visualization and miniature thermocouple measurements indicated the
presence of local flow unsteadiness in isolated spots (in particular, close to the segment
edges); this phenomenon, combined with a possibly favorable redistribution of the main
buoyant flow due to the presence of rib protrusions, was conjectured to be responsible for
the recorded enhancement of the heat transfer coefficient.
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The present study is aimed at investigating, through a combined experimental-
numerical framework, the same roughness geometries (continuous and truncated ribs)
explored in Refs. (Tanda et al., 2023a,b), yet under conditions, here, well within the
laminar regime (by using a plate with a shorter vertical length and imposing an appro-
priate wall-to-fluid temperature difference). Since some optimized roughness geometries
(e.g., truncated rib elements with a proper length) were found in Refs. (Tanda et al.,
2023a,b) beneficial for heat transfer coefficient enhancement when working close to the
transitional regime, the crux of the present contribution is whether the imposition of a
stable flow would guarantee, for the same geometries, superior heat transfer performance
relative to the smooth plate. Besides the experimental survey in which the schlieren op-
tical technique is employed together with energy balance calculations, carrying out the
study under the laminar flow regime facilitates performing numerical simulations of the
conjugate heat transfer problem (thermal conduction through ribs and natural convection
from the ribs and the inter-rib portions of the baseplate to air) through conventional CFD
tools as well as the homogenization-based treatment. The latter provides, via upscaling,
a computationally cheaper alternative to the standard full feature-resolving simulation
over regularly micro-structured vertical surfaces. The reader is referred to Refs. (Ahmed
et al., 2022, 2023; Ahmed, 2023) in which the homogenized model was formulated and
implemented on relevant cases, at earlier stages of this research project.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the experimental procedure and
the main quantities recorded (local and overall heat transfer coefficient) are outlined.
Section 3 addresses features of the fine-grained CFD analysis and, then, describes the
homogenization approach with focus on the definition of the effective boundary conditions
to be imposed and the evaluation of the upscaled coefficients of interest. The results are
presented and discussed in Section 4, while the main findings of the study are highlighted
in Section 5.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The description of the experimental test section is facilitated by the sketches in Figs.
1 and 2, showing a three-dimensional view of a representative vertical plate equipped
with transverse ribs and the geometric details of rib configurations, respectively. The
plate (termed “heated plate”) was made of two aluminum sheets with a plane heater
sandwiched in between. The sandwich principle was adopted to provide, once the elec-
tric power has been supplied to the heater, a symmetrical heat transfer on both sides of
the plate. The dimensions of the heated plate are: overall thickness t = 12 mm, height
H = 175 mm, and spanwise length L = 300 mm. The length L was chosen such that it is
much greater than the other two dimensions to favor a two-dimensional thermal field and
to improve the resolution of the optical method employed to deduce local heat transfer
characteristics, as described in Section 2.1. The thickness of each sheet was sufficient to
ensure, combined with the high thermal conductivity of aluminum, an efficient redistri-
bution of heat by conduction within the plate; for this reason, the plate material was
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expected to be virtually isothermal. Six fine-gauge thermocouples, calibrated to ± 0.1
K, were embedded in the wall at different elevations, spanning the whole height of the
heated plate, to verify temperature uniformity and to provide the mean value of the wall
temperature, assumed to be the mean of the individual readings. For all the experimental
runs, the temperature readings were uniform within ± 2% of the mean plate-to-ambient
temperature difference. Three additional thermocouples were located in the ambient air,
sufficiently far from the heated plate, to provide a realistic measurement of the ambient
air temperature and to detect any air thermal gradient in the vertical direction. Since the
temperature difference among the air temperature readings provided by the three sensors
was always less than 0.2 K, their average was assumed as representative of the ambient
air temperature. Ambient air, at a temperature of 293 K (with a maximum variation of
± 1 K from one test to another), enters from the lower side of a shielding (cf. Fig. 1),
whose function is to exclude possible air movements which are present in the laboratory
room. For the same reason, at the top section of the shielding, the heated plate was
delimited laterally by high-quality glasses (to permit optical access to the test section)
and frontally by two smooth and unheated vertical walls, located at distances equal to
half the plate height. According to the previous study by Tanda (1997), a relatively large
channel spacing-to-height ratio (= 0.5) is expected to have almost no influence on the
heat transfer behavior along the plate relative to the case of an unconfined, isothermal,
vertical plate.

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the experimental test section.

Experiments were performed both in the absence and in the presence of the roughness
elements on the heated plate surfaces. The ribs, made of wood, were square in section,
with height e equal to 2 mm. Ribs, when present, were symmetrically attached on both
sides of the heated plate at equal intervals, which were varied from one experiment to
another such that a range of the ratio between the rib pitch ℓ and the rib height e
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extending from 20 to 3.5 was covered; this corresponded to increasing the number of
ribs on each side from 5 to 25. The majority of experiments considering the heated
ribbed plate were conducted by using continuous, spanwise-elongated ribs. Additional
experiments were carried out with truncated ribs, in order to investigate their potential to
promote the heat transfer relative to the plate with continuous ribs and the smooth plate.
A single value of the rib pitch-to-height ratio and three different values of the segment
length, d, were considered for the truncated elements. Dimensional characteristics of the
rib configurations are shown in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2: The tested heated plate with continuous and truncated ribs.

Table 1: Description of rib configurations and main geometric parameters.

Rib type Config.
Number
of rows

Number
of truncated
ribs per row

∆1

(mm)
∆N

(mm)
ℓ

(mm)
d

(mm)
ℓ/e d/ℓ H/ℓ

continuous A1 5 - 8 7 40 - 20 - 4.38
continuous A2 9 - 8 7 20 - 10 - 8.75
continuous A3 17 - 8 7 10 - 5 - 17.5
continuous B1 6 - 8 7 32 - 16 - 5.47
continuous B2 11 - 8 7 16 - 8 - 10.94
continuous B3 21 - 8 7 8 - 4 - 21.88
continuous C1 7 - 4 3 28 - 14 - 6.25
continuous C2 13 - 4 3 14 - 7 - 12.5
continuous C3 25 - 4 3 7 - 3.5 - 25
truncated - 11 3 8 7 32 50 16 1.56 5.47
truncated - 11 6 8 7 32 25 16 0.78 5.47
truncated - 11 12 8 7 32 12.5 16 0.39 5.47
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For each surface geometry, experimental runs were performed by adjusting the power
input to the heater in order to maintain, when the steady state is attained, a mean plate-
to-ambient temperature difference of 45 K, leading to a Rayleigh number Ra (based
on the plate height H) equal to 2 × 107, where Ra = gβ(T̂w − T̂∞)H3/(να). In the
previous expression, T̂w and T̂∞ are the baseplate wall and the ambient air temperatures,
respectively, g is the gravitational acceleration, while β, α, and ν denote the thermal
expansion coefficient, the thermal diffusivity, and the kinematic viscosity, respectively.
Air properties were evaluated at the film temperature, that is T̂film = (T̂w + T̂∞)/2,
except for β, evaluated at the ambient air temperature. To ensure the repeatability of
the experimental results, each test was repeated two or three times. Results, in terms
of natural-convection, local and average heat transfer coefficients, were provided via two
different approaches: local heat transfer coefficients along the surfaces (not covered by
ribs) were deduced by the schlieren optical method, whereas average (overall) heat transfer
coefficients along the entire rib-roughened surface (inclusive of ribs) were provided by
exploitation of the energy balance based on the known input power and the calculated
radiant heat exchange with the surroundings.

2.1 Local heat transfer measurements

Figure 3: Illustration of the schlieren imaging method adopted. In panel (a), a simple sketch
describing acquisition of light ray angular deflection is provided, besides typical photos of one
of the test surfaces, the concave mirror, and the movable filter connected to a micrometer. The
schlieren images presented show the optical field when the filament is positioned at the focus of
schlieren mirror (frame b), and when it is displaced to intercept deflected light rays at a given
angular deflection (frame c).
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A schlieren optical system was used to visualize the thermal boundary layer and to
evaluate the natural convection local heat transfer coefficient. An exhaustive description
of the schlieren apparatus employed is given in Refs. (Tanda, 1993, 1997, 2008; Tanda
& Devia, 1998). Basically, it consists of a white light beam (composed of parallel rays)
crossing the test section, a concave mirror (i.e., the schlieren mirror), which focuses the
light onto its focal plane (i.e., the cut-off plane), a filter, and a camera to acquire a real
image of the test section. As shown in Fig. 3, when a focal filament (for instance, a thin
dark strip or wire) is used as a filter, and no thermal gradients are present in the air
crossed by the light beam, all light rays are intercepted by the filter when it is placed
on the focus of mirror (and the image formed on the camera will be uniformly dark).
When thermal gradients (in the ŷ-direction of Fig. 3) are present, individual light rays
undergo angular deflections whose extent is related to the magnitude of the gradient;
consequently, the corresponding spots appear bright in the camera, permitting a reliable
visualization of the thermal boundary layer (more precisely of all air particles with a
non-zero thermal gradient). The angular deflection αy of a given light ray (i.e., passing
through a given point of coordinates x̂, ŷ) can be measured by moving the filter (connected
to a micrometer) along the focal plane of the schlieren mirror until the point of interest
appears colored by the same color adopted for the filter (violet). It can be demonstrated
that the angular deflection αy is given by the ratio between the filter displacement and the
focal length of the mirror (since the angular deviation is small, tanαy ≈ αy) (Goldstein,
1976).

The local heat transfer coefficient at a point on the vertical baseplate surface is
introduced, conventionally, as follows:

h = −kair,w
(∂T̂ /∂ŷ)w

T̂w − T̂∞
, (1)

where (∂T̂ /∂ŷ)w is the air temperature gradient in the wall-normal direction, ŷ, evalu-
ated at the point of interest on the baseplate, and kair,w is the air thermal conductivity
evaluated at the wall temperature. Due to the relation between the angular deflection of
light and the thermal gradient in the fluid crossed, the heat transfer coefficient, h, can
be directly calculated by measuring the deflection of light passing in the vicinity of the
wall, using the following formula (refer to, for instance, Ref. (Tanda, 1997)):

h =
kair,w αy,w T̂

2
w

K(T̂w − T̂∞)
, (2)

where αy,w is the angular deflection, along the ŷ-direction, of the light ray passing in the
vicinity of the wall at the desired location, and K is a constant (equal to about 0.024 mK
in these experiments) which depends on some air properties (Gladstone-Dale and ideal
gas constants, index of refraction, pressure) and the length of the plate in the direction
of light beam propagation (ẑ-coordinate in Figs. 2 and 3). Equation (2) provides values
of the local heat transfer coefficient for a vertical surface, which depend on the thermal
gradients in the ŷ-direction (whose effect is implicitly included via the consequent angular
deflections αy,w). In this research, attention is focused on the vertical inter-rib regions of
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the plate; hence, the angular deviation along the ŷ-direction is the only optical data on
which the heat transfer coefficient depends. Moreover, Equation (2) assumes the thermal
field to be two-dimensional, i.e., independent of the ẑ-coordinate; otherwise, it is still
valid, but the calculated heat transfer coefficient should, then, correspond to the value
averaged along the plate spanwise length L. This implies that any three-dimensional
feature of the flow emerging from the insertion of ribs can be visualized, via the current
technique, only in a corresponding two-dimensional (x̂-ŷ) domain with the results at each
point averaged over a line extending in ẑ. Finally, in order to present the results in
dimensionless form, the local Nusselt number was introduced as follows:

Nu =
hH

kair
, (3)

with kair the thermal conductivity of air evaluated at the film temperature.

2.2 Overall heat transfer measurements (convection and radiation compo-

nents)

Figure 4: Sketch illustrating the convective (subscript conv) and radiant (subscript rad) heat
transfer components from the main surfaces of the heated plate (subscript m) and from the
sides generated by the plate thickness (subscript s).

The overall, combined-mode (convection and radiation) heat transfer rate was determined
by an energy balance. With reference to Fig. 4, the surfaces of the heated plate exposed
to the environment are those generated by the plate thickness (four surfaces having an
overall area of 2 × t (H + L) and performing always in the same manner, regardless of
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the presence of ribs or not) and those washed by the main buoyant air flow (two surfaces
having an overall area equal to 2×(HL) in the absence of ribs, while the area increases as
a function of the number of continuous or truncated ribs when they are attached to the
surfaces). To facilitate the description of the convective and radiant overall components,
qconv and qrad, respectively, the subscripts m (main) and s (side) have been added based
on whether the main surface area (where ribs are located) or the side area generated by
the plate thickness is considered (see Fig. 4). Hence, at the steady state, the known
electrically supplied power qel is entirely dissipated into the environment according to the
following equation:

qel = qconv,m + qrad,m + qconv,s + qrad,s. (4)

As the convective component from the main surfaces qconv,m is the quantity of major
interest in this study, the remaining convection heat transfer rate qconv,s from the sides
of the plate as well as the radiant components from all surfaces (qrad,m + qrad,s) must be
calculated separately.

First, attention is given to heat transfer rate from the surfaces associated with the
plate thickness: these surface areas are approximately 10% (or less in the presence of ribs)
of the area ascribed to the main surfaces. For the radiant component, qrad,s, the simple
formula giving the radiation heat transfer between two gray surfaces (the thin side surface
of the plate and a surrounding ideal surface taken at the ambient temperature) has been
considered, with the thermal emittance of aluminum assumed to be equal to 0.12; cf.
Ref. (Tanda, 1997). For the convective component qconv,s, literature relationships for
isothermal vertical and horizontal surfaces are expected to be unreliable due to the shape
of the surfaces (with one side much larger than the other one) and their positioning (the
vertical surfaces are facing the side glasses at a distance of few millimeters and not washed
by an external buoyant flow): for these reasons, qconv,s was estimated from experiments
conducted with the smooth heated plate simply by subtracting the overall radiation
qrad,m+qrad,s (straightforward to be estimated due to the simple geometry, and of limited
amount due to the relatively low thermal emittance of aluminum) plus the convective
component qconv,m (evaluated based on the integration of the local heat transfer coefficient
distribution obtained by the schlieren method which can cover the entire surface when no
ribs are attached) from the electrically supplied power. This procedure yielded for qconv,s
a value of 1.8 W, which applies to all experiments (with and without ribs) conducted
under the requirement of constant wall-to-ambient air temperature difference (45 K).
This marginal heat transfer rate corresponds to about 5% of the overall power dissipated
from the heated plate. Therefore, attention is directed mainly to the calculation of the
radiant heat transfer rate for the ribbed surface, in order to extract the quantity qconv,m
of primary interest.

Whereas the estimation of qrad,s is relatively straightforward (and the calculated
quantity is almost negligible), the calculation of the radiant component for the main
surfaces (qrad,m) is an extremely complex undertaking when ribs are present, and the
modeling task necessarily requires simplifying assumptions. An analytical scheme for
determining the radiation heat transfer has been developed, using a diffuse, gray-body
network, which includes interactions between the heated plate (i.e., each side of the
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wooden ribs and the inter-rib aluminum surfaces) and the surrounding (i.e., the frontal
unheated walls and the laboratory environment). As illustrated in Fig. 5, the plate
surface with ribs comprises elements (assumed at uniform temperature, irradiance and
radiosity within the respective areas and considered as gray and diffuse bodies) that be-
have differently from each other due to a different exposition and/or surface temperature
and/or thermal emittance: the inter-rib surfaces of the baseplate directly exposed to the
fluid (bf), the vertical sides of ribs (vs), and the horizontal sides of ribs (hs). The ele-
ments seen by the heated plate are the frontal unheated walls (ψ) and the ideal closing
surfaces which delimit the enclosure from the top and the bottom. Configuration fac-
tor algebra (Siegel & Howell, 1992) was employed to calculate the configuration factors
among the surfaces involved in the radiant heat exchange, making use of basic config-
uration factors such as a pair of parallel rectangles situated one above the other, or a
pair of perpendicular rectangles sharing a common edge. Further assumptions are listed
as follows: (i) the third (spanwise) dimension is assumed to be infinite to simplify the
calculation of configuration factors; (ii) the wall temperature of each inter-rib aluminum
surface is equal to the experimentally evaluated mean wall temperature T̂w; (iii) temper-
ature of the surrounding surfaces is equal to the experimentally evaluated ambient air
temperature T̂∞; (iv) mean temperature of the rib surfaces T̂rib is given by the empirical
relationship T̂rib = T̂∞ + Θ(T̂w − T̂∞), where Θ was set to 0.85, according to detailed
infrared thermography measurements performed at the steady state; (v) values of the
thermal emittance of aluminum surfaces (0.12), wooden rib surfaces (0.9), and unheated
wall surfaces facing the heated plate (0.25) were taken from the literature (Bejan, 1993;
Tanda, 1997), while the radiosity of the laboratory room surfaces was imposed to be
σT̂ 4

∞, where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and with the ambient air temperature
expressed here in K.

Figure 5: Sketch of the calculation domain for the radiant heat transfer component from the
main surface, qrad,m.
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Once the convective and radiant components qconv,s, qrad,s, and qrad,m were calculated,
the convective heat transfer rate from the main sides of the heated plate, qconv,m, was
directly obtained from Eq. (4). The average convective Nusselt number, Nu, is expressed
as

Nu =
qconv,m

2HL (T̂w − T̂∞)
× H

kair
. (5)

Since the nominal area chosen in the aforementioned expression (= 2HL) is fixed regard-
less of the actual heat transfer area which depends on the number of ribs attached, the
comparison of results based on Nu directly reflects the trends of qconv,m for the different
configurations tested (see Table 1), which includes, by definition, the effect of surface
area increase due to the presence of ribs.

To permit quantification of the impact of the radiant component qrad,m relative to
the convective one, the average radiant Nusselt number was introduced as

Nurad =
qrad,m

2HL (T̂w − T̂∞)
× H

kair
. (6)

The comparison between Nurad and Nu permits us to infer the role exerted by the two
mechanisms. The radiant component is expected to be very little when ribs are absent
or largely spaced; conversely, convective and radiant components tend to equalize when
more ribs are densely fitted on the heated plate, as discussed later in Section 4.

2.3 Experimental uncertainty

The calculation of uncertainty in results of the main quantities (at the 95% confidence
level) was performed according to the procedure outlined in Ref. Moffat (1988). In prin-
ciple, the uncertainty in the local heat transfer coefficient h (deduced by the schlieren
method), and consequently in the local Nusselt number Nu, is related to accuracy of the
measurements of the angular deflection of light rays passing in the vicinity of the plate
surface and of the wall absolute temperature and the wall-to-ambient temperature dif-
ference, as can be inferred from Eq. (2). According to the root-sum square combination
of the effects of each of the individual uncertainties (Moffat, 1988), the dominant role
is played by the uncertainty associated with the optical measurement, much larger than
those related to the wall temperature and the wall-to-ambient temperature difference. In
particular, the larger the recorded angular deflection, the smaller the error in the asso-
ciated heat transfer coefficient. Based on the range of detected angular deflections, the
uncertainty in h values was estimated to fall into the ± 9–12% range. The uncertainty
in the average convective Nusselt number was calculated to be only ± 4% for the smooth
surface, while, for the ribbed surface, it can be considerably affected by the error in the
calculation of radiation heat transfer from ribs. The latter accounts for the uncertainty in
the emittance of materials (aluminum, wooden ribs, frontal and lateral shrouding walls)
and the approximation errors introduced by the methodology for the radiant compo-
nent evaluation. The calculated uncertainty for the radiant component (i.e., the average
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radiant Nusselt number) was ± 14%; since the contribution of radiation is expected to
equalize, in the worst case, the convective one, the uncertainty in the average (convec-
tive) Nusselt number ranged from ± 4% (for the smooth surface case) to ± 14% (with
the densest roughness pattern). Finally, the uncertainty associated with the Rayleigh
number, mainly dependent on errors in the wall-to-ambient temperature difference, was
estimated to be ±2.5%.

3 NUMERICAL MODELING AND HOMOGENIZATION

PROCEDURE

3.1 The feature-resolving simulations

The computational domains for the two- and the three-dimensional fine-grained simula-
tions, those involving full resolution of the fields near and within the typical corrugations
of the ribbed surface, are sketched in Fig. 6(a, b). Steady conjugate natural convection
is considered a long the vertical plate since (i) the analysis takes place after balance is
reached between the heat supplied to the baseplate and the heat dissipated to air, and
(ii) the flow is assumed laminar (at Ra ≈ 2×107), which has been confirmed qualitatively
by the schlieren observations of the thermal field. Under a uniform, time-independent
baseplate wall temperature T̂w ≈ 338 K and with the ambient temperature T̂∞ ≈ 293 K
(values imposed in conformity with experiments), the value of the criterion β(T̂w− T̂∞) is
around 0.15 (β is the thermal expansion coefficient), much smaller than 1. The Boussinesq
approximation is therefore assumed to be valid (Hærvig & Sørensen, 2020); it is applied
here employing a linear temperature-density relationship. The conservation equations
governing the spatial distribution of the velocity vector, ûi, and the temperature, T̂ , in
the fluid domain are

∂ûi
∂x̂i

= 0, (7)

ρ ûj
∂ûi
∂x̂j

= −∂(P̂ − P̂∞)

∂x̂i
+ µ

∂2ûi
∂x̂2j

+ ρβ(T̂ − T̂∞)g δi1, (8)

ûj
∂T̂

∂x̂j
= α

∂2T̂

∂x̂2j
, (9)

where P̂∞, g, and δij are, respectively, the pressure in the stagnant region sufficiently far
away from the wall, the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration, and the Kronecker
delta function. To facilitate the reading of governing equations, x̂, ŷ and ẑ coordinates
were indicated in this section as x̂1, x̂2 and x̂3, respectively. Again, as in Section 2, the
air density (ρ), dynamic viscosity (µ), thermal conductivity (kair), and thermal diffusiv-
ity (α) are evaluated at the film temperature, while the volumetric thermal expansion
coefficient (β) is evaluated at the ambient temperature. Steady thermal conduction takes
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place through the roughness elements; the temperature distribution in the ribs, T̂ (x̂i), is
governed by the Laplace’s equation

∂2T̂
∂x̂2j

= 0. (10)

Figure 6: Sketches of the computational domains considered for different numerical simulations:
(a) case of spanwise-elongated ribs, a two-dim. problem; (b) case of of truncated ribs, a three-
dim. problem; (c) homogenized simulation. An elementary cell of the microscopic subdomain
near the continuous ribs is presented in panel (d), while that for truncated ribs is shown in
panel (e), both sketched in the dimensionless coordinates xi = x̂i/ℓ.

The temperature boundary conditions at the base-fluid interface (Ibf ), the base-rib
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interface (Ibr), and rib-fluid interface (Irf ) are
T̂ = T̂w at Ibf ,

T̂ = T̂w at Ibr,

T̂ = T̂ , ∂T̂
∂n̂

= κ ∂T̂
∂n̂

at Irf ,

(11)

with κ =
krib
kair

≈ 3.7 the rib-to-fluid (wood-to-air) thermal conductivity ratio and n̂

the dimensional distance in the direction normal to Irf at any point. No-slip velocity
boundary condition are imposed at Irf and Ibf . In addition, uniform pressure boundary
conditions are defined at the inlet (x̂1 = 0) and the outlet (x̂1 = H), satisfying an
equilibrium with the hydrostatic pressure head, for the flow to be driven purely by the
buoyant force. At the far boundary (located at ŷ = O(H)), the boundary conditions

∂T̂

∂x̂2
=
∂û1
∂x̂2

= 0 and û2 = 0 are smoothly attained.

All the simulations were run using Simcenter STAR-CCM+ 2302 software (version
18.02.008-R8). The numerical procedure is similar to that adopted in Ref. (Ahmed et al.,
2023), at an earlier stage of this project. The surface-averaged Nusselt number, Nu, was
used as a criterion for convergence of the solution. At any point on the ribs or on the
inter-rib regions of the baseplate, the local Nusselt number, Nu, is evaluated as follows:

Nu =
−H

T̂w − T̂∞
× ∂T̂

∂n̂

∣∣∣∣
wall

. (12)

The average Nusselt number is calculated, throughout this article, by integrating Nu over
the area of the surfaces exposed to natural convection, i.e. the interfaces Ibf and Irf ,

while using the baseplate area (Âbase), which is the same for all configurations including
the smooth surface case, as a weight:

Nu =
1

Âbase

∫
Ibf+Irf

Nu dŜ, (13)

where dŜ is, ideally, an infinitesimal surface area. Since the computational domains con-
sidered for the different patterns of truncated ribs are three dimensional with periodicity
of the fields in the spanwise direction over a distance equal to 2 × d, as shown in Fig.
6(b), Equation (13) reads

Nu

∣∣∣∣
3Dpatterns

=
1

2d×H

∫
Ibf+Irf

Nu dŜ, (14)

while two-dimensional (x̂–ŷ) computational domains are considered for surfaces rough-
ened with continuous (ẑ-elongated) ribs, and the definition of Nu thus reduces to

Nu

∣∣∣∣
2Dpatterns

=
1

H

∫
Ibf+Irf

Nu dŝ, (15)
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with ŝ a distance that goes along the base-fluid and the rib-fluid interfaces.

Finally, to enhance reproducibility of the numerical results, we indicate that extra
mesh refinement close to the leading edge of the vertical plate (where thickness of the
thermal boundary layer is significantly small) was avoided by calculating the average
Nusselt number over the region 0 ≤ x̂1/H ≤ 0.01 of the baseplate surface (i.e., up to
x̂1 = 1.75 mm) based on the correlation proposed by Churchill & Chu (1975) (the one
proved to be valid over the full laminar flow range including when the corresponding
Rayleigh number tends to zero, i.e., in the neighborhood of the leading edge) instead of
evaluating it from the simulations; the reader is referred to the relevant implementation
in Ref. (Ahmed et al., 2023).

3.2 The homogenization-based simulations

The homogenization-based simulations are concerned with the macroscale behavior of
the fluid flow over the ribbed vertical wall, by evaluating the macroscopic fields (üi, T̈ , P̈ )
rather than the fully-featured ones (ûi, T̂ , P̂ ) which are resolved in the fine-grained sim-
ulations. Taking the case of a wall roughened with truncated ribs of pitch distances
ℓx = ℓ and ℓz = 2d (refer to Fig. 6(b)) as an example, one can define the upscaled fields
at a point Φ : (x̂ϕ, ŷϕ, ẑϕ), located in the fluid domain beyond the roughness layer (i.e.,
ŷϕ > 0), by averaging the corresponding fully featured fields over a rectangular x̂ − ẑ
region whose dimensions are ℓx × ℓz and whose center is the point Φ, that is

T̈ (x̂ϕ, ŷϕ, ẑϕ) =
1

ℓx × ℓz

∫ x̂ϕ+ℓz/2

x̂ϕ−ℓx/2

∫ ẑϕ+ℓz/2

ẑϕ−ℓz/2

T̂ (x̂, ŷϕ, ẑ) dẑ dx̂, (16)

and likewise for üi and P̈ . Although interaction between the buoyancy-driven flow and the
truncated elements under study is clearly three-dimensional, the phenomena encountered
are two-dimensional when analyzed from a macroscopic perspective; they are the variation
of the velocity and temperature in the wall-normal direction, ŷ, and the developing of
the boundary layers in the vertical direction, x̂. Furthermore, the spanwise velocity
component vanishes upon averaging, i.e. ü3 = 0. The homogenized simulations are,
therefore, run over an x̂ − ŷ fluid domain, as sketched in Fig. 6(c), where the spatial
variations of ü1, ü2, and T̈ are governed by

∂üi
∂x̂i

= 0, (17)

ρ üj
∂üi
∂x̂j

= −∂(P̈ − P̂∞)

∂x̂i
+ µ

∂2üi
∂x̂2j

+ ρβ(T̈ − T̂∞)g δi1, (18)

üj
∂T̈

∂x̂j
= α

∂2T̈

∂x̂2j
, (19)

subject to effective boundary conditions of the velocity and temperature over the fictitious
plane interface at ŷ = 0, which are to mimic the influence of the rough layer (located at
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ŷ < 0 and not resolved in the homogenized simulation) on the macroscale flow problem.
These conditions are available from application of the asymptotic homogenization theory
as per the detailed derivation given in Ref. (Ahmed et al., 2023), and they are valid
provided that the microscopic and the macroscopic length scales are well-separated, that
is ϵ = ℓ/H << 1. Up to first-order in terms of ϵ, the effective boundary conditions read

ü1

∣∣∣∣
x̂2=0

≈ Λx
∂ü1
∂x̂2

∣∣∣∣
x̂2=0

+M12
ρgβ (T̂w − T̂∞)

µ
, ü2

∣∣∣∣
x̂2=0

= 0, (20)

T̈

∣∣∣∣
x̂2=0

≈ T̂w + Λθ
∂T̈

∂x̂2

∣∣∣∣
x̂2=0

, (21)

with Λx, Λθ, andM12 the dimensional Navier-slip, thermal-slip, and interface permeability
coefficients, respectively. These upscaled parameters can be related to their dimensionless
counterparts (λx, λθ, and m12) as follows:

Λx = λx l, Λθ = λθ l, M12 = m12 l
2, (22)

The macroscopic coefficients λx andm12 are dependent merely on the geometric character-
istics of the roughness pattern, i.e. the rib height-to-pitch ratio (e/ℓ) besides the segment
length-to-pitch ratio (d/ℓ) when truncated ribs are considered, while the thermal-slip co-
efficient, λθ, also depends on the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio, κ. To evaluate
these coefficients, it is sufficient to solve a Stokes-like and a Laplace-like closure problems
governing the distributions of the auxiliary variables (ŭi1, p̆1) and (θ̃, ϕ̃) in an elementary
cell of the microscopic domain (refer to Fig. 6(d, e)) with the dimensions/coordinates
normalized by the pitch distance (xi = x̂i/ℓ); such ad hoc problems can be written,
respectively, as follows:

∂iŭi1 = 0,
−∂ip̆1 + ∂2j ŭi1 = 0,
ŭi1 = 0 at Ibf and Irf ,
−p̆1δi2 + ∂2ŭi1 + ∂iŭ21 = δi1 at y = y∞,

(23)

and 

∂2i θ̃ = 0 in the fluid domain,

∂2i ϕ̃ = 0 in the ribs,

θ̃ = 0 at Ibf ,

ϕ̃ = 0 at Ibr,

θ̃ = ϕ̃, ∂θ̃
∂n

= κ ∂ϕ̃
∂n

at Irf ,

∂2θ̃ = 1 at y = y∞,

(24)

plus periodicity of all the dependent variables in the x and z directions. Note that

∂i =
∂

∂xi
and ∂2i =

∂2

∂x2i
.
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Figure 7: Upscaled coefficients for a surface roughened with transverse square elements of a rib
height-to-pitch ratio e/ℓ. Behavior of λθ with variations in e/ℓ is plotted for κ = 0 (adiabatic
ribs), κ → ∞ (isothermal ribs), and κ ≈ 3.66 (wooden ribs). The typical configurations of
continuous ribs described in Table 1 are indicated with dashed lines.

Figure 8: Model coefficients for a surface roughened with a staggered pattern of truncated
elements having a rib height-to-pitch ratio of 0.0625, and a segment length-to-pitch ratio d/ℓ.
The dependence of λθ on d/ℓ is shown for κ = 0 (adiabatic ribs), κ → ∞ (isothermal ribs),
and κ ≈ 3.66 (wooden ribs). Dashed lines indicate the typical configurations of truncated ribs
described in Table 1, and additional two with larger number of seg./row.

Once the closure variables ŭ11 and θ̃ are available by conducting numerical simula-
tions with the matching interface, at y = y∞, set sufficiently far from the wall (y∞ ≈ 5
is commonly used), the macroscopic coefficients for a matching interface of choice at
y∞ = 0, i.e. the plane passing through the outer edges of the ribs, can be estimated
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directly from the following averaging relations:

λx =
1

Axz

∫
S0

ŭ11 dA, m12 =
1

Axz

∫
V0

ŭ11 dV, λθ =
1

Axz

∫
S0

θ̃ dA, (25)

with S0 and V0 the virtual surface at and the fluid volume below the plane y = 0, re-
spectively, and Axz the area of an x− z cross section of the elementary cell (normalized

by ℓ2); Axz = 1 × 2d

ℓ
for the case of truncated ribs. A parametric study of the depen-

dence of the model coefficients on the characteristics of the roughness pattern has been
performed, and the results for continuous and truncated ribs are presented in Figs. 7 and
8, respectively.

The homogenization-based numerical simulations were conducted with focus on the
evaluation of the surface-averaged Nusselt number, to be validated against the corre-
sponding results of the full fine-grained simulations. Since the virtual interface chosen at
x̂2 = 0 is smooth and impermeable, the average Nusselt number can be simply calculated
from the following relation:

Nu

∣∣∣∣
homog.

=
1

H

∫ x̂1=H

x̂1=0

Nu

∣∣∣∣
homog.

dx̂1, (26)

with the Nusselt number Nu

∣∣∣∣
homog.

defined locally at any point on the virtual interface

as follows:

Nu

∣∣∣∣
homog.

=
−H

T̂w − T̂∞
× ∂T̈

∂x̂2

∣∣∣∣
x̂2=0

. (27)

It was explained in Ref. (Ahmed et al., 2023) that the predictions of the homogenized
model for the Nusselt number can deviate significantly from the accurate values close to
the leading edge of the vertical plate; here, we follow the same technique adopted and
validated by Ahmed et al. (2023) to alleviate this problem. Accordingly, the results of

Nu

∣∣∣∣
homog.

over an initial distance of the virtual interface, indicated here as the correction

distance (x̂corr.), are replaced by the corresponding values of Nu over an isothermal flat

surface when calculating Nu

∣∣∣∣
homog.

from Eq. (26). Such a distance was chosen in Ref.

(Ahmed et al., 2023) as

x̂corr. = 2ℓ

(
1− 3

ℓ/e+ 2

)
. (28)

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results for the local and the average Nusselt numbers over the heated vertical sur-
face, based on the experiments carried out with different roughness patterns (contin-
uous/truncated ribs; cf. Table 1) and the full feature-resolving CFD simulations, are
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presented, discussed, and compared in this section, together with predictions of the
homogenization-based numerical simulations.

4.1 Local heat transfer: experimental and numerical results

Figure 9: Local Nusselt number distributions along the vertical heated plate when continuous
(spanwise-elongated) ribs are attached to the surface; typical geometric characteristics of the
different configurations considered are available in Table 1.
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Experimental results of the localNu over the heated surface (on which spanwise-elongated
ribs are arranged) are plotted versus the normalized vertical coordinate X = x̂/H in Fig.
9(left), while the corresponding trends obtained from the fine-grained simulations are
displayed in Fig. 9(right). To facilitate the readability of the figure, the experiments
with continuous ribs are grouped into Groups A, B, and C, each of which encompasses
three different ribbed configurations, for instance, A1, A2, and A3 (and likewise for B and
C); configuration no. 2 (respectively 3) is obtained simply by introducing an additional
rib between each two adjacent ribs in configuration no. 1 (respectively 2) of the same
group (see Table 1). The measured/calculated values of Nu are related only to the inter-
rib regions of the baseplate surface. While results of the CFD simulations indicate marked
reductions of Nu over the baseplate zones located immediately upstream and downstream
of ribs (due to the separation eddies which cause local thickening of the thermal boundary
layer; cf. the visualizations/comments in Refs. (Ahmed et al., 2022, 2023; Ahmed,
2023)), experiments were unable to capture such effects due to some limitations on the
optical accessibility to these regions. Despite this, the agreement between measured and
calculated results is satisfactory; the outcomes of both approaches show that attaching
continuous ribs to the heated surface has, in general, a negative impact on the convective
heat transfer from the inter-rib spaces, except for specific spots located in the central
regions of the inter-rib spaces, where the heat transfer performance may improve locally
provided that the rib density over the heated plate is relatively low (i.e., for values of ℓ/e
larger than about 10). These findings are consistent, at least from a qualitative point of
view, with the local Nusselt number behaviors observed in Ref. (Tanda et al., 2023a).

The experimental-numerical comparison for local Nu distributions in the presence
of truncated ribs is presented in Fig. 10, where the results are provided only over the free
baseplate spaces between rib rows. Spanwise-averaged values of Nu (i.e. averaged over a
line extending in ẑ) are reported at each vertical position, X = x̂/H. In previous activities
carried out at relatively higher Rayleigh numbers (of order 108) (Tanda et al., 2023a,b),
attaching staggered truncated ribs to a heated vertical surface was found capable of
enhancing the heat transfer performance throughout the majority of the inter-row spaces;
it was conjectured that this favorable effect is due to the ability of truncated ribs to induce
local instabilities close to the edges of each segment (first signs of transition to turbulence)
when the Rayleigh number is close to (but hasn’t reached yet) the transitional one for
a corresponding smooth surface. In contrast, the present experimental and numerical
activity is conducted at flow conditions (Ra ≈ 2 × 107) well within the laminar regime
even when the ribs are introduced, as inferred based on numerous schlieren visualizations.
This may justify why the corresponding experimental and numerical results in Fig. 10
(again in substantial agreement with each other) do not reveal any advantage in terms
of the values of Nu along each inter-rib region, relative to the smooth plate case.
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Figure 10: Experimental results (top) and numerical predictions (bottom) for the local Nusselt
number along the vertical heated plate when truncated ribs are attached to the surface.

While the fully featured distributions of the local Nusselt number over the plate sur-
face, including variations in the spanwise direction ẑ, are not obtainable via the imaging
technique employed in the experiments, they are available from the fine-grained CFD
simulations; these results can provide better insight into the influence of truncated ribs
on the convective heat transfer from the baseplate surface. In Fig. 11, contours of the
Nusselt number are displayed in the presence of the three different configurations consid-
ered for truncated ribs (i.e. by varying the element length), and, for more elaboration,
plots of Nu along vertical lines passing either through the middle of the segments or
close to their side surfaces. From inspection of the figure, it is evident that heat transfer
from the baseplate peaks below some flow regions where the fluid stream is redirected
(significantly deflected in the spanwise direction) due to the effect of rib truncation on the
velocity field (cf. plots along lines II and IV ); in addition, a local peak of Nu is observed
in the central spot between each two ribs belonging to successive similar rows (cf. plots
along lines I and III). An in-depth look at the contours of Nu reveals that, when the
segment length is larger (i.e., with smaller number of segments per row), the following
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effects are encountered: the regions of local heat transfer maximization due to deflection
of the fluid stream are fewer (adverse effect), yet the levels of Nu in these regions, and
also in the central spots between ribs of each two successive similar rows, are higher
(favorable effect) compared with the case of the shortest segments. The aforementioned
opposing effects, and others that may arise from the complex dynamic and thermal inter-
action between the flowing fluid and the protrusions, can justify the similarity between
the Nusselt number trends over the different surfaces when the analysis is conducted on
a line average basis (as in Fig. 10) or when the surface-averaged values are compared (as
presented in the following subsection).

Figure 11: Numerical predictions for the fully featured results of Nu, displayed over an upper
portion of the baseplate surface when truncated ribs are attached. The regions shown have
spanwise lengths equal to one-third of that of the plate; hence, overall, the roughness patterns
consist of (from top left to top right) 3, 6, and 12 segments/row, as presented in Table 1.
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4.2 Overall heat transfer: experimental and numerical results

Figure 12: Experimental results for the convective and the radiant average Nusselt numbers
(and their summation) over the vertical surface, plotted against the equivalent number of rib
rows (Nrows, eq.) for the different configurations under study.

Trends of the average convective and radiant Nusselt numbers, defined respectively by
Eqs. (5) and (6) with the corresponding heat transfer rates evaluated via experimental
energy balance estimations and analytical analysis of radiation (refer to Section 2.2), are
plotted in Fig. 12 as functions of the equivalent number of rib rows (Nrows, eq.) for the
different configurations under study, that is, the typical number of rows (= Nrows, from
5 to 25) in the case of continuous ribs and approximately half the number of rows in the
case of truncated ones (≈ Nrows/2, equal to 6). The following behaviors can be observed
from the figure:

(i) The convective heat transfer rate decreases monotonically with the increase of the
number of continuous ribs attached to the heated plate. In particular, the average
convective Nusselt number drops from about 37.1 (in the absence of ribs) to almost
26.6 (when 25 ribs are present), thus deteriorating by more than 28%. This result
is in line not only with the local heat transfer measurements in Fig. 9 but also with
previous literature works reporting a general convective heat transfer degradation
by adding the continuous ribs notwithstanding the associated increase in the heat
transfer area (Bhavnani & Bergles, 1990; Tanda, 1997; Tanda et al., 2023a).

(ii) The estimated radiant component dramatically increases (by up to about 400%)
with the ribs becoming densely packed on the heated vertical plate due to increased
surface area at relatively large thermal emittance (0.9 for wooden ribs’ surfaces
against 0.12 for aluminum baseplate surface).
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(iii) The overall heat transfer rate (convection plus radiation) increases by up to 22%
as the number of rib rows increases, thanks to the significant enhancement in the
radiant component which outweighs the decline in the convective one.

(iv) The convective, the radiant, and thus the overall heat transfer rates in the presence
of truncated ribs are the same as in the case of continuous ribs having the same
number of equivalent rows (Nrows,eq.), and thus almost half the typical number
of rows (Nrows). For more clarity, the heat transfer performance with 11 rows of
truncated ribs (regardless of the number of segments per row) was found comparable
to that with 6 continuous ribs, taking into account that the extra surface area
introduced by ribs is almost the same in both cases.

The present findings draw attention to applications in which rib-like components are fixed
on a heated surface to perform specific functions related to the operation of interest (for
instance, electronic devices on a chip). In such situations, if the attached components
are, for instance, of low emittance, and thus natural convection remains the only heat
transfer regime of significance, the heat dissipation from the system is expected to de-
grade; therefore, the maximum allowable power supply is to be reduced, otherwise the
operating temperature can exceed its permissible limit.

Figure 13: comparison between experimental and numerical results for the average convective
Nusselt number with changes in the number of continuous ribs attached to the vertical surface.

Now, the focus shifts to the comparison between the experimentally obtained values
of the average convective Nusselt number (see Eq. (5)) and the predictions of the feature-
resolving CFD simulations (see Eqs. (13) to (15)) to validate the latter. Figure 13
shows that, for the different configurations of continuous ribs, experimental and numerical
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results of Nu are in reasonable agreement, where deviations between the corresponding
values are in general within ± 5%, with a maximum of about 12% observed for the
densest roughness pattern (i.e. Nrows = 25), possibly due to experimental uncertainty in
estimation of Nu which is more significant (± 14%) for such a large number of ribs, as
elaborated earlier in Section 2.3. The separate roles (numerically calculated) played by
convection from the inter-rib portions of the baseplate and from the ribs’ surfaces (by
using either of the two heat transfer rates to define a corresponding Nusselt number as per
Eq. (5)) are shown in the figure, with the latter equalizing the former when the largest
number of ribs, here explored, is approached. Furthermore, the numerical results for
truncated ribs were evaluated (not plotted in the figure) and were validated against the
experimental ones. Both approaches indicate minor variations in Nu among the three
patterns considered (as the number of segments/row changes): the average convective
Nusselt number ranges from 33.30 to 33.42, according to the simulations, and from 33.76
to 34.13, based on the experiments.

4.3 Homogenization-based calculated results

The homogenization-based approach that aims to macroscopically mimic the effect of ribs
on the buoyant flow and on the overall convective heat transfer from the heated surface,
employing the effective boundary conditions elaborated in Section 3.2, is validated here
against the fine-grained simulations.

Figure 14: Comparison between predictions of the homogenized simulations (dashed lines) and
of the reference fine-grained ones (thin solid lines with symbols) for Nu over the vertical heated
surface in the presence of continuous ribs.
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Figure 15: Homogenization-based predictions (dashed lines) forNu in the presence of truncated
ribs, plotted against the rib length-to-pitch ratio. Results of the full fine-grained simulations
for the three patterns of truncated wooden ribs described in Table 1 are also presented.

Spanwise-elongated ribs are considered in Fig. 14, where the model predictions for
the average convective Nusselt number, Nu, and the consequent percentage change in
the convective heat transfer rate (relative to the smooth surface case), D%, are validated
against results of the reference feature-resolving simulations of the nine continuous-rib
patterns described in Table 1. Since the plate height (H = 175 mm) and the rib height
(e = 2 mm) are fixed, the rib pitch (ℓ) and the rib height-to-pitch ratio (e/ℓ) correspond-
ing to each value of H/ℓ (the horizontal axis of Fig. 14) can be easily calculated. In
addition, while all the laboratory experiments on the roughened surface were performed

with wooden ribs (κ =
krib
kair

≈ 3.66), the homogenized and the full simulations were run

also for perfectly adiabatic/conducting ribs (κ = 0 and κ → ∞, respectively) as the two
limiting situations of the rib-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratio. The model coefficients
(λx, λθ,m12) contributing to the effective boundary conditions (20) and (21), and thus
necessary for the homogenized simulations, were evaluated for the different values of e/ℓ
and κ according to the trends plotted in Fig. 7. From inspection of Fig. 14, the following
observations are drawn:

(i) Model predictions for Nu agree well with results of the full numerical simulations
for adiabatic, wooden, and perfectly conducting ribs, and over the whole range of
H/ℓ here explored.

(ii) Although the thermal conductivity of wood (krib ≈ 0.1Wm−1K−1) is relatively low,
the convective heat transfer rate with wooden ribs (of small size by definition)
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is intermediate between the cases of adiabatic and perfectly conducting elements
having the same geometry and pitch; this is consistent with the findings in Ref.
(Ahmed et al., 2023).

(iii) Simplifying the fine-grained simulations by assuming that low-thermal-conductivity
ribs behave like adiabatic (or isothermal) ones, in order to avoid solving the con-
duction problem within the ribs and thus to reduce the mesh requirements, may
lead to questionable results.

Predictions of the homogenized model for Nu in the case of truncated ribs (adiabatic,
wooden, or isothermal) are presented in Fig. 15, with the role of the segment length-to-
pitch ratio (d/ℓ) examined. The model coefficients (λx, λθ,m12) were estimated for the
different values of d/ℓ and κ based on the behaviors shown in Fig. 8; note that the pitch
distance ℓ is equal to 32 mm for all the truncated-rib patterns. When truncated wooden
ribs are present, values of the average convective Nusselt number based on the model are
found to be close to those obtained through the full simulations, with absolute deviations
of less than 2%.

5 CONCLUSIONS

An experimental and numerical investigation of natural convection heat transfer from
vertical rib-roughened surfaces under laminar regime is reported. The aim of the study
was to determine whether transverse roughness elements can result in a heat transfer
enhancement (relative to the smooth plate) in the laminar buoyant-flow regime. The
major findings of the study are as follows:

(i) The presence of transverse continuous ribs, regularly spaced on the heated plate
at a rib pitch-to-height ratio ranging from 3.5 to 20, resulted in a convective heat
transfer degradation, from both local (for the plate regions not occupied by ribs)
and overall average (from baseplate and ribs) perspectives; local heat transfer was
found to be higher than the corresponding one for the smooth plate only for some
spots located in the central region of the inter-rib space, exclusively when the rib
pitch-to-height ratio is larger than about 10.

(ii) Truncating the ribs into segments arranged in a staggered pattern on the vertical
surface, a practice found beneficial to heat transfer enhancement, relative to the
smooth plate, in previous investigations (Tanda et al., 2023a,b) conducted at a
relatively high Rayleigh number (of order 108), did not provide any advantage in
the present study where the Rayleigh number is relatively low (of order 107, ensuring
stable flow). From an average point of view, they performed as a continuous rib
configuration having a pitch double that of the truncated one.
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(iii) All the circumstances above were confirmed via both conventional fine-grained
CFD simulations of the conjugate heat transfer problem (conduction through ribs
and convection from ribs’ surfaces and inter-rib baseplate portions to air) and
homogenization-based ones which exploit effective boundary conditions to macro-
scopically mimic the phenomena, thus simplifying the numerical work by bypassing
resolution of the fields through/between/in close vicinity of the ribs.

(iv) Results of the numerical simulations showed that the heat transfer rate from sur-
faces roughened with wooden ribs (krib ≈ 0.1Wm−1K−1) may differ significantly
from those roughened with perfectly adiabatic ones, especially when the ribs are
densely packed on the wall. In particular, their performance was found intermedi-
ate between the cases of adiabatic and perfectly conducting elements, which implies
that adopting the latter simplifications may lead to questionable results.
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Laminar flow in a channel bounded by porous/rough

walls: revisiting Beavers-Joseph-Saffman 1

Essam Nabil Ahmed and Alessandro Bottaro

DICCA, Università di Genova, via Montallegro 1, Genova, 16145, Italy

The fully developed, steady, incompressible, laminar flow in a channel delimited by rough
and/or permeable walls is considered. The influence of the micro-structured bounding sur-
faces on the channel flow behavior is mimicked by imposing high-order effective boundary
conditions which stem from homogenization theory and do not contain empirical param-
eters. A closed-form solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is found for the flow in the
channel, with conditions at each virtual boundary linking the slip velocities to shear stress
and streamwise pressure gradient. The boundary condition for the longitudinal velocity
coincides with a little-noticed extension of the so-called Beavers-Joseph condition, first
derived by P. G. Saffman (Stud. Appl. Math. 50, 1971); it applies to both permeable
and rough surfaces, including the case of separated flow (Couette-Poiseuille motion with
adverse pressure gradient). The analytical solution obtained for the velocity distribution
in the channel is validated against full feature-resolving simulations of the flow for either
highly ordered or random textures, highlighting the accuracy and the applicability range
of the model. The Stokes-based model used to identify slip and interface permeability
coefficients in the effective boundary conditions is found to be reliable and accurate up
to ϵReτ ≈ 10, with ϵ ratio of microscopic to macroscopic length scales and Reτ the
shear-velocity Reynolds number. Above this threshold, the coefficients must account for
advective effects: a new upscaling procedure, based on an Oseen’s approximation, is thus
proposed and validated, extending considerably beyond the Stokes regime.

1 INTRODUCTION

The low-Reynolds-number motion of an incompressible fluid in a plane channel bounded
by a porous wall which borders the duct in ŷ = 0 has been a classical problem since the
seminal experimental work by Beavers & Joseph (1967). They observed that the flow
rate in the channel was larger in the presence of the porous layer than with a no-slip wall

1The Version of Record of this manuscript has been published and is available in:
European Journal of Mechanics - B/Fluids 103 (2024) 269–283.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechflu.2023.10.012
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and hypothesized that the fluid could slip at some Stokes–Darcy interface with velocity

ûslip =

√
K̂
α

∂û

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
ŷ→0+

+
K̂
µ
M, (1)

with the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) corresponding to Darcy’s velocity; K̂ is a
scalar measure of the permeability of the porous medium in its bulk, µ is the dynamic vis-
cosity, and M = |∂p̂/∂x̂| denotes the magnitude of the macroscopic, streamwise pressure
gradient. The dimensionless constant α was later observed to depend on the properties
and the geometry of the permeable material near the dividing surface, on the local di-
rection of the flow, on the Reynolds number and on the possible presence of structural
non-uniformities at the surface of the porous medium, where the porosity is locally larger
(Larson & Higdon, 1986; Sahraoui & Kaviany, 1992). Such non-uniformities are hardly
avoidable in practice since solid inclusions cannot pack as tightly near the porous/free-
fluid interface as they do in the bulk of the porous medium (Nield, 2009).

Saffman (1971) gave a theoretical justification of the empirical condition by Beavers
& Joseph (1967) by first applying ensemble averaging to the Stokes equation across the
porous/free-fluid domain and then performing asymptotic matching at the two edges of
the interface layer. A closer look at Saffman’s development reveals that, upon retaining

terms up to second order in the small parameter
√

K̂, the slip velocity is the same as
in Eq. (1) except for Darcy’s term, which was found to be corrected by an order one
dimensionless factor B, to become (BK̂/µ)M. The literature is rich of studies that
sought to revisit/extend/generalize the Beavers-Joseph-Saffman (BJS) condition and/or
investigate its limitations and deficiencies, e.g. Refs. (Neale & Nader, 1974; Vafai & Kim,
1990; Auriault, 2010; Eggenweiler & Rybak, 2020, 2021; Strohbeck et al., 2023).

Some of the papers that followed the works by Beavers, Joseph and Saffman used
upscaling theories to close the problem and identify the constant α (and, rarely, also
B). Among the major contributors, extensively cited in the recent review by Bottaro
(2019), we count Mikelić and colleagues (using asymptotic homogenization) and Whitaker
and colleagues (using volume averaging). Recent papers are those by Lācis & Bagheri
(2017), Lācis et al. (2020), Sudhakar et al. (2021), and Naqvi & Bottaro (2021), where
homogenization theory was brought to second order in terms of a small parameter, ratio
of microscopic to macroscopic length scales, for the BJS condition to read (for the channel
flow case):

ûslip = λ̂
∂û

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
ŷ→0+

+
K̂itf

µ
M; (2)

the coefficients λ̂, a Navier slip length, and K̂itf , the interface permeability, are not simply

proportional to
√
K̂ and K̂, and can be found by solving microscopic (auxiliary) problems

in a representative unit cell, for any regular microscopic pattern. It should be highlighted
that: (i) the BJS condition (2) is valid for both permeable and rough, impermeable
layers (in the latter case K̂ vanishes, whilst λ̂ and K̂itf do not); (ii) computed values
of λ̂ and K̂itf are available in the literature for many rough (Lācis et al., 2020; Bottaro
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& Naqvi, 2020; Sudhakar et al., 2021; Ahmed et al., 2022a; Ahmed, 2023) and porous
(Lācis et al., 2020; Sudhakar et al., 2021; Naqvi & Bottaro, 2021; Ahmed et al., 2022b)
wall microstructures; (iii) the theory is not limited to the simple case of plane channels;
several examples with complex geometries are provided in the references given above. In
the general case, Eq. (2) must be coupled to a zero-net mass flux condition for the wall-
normal speed v̂ at the virtual interface (Lācis et al., 2020). Such transpiration becomes
crucial when the flow is turbulent (Bottaro, 2019; Lācis et al., 2020), but is of no concern
in the present fully developed flow setting, as shown later.

In view of the aforementioned contributions, the authors believe that a compre-
hensive investigation that addresses and systematically pursues answers to the following
critical questions regarding the boundary condition (2) is still needed:

i. How versatile is it for different wall patterns/textures?

ii. How does it perform when the microscopic and macroscopic length scales are com-
parable?

iii. Is accuracy enhanced when we advance in the order of the asymptotic approximation?

iv. Is it accurate in the presence of near-wall backflow?

v. Is the condition still valid beyond the Stokes flow regime?

vi. Can it be further improved, in the presence of sizeable near-wall advective effects,
such that its applicability range is extended?

The purpose of this article is to highlight the extent of the validity of the BJS condition
(2) when rough and/or permeable layers, of either isotropic or transversely isotropic mi-
crostructure in the (x̂− ẑ) plane, delimit the flow, including the case of positive pressure
gradient with flow separation; we further aim to show the effectiveness of homogeniza-
tion theory to evaluate the macroscopic coefficients, λ̂ and K̂itf , for a wide range of sur-
face/substrate microstructures. The goals above are accomplished by finding the analyt-
ical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation for the Poiseuille and the combined Couette-
Poiseuille problems in the channel, subject to slip boundary conditions, and comparing
them to numerical simulations of the flow in both the channel and the porous/rough
layer, with full resolution of the small-scale flow features within the pores and/or the tex-
tured surface(s). Moreover, a procedure is outlined to treat the case in which near-wall
advection becomes relevant, illustrating how slip and surface permeability coefficients
vary.

The basic homogenization approach is presented in Section 2 and the macroscopic
coefficients are evaluated for a collection of surface patterns. In Section 3, the analyti-
cal solutions are derived and validated. Finally, a novel version of the homogenization
approach, accounting for advection via an Oseen-based approach, is described and its
advantages over the Stokes-based model are thoroughly discussed. Concluding remarks
are provided in Section 4.
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2 THE HOMOGENIZATION MODEL

2.1 Upscaling procedure and effective boundary conditions

The incompressible, isothermal, steady, laminar flow in a channel of height 2H bounded
from the bottom and the top sides (subscripts b and t respectively) by rough/permeable
walls, i.e. at ŷb = 0 and ŷt = 0, is analyzed; cf. Fig. 1(a). The dimensional mass
and momentum conservation equations governing the distribution of the velocity vector
(whose components are denoted as û1 = û, û2 = v̂, û3 = ŵ) and the modified pressure p̂
over space (x̂1,b(t) = x̂b(t), x̂2,b(t) = ŷb(t), x̂3,b(t) = ẑb(t)) are

∂ûi

∂x̂i

= 0, ρûj
∂ûi

∂x̂j

= − ∂p̂

∂x̂i

+ µ
∂2ûi

∂x̂2
j

, (3)

based on either of the two coordinate systems; ρ is the fluid density and µ is the dynamic
viscosity. The channel flow is influenced by the presence of the micro-structured bound-
aries where a complex, generally three-dimensional interaction takes place as the fluid
passes near/within the surface corrugations. The presence of well-separated length scales,
i.e. the microscopic scales ℓb and ℓt characterizing the bottom and top surfaces/substrates,
respectively, and the macroscopic length scale (chosen here as H, half the channel height),
renders the problem amenable to upscaling via the multiscale homogenization approach;
effective boundary conditions of the velocity can be derived at fictitious plane interfaces,
next to the physical rough/porous boundaries, to mimic the effects of small surface in-
homogeneities on the macroscopic channel flow.

Figure 1: Sketch of the hierarchical flow problem under analysis, with indication of the mi-
croscopic/macroscopic length scales. The domain decomposition is illustrated in panel (b), and
doubly periodic elementary cells (periodicity here is in the x and z directions) of the top and
bottom microscopic domains are shown in the right frame, with their dimensions described in
the dimensionless coordinates xi,b(t).
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The homogenization approach adopted here proceeds along the same lines of Naqvi &
Bottaro (2021) and Ahmed et al. (2022b). The whole flow domain is first decomposed into
macroscopic and microscopic sub-domains, and virtual matching interfaces (at ŷb = ŷ∞,b

and ŷt = ŷ∞,t; cf. Fig. 1(b)) are defined where continuity of velocity and traction vectors
is applied. An asymptotic analysis is then conducted on the microscopic problems (bot-
tom/top), which are accordingly reconstructed at different orders of the small parameters
ϵb(t) = ℓb(t)/H. At each order, a generic solution of the problem considered is assumed,
in which auxiliary, newly introduced, purely microscopic variables appear; systems of
partial differential equations permit to numerically evaluate these variables (discussed in
more detail in Section 2.2) and to define, via an averaging procedure, the upscaled coeffi-
cients which enter directly the effective boundary conditions at the matching interface(s).
In particular, it is convenient to eventually set ŷ∞,b(t) to 0 and, hence, to evaluate the
macroscopic coefficients for matching interface(s) passing by the tips/crests/outer rims
of the ribs (or the first row of inclusions); cf. Fig. 1. The homogenized boundary condi-
tions, valid up to second-order in terms of ϵb(t), can be formally expressed in the following
dimensional form:

û|0 ≈ λ̂x

(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

)∣∣∣∣
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

First order

+
K̂itf

xy

µ

∂

∂x̂

(
−p̂+ 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣∣
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second order

, (4)

v̂|0 ≈
K̂yy

µ

(
−∂p̂

∂ŷ
+ 2µ

∂2v̂

∂ŷ2

)∣∣∣∣∣
0

− K̂itf
xy

∂

∂x̂

(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

)∣∣∣∣
0

− K̂itf
zy

∂

∂ẑ

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

)∣∣∣∣
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second order

, (5)

ŵ|0 ≈ λ̂z

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

)∣∣∣∣
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

First order

+
K̂itf

zy

µ

∂

∂ẑ

(
−p̂+ 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣∣
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second order

, (6)

evaluated at the boundary of interest (either ŷb = 0 or ŷt = 0).

An in-depth look at these expressions reveals that the no-slip boundary conditions
for the streamwise and the spanwise velocity components (respectively, û and ŵ) are
corrected at first order by the classical Navier-slip conditions and at second order by the
gradients of the normal stress, while a transpiration velocity, v̂, at the fictitious wall in
ŷb(t) = 0 appears only at second order. The dimensional groups of coefficients, i.e. the

Navier-slip lengths in the streamwise and the spanwise directions (λ̂x,b(t), λ̂z,b(t)), and the

interface and intrinsic permeability coefficients (K̂itf
xy,b(t), K̂

itf
zy,b(t), K̂yy,b(t)) are homogeneous

to, respectively, a length and a surface area, and correspond to the product of their
dimensionless counterparts times, respectively, lb(t) and l2b(t), that is

λ̂x = λx l, λ̂z = λz l, (7)

K̂itf
xy = Kitf

xy l2, K̂itf
zy = Kitf

zy l2, K̂yy = Kyy l
2. (8)
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The dimensionless macroscopic coefficients are dependent only on the micro-structural
details of the corresponding surface/substrate, for instance the protrusion size-to-pitch
ratio and the porosity2 (θ) for, respectively, the rough surface and the permeable bed
sketched in Fig. 1. In other words, these coefficients are intrinsic to the geometric
characteristics of the boundary and do not depend on the Reynolds number; the effective
boundary conditions up to second-order accuracy in terms of ϵ requires considering the
reconstructed microscopic problems at O(ϵ0) and O(ϵ1) (Ahmed et al., 2022b) where
the inertial terms are not yet present. For this reason, the closure problems required
to evaluate the model parameters are all Stokes-like (as presented in Section 2.2). We
anticipate at this stage that an alternative, modified approach in which the upscaled
coefficients are sensitive to near-wall advection will be introduced in Section 3.2. Finally,
it is noteworthy that the effective boundary conditions (Eqs. (4)–(6)) were formulated
in Refs. (Naqvi & Bottaro, 2021; Ahmed et al., 2022b) considering the simple case of a
surface/substrate for which the coordinates (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) are the principal axes of the Navier-
slip tensor.

2.2 Evaluation of the macroscopic coefficients

In order to evaluate the dimensionless macroscopic coefficients for different surface tex-
tures, the closure problems derived in Refs. (Naqvi & Bottaro, 2021; Ahmed et al.,
2022b) are employed here, and the Stokes-based approach proposed for the calculation
of the model parameters is adopted. The closure problems are solved over an elementary
cell, representative of the microscopic domain of interest, with the dimensions normal-
ized by the microscopic length scale ℓ; the dimensionless coordinates xi = x̂i/ℓ used to
describe the closure fields are shown in the right frame of Fig. 1.

For the Navier-slip (λx, λz) and interface permeability (Kitf
xy , Kitf

zy ) coefficients, it

is sufficient to solve two Stokes-like systems governing the auxiliary variables (u†
11, u

†
21,

u†
31, p

†
1) and (u†

13, u
†
23, u

†
33, p

†
3), which stem from the homogenization procedure, over the

microscopic elementary cell, subject to periodicity of all the dependent variables in the
x and z directions; the two systems are defined, respectively, as follows:

∂iu
†
i1 = 0,

−∂ip
†
1 + ∂2

ku
†
i1 = 0,

u†
i1 = 0 at Iβσ,

−p†1δi2 + ∂2u
†
i1 + ∂iu

†
21 = δi1 at y = y∞,

(9)

and 
∂iu

†
i3 = 0,

−∂ip
†
3 + ∂2

ku
†
i3 = 0,

u†
i3 = 0 at Iβσ,

−p†3δi2 + ∂2u
†
i3 + ∂iu

†
23 = δi3 at y = y∞,

(10)

2The porosity θ of a permeable medium is defined as the ratio of the volume occupied by the pores
to the total volume of the medium.
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with the operators ∂i =
∂

∂xi

and ∂2
i =

∂2

∂x2
i

, and δij the Kronecker delta function. Iβσ

refers to the physical interface between the fluid phase (β) and the ribs/grains/solid walls
(σ). Systems (9) and (10) must be solved for a sufficiently large value of y∞ = ŷ∞/ℓ so
that the microscopic fields are homogeneous in x and z near the matching interface. Once
the closure fields are available by performing simple numerical simulations with y∞ set,
for instance, to 5 (which is common practice), the macroscopic coefficients for a matching
interface of particular interest at y∞ = 0 can be directly evaluated, without having to
rerun the simulations; they can be calculated as follows (Bottaro & Naqvi, 2020; Naqvi
& Bottaro, 2021; Ahmed et al., 2022a):

λx =
1

A

∫
S0

u†
11 dA, λz =

1

A

∫
S0

u†
33 dA, (11)

Kitf
xy =

1

A

∫
V0

u†
11 dV, Kitf

zy =
1

A

∫
V0

u†
33 dV, (12)

where S0 and V0 are the virtual surface at and the fluid volume below the plane y = 0,
respectively, and A is the area of an x − z cross section of the elementary cell (if the
surface texture has a fixed dimensional pitch, ℓ, in both x̂ and ẑ, then A = 1× 1).

For the medium permeability component Kyy, a triply periodic unit cell of the porous
region is considered, and the following closure system is solved over it, with the free index
j set to 2: 

∂iŭij = 0,
−∂ip̆j + ∂2

kŭij = −δij,
ŭij = 0 at Iβσ,

(13)

subject to periodicity of ŭij and p̆j in x, y and z. The ŭ22 field is then superficially
averaged over the volume of the unit cell to evaluate the coefficient Kyy. Should the
medium permeability components Kxx or Kzz be needed (although they do not contribute
to the effective boundary conditions), system 13 is to be solved for j equal to 1 or 3,
respectively, and the superficial averaging is to be applied considering, respectively, ŭ11

or ŭ33. For the case of a corrugated, impermeable boundary, it is clear that Kii vanishes
identically, while the interface permeability coefficients do not.

Numerical values of the macroscopic coefficients entering the effective boundary con-
ditions at the virtual interface for selected configurations of porous or rough layers are
listed, respectively, in Tables 1 and 2; their behaviors with variations in the porosity (θ)
for the different permeable beds and in the rib size-to-pitch ratio (e/ℓ) for the rough
surfaces are correspondingly plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. The values reported are either
evaluated through this work (for spherical grains, longitudinal/transverse ribs of semicir-
cular cross sections, and cubic roughness elements) or gathered from the literature (for
streamwise/spanwise cylinders (Ahmed et al., 2022b) and ribs of square cross sections
(Ahmed et al., 2022a)).
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Table 1: Dependence of the macroscopic coefficients (Navier-slip, λx, interface permeability,

Kitf
xy , and medium permeability, Kxx) on porosity, θ, for substrates consisting of inline (i) lon-

gitudinal, X-elongated cylinders (LC ), (ii) transverse, Z-elongated cylinders (TC ), and (iii)
spheres (SP).

Porosity λx (×10−2) Kitf
xy (×10−2) Kxx (×10−2)

(θ) LC TC SP LC TC SP LC TC SP

0.215 5.88 4.10 - 0.38 0.18 - 0.12 0 -
0.5 6.88 4.51 10.49 0.56 0.22 0.88 0.70 0.18 0.30
0.6 7.40 4.71 10.72 0.67 0.24 0.97 1.21 0.43 0.55
0.7 8.17 4.99 11.70 0.90 0.27 1.16 2.22 0.96 1.06
0.8 9.35 5.39 12.81 1.41 0.30 1.49 4.18 1.99 2.16
0.9 11.30 6.01 14.84 2.64 0.41 2.44 8.03 3.97 5.08

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the results in Table 1.

For the case of longitudinal (respectively transverse) solid inclusions/ribs, values of the
coefficients λz, Kitf

zy and Kzz can be inferred, although they are not explicitly given in the
tables, since they are equal to λx, Kitf

xy and Kxx of the transverse (respectively longitudi-
nal) case at the same value of θ or e/ℓ. When the cylindrical inclusions are elongated in
the spanwise (z) or in the streamwise (x) direction, the medium permeability component
Kyy is the same (for given porosity) and is equal to Kxx for the case of transverse cylinders
(which coincides with Kzz for longitudinal ones). For isotropic patterns such as porous
substrates made of ordered spherical grains, it is clear that λx = λz, Kitf

xy = Kitf
zy , and

Kxx = Kyy = Kzz. Although the medium permeability component Kxx (and Kzz) does not
contribute to the homogenized, effective boundary conditions, its values are presented for
permeable beds in Table 1 to highlight the difference with respect to the corresponding
interface permeability Kitf

xy (also Kitf
zy ). For the rough walls considered, the macroscopic

coefficients of interest exhibit non-monotonic relationships with the rib size-to-pitch ratio
(Fig. 3), where they all peak within the range 0.1 ≲ e/ℓ ≲ 0.3. This behavior is not un-
expected, since the model coefficients vanish for cubic or longitudinal/transverse square
ribs as e/ℓ tends to 0 or 1, when the smooth surface case is recovered.
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Table 2: Values of the macroscopic coefficients for surfaces roughened with (i) longitudinal
square ribs (LSQ), (ii) transverse square ribs (TSQ), (iii) longitudinal semicircular elements
(LSC ), (iv) transverse semicircular elements (TSC ), and (v) inline array of cubic elements
(CU ), at different values of the rib height-to-pitch ratio, e/ℓ.

e/ℓ
λx (×10−2) Kitf

xy (×10−2)
LSQ TSQ LSC TSC CU LSQ TSQ LSC TSC CU

0.05 4.22 3.67 4.22 3.79 4.90 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.12
0.10 6.95 5.06 6.96 5.50 9.09 0.34 0.23 0.32 0.24 0.45
0.15 8.40 5.09 8.42 5.86 12.02 0.60 0.30 0.56 0.33 0.87
0.20 8.86 4.57 8.90 5.65 13.29 0.82 0.29 0.72 0.34 1.26
0.25 8.61 3.98 8.72 5.33 13.34 0.96 0.23 0.79 0.31 1.49
0.30 7.92 3.46 8.17 5.02 12.46 1.00 0.17 0.76 0.28 1.57
0.40 6.02 2.59 6.88 4.53 9.50 0.86 0.08 0.55 0.22 1.28
0.50 4.16 1.78 5.88 4.10 6.47 0.58 0.04 0.38 0.18 0.83

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the geometries and results in Table 2.
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3 THE MACROSCALE PROBLEM: CASE STUDIES, VAL-

IDATION AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Laminar Poiseuille flow in rough/permeable channels

3.1.1 A generalized analytical solution

The problem of laminar, pressure-driven flow in a channel that is bounded by stationary
rough/permeable layers at ŷ < 0 and ŷ > 2H is studied here in pursuit of a generalized
analytical solution for the macroscopic velocity profile across the free-fluid region (cf. Fig.
4).

Figure 4: Description of the generalized Poiseuille flow problem, with examples of the
rough/permeable walls: (a) sketch of the full problem in dimensional coordinates; (b) sketch of
the homogenized problem in dimensionless macroscopic coordinates, with the governing equa-
tion and the effective boundary conditions explicitly indicated.

First, we seek dimensionless expressions of the governing equations (3) pertinent to
the macroscale problem. With M the magnitude of the pressure gradient forcing the
channel flow in the streamwise direction, a bulk stress/pressure scale may be defined as
τM = MH. The velocity scale is chosen as uτ =

√
τM/ρ, corresponding to a shear

velocity. The dimensionless macroscopic variables are introduced as follows:

Xi =
x̂i

H
, Ui =

ûi

uτ

, P =
p̂

MH
, (14)

for the normalized pressure gradient to become ∂P/∂X = −1. The X − Z planform
of the near-wall micro-patterns is assumed to be either isotropic or elongated in the
spanwise or streamwise direction; in this case, there are no near-wall transverse velocity
components (Stone et al., 2004) and the fully developed flow is oriented only along X,
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i.e. U = U(Y ) and V = W = 0. Substituting (14) into (3) we obtain the following
dimensionless conservation equation governing the macroscale behavior of the flow:

∂2U

∂Y 2
= −Reτ , (15)

where Reτ =
ρuτH

µ
corresponds to a shear-velocity Reynolds number. A general solution

of Eq. (15) is

U(Y ) = Reτ

[
−Y 2

2
+ (1− A)Y +B

]
, (16)

with A and B integration constants. Unlike the case of classical plane Poiseuille flow,
A and B do not vanish and can be found from application of the effective boundary
conditions which read:

Uslip,b = U
∣∣
Y=0

= ϵb λb
∂U

∂Y

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+ ϵ2b K
itf
b Reτ , (17)

Uslip,t = U
∣∣
Y=2

= − ϵt λt
∂U

∂Y

∣∣∣∣
Y=2

+ ϵ2t K
itf
t Reτ . (18)

Notice that a single coordinate system has been used here, with X = Xb and likewise for
Y and Z. The constants A and B are found to be:

A =
Λb (1 + ϕb)− Λt (1 + ϕt)

2 + Λb + Λt

, B = Λb
Λt (1 + ϕt) + (2 + Λt)(1 + ϕb)

2 + Λb + Λt

, (19)

with the definitions Λb(t) = ϵb(t) λb(t) and ϕb(t) = ϵb(t)
Kitf

b(t)

λb(t)

. The slip velocities at the

virtual interfaces are

Uslip,b = BReτ , Uslip,t = (B − 2A)Reτ . (20)

Equations (20) show that the slip speed at each boundary is sensitive to the macroscopic
coefficients of both walls. Equation (16) can now be recast in the following form:

U(Y ) = −Reτ
2

Y 2 +

(
Reτ +

Uslip,t − Uslip,b

2

)
Y + Uslip,b. (21)

The position Ym where the speed is the largest, and the corresponding value of the
velocity, Umax = U(Y = Ym), are, respectively,

Ym = 1 +
Uslip,t − Uslip,b

2Reτ
, Umax =

Reτ
2

(
1 +

Uslip,t − Uslip,b

2Reτ

)2

+ Uslip,b, (22)

which means that for the generalized Poiseuille flow the plane Y = Ym shifts from the
middle section (Y = 1) towards the boundary of larger slip, and the maximum velocity,
Umax, is always larger than the corresponding value in a smooth channel by

∆Umax =
Uslip,t + Uslip,b

2
+

1

8Reτ
(Uslip,t − Uslip,b)

2 . (23)
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In addition, the bulk, channel-averaged velocity, Uch, deviates from the value for a classical
Poiseuille flow by an amount directly proportional to the average of the two slip velocities;
such a deviation and its percentage can be expressed as follows:

∆Uch =
Uslip,b + Uslip,t

2
, ∆Uch% = 3

(
Uslip,b + Uslip,t

2Reτ

)
× 100%. (24)

Finally, if the boundary conditions (17) and (18) were only first-order accurate, all the
relations derived would hold, except for setting ϕb and ϕt to 0 in (19).

3.1.2 Sample validation

Focus shifts now on validating the analytical solution, assessing its applicability range
and highlighting its practical relevance. We define the bulk Reynolds number as Re =
ρûchH/µ, with ûch the dimensional channel-averaged velocity. Since ûch = uτ Uch as
per the normalization adopted, the bulk Reynolds number is also Re = Uch Reτ . For a
smooth, impermeable channel, it is Uch = Reτ/3, hence Reτ =

√
3Re. With a transitional

Re of order 1000 for the classical plane Poiseuille flow (Schmid & Henningson, 2001; Sano
& Tamai, 2016), the flow is expected to remain laminar until Reτ of order 50. For all
the cases discussed in this section, Reτ is well below this threshold, typically Reτ ≤ 10.
The performance of the rough/permeable channels and the smooth ones are compared
at a fixed Reτ , i.e. at a fixed applied pressure gradient. Validation of the model requires
conducting full Navier-Stokes simulations in a channel of length LX , with all fields near
and within the corrugations/pores of the surfaces/substrates well resolved. The length of
the channel was progressively increased and dependency of the computed X-Z-averaged
streamwise velocity on it was monitored; for the configurations/conditions considered
here, it was proven that a single geometrically periodic cell of the channel is sufficient
to apply periodicity of the fields and, thus, to fully describe the channel flow, which
implies the absence of any flow instabilities such as vortex shedding in the vicinity of the
roughness elements/grains (the reader is encouraged to refer to Ref. (Agnaou et al., 2016)
for a relevant description). Then, the velocity profile across the channel, constructed by
evaluating the plane-averaged value of the streamwise velocity U at each wall-normal
distance Y , was compared to the analytical solution (Eq. (21)). All simulations were run
using Simcenter STAR-CCM+ finite-volume-based software (versions 16.02.009-R8 and
18.02.008-R8).

Three types of bounding walls are involved in the validation step. First, smooth,
impermeable surfaces (SM) having λ = Kitf = 0. Second, surfaces roughened by trans-
verse, Z-elongated, square elements of a rib size-to-pitch ratio e/ℓ = 0.25 (λ = 0.03975
and Kitf = 0.00233; cf. Table 2), with ϵ = ℓ/H = 0.4 or 0.8. Such surfaces are indicated

as SQ
e/ℓ
ϵ , i.e., SQ0.25

0.4 and SQ0.25
0.8 . Third, fluid-saturated porous substrates formed by

transverse cylindrical inclusions, with porosity θ = 0.8 (λ = 0.05385 and Kitf = 0.00297;
cf. Table 1), with ϵ = ℓ/H = 0.4 or 0.8. These substrates are referred to as TCθ

ϵ , i.e.,
TC0.8

0.4 and TC0.8
0.8 . To provide extensive validation of the model predictions, six combina-

tions of the aforementioned walls were selected, as illustrated in Fig. 5 with indication of
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Figure 5: Laminar flow (Reτ = 6) in asymmetric rough (a) or permeable (b) channels, sym-
metric rough (c) or permeable (d) channels, and channels bounded by a smooth surface from
one side and a rough surface (e) or a porous substrate (f) from the other side. The analytical
results (second-order) for the velocity profiles (red lines) are validated by plane-averaged values
from the full simulations (green-filled circles); the black profiles refer to Poiseuille flow in a
smooth, impermeable channel, for which A = B = 0.
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the values of Λ and ϕ for each boundary and the integration constants A and B for each
channel. The macroscopic velocity profiles, based on Eq. (16), are in perfect agreement
with results of the full simulations. The errors in the model predictions for the slip ve-
locities, ∆Umax and ∆Uch (cf. Eqs. (20), (23) and (24), respectively) are within about
±3%. Since results of the first- and the second-order models are indistinguishable from
one another to graphical accuracy, only the predictions of the latter are plotted in the
figure.

3.1.3 Considerations on model accuracy

Figure 6: Laminar flow (Reτ = 6) in symmetric channels bounded by porous substrates con-
sisting of either transverse or longitudinal cylinders, with porosity θ = 0.8. The analytical
results (dashed lines: first-order; solid lines: second-order) are compared with results of the full
simulations (filled circles).

The applicability of the effective boundary conditions depends on the separation of scales
between the microscopic and the macroscopic problems, with the accuracy of the model
expected to degrade at large values of the ratios ϵb and ϵt. This may be associated with
enhanced near-wall advection as the streamlines deflect due to the dynamic interaction
of the fluid with surface protrusions; such inertial effects cannot be predicted by the
Stokes-like systems underlying the homogenization procedure. Porous substrates (θ =
0.8) formed by either spanwise- or streamwise-elongated cylinders are chosen here as
representative examples, to highlight how errors in the model predictions increase with
ϵ, as shown in Fig. 6. It is clear that even the second-order accurate interface condition
does not guarantee high accuracy for the case of transverse cylinders when ϵ is sufficiently
large (cf. Fig. 6, right). By contrast, if the cylinders are aligned alongX, interaction with
the bulk channel flow is simply in the form of a skin-friction force, with negligible inertial
effects; this justifies the perfect agreement in Fig. 6 between the second-order macroscopic
solution and the results of the full simulations. It is noteworthy that the slip and the
bulk velocities are larger for the case of longitudinal cylinders since the macroscopic
coefficients (λ = 0.09347 and Kitf = 0.01410) are larger than for the transverse cylinders
configuration at the same porosity (λ = 0.05385 and Kitf = 0.00297; cf. Table 1).
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3.1.4 Random media

Figure 7: Laminar flow (Reτ = 10) in a channel bounded from the top by a porous layer
consisting of randomly arranged, spanwise-aligned inclusions, with the average porosity equal
to 0.5. A close-up of the velocity vector field near the interface (visualized via the line integral
convolution method) is displayed in the gray frame. Analytical solution for the upscaled velocity
profile is validated against the full simulation; symbols are identical to those in Fig. 5.

Channels delimited by porous substrates/structured surfaces formed by random patterns
of inclusions/roughness elements represent a more practical situation. The homogeniza-
tion approach applies to such configurations provided that a sufficiently large microscopic
elementary volume is chosen to represent the features of the whole media/surface. An
example is shown in Fig. 7; the permeable bed, bounding the flow from the upper side,
consists of 100 Z-elongated inclusions, randomly displaced in the X − Y plane, with
overlapping allowed among neighboring grains. On average, there are 20 grains along X
and 5 grains in Y ; the diameters of the inclusions are varied, for the porosity to fluctuate
locally between 0.25 and 0.75, yielding an average porosity θavr ≈ 0.5. The microscopic
length scale, ℓt, was chosen as LX/20, with LX = 4H the length of the periodic domain
selected; hence, it can be concluded that ϵt = ℓt/H = 0.2. The microscale problem was
approached in the same manner as that followed by Naqvi & Bottaro (2021) for a ran-
dom medium, and the coefficients were evaluated to be λt = 0.1012 and Kitf

t = 0.0112
(Λt = 0.0202 and ϕt = 0.0221). The macroscopic velocity profile, based on the analytical
solution (16), matches well the streamwise-averaged results from the full simulation, cf.
Fig. 7.
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3.1.5 Three-dimensional patterns

Figure 8: Laminar flow (Reτ = 10) in a channel bounded on the lower side by a porous bed

consisting of inline spheres, with θ = 0.5 (λb = 0.1049 and Kitf
b = 0.0088; cf. Table 1) and

ϵ = 0.5. On the top right image, the analytical solution for U is plotted together with results
from the full simulation, using the same symbols as in Fig. 5.

Until this point, validation of the model has been sought only for two-dimensional configu-
rations of rough/porous walls. However, as mentioned in Section 3.1.1, a macroscopically
one-directional flow is also expected over three-dimensional patterns provided that the
external forcing (here in X) is aligned with one of the principal axes of the Navier-slip
tensor. An example is illustrated in Fig. 8, where channel flow over a porous substrate
consisting of aligned spherical grains is analyzed. Distributions of the three velocity com-
ponents at the virtual interface (Y = 0) are displayed to confirm that, consistently with
the aforementioned condition, the plane-averaged values of wall-normal and spanwise ve-
locity components vanish; the analytical prediction of the streamwise velocity agrees very
well with the X-Z-averaged result from the three-dimensional, feature-resolving simula-
tion.

3.1.6 Small roughness/grains amplitudes

A simplified version of the generalized Poiseuille solution is proposed for laminar flows
in channels bounded by walls of small roughness amplitude or by permeable layers with
reduced dimensions of grains and pores. In these cases, ϵ is sufficiently small and we
expect the hierarchy ϵ2Kitf << ϵλ << 1 to hold. This permits not only to safely reduce
the model to first order (by neglecting ϕ in (19)) but also to use the approximation
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1 + Λ ≈ 1 when evaluating the different parameters of interest; for instance, we obtain

Uslip,b(t) = Reτ Λb(t), ∆Umax = Reτ
Λb + Λt

2
, ∆Uch% = 3

Λb + Λt

2
× 100%. (25)

The simplified solution is validated in Fig. 9 for the flow in a channel bounded on the top
by a porous substrate of porosity equal to 0.5, for ϵ ranging from 0 to 0.8. For all types of
porous inclusions considered, a linear behavior of Uslip,t, Umax and ∆Uch% is found versus
ϵ, and the first-order boundary condition yields excellent predictions.

Figure 9: Laminar flow (Reτ = 10) in a channel bounded on one side by a smooth wall
and on the other side by a porous substrate (θ = 0.5) consisting of either spheres (λ = 0.1049),
longitudinal cylinders (λ = 0.0688), or transverse cylinders (λ = 0.0451). The simplified solution
(lines) is validated against full simulations (filled circles).

3.2 A crash introduction to the near-wall advection modeling

In the original structure of the homogenization model, described in Section 2 and val-
idated in Section 3.1, inertial effects are absent from the problems at the two leading
orders in ϵ, and the microscopic systems of equations are Stokes-like. Nevertheless, as
anticipated in Section 3.1.3, near-wall advection may contribute significantly to the prob-
lem at relatively large values of ϵ, limiting the validity range of the upscaling model
adopted. In this section, we propose (and then validate) an adjustment to the homoge-
nization procedure such that effects of near-wall advection on the macroscale behavior of
the laminar channel flow can be mimicked efficiently.

In the recent study by Ahmed & Bottaro (2023), the problem of seepage in porous
media beyond the Stokes flow conditions has been treated, and it was proved that the
same upscaled governing equation (Darcy’s law in that case) still applies, but with the
permeability appropriately modified to be dependent on the Reynolds number, deviating
from the intrinsic permeability of the medium, which is merely geometry-dependent. The
problem under study here is different since flow over, and not through, porous substrates
is analyzed. However, an analogous procedure is adopted so that the effective boundary
conditions (Eqs. (17) and (18)) and, hence, the generalized solution for the velocity
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profile across the channel and all the relevant relationships derived in Section 3.1.1, hold
at considerably large values of ϵ and/or Reτ . The auxiliary systems used to evaluate the
Navier-slip and the interface-permeability coefficients (respectively, λb(t) and Kitf

b(t)) are
reformulated to properly model the sensitivity of the microscopic fields, and therefore the
model coefficients, to near-wall inertia. The general procedure outlined by Buda (2021)
is followed, with some adjustment, to yield a reliable homogenization framework aimed
at genuinely capturing the role of near-interface advection in the generalized Poiseuille
problem under laminar flow conditions. Extensive validation of the proposed model is
subsequently performed for different geometric and flow conditions.

3.2.1 Adjustment of the homogenization model

An Oseen-like linearization was proposed by Buda (2021) to try to include the effects
of near-interface advection in the homogenization scheme. Accordingly, the convective
acceleration terms in the momentum conservation equation governing the microscopic
problem were linearized, by defining a constant, spatially invariant, dimensional velocity
ûϕ,i = (ûϕ, 0, 0) representative of the velocity level near the physical wall where the inertial
effects may be significant as the fluid interacts with the protrusions/grains. Hence, the
microscale problem is now governed by the following conservation equations:

∂ûi

∂x̂i

= 0, ρûϕ,j
∂ûi

∂x̂j

= − ∂p̂

∂x̂i

+ µ
∂2ûi

∂x̂2
j

. (26)

The microscopic Reynolds number, defined as Reϕ = ρ ûϕ ℓ/µ, is now assumed to be of

O(1). By introducing the dimensionless velocity Uϕ =
ûϕ

uτ

, one may write

Reϕ =
ρ ûϕ ℓ

µ
=

ℓ

H

ρuτH

µ

ûϕ

uτ

= ϵReτ Uϕ. (27)

A homogenization procedure similar, in principle, to that described in Section 2.1 was
then followed by Buda (2021); the same effective boundary conditions (Eqs. (4)–(6)) were
eventually attained, yet the closure problems based on which the macroscopic coefficients
are calculated differ from those presented in Section 2.2 and read

∂iu
†
i1 = 0,

−∂ip
†
1 + ∂2

ku
†
i1 = Reϕ ∂1u

†
i1,

u†
i1 = 0 at Iβσ,

−p†1δi2 + ∂2u
†
i1 + ∂iu

†
21 = δi1 at y = y∞.

(28)

As before, the coefficients λx and Kitf
xy can be calculated based on the closure variable u†

11

as follows:

λx =
1

A

∫
S0

u†
11 dA, Kitf

xy =
1

A

∫
V0

u†
11 dV, (29)

with the same definitions of A, S0, V0 given in Section 2.2.
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Attention is now drawn to the choice of the characteristic velocity Uϕ, required for
the definition of Reϕ which controls the auxiliary system (28). In Ref. (Buda, 2021), the
simple assumption ûϕ = uτ was adopted, and thus Uϕ = 1 and Reϕ = ϵReτ . Here, a
different approach is followed seeking a better approximation for Uϕ. The velocity level
at some normal distance, ŷϕ, away from the effective boundary, located in ŷb(t) = 0, is
assumed to reasonably characterize near-wall advection; we hypothesize that this distance
is proportional to the Navier-slip length λ̂x, or simply ŷϕ = λ̂x. In addition, the velocity
profile near the boundary is assumed to follow the classical linear relationship

U = Y + + Uslip, (30)

with U =
û

uτ

, Y + =
ρuτ ŷ

µ
=

ŷ

H
Reτ , and Uslip = ϵReτ λx (as per the approximation in

Eq. (25)). At ŷ = λ̂x = ℓλx, we obtain

Uϕ =
ℓ

H
λxReτ + ϵReτ λx = 2ϵReτ λx, (31)

and, therefore, Reϕ = 2ϵ2Re2τ λx. With the definition of λx in Eq. 29, the final form of
the closure problem is

∂iu
†
i1 = 0,

−∂ip
†
1 + ∂2

ku
†
i1 = 2 ϵ2Re2τ

[
1

A

∫
S0

u†
11 dA

]
∂1u

†
i1,

u†
i1 = 0 at Iβσ,

−p†1δi2 + ∂2u
†
i1 + ∂iu

†
21 = δi1 at y = y∞,

(32)

a well-posed system to be solved over a representative elementary cell of the micro-
scopic domain with all the dependent variables periodic in the x and z directions. This
system renders the macroscopic parameters λx and Kitf

xy dependent not only on the ge-
ometry of the structured wall/substrate but also on the control parameter ϵReτ . The
coefficients calculated based on this approach are indicated here as the “Oseen-based”
coefficients, while those evaluated based on the original, advection-free system (9) are
termed as the “Stokes-based” coefficients. Clearly, the Oseen-based system reduces to
the Stokes’ at ϵReτ = 0 for any surface texture. However, they are also identical at
finite values of ϵReτ for the special case of streamwise, x-elongated inclusions/ribs since
all the closure variables in the auxiliary system (32) become x1-invariant, and therefore
∂1u

†
i1 vanishes; for this reason, the second-order accurate homogenization model with the

Stokes-based coefficients exhibited good accuracy in the case of porous substrates con-
structed of streamwise-elongated cylinders even at large values of ϵ (in Section 3.1.3),
unlike the case of transverse, spanwise-elongated cylinders for which the accuracy dete-
rioration was obvious, and the Oseen-based coefficients should have been used instead,
as will be confirmed in Section 3.2.2. In preparation for the upcoming validation step,
the configuration of regularly arranged, transversely aligned cylinders with θ = 0.8 was
considered for the solution of the closure problem; this provides values of λx and Kitf

xy for
ϵReτ ranging from 0 to 32, as presented in Fig. 10. It is worth noticing how advection
(with the increase of ϵReτ ) distorts the profiles of u†

21 and reduces the values of λx and
Kitf

xy ; for example, at ϵReτ = 32 these two coefficients are lower than their Stokes-based
counterparts by about 35% and 62%, respectively (cf. frames (d) and (e)).
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Figure 10: Contours of the microscopic variables u†11 and u†21 at three values of ϵReτ , shown
over an x − y plane for the case of spanwise-elongated cylinders of porosity θ = 0.8 (panels
a–c). Here, close-ups of the contours near the fluid-porous interface are presented, while in the
typical simulations the porous bed (y < 0) consists of five rows of cylinders. The Oseen-based

macroscopic coefficients λx and Kitf
xy are plotted in frames (d) and (e) against ϵReτ .

3.2.2 Validation and accuracy improvement

Figure 11: Poiseuille flow (Reτ = 10) in a channel bounded by two identical porous substrates
consisting of inline patterns of spanwise-elongated cylinders (θ = 0.8). Model predictions for
the velocity profiles with (a) Stokes-based and (b) Oseen-based macroscopic coefficients are
compared against results of the full simulations for two values of ϵ. Corresponding behaviors of
(c) Uslip and (d) ∆Uch% are plotted for ϵ ranging from 0 to 3.2.
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Validation of the Oseen-based homogenization approach, described in Section 3.2.1, is
performed first on the laminar Poiseuille flow in symmetric channels bounded by per-
meable beds (porosity θ = 0.8) made of spanwise-elongated cylindrical inclusions in an
inline arrangement with equal pitch distances ℓ in the x̂ and ŷ directions. This config-
uration has been considered earlier, in Section 3.1.3, with the Stokes-based macroscopic
coefficients, and deterioration of the model accuracy when proceeding to large values of
ϵ = ℓ/H, at Reτ = 6, was highlighted and justified. Here, we monitor the improvement
in the accuracy of the analytical model when the adjusted coefficients, dependent on the
value of ϵReτ as plotted in Fig. 10, are plugged into the definition of the constants A
and B (Eq. (19)) which control the velocity profile (Eq. 16). Full, fine-grained simu-
lations were run for values of ϵReτ between 0 (Stokes’) and 32, either by increasing ϵ
from 0 to 3.2 with Reτ = 10 (presented in Fig. 11) or by increasing Reτ from 0 to 40
with ϵ = 0.8 (presented in Fig. 12), to provide reference results for validation. From
inspection of Figs. 11 and 12, it is evident that predictions of the advection-capturing
analytical solution agree very well with results of the feature-resolving simulations. The
Stokes-based model overestimates the slip velocity, Uslip, at ϵ = 3.2 and Reτ = 10 by
about 60%, while the proposed adjustment is capable of reducing the absolute deviation
from the result of the full simulation to less than 3%; cf. Fig. 11(c). This is reflected in
more accurate predictions for the percentage change in the channel-averaged velocity due
to the presence of the porous substrates, as shown in Fig. 11(d). Similar improvements
can be observed in Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 12(c), respectively, as Reτ increases.

Figure 12: Poiseuille flow in a channel bounded by two identical porous substrates consisting of
inline patterns of spanwise cylinders with θ = 0.8 and ϵ = 0.8. In panel (a), model predictions
for the velocity profile using either Stokes-based or Oseen-based macroscopic coefficients are
compared against result of the full simulation for Reτ = 40. Corresponding behaviors of (b)
Uslip and (c) ∆Uch% are plotted with Reτ varied from 0 to 40.
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Furthermore, the robustness of the new model has been tested by validating its
results for the laminar Poiseuille flow (at Reτ = 12) in symmetric channels bounded by
rough surfaces of different textures. In particular, the boundaries considered are ribbed
with transverse elements having square, rectangular, triangular (isosceles), or semicircular
cross sections, where ϵ = ℓ/H = 2 for all configurations. The geometric characteristics of
these patterns (denoted from I to IV ), the values of the macroscopic coefficients and the
corresponding Stokes- and Oseen-based predictions for the velocity profiles are presented
in Fig. 13; the advantage of the Oseen-based approach in enhancing the accuracy of the
homogenized model under significant near-wall advection is consistently confirmed.

Figure 13: Poiseuille flow (Reτ = 12) in symmetric channels bounded by surfaces roughened
with spanwise-elongated elements. Four different microstructures of the rough surfaces are
considered (cf. the right frame) with ϵ = ℓ/H = 2. Model predictions for the velocity profiles
(Stokes/Oseen) are compared against results of the full simulations.

To facilitate the use of the proposed Oseen-based model in further validation/optimization
work, the case of flow over a surface roughened with spanwise-elongated ribs having a
square cross section of side length e is considered for a parametric study investigating how
the dependence of the Navier-slip and the interface permeability coefficients on the rib
size-to-pitch ratio is sensitive to the value of ϵReτ , gradually departing from the Stokes
flow conditions tested in Ref. (Ahmed et al., 2022a). Figure 14 shows that λx and Kitf

xy
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decrease monotonically as ϵReτ increases, for all values of e/ℓ, with the coefficients more
sensitive to ϵReτ within the range 0.1 ≤ e/ℓ ≤ 0.3.

Figure 14: Surface roughened with transverse square ribs: dependence of λx and Kitf
xy on the

rib size-to-pitch ratio, for ϵReτ ranging from 0 (black) to 32 (blue) in steps of 8.

Finally, it can be concluded from the trends of the macroscopic coefficients, presented
in Figs. 10 and 14, and the results for the channel flow, plotted in Figs. 11 and 12, that
the Stokes’ model is reliable below the threshold ϵReτ ≈ 10, whereas a more versatile
homogenization model, which accounts for advection, must be used beyond this limit;
the proposed Oseen’s linearization is an effective approach to capture this effect.

3.3 What about flow separation?

To investigate the accuracy of the adopted effective boundary conditions in predicting
flow separation at the fluid-porous interface, we now consider the combined Couette-
Poiseuille laminar flow in a channel bounded from the top (at ŷ = 2H) by a smooth,
impermeable plate moving at a prescribed velocity ûm and from the bottom (ŷ < 0)
by a stationary textured wall/substrate, where a fictitious plane interface between the
rough/porous layer and the overlying channel flow of interest is chosen at ŷ = 0; the
lower boundary is characterized by dimensionless Navier-slip and interface permeability
coefficients, λ and Kitf . Besides the motion of the upper plate, a macroscopic pressure
gradient ∂p̂/∂x̂ is applied, either favorably or adversely affecting the motion. We define
the following dimensionless variables and control parameters:

Y =
ŷ

H
, U =

û

ûm

, R =
H2

µ ûm

∂p̂

∂x̂
, Λ = ϵ λ, ϕ = ϵ

Kitf

λ
, (33)

where R = 0 characterizes pure Couette flow and +/ − ve finite values of R indicate
adverse/favorable pressure gradients, respectively. Under steady, fully developed flow
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conditions, the following momentum conservation equation governs the problem:

∂2U
∂Y 2

= R, (34)

neglecting advective terms, controlled by the dimensionless parameter R̃ =
ρ ûmH

µ
.

Equation (34) is subject to the boundary conditions

U
∣∣
Y=0

= Λ
∂U
∂Y

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

− ΛϕR, U
∣∣
Y=2

= 1. (35)

The solution of such a generalized Couette-Poiseuille problem takes the form

U =
RY 2

2
+ ϕRY + (Y + Λ)

[
1− 2R(1 + ϕ)

2 + Λ

]
. (36)

Consequently, the slip velocity at the bottom boundary, Uslip, and the bulk, channel-
averaged velocity, Uch, read

Uslip =
Λ

2 + Λ

[
1− 2R(1 + ϕ)

]
, Uch =

(
2

3
+ ϕ

)
R+

1 + Λ

2 + Λ

[
1− 2R(1 + ϕ)

]
. (37)

As before, if the boundary condition (35) were first-order accurate, the relations (36) and
(37) would hold, with the parameter ϕ set to zero.

Figure 15: Generalized Couette-Poiseuille flow (R = ±2) in a channel bounded from the
bottom by a porous substrate consisting of an inline pattern of longitudinal cylinders with
porosity θ = 0.5 (λ = 0.0688, Kitf = 0.0056). Four values of ϵ are tested, i.e. ϵ = 0.4, 1.6, 3.2,
and 6. Results of the full simulations (symbols) are used to validate the analytical solution for
U (lines), based on either the first-order (a) or the second-order (b) model.
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The analytical solution for the macroscopic velocity profile (Eq. (36)) is validated in
Fig. 15 for the case of a combined Couette-Poiseuille flow subjected to either favorable
(R = −2) or adverse (R = +2) pressure gradient, with the channel bounded from the
bottom by a permeable layer constructed of streamwise-elongated cylindrical inclusions
(θ = 0.5). To assess sensitivity of the model accuracy to the value of ϵ = ℓ/H, departing
from the case of perfect separation of length scales (at ϵ → 0), four configurations of the
porous bed are considered with ϵ increased from 0.4 to 6. Interestingly, both the first
and the second-order solutions are able to predict the flow separation at the permeable
boundary for R = +2, yet it is clear that upgrading the effective boundary conditions
to second order (by including effects of the interface permeability) significantly improves
accuracy of the model predictions at the larger values of ϵ; this is consistent with the
previous discussion in Section 3.1.3 for the corresponding case of Poiseuille flow.

We now elaborate a bit further on the predictions of the first-order accurate analytical
solution, which has been proven to describe fairly well the macroscopic velocity profile at
relatively low values of ϵ. The Couette-Poiseuille flow is now assumed to be controlled
only by the parameters R and Λ = ϵλ. In Fig. 16, analytical predictions for the profile
U = U(Y ), corresponding to different values of R, are plotted for four values of the
slip coefficient Λ, gradually deviating from the case of a smooth, impermeable boundary
(Λ = 0). It is clear that the slip velocity at the permeable/rough boundary and the
bulk, channel-averaged velocity increase with Λ for the case of no pressure-gradient or
favorable pressure gradient (Figures 16(a) and (b)); the same effect of Λ, progressively
less pronounced, is observed in the case of adverse pressure gradient, provided that the
value of R is sufficiently small for backflow not to appear. At R = Rcr = 0.5, all profiles
coincide regardless of the value of Λ, with vanishing slip velocity and velocity gradient
at the bottom boundary; this is the critical threshold for separation (Fig. 16(d)). Larger
values of R lead to progressively larger portion of the channel interested by backflow, and
the larger the parameter Λ is, the more amplified the backflow becomes (cf. Fig. 16(e)).
A summary of the first-order results obtained, in terms of Uslip and Uch, are shown in Fig.
16(f) and (g), for the values of Λ considered.

The conclusions to be inferred from Fig. 16 would be modified to some extent in case
the parameters of the problem were such that upscaling were needed up to order two in ϵ,
or consideration of near-wall nonlinear effects were necessary. This is, however, a trivial
task to pursue, since Eqs. (36) and (37) remain valid, and one has simply to employ the
appropriate values of Λ and ϕ, possibly via an Oseen-based approximation. For example,
if second-order accurate effective boundary condition had been used, it is trivial to find
that the critical limit of the dimensionless pressure gradient would be anticipated, i.e.
Rcr = 0.5/(1 + ϕ); thus, for instance, if ϕ ≈ 0.5 (as for the pattern considered in Fig. 15
with ϵ = 6), it would be Rcr ≈ 0.34.
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Figure 16: Predictions of the first-order analytical solution (ϕ = 0) for the behavior of the gen-
eralized Couette-Poiseuille flow, with the parameter Λ = ϵλ characterizing the bottom boundary
of the channel varied between 0 (smooth, impermeable) and 0.3. The macroscopic velocity pro-
files are plotted in panels (a–e) for different values of R, and the trends of the slip and the
channel-averaged velocities are displayed in frames (f ) and (g).
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4 CONCLUSIONS

The laminar flow in a channel is crucially sensitive to the small-scale features of the
rough/porous bounding walls; this is assessed here for the steady, incompressible, fully
developed flow driven by a constant pressure gradient and/or by motion of a wall at a
prescribed constant speed (i.e., pure Poiseuille, pure Couette, and combined Couette-
Poiseuille flows). The microscopic pattern of the rough/permeable wall is assumed not
to have a preferential orientation at an angle different from 0 or 90 degrees from the
direction of the pressure gradient since, should that be the case, a near-wall transverse
velocity component would appear (Stone et al., 2004). In other words, the wall/substrate
must be such that the Navier slip tensor has components only along the principal axes of
the flow. These are quite general hypothesis, satisfied by many natural/engineered wall
textures (Bottaro, 2019). Analytical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation governing
the one-directional flows, û = û(ŷ), exist, subject to BJS-like conditions which apply at
a virtual planar interface in ŷ = 0 and/or ŷ = 2H, next to the physical boundaries. The
classical upscaling approach is tenable as long as the parameter ϵ, ratio of the microscopic
length scale to half the channel height, remains sufficiently small and the flow regime in
close vicinity of the walls is Stokes-like. As a rule of thumb, the approach is found to be
reliable until ϵReτ ≈ 10. Under these conditions, the generalized Poiseuille solution is
very accurate when compared against feature-resolving simulations of the flow in channels
with different combinations of wall textures. The generalized combined Couette-Poiseuille
solution was tested under favorable/adverse pressure gradients, and its accuracy in pre-
dicting possible backflow next to the fluid-porous interface was highlighted.

One of the most important issues addressed in this article is how to efficiently incor-
porate the effects of near-wall advection into the homogenization procedure when ϵReτ
is larger than about 10. For this purpose, an Oseen’s approximation was employed to
linearize the convective acceleration terms in the momentum conservation equations gov-
erning the microscale problem. Numerical solutions of the closure problems revealed a
decreasing trend of the model coefficients, for any given tested microstructure, as inertial
effects became significant. It was confirmed, via extensive validation, that the adjusted
approach can widen the applicability range of the homogenized solution considerably.
Nonetheless, should flow instabilities be present in the domain (e.g., at relatively high
Reynolds numbers) in the form of vortex shedding next to the protrusions/grains or,
eventually, transition to turbulence, homogenization would become a more complex un-
dertaking. For instance, tackling near-wall advection with Oseen’s linearization in the
presence of such instabilities may be questionable, and a fully nonlinear model is proba-
bly needed; this could be achieved by the use of adjoint homogenization (Bottaro, 2019).
In addition, when near-wall transient effects are significant, they should be considered
in the upscaling framework, and sufficiently large representative elementary cells of the
microscopic domain (possibly larger than a single geometric unit cell) must be identified
(Agnaou et al., 2016). Further, under turbulent flow conditions it is necessary to define
a three-directional effective velocity at the fictitious wall, even if the mean flow is one-
directional. This is important since turbulent fluctuations along directions both tangent
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and normal to the fictitious interface considerably affect the behavior of the turbulent
boundary layer and, therefore, the skin-friction drag (Orlandi et al., 2006; Orlandi &
Leonardi, 2006, 2008; Bottaro, 2019; Lācis et al., 2020; Ahmed et al., 2022b).

The analysis conducted attests to the effectiveness of multiscale homogenization
and provides a low-cost framework for understanding the large-scale features of lami-
nar flows over rough/permeable surfaces. One advantage of the approach is that the
effective boundary conditions adopted are free of empirical parameters; the macroscopic
coefficients involved are available from well-defined closure problems to be solved in a
microscopic elementary cell, and can be evaluated systematically for walls characterized
by different types of non-uniformity, including the effects of porosity, roughness, superhy-
drophobicity, compliance, etc. Several results for λ and Kitf have been recently computed
(e.g. Refs. (Lācis et al., 2020; Bottaro & Naqvi, 2020; Sudhakar et al., 2021; Naqvi & Bot-
taro, 2021; Ahmed et al., 2022a,b; Ahmed, 2023)) and can be used to assess the effect of
a variety of rough/porous micro-structured media. These results (and others that might
easily be obtained for different microscopic geometries) may serve for the inverse design
of wall patterns, to satisfy specific constraints, or for the validation of newly developed
computational fluid dynamics codes.
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The turbulent flow through a plane channel bounded by a single permeable wall is con-
sidered; this is a problem of interest since a carefully chosen distribution of grains and
voids in the porous medium can result in skin friction reduction for the flow in the chan-
nel. In the homogenization approach followed here, the flow is not resolved in the porous
layer, but an effective velocity boundary condition is developed (and later enforced) at
a virtual interface between the porous bed and the channel flow. The condition is valid
up to order two in terms of a small gauge factor, the ratio of microscopic to macroscopic
length scales; it contains slip coefficients, plus surface and bulk permeability coefficients,
which arise from the solution of microscale problems solved in a representative elementary
volume. Using the effective boundary conditions, free of empirical parameters, direct nu-
merical simulations are then performed in the channel, considering a few different porous
substrates. The results, examined in terms of mean values and turbulence statistics,
demonstrate the drag-reducing effects of porous substrates with streamwise-preferential
alignment of the solid grains.

1 INTRODUCTION

The large skin-friction drag characterizing wall-bounded turbulent flows, as compared to
laminar ones, represents a major challenge in engineering applications where efficiency
and running costs of fluid transport systems are of interest. This has motivated several
experimental and numerical studies aimed at a better understanding of the phenomenon
of turbulence production and generation of Reynolds shear stress in such flows (Mansour
et al., 1988; Bernard et al., 1993; Orlandi & Jiménez, 1994; Vreman & Kuerten, 2014);

1The Version of Record of this manuscript has been published and is available in:
Fluids 7 (5) (2022) 178. https://doi.org/10.3390/fluids7050178
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the coherent structures in the inner region of the wall layer and the bursting (ejection)
and sweep (inrush) events related to such structures have been the object of intense
research activities (Kline et al., 1967; Cantwell, 1981; Jeong et al., 1997; Guo et al., 2010).
The design of active or passive techniques for turbulent drag reduction requires in-depth
understanding of the interacting mechanisms which contribute to near-wall turbulence,
in order for its effective control. The near-wall flow is characterized by a self-sustaining
cycle responsible for the regeneration of turbulent fluctuations, owing to the dynamic
interaction between longitudinal velocity streaks and quasi-streamwise vortices; this cycle
is independent of the nature of the outer flow (Jiménez & Pinelli, 1999). Attenuating
(or suppressing) any of the processes involved in this autonomous cycle can lead to a
less disturbed flow field (or even to relaminarization) (Jiménez & Pinelli, 1999), a clear
advantage when the objective of the control is skin-friction drag.

Many investigations have been conducted to optimize and assess the effectiveness
and feasibility of active and passive drag reduction techniques, to favorably alter the
structure of the turbulent boundary layer. Active techniques, involving energy input, have
proved to yield significant drag reduction in wall-bounded turbulent flows. For instance,
optimized uniform blowing of the fluid through a spanwise slot can produce a local drag
reduction of 80% downstream of the slot (Kim et al., 2003), while sufficiently high suction
rates through a short porous flush-mounted strip can allow for local relaminarization of
the turbulent boundary layer, resulting in a drag reduction of more than 50% (Antonia
et al., 1995). Counter-rotating large-scale streamwise vortices, externally initiated by a
transverse array of longitudinal plasma actuators, can stabilize the streaks in the near-
wall flow and attenuate the coherent structures, interrupting the turbulence regeneration
cycle; a drag reduction of more than 25% can be achieved (Mahfoze & Laizet, 2017;
Cheng et al., 2021). Other studies focused on forcing wall-normal fluctuations (Kang
& Choi, 2000) or in-plane wall oscillations (Choi, 2002; Wise & Ricco, 2014). Passive
drag reduction techniques have also been investigated extensively, along with remarkable
advances in bio-inspired designs. Riblets (longitudinal surface grooves) have proved to
mitigate the velocity fluctuations near the wall, resulting in a more uniform flow field
(Bechert & Bartenwerfer, 1989); studies on different configurations of riblets revealed that
an optimized drag reduction of almost 10% can be achieved (Bechert et al., 1997). Super-
hydrophobic surfaces can reduce drag up to approximately 80% under optimal conditions,
mainly due to the large effective slip of aqueous solutions on the walls (Rastegari &
Akhavan, 2015). The ability of anisotropic permeable substrates to reduce skin-friction
drag in turbulent channel flows has recently attracted much interest; this constitutes the
main objective of the present study.

Porous substrates are encountered in various natural and engineering applications,
and have been a source of inspiration for many studies in which the influence of wall
permeability has been assessed on the behavior of the overlying turbulent boundary layer
and ensuing drag alteration. Several configurations of the porous substrate have been
investigated, with different values of the porosity (θ) and at different flow conditions.
The main parameters tested in previous studies are the diagonal components of the
permeability tensor of the porous medium (Kxx, Kyy, Kzz) and the Navier-slip coefficients
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(λx, λz) at the dividing surface between the free-fluid region in the channel and the
permeable layer. In the following, x, y and z denote, respectively, the streamwise, wall-
normal and spanwise directions. The numerical work by Rosti et al. (2015) on turbulent
channel flows over isotropic porous substrates (Kxx = Kyy = Kzz) has shown that even
small values of the medium permeability can affect the response of the adjacent turbulent
boundary layer: the disturbances were found to be intensified and the Reynolds stresses
enhanced, with a consequent increase in skin-friction drag. This is in general agreement
with the findings of earlier studies (Beavers et al., 1970; Tilton & Cortelezzi, 2006, 2008).
A similar behavior of disturbance intensification is observed when the porous substrates
have preferential spanwise permeability. Wang et al. (2021) investigated the dynamic
interaction between a turbulent channel flow and a porous bed made of spanwise-aligned
cylinders, for which Kzz > Kxx = Kyy. The structure of the blowing (upwelling) and
suction (downwelling) events through the pores has been analyzed, particularly in terms
of their role on the onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability near the permeable wall.
Other studies have focused on permeable walls potentially capable to yield turbulent
drag reduction. Rosti et al. (2018) studied the turbulent flow over anisotropic porous
beds characterized by equal values of the permeability in the streamwise and the spanwise
directions, i.e., Kxx = Kzz ̸= Kyy. They showed that a drag reduction of up to 20% can be
achieved from walls of high in-plane permeability (Kxx = Kzz >> Kyy), whereas the skin-
friction drag may increase by the same amount for substrates of preferential wall-normal
permeability. Among the different configurations considered in the literature, the use of
porous substrates of preferential permeability along the streamwise direction, consisting,
e.g., of longitudinal cylinders with Kxx >> Kzz = Kyy, appears to provide the best results
in terms of turbulent drag reduction. The drag reduction curves for this configuration are
similar to those of riblets (Gómez-de Segura & Garćıa-Mayoral, 2019), and the theory
behind the ability of such substrates to reduce skin-friction drag has been elaborated
by Abderrahaman-Elena & Garćıa-Mayoral (2017). Conceptually, the drag reduction
(DR) is proportional to the difference between the slip lengths along the streamwise
and the spanwise directions, that is, DR ≈ µ0(λ

+
x − λ+

z ) (Luchini et al., 1991; Jiménez,
1994), which has been approximated by µ0 ξ

(√
K+

xx −
√

K+
zz

)
(Abderrahaman-Elena &

Garćıa-Mayoral, 2017). All the macroscopic parameters are measured in wall units and
this is indicated by the superscript ‘+’; the coefficient µ0 is a function of the Reynolds
number (Garcia-Mayoral & Jiménez, 2011), while the parameter ξ characterizes the inter-
connectivity of the flow between the pores (Abderrahaman-Elena & Garćıa-Mayoral,
2017). The relation above in terms of the square root of the permeability components
holds for substrates of relatively low wall-normal permeability; if K+

yy exceeds some critical
threshold, Kelvin-Helmholtz-like rollers are developed near the interface, and the drag
reduction mechanism is adversely affected (Gómez-de Segura et al., 2018).

With the significant progress in manufacturing and fabrication techniques, the study
of the interaction between the microscale features of the surface (such as roughness, poros-
ity, irregularity, compliance, etc.) and the adjacent fluid flow has become more important
for several applications. The numerical complexity of fully resolving the micro-details of
the surface in Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) or even in Large Eddy Simulations
(LES) of turbulence represents a challenge, especially if optimization of the surface is
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the ultimate goal. The multiscale homogenization approach adopted in this paper is
a mathematical framework through which the rapidly varying properties of the surface
(the porous substrate in the present case) can be replaced by upscaled properties such as
slip, interface permeability, etc. (Babuška, 1976; Bottaro, 2019), which contribute to the
definition of effective boundary conditions at a virtual plane surface. The macroscale be-
havior of, for instance, the turbulent channel flow is then targeted, bypassing the need to
fully resolve the motion within the permeable substrate; the mesh requirements of the nu-
merical simulations are therefore significantly alleviated. Multiscale homogenization has
been known and used by applied mathematicians for a long time. In more recent years,
it has been rediscovered and applied to a variety of physically relevant cases. Although
the classical first-order slip condition over a generic solid surface, proposed by Navier
(1823), was based on empirical considerations concerning the near-wall flow behavior, re-
cent studies adopting the homogenization technique have provided a robust mathematical
framework for the estimation of Navier’s slip length, λ, without the need for any ad hoc
correlation (Jiménez Bolaños & Vernescu, 2017). A tensorial generalization of the first-
order Navier’s slip condition over a micro-textured surface was given by Zampogna et al.
(2019a), via the definition of a third-order slip tensor which depends on the geometry
of the roughness pattern. The homogenized model was later extended to study the fluid
motion over deformable riblets, to assess the potential drag reduction (Zampogna et al.,
2019b). The so-called transpiration-resistance model by Lācis et al. (2020) shed light on
the role of the wall-normal velocity at the fictitious interface in improving the predictions
of the homogenization-based direct simulations for turbulent flows over micro-patterned
surfaces. The homogenization model for the flow over a rough surface was later pushed
to third-order in terms of a small parameter, ratio of microscopic to macroscopic length
scales, by Bottaro & Naqvi (2020). Most recently, the asymptotic homogenization theory
has been employed by Ahmed et al. (2022) to study buoyancy-driven flows over vertical
rough surfaces, by deriving and implementing upscaled velocity and temperature bound-
ary conditions at a smooth virtual surface. Effective boundary conditions at the interface
between a porous bed and an unconfined flow region have been explored by Sudhakar
et al. (2021) and by Naqvi & Bottaro (2021).

In this work, asymptotic homogenization is used to derive second-order accurate
effective boundary conditions for the three velocity components at a fictitious inter-
face, chosen tangent to the porous material, to macroscopically mimic the effects of the
small-scale features of an anisotropic porous layer on a turbulent boundary layer. The
technique relies on reconstructing the microscale problem via asymptotic expansions of
the microscopic dependent variables (velocity components and pressure) in powers of
a small parameter ϵ, which represents the ratio between two well-separated scales, for
instance the periodicity of the porous pattern (microscopic length scale) and half the
channel height (macroscopic length scale). The problem is then solved up to any order
in ϵ via numerical solution of ad hoc auxiliary systems which hold in a doubly periodic
representative elementary volume. The equations governing the physical problem, the
domain decomposition, and the chosen scales for each sub-domain are outlined in Section
2, with detailed explanation of the adopted asymptotic approach and with illustration
of the numerical solutions for the auxiliary problems that arise. Different configurations
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of the porous substrate are considered for the evaluation of the macroscopic coefficients
of the model, in particular, spanwise- and streamwise-aligned elements of two different
shapes.The macroscopic problem is addressed in Section 3. A direct numerical simulation
was first conducted for a turbulent flow through a channel with smooth, impermeable
walls at Reτ ≈ 190, to validate the numerical code, the domain size, etc. The wall-
bounded turbulent flow over a porous substrate is then considered. Standard turbulence
statistics are compared for different porous substrates, and consequent skin-friction drag
increase/reduction is indicated. The main findings of the study are highlighted in the
concluding section.

2 THE HOMOGENIZATION MODEL

This section is dedicated to providing the details to derive effective boundary conditions
at the fictitious interface between a channel flow and a porous substrate underneath.
The procedure represents an extension of the model by Naqvi & Bottaro (2021), in which
only isotropic or two-dimensional porous media were analyzed; in the present work, a
three-dimensional, transversely isotropic, permeable bed is considered.

2.1 Governing equations and domain decomposition

Let us consider, for instance, a porous substrate made of regularly arranged, streamwise-
aligned solid inclusions with given periodicity in the spanwise and wall-normal directions,
cf. Figure 1. It is possible to identify two characteristic length scales, a microscopic one
related to the porous medium, l (the periodicity of the configuration), and a macroscopic
one related to the large-scale motion in the channel, H (half the channel thickness).
The mass and momentum conservation equations governing the flow of a viscous, incom-
pressible, Newtonian fluid can be expressed in terms of the dimensional variables •̂ as
follows:

∂ûi

∂x̂i

= 0, ρ

(
∂ûi

∂t̂
+ ûj

∂ûi

∂x̂j

)
= − ∂p̂

∂x̂i

+ µ
∂2ûi

∂x̂2
j

, (1)

with ρ the fluid density, µ the dynamic viscosity, p̂ the pressure, ûi the velocity compo-
nents (û1 = û, û2 = v̂, û3 = ŵ), x̂i the space coordinates (x̂1 = x̂, x̂2 = ŷ, x̂3 = ẑ), and
t̂ time. The streamwise direction (x̂1), the wall-normal direction (x̂2), and the spanwise
direction (x̂3) are indicated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the full domain for the case of streamwise-aligned cylindrical inclusions.
The left frame illustrates in a constant x̂-section the decomposition of the domain into three
distinct sub-regions; the brown volume represents the doubly periodic elementary cell of the
microscopic problem.

Provided that l ≪ H, the microscopic problem is amenable to a multiple-scale
expansion in terms of a small parameter ϵ = l/H ≪ 1. The full domain is decomposed
into three sub-domains: a channel-flow region away from the interface (superscript “C”),
an interface region (superscript “I”) and a region within the porous layer away from
boundaries, governed by Darcy’s law (superscript “P”). The normalized variables in the
three regions are introduced as follows:

Channel-flow region C:

Xi = x̂i/H, P C = p̂/(ρU2), UC
i = û/U . (2-a)

Interface region I:

xi = x̂i/ℓ, P I = p̂/(µU/H), UI
i = ϵ−1û/U . (2-b)

Porous region P :

xi = x̂i/ℓ, PP = p̂/(µU/H), UP
i = ϵ−2û/U , (2-c)

with U a suitable macroscopic velocity scale, for instance the bulk velocity in 0 ≤ ŷ ≤ 2H.
The normalization above leads to the following dimensionless systems in the •C, •I , and
•P regions, respectively;

∂UC
i

∂Xi

= 0,
∂UC

i

∂t
+ UC

j

∂UC
i

∂Xj

= −∂P C

∂Xi

+
1

Re

∂2UC
i

∂X2
j

, (3-a)

∂UI
i

∂xi

= 0, ϵ2Re

(
∂UI

i

∂t
+ UI

j

∂UI
i

∂xj

)
= −∂P I

∂xi

+
∂2UI

i

∂x2
j

, (3-b)
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ϵ
∂UP

i

∂xi

= 0, ϵ4ReUP
j

∂UP
i

∂xj

= −∂PP

∂xi

+ ϵ
∂2UP

i

∂x2
j

, (3-c)

with Re =
ρUH
µ

. In the channel-flow region, the dependent variables are function of

the macroscopic coordinates Xi only, whereas, in the intermediate and porous regions,
the dependent variables depend on both microscopic and macroscopic coordinates (xi,
Xi respectively). The continuity of the fields across the interface between the •C and
•I regions is represented by matching the velocity and the traction vectors at a dividing
surface. If x2 = y = y∞ is taken to be the microscopic vertical coordinate of this interface,
and Y = Y = ϵy∞ is the macroscopic vertical position at which the effective conditions
are enforced, the matching conditions may be written as follows:

lim
y→y∞

UI
i =

1

ϵ
lim
Y→Y

UC
i , (4-a)

lim
y→y∞

−P Iδi2 +
∂V I

∂xi

+
∂UI

i

∂y
= lim

Y→Y
−ReP Cδi2 +

∂V C

∂Xi

+
∂UC

i

∂Y
, (4-b)

with δij the Kronecker index. The conditions above are acceptable provided y∞ is suf-
ficiently large for the •I variables to become independent of x and z there. Should this
not be the case, integration of the interface variables along the x and z direction must
be done before matching velocity and traction components.

2.2 Asymptotic analysis of the microscale problem

The velocity and pressure fields in porous and interface regions are asymptotically ex-
panded in terms of ϵ, for instance U I

i = u
(0)
i + ϵu

(1)
i + ϵ2u

(2)
i + ...., and the gradients are

recast based on the chain rule (
∂

∂xi

→ ∂

∂xi

+ ϵ
∂

∂Xi

). The asymptotic expressions are

plugged into the microscale governing equations and read:{
∂iui = −ϵ ∂′

iu
(0)
i +O (ϵ2) ,

−∂ip+ ∂2
jui = ϵ

[
∂′
ip

(0) − 2 ∂j∂
′
ju

(0)
i

]
+O (ϵ2) ,

(5)

with the microscopic and macroscopic derivatives indicated, respectively, by

∂i =
∂

∂xi

, ∂′
i =

∂

∂Xi

.

The microscale problem can be reconstructed at different orders of ϵ. The leading-order
problem reads:

O(1) :


∂iu

(0)
i = 0,

−∂ip
(0) + ∂2

jui
(0) = 0,

−p(0)δi2 + ∂2u
(0)
i + ∂iu

(0)
2

∣∣∣
y∞

= SC
i2.

(6)
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At next order we obtain:

O(ϵ) :


∂iu

(1)
i = −∂′

iu
(0)
i ,

−∂ip
(1) + ∂2

ju
(1)
i = ∂′

ip
(0) − 2∂j∂

′
ju

(0)
i ,

−p(1)δi2 + ∂2u
(1)
i + ∂iu

(1)
2

∣∣∣
y∞

= − ∂′
2u

(0)
i + ∂′

iu
(0)
2

∣∣∣
y∞

,

(7)

where SC
i2 is the macroscopic traction vector evaluated at Y = Y , i.e.

SC
i2 = σC · e2|Y=Y =

(
∂UC

∂Y
+

∂V C

∂X
,−ReP C + 2

∂V C

∂Y
,
∂W C

∂Y
+

∂V C

∂Z

)∣∣∣∣
Y=Y

, (8)

with σC the stress tensor. From now on, the superscript •C is omitted when referring to
outer flow dependent variables.

Owing to the linearity of equations (6, 7)), generic forms of the solutions can be
assumed. For the leading-order problem the dependent variables can be expressed as{

u
(0)
i = u†

ijSj2,

p(0) = p†jSj2,
(9)

with the new parameters, u†
ij and p†j functions of only xi. Three decoupled systems of

equations, the so-called auxiliary problems, arise from substituting the preceding expres-
sions into equations (6); they can be summarized as follows:

∂iu
†
ij = 0,

−∂ip
†
j + ∂2

l u
†
ij = 0,(

−p†jδi2 + ∂2u
†
ij + ∂iu

†
2j

)∣∣∣
y∞

= δij,
(10)

where the three microscopic problems corresponds to j = 1, 2, 3. For j = 2, one finds the
simple analytical solution:

u†
i2 = 0, p†2 = −1.

These results will directly enter, and simplify, the O(ϵ) problems.

At O(ϵ), the following generic forms hold:{
u
(1)
i = u‡

ijk ∂
′
kSj2,

p(1) = p‡jk ∂
′
kSj2.

(11)

This leads to
−∂i∂iu

‡
ijk = −u†

kj,

p‡jk − p†jδki + ∂2
l u

‡
ijk + 2∂ku

†
ij = 0,(

−p‡jkδi2 + ∂2u
‡
ijk + ∂iu

‡
2jk

)∣∣∣
y∞

= −
(
u†
ijδk2 + u†

2jδik

)∣∣∣
y∞

,

(12)
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which are nine decoupled problems to be solved in the microscopic cell, for j, k = 1, 2, 3.
All these problems are subject to periodicity along x and z (for streamwise-aligned solid
inclusions) and to the no-slip condition on the solid grains of the porous medium.

Numerical results are sought, in particular, at y = y∞, since u†
ij

∣∣∣
y∞

and u‡
ijk

∣∣∣
y∞

are

eventually the numerical coefficients needed to close the macroscopic effective conditions.
These conditions arise from matching the velocity vector at the specified interface (cf.
equation (4-a)); finally, the second-order accurate upscaled conditions at the dividing
surface are:

Ui|Y=ϵy∞
= ϵ

(
u
(0)
i

∣∣∣
y∞

+ ϵ u
(1)
i

∣∣∣
y∞

)
+O(ϵ3) = ϵ ũij|y∞ Sj2+ϵ2 u‡

ijk

∣∣∣
y∞

∂Sj2

∂Xk

+O(ϵ3). (13)

2.3 Numerical solutions of the auxiliary systems

Figure 2: A full microscopic domain (in grey) with two-dimensional zy−plane (in red) over

which contours of u†11 and u†33 are shown, for θ = 0.5

With the aid of the Comsol Multiphysics® software, the auxiliary systems formulated in
Section 2.2 are solved on a microscopic elongated domain, considering streamwise-aligned
cylindrical inclusions. Specifically, the domain consists of a xyz box of sides [1, 2y∞, 1]; cf.
Figure 2. The value of y∞ is specified such that the microscopic fields are homogeneous
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in x and z near y = y∞. It was numerically confirmed that y∞ = 5 is sufficient to satisfy
the preceding condition. The dividing surface is set at y = 0, the surface tangent to the
uppermost cylinder, so that half of the domain (0 < y ≤ y∞) is above it and the other half
(−y∞ ≤ y < 0) is below it. For −y∞ ≤ y < 0, identical longitudinal cylinders are present,
regularly spaced of one unit of length along y. The diameter of the cylinders was changed
to study the effects of varying the porosity of the substrate, defined as θ = Vfluid/Vtot,
with Vfluid and Vtot the fluid’s volume in a cubic unit cell within the porous domain and
the total volume of the unit cell, respectively.

The numerical solutions of the auxiliary sub-systems related to the O(1) problem,
i.e., equations (10), reveal that u†

11 and u†
33 are the only variables which do not vanish at

the matching surface (y = y∞ = 5). The contours of the two parameters throughout the
microscopic domain are displayed in Figure 2; for brevity, fields of the other variables are
not presented. Subsequently, the effect of varying the location of the matching interface
was considered, by gradually increasing the value of y∞ and monitoring the behaviors of
u†
11 and u†

33. Linear trends have been detected, in the same manner as for the case of the
fluid motion over a rough surface (Bottaro & Naqvi, 2020), i.e.

u†
11

∣∣∣
y∞

= y∞ + λx, u†
33

∣∣∣
y∞

= y∞ + λz, (14)

with λx and λz the dimensionless Navier-slip coefficients in the streamwise and the span-
wise directions, respectively.

Solutions of the higher-order systems were then sought. The following trends of
the microscopic parameters, with non-zero magnitudes at the matching interface, are
obtained (the reader is referred to (Bottaro & Naqvi, 2020) and (Naqvi & Bottaro, 2021)
for more details about the procedure):

− u‡
211

∣∣∣
y∞

= u‡
121

∣∣∣
y∞

= 0.5 y2∞ + λx y∞ +Kitf
xy ,

− u‡
233

∣∣∣
y∞

= u‡
323

∣∣∣
y∞

= 0.5 y2∞ + λz y∞ +Kitf
zy ,

u‡
222

∣∣∣
y∞

= Kyy,

(15)

where Kyy is a medium permeability component, while Kitf
xy and Kitf

zy are interface per-
meabilities.

At this point, it is advantageous to extrapolate the solutions of the parameters of
interest to a matching interface located at y = 0. This can be achieved simply by setting
y∞ = 0 in the fitting relations (equations (14, 15)). Thus, the values of the coefficients
λx, λz,Kitf

xy ,Kitf
zy and Kyy are sufficient to describe the presence of the permeable interface

up to second order in terms of ϵ, by enforcing effective boundary conditions on the plane
y = 0. These coefficients characterize the microstructure of the porous substrate; for
instance, they are dependent on the shape of the inclusions, their orientation and the
porosity θ.
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Simple methods can also be adopted to calculate the coefficients of interest, based
on previous findings (Bottaro & Naqvi, 2020; Naqvi & Bottaro, 2021). The Navier-slip
coefficients (λx, λz) can be computed by averaging the fields of u†

11 and u†
33 (those shown

in Figure 2), respectively, over the plane y = 0. The numerical values of Kitf
xy and Kitf

zy

can be recovered by taking the following volume integrals:

Kitf
xy =

∫
Vf Por

u†
11 dV,

Kitf
zy =

∫
Vf Por

u†
33 dV,

(16)

where VfPor
denotes the whole fluid volume in the elementary cell below the interface.

This method is particularly convenient since it means that interface permeabilities are
already available from the O(1) problems, i.e. there is no need to solve the O(ϵ) ones to
compute them. Finally, as far as Kyy is concerned, one can compute it by simulating the

O(ϵ) system governing u‡
222 in a fully periodic unit cell (cf. Figure 3) and evaluating the

integral:

Kyy =

∫
Vfluid

u‡
222 dV. (17)

Should they be needed, the other diagonal components of the medium permeability tensor
can be retrieved in the following way:

Kxx =
∫
Vfluid

u‡
121 dV,

Kzz =
∫
Vfluid

u‡
323 dV.

(18)

We remark that, in this case, Kxx and Kzz do not correspond to any value of u‡
ijk

∣∣∣
y∞=0

,

and do not contribute to the interface conditions. Eventually, the following values of the
macroscopic coefficients were attained for the case of longitudinal cylindrical inclusions
with porosity θ = 0.5:

λx = 0.06883, λz = 0.04513, Kitf
xy = 0.005561, Kitf

zy = 0.002220, (19)

Kxx = 0.006966, Kyy = 0.001828, Kzz = 0.001828.

Figure 3: A fully periodic unit cell over which fields of u‡121, u
‡
222 and u‡323 are shown for θ = 0.5.
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2.4 Formal expressions of the effective boundary conditions

The effective boundary conditions are

U |Y=0 = ϵλxS12|Y=0 + ϵ2Kitf
xy

∂S22

∂X

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+O
(
ϵ3
)
, (20-a)

V |Y=0 = − ϵ2Kitf
xy

∂S12

∂X

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

− ϵ2Kitf
zy

∂S32

∂Z

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+ ϵ2Kyy
∂S22

∂Y

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+O
(
ϵ3
)
, (20-b)

W |Y=0 = ϵλzS32|Y=0 + ϵ2Kitf
zy

∂S22

∂Z

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+O
(
ϵ3
)
, (20-c)

with the stresses Si2 defined by Eq. (8). Alternatively, the effective conditions, valid up
to second order in ϵ, may be written in the following dimensional form:

û|0 ≈ λ̂x

(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

)∣∣∣∣
0

+
K̂itf

xy

µ

∂

∂x̂

(
−p̂+ 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣∣
0

, (21-a)

v̂|0 ≈
K̂yy

µ

∂

∂ŷ

(
−p̂+ 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣∣
0

− K̂itf
xy

∂

∂x̂

(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

)∣∣∣∣
0

− K̂itf
zy

∂

∂ẑ

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

)∣∣∣∣
0

, (21-b)

ŵ|0 ≈ λ̂z

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

)∣∣∣∣
0

+
K̂itf

zy

µ

∂

∂ẑ

(
−p̂+ 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣∣
0

, (21-c)

where the dimensional model coefficients are defined by introducing the length microscale
l = ϵH, as follows:

λ̂x, z = λx, z l, K̂itf
xy, zy = Kitf

xy, zy l
2, K̂yy = Kyy l

2. (22)

2.5 The role of the porosity: parametric study

The values of the model coefficients have already been stated in (19) for the specific
case of streamwise-aligned cylinders with a porosity of 0.5. However, it is practically
advantageous to generate a database of these geometry-dependent parameters to cover a
wide range of θ, so that the model can be directly implemented in optimization studies
at a future stage. A range of 0.215 ≤ θ ≤ 0.99 is considered in the parametric analysis.
The values of the upscaled coefficients have been estimated, following the numerical
procedure described earlier in Section 2.3. The results are listed in Table 1, and are
graphically presented in Figure 4. The minimum possible value of the porosity (θ = 0.215)
is related to a cylinder diameter equal to one; for this configuration, the physical interface
between the channel flow and the porous substrate becomes impermeable in the wall-
normal direction (Kyy = 0), and the case of flow over semi-circular riblets (instead of
a porous substrate) is retrieved. It can be realized from Figure 4 that all coefficients
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monotonically increase with θ. It should be observed that high values of θ are not
representative of typical porous media, aside from perhaps the case of sparse canopies.

Table 1: Numerical values of the macroscopic coefficients at different values of the porosity, for

the case of longitudinal cylindrical inclusions.

θ λx λz Kyy = Kzz Kxx Kitf
xy Kitf

zy

0.215 5.883E− 02 4.103E− 02 0 1.217E− 03 3.814E− 03 1.823E− 03

0.500 6.883E− 02 4.513E− 02 1.828E− 03 6.966E− 03 5.561E− 03 2.220E− 03

0.600 7.398E− 02 4.713E− 02 4.331E− 03 1.212E− 02 6.737E− 03 2.410E− 03

0.700 8.167E− 02 4.992E− 02 9.587E− 03 2.222E− 02 9.042E− 03 2.657E− 03

0.800 9.347E− 02 5.385E− 02 1.990E− 02 4.179E− 02 1.410E− 02 2.965E− 03

0.900 1.130E− 01 6.010E− 02 3.970E− 02 8.031E− 02 2.638E− 02 4.113E− 03

0.990 1.953E− 01 8.912E− 02 1.255E− 01 2.534E− 01 1.075E− 01 2.960E− 02

Figure 4: Variation of the model coefficients (Table 1) against porosity (θ).

3 THE MACROSCALE PROBLEM: SETUP, RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION

This section is mainly dedicated to the macroscale problem concerning the turbulent
channel flow over a porous substrate; the effective boundary conditions at the sub-
strate/channel virtual interface, obtained in Section 2, are employed, with the macroscale
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coefficients corresponding to different configurations of the porous bed, for detecting,
comparing and analyzing the skin-friction drag increase/reduction. The direct numerical
simulation of the turbulent flow through a smooth, impermeable channel is conducted
first (Section 3.1). The main objectives of this preliminary step are to (i) assess the
accuracy of the CFD code, (ii) confirm the adequacy of the domain size and the grid by
means of extensive validation using the rich literature on smooth channel flow, and (iii)
provide baseline results to which the main statistics of channel flows over permeable walls
are later compared (Section 3.2).

3.1 Channel flow with smooth, impermeable walls

3.1.1 Simulation definition and numerical schemes

Figure 5: Simulation setup for smooth, impermeable channel case: a) dimensions of the com-
putational domain; b) boundary conditions; c) grid structure and specifications.

The computational domain is sketched in Figure 5-a. The dimensions in the streamwise
direction (LX), the wall-normal direction (LY ) and the spanwise direction (LZ) are nor-
malized with half the channel height (H); LY = 2 by definition, while the values LX ≈ 2π
and LZ ≈ π are chosen. The no-slip/no-transpiration boundary condition are enforced
at the upper and lower walls (U = V = W = 0). Since the flow is fully developed,
periodic boundary conditions of the velocity vector and the pressure are used along the
streamwise and spanwise directions (cf. Figure 5-b). The flow is forced by a uniform
volumetric momentum source term in the X−direction, with a value M = 1; therefore,
a wall shear stress τw of 1 (at lower and upper walls) is expected as the bulk balance
between forces is reached. If the value of the fluid density in equation (1) is ρ = 1 and
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the dynamic viscosity is µ ≈ 1/190, the shear velocity (uτ =
√
τw/ρ) is equal to 1 so that

the friction Reynolds number (Reτ = ρ uτ H/µ) is approximately 190.

The governing equations are discretized with the finite volume method, as by the
implementation of the Simcenter STAR-CCM+ multiphysics software (version 16.02.009-
R8). The hybrid MUSCL 3rd-order/central-differencing scheme was employed for spatial
discretization. The scheme combines boundedness and accuracy; under smooth local
flow conditions, it is formulated as a linear blend between a MUSCL 3rd-order upwind
scheme and a 3rd-order central-differencing scheme, with an upwind blending factor equal
to 0.1. The reader is referred to (West & Caraeni, 2015) for details on the MUSCL/CD
approach. A structured three-dimensional grid was generated (Figure 5-c). The mesh
is uniform in streamwise and spanwise directions, where the respective spacings of the
grid (in wall units) are h+

X ≈ 9.47 and h+
Z ≈ 6.32. The grid is gradually stretched in the

wall-normal direction to obtain thinner elements near the walls (h+
Y ≈ 0.29) and thicker

near the centerline (h+
Y ≈ 8.25). A second-order implicit scheme was used for temporal

discretization. To maintain the maximum Courant number below 1, a time step of 0.0015

was applied (the time scale is
H

uτ

). The SIMPLE algorithm was used for pressure-velocity

coupling.

Two critical points should be highlighted. First, the size of the computational domain
is, in general, smaller than that used in some previous numerical studies. For instance,
the dimensions LX = 4π and LZ = 4

3
π were chosen in (Vreman & Kuerten, 2014), while

the dimensions LX = 4π and LZ = 2π were used in (Kim et al., 1987), compared to
LX = 2π and LZ = π in the present study. Second, the finite volume method used in this
work is not the standard discretization approach followed in the literature dealing with
the direct simulation of turbulent channel flow. The majority of previous studies adopted
either a fully-spectral Fourier-Chebyshev spatial discretization method (Kim et al., 1987;
Moser et al., 1999; Vreman & Kuerten, 2014) or a staggered high-order finite difference
method (Abe et al., 2001; Kozuka et al., 2009; Vreman & Kuerten, 2014). The points
above indicate that a comprehensive validation of the present setup is recommended.

3.1.2 Results and validation

First, the simulation was run for about 130 time units to establish the turbulence per-
turbations and go beyond the initial transient of the flow field. The statistics were then
averaged over almost 35 time units. The main convergence criterion is the bulk velocity
U b, that is, the volume-averaged mean streamwise velocity over the channel (normalized
by uτ ). The bulk velocity U b eventually converged to a value of 15.688 (meaning that the
bulk Reynolds number is Re ≈ 2981), compared to U b = 15.70 in (Vreman & Kuerten,
2014) and U b = 15.73 in (Abe et al., 2001). The corresponding values of the skin-friction
drag coefficient (Cf ), based on U b, are: 0.00813 (present), 0.00811 (Vreman & Kuerten,
2014), and 0.00808 (Abe et al., 2001). The statistics given below at any distance Y from
the wall have been evaluated via spatial averaging over the corresponding X − Z plane.
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• Mean velocity profile:

Figure 6: Mean velocity profile in global coordinates for the smooth channel case.

Figure 7: Behavior of the mean streamwise velocity, U , in different regions of the turbulent
boundary layer: (left) mean velocity profile in wall coordinates; (right) the log-law diagnose
function, Ξ. Results are only displayed over the lower half of the smooth channel.

The distribution of the mean streamwise velocity (U) is displayed in Figure 6 as
a function of the normal distance (Y ) from the lower wall. It is clear that the present
numerical results for U agree well with the reference results by Vreman & Kuerten (2014)
and Kim et al. (1987). For instance, the value of the centerline velocity U c is equal to 18.3,
compared to approximately 18.28 in (Vreman & Kuerten, 2014) and 18.18 in (Kim et al.,
1987). The velocity profile is plotted in wall coordinates in Figure 7-left; Y + = Y Reτ .
The behavior fits well with the linear relation U = Y + in the viscous sublayer (up to
Y + ≈ 5), while the log law, U = (1/κ) lnY + + B, is satisfied for Y + ⪆ 40. Here, the
von Kármán constant (κ) is 0.4, while a value of 5.5 was chosen for the intercept of
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the logarithmic profile (B) to take into account the low Reynolds number effect (Kim

et al., 1987). The behavior of the log-law diagnose function, defined as Ξ = Y + ∂U

∂Y +
, is

shown in Figure 7-right. The constancy of Ξ indicates, by definition, a typical logarithmic
behavior of U , where the constant value Ξ ≈ 2.5 corresponds to the coefficient 1/κ. It is
clear that the upper validity limit of the log-law is Y + ≈ 125.

• Turbulence statistics:

It is useful for both validation and physical interpretation purposes to analyze the
primary fluctuations (U ′, V ′,W ′), representing the instantaneous deviations of the ve-
locity components from their time-averaged values; for example, U ′ = U − U . The
intensity of the fluctuations can be described by the root-mean-square (rms) values

(Urms, Vrms,Wrms), where Urms = U ′U ′1/2, for example. Another measure is the in-

tensity of the fluctuations (Iu =
Urms

U
, Iv =

Vrms

U
, Iw =

Wrms

U
). The behaviors of both

estimates (rms, I) are show in wall coordinates in Figure 8, together with reference data
from (Vreman & Kuerten, 2014; Kim et al., 1987); the accuracy of the present results is
confirmed.

Figure 8: Estimates of the primary fluctuations for the smooth channel case: (left) root-mean-
squares of the turbulent fluctuations in velocity components; (right) turbulence intensities. The
reference results of the rms fluctuations by Vreman & Kuerten (2014) (square markers) and
the values of the turbulence intensities by Kim et al. (1987) (filled circles) are also plotted for
comparison.

The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is defined as k =
1

2
(U ′U ′ + V ′V ′ + W ′W ′).

The dissipation terms in the transport equations of U ′U ′, V ′V ′,W ′W ′ are plotted in wall
coordinates in Figure 9-left. They are defined, in dimensionless forms, as follows:

(ϵu, ϵv, ϵw) =
2

Re2τ

(
|∇U ′|2, |∇V ′|2, |∇W ′|2 ), (23)
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with the gradients of the primary fluctuations calculated using the dimensionless space
variables (X, Y, Z). The total dissipation and production rates of TKE are approximately
balanced within the log-law region, as can be realized from Figure 9-right. They are
defined in dimensionless forms as:

ϵT =
1

2
(ϵu + ϵv + ϵw), (24-a)

PT = − 1

Reτ
U ′
iU

′
j

∂Ui

∂Xj

. (24-b)

Figure 9: Components of turbulent dissipation (left) and production and dissipation rates
of TKE (right). Present trends are plotted with solid lines. Reference results by Vreman &
Kuerten (2014) and by Mansour et al. (1988) are used for validation in the left and right frames,
respectively.

Figure 10: Distributions of X − Y shear stresses over the full height of the smooth channel:
(blue) viscous stress; (red) Reynolds stress; (black) total stress. The present results are shown
with solid/dashed lines, while reference results by Kim et al. (1987) are plotted with filled
circles.

One of the observables most focused upon in wall turbulence is the Reynolds stress
tensor, τR, and in particular the component τRxy is the most relevant to skin-friction
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drag. The total stress is defined as the sum of viscous and Reynolds stresses, that is,

τxy = τVxy + τRxy. With ρu2
τ as scale, the dimensionless stresses are given by τVxy =

1

Reτ

∂U

∂Y
and τRxy = −U ′V ′. The good agreement between the present results and those by Kim
(1983), shown in Figure 10, further attests to the validity of the finite volume model
employed here, and the suitability of the numerical setup.

3.2 Turbulent flow over porous substrates

3.2.1 Basic definitions and implementation of the effective conditions

Figure 11: Sketch of the macroscale problems. The computational domain is displayed in the
top panel, with the effective velocity boundary conditions imposed at the plane Y = 0. The
usage of the effective conditions permits to not solve for the flow in the porous substrate. In
the bottom frame, the configurations of the porous media under study are indicated, with the
dimensions shown on a 1×1 unit cell. The dimensions of the inclusions yield a porosity θ = 0.5.
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The turbulent channel flow over porous substrates of different microstructures is macro-
scopically analyzed in this section, with the aid of the homogenization model described
in Section 2. The numerical procedure, including the spatial and the temporal discretiza-
tion schemes and the X−momentum forcing term, is identical to the setup of the smooth
channel case, described in Section 3.1.1. The only modification is that the lower bound-
ary (at Y = 0) now mimics a slip, permeable wall. This can be done by implementing
the effective boundary conditions for the three velocity components given in equations
(20-a) to (20-c), with model coefficients corresponding to the specific topology and ori-
entation of the solid inclusions sketched in Figure 11. Focus is on the evaluation and the
further interpretation of the favorable/adverse changes in the skin-friction drag, related
to the presence of different anisotropic permeable substrates. It is important to highlight
that the geometries of the inclusions described in Figure 11 are intentionally chosen to
meet this objective. The inclusions considered are: (i) transverse, Z-aligned, cylinders
(configuration: TC ); (ii) longitudinal, X-aligned, cylinders (configuration: LC ); (iii) lon-
gitudinal cylindrical elements modified with four longitudinal protrusions in the shape
of parallelepipeds, equally-spaced along the circumference (configuration: LM ). The di-
mensions of the solid inclusion within the unit cell are chosen to yield the same porosity,
θ = 0.5. The model coefficients for substrate LC have been estimated earlier; they are
given in (19). The coefficients for the case of spanwise-aligned cylinders (TC ) are directly
available from the LC case, by simply switching the streamwise and spanwise coordinates,
i.e.

λx = 0.04513, λz = 0.06883, Kitf
xy = 0.002220, Kitf

zy = 0.005561, (25)

Kxx = 0.001828, Kyy = 0.001828, Kzz = 0.006966.

Conversely, configuration LM requires the numerical solution of the ad hoc problems
given in Section 2.2 for this specific geometry: the dimensionless upscaled coefficients are
found to be

λx = 0.1130, λz = 0.0590, Kitf
xy = 0.01213, Kitf

zy = 0.00411, (26)

Kxx = 0.00762, Kyy = 0.000121, Kzz = 0.000121.

It should be noted that by modifying the longitudinal geometry with the addition of
four thin fins we have been able to increase the difference between λx and λz; in light of
literature results (presented in Section 1) this is expected to improve the drag-reducing
effect of the porous layer.

The last parameter which needs to be set is ϵ = l/H. Two values were tested:
(i) ϵ = 0.05, with the substrates indicated as TC5,LC5,LM5; (ii) ϵ = 0.10, with the
substrates denoted by TC10,LC10,LM10. For later discussion, it is also useful to define
the model coefficients in wall units, with the slip coefficients (λ) multiplied by (ϵReτ )
and the permeabilities (Kinf ,K) multiplied by (ϵReτ )

2; the numerical values of these
parameters are given in Table 2, for all the substrates defined.
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Table 2: Values of the macroscopic coefficients for the different configurations of the porous

substrate, given in wall units with Reτ ≈ 190.

Macroscopic parameters
Configurations

TC5 LC5 LM5 TC10 LC10 LM10

λ+
x 0.4287 0.6539 1.0735 0.8574 1.3078 2.1470

λ+
z 0.6539 0.4287 0.5605 1.3078 0.8574 1.1210

Kinf,+
xy 0.2004 0.5018 1.0947 0.8016 2.0072 4.3788

Kinf,+
zy 0.5018 0.2004 0.3709 2.0072 0.8016 1.4836

K+
xx 0.1650 0.6287 0.6877 0.6600 2.5148 2.7508

K+
yy 0.1650 0.1650 0.0109 0.6600 0.6600 0.0436

K+
zz 0.6287 0.1650 0.0109 2.5148 0.6600 0.0436

Numerically enforcing the effective boundary conditions (20-a)-(20-c) is a delicate

task for several reasons. First, the pressure-gradient term
∂P

∂X

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

, present at second

order in ϵ in the definition of the streamwise slip velocity, may be decomposed into a

mean term and a fluctuating part. The mean pressure gradient
∂P

∂X

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

corresponds to

theX−momentum volumetric source term (M = 1) which forces fluid motion through the
channel. Second, imposing a wall-normal, transpiration, velocity component may induce
numerical instabilities, associated with an imbalance between blowing and suction at the
Y = 0 dividing surface. Hence, it is useful to define an ad hoc function, as part of
the numerical code, to impose that the surface-averaged transpiration velocity at Y = 0
vanishes at each time step. Furthermore, we have found it to be advantageous to seek an
explicit expression of the transpiration-velocity condition (equation (20-b), by writing

∂S12

∂X

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

=
1

ϵλx

∂U

∂X

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+O(ϵ),
∂S32

∂Z

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

=
1

ϵλz

∂W

∂Z

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+O(ϵ). (27)

The expressions above are immediately available from equations (20-a) and (20-c). Fi-

nally, mass conservation can be used to replace

(
∂V

∂Y

)
by

(
− ∂U

∂X
− ∂W

∂Z

)
in the defini-

tion of the outer-stress component S22 in Eq. (20-b).

3.2.2 Results for ϵ = 0.05

Detailed results for the substrates TC5, LC5 and LM5 are considered here; they will
provide insight into the main parameters which control skin-friction drag.

The quantities which we intend to discuss in detail are first defined and summarized
here. The flow under study is bounded by a lower permeable wall (at Y = 0) and an
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upper smooth wall (at Y = 2); hence, two different values of the total shear stress may

be defined, i.e., τ0 and τ2, respectively. The ratio between the two stresses is SR =
τ0
τ2
.

The total shear stresses at the walls are linked to the X−momentum source term, M ,
on account of the balance of forces in the X−direction; that is, τ0 + τ2 = 2M . Here,
a major parameter in the following discussions is defined, the source-term-based stress:

τM = M =
τ0 + τ2

2
. In the present case it is τM = 1 for all simulations and the friction

Reynolds number, based on τM , is equal to 190, as in the smooth channel case.

The drag coefficient is also based on τM and the bulk velocity U b, as follows:

Cf =
2 τM

ρU
2

b

. (28)

The percentage deviation of the drag coefficient from the reference value of the smooth
channel is defined as:

∆Cf% =
Cf,porous − Cf, smooth

Cf, smooth

× 100(%), (29)

with a negative value of ∆Cf% which indicates drag reduction (implying an increase in
the flow rate), and vice versa when ∆Cf% is positive.

The numerical values of SR and ∆Cf%, for the different configurations, are presented
in Table 3. The results show that drag reduction is achieved by the configurations LC5

and LM5, which are characterized by preferential orientation of the solid inclusions in
the streamwise direction, with K+

xx > K+
zz, λ

+
x > λ+

z and Kinf,+
xy > Kinf,+

zy (cf. Table
2). This concept is well established in the literature of drag reduction by small sur-
face manipulations (Gómez-de Segura & Garćıa-Mayoral, 2019; Gómez-de Segura et al.,
2018; Abderrahaman-Elena & Garćıa-Mayoral, 2017), in particular for porous substrates
wall-normal permeability K+

yy too small to initiate a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the
turbulent boundary layer. The drag reduction is more pronounced for the substrate LM5,
a fact probably correlated to the accrued difference between λ+

x and λ+
z , as anticipated.

It is also clear that drag reduction is associated with values of SR lower than 1, which
means that the total shear stress at the permeable wall (Y = 0) is smaller than its value
at the upper smooth surface.

Table 3: Values of the total shear stress ratio between the lower and the upper walls (SR =
τ0
τ2
)

and of the percentage change in the skin-friction drag coefficient (∆Cf%).

Quantities
Configurations

Smooth TC5 LC5 LM5

SR 1 1.036 0.976 0.961

∆Cf% 0 +2.423% -2.157% -3.681%
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A summary of interfacial and peak values of a few observables is provided in Table
4 for all configurations considered so far. These results will be later referred to while
discussing and comparing the behaviors of the different flow cases.

Table 4: Interfacial and peak values of the mean velocity and of turbulence-characterizing

parameters for different configurations of the porous medium (θ = 0.5 and ϵ = 0.05). The peak

values are those closer to the permeable surface. For reference, also the results for a smooth

channel are given.

Quantity
Interfacial values (Y = 0) Peak values

Smooth TC5 LC5 LM5 Smooth TC5 LC5 LM5

U 0 0.4439 0.6605 1.0719 18.164 17.959 18.397 18.446

Urms 0 0.1829 0.2388 0.3643 2.6359 2.6377 2.6102 2.5668

Vrms 0 0.0135 0.0078 0.0082 0.8292 0.8427 0.8184 0.8097

Wrms 0 0.1462 0.0876 0.1152 1.0692 1.0879 1.0529 1.0598

τRxy 0 0.00081 0.00046 0.00064 0.7231 0.7521 0.7069 0.7023

Iu 0.3660 0.4120 0.3615 0.3399 0.3660 0.4120 0.3615 0.3399

Iw 0.2000 0.3293 0.1326 0.1075 0.2000 0.3293 0.1485 0.1297

ϵT 0.1680 0.2055 0.1567 0.1393 0.1680 0.2055 0.1567 0.1393

• Mean velocity profiles

The profiles of the mean streamwise velocity (U) across the channel are displayed in
Figure 12. The behavior of the slip velocity at the fictitious Y = 0 wall is highlighted in
the lower frame of the figure, and compared to the solution obtained by enforcing no-slip
conditions at both surfaces. A preliminary estimation of the value of the slip velocity can
be obtained from the first-order term in the effective boundary condition of U , equation
(20-a), which may be recast in terms of the mean velocity (U) and the wall distance in
viscous units (Y +) as follows:

U
∣∣
Y=0

≈ λ+
x

∂U

∂Y +

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

. (30)

With the velocity gradient
∂U

∂Y +

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

equal to 1, Eq. (30) simplifies to a Dirichlet bound-

ary condition, i.e.
U
∣∣
Y=0

≈ λ+
x . (31)

A comparison between the interfacial values of U , in Table 4, and the corresponding
values of λ+

x , in Table 2, confirms the approximate result of equation (31), with minor
deviations which can be attributed to second-order terms and to the fact that the shear
velocity used as scale is calculated based on the momentum source term (M) and not on
τ0 (cf. Section 3.2.2).
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Figure 12: Mean streamwise velocity profiles plotted from the virtual interface between the
channel flow and the porous bed (Y = 0) to the upper no-slip wall (Y = 2). The cases shown
are: (solid black line) smooth channel; (dotted blue line) substrate TC5; (dashed green line)
substrate LC5; (red line with markers) substrate LM5.

The mean velocity profiles are plotted in wall coordinates in Figure 13, up to the
centerline of the channel (Y + = Reτ ≈ 193). A better vision of the boundary layer
characteristics through the logarithmic region is available. The behavior of the velocity
profiles follows the classical theory of near-wall turbulence, according to which the surface
alterations only affect the intercept of the logarithmic profile, while the von Kármán
constant (κ ≈ 0.4) remains constant (Clauser, 1956; Abderrahaman-Elena & Garćıa-
Mayoral, 2017). Hence, a general expression of the velocity distribution in the log-law
region may be written as follows:

U =
1

κ
lnY + +B +∆U, (32)

with B the intercept in the case of a smooth wall, and ∆U the shift of the velocity
profile from the corresponding smooth channel behavior. The variations in ∆U across
the boundary layers over different substrates are shown in the right frame of Figure 13. As
expected, the logarithmic regions (30 ≤ Y + ≤ 120) are characterized by approximately
constant values of ∆U (corresponding to parallel profiles of U); which can be directly
linked to the deviations of the skin-friction drag coefficients from the smooth channel
case; a positive value of ∆U implies drag reduction (as for substrates LC5 and LM5),
and vice versa for substrate TC5.
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Figure 13: Mean velocity profiles next to the permeable walls: (left) velocity profiles in wall
coordinates up to the centerline of the channel; (right) deviations of the mean velocity profiles
over different substrates, from the corresponding smooth channel profile. The symbols are
identical to those used in Figure 12.

• Turbulence statistics

A better understanding of the drag reduction mechanism is sought by the analysis
of turbulence statistics near the permeable walls. The definitions of all the parameters
under consideration here are the same as in Section 3.1.2.

The root-mean-squares of the velocity fluctuations are plotted in Figure 14 near
the different permeable walls. A wall-normal range 0 ≤ Y + ≤ 75 is used to display
the distributions of Urms, Vrms and Wrms, where significant features and deviations from
the no-slip case are highlighted. In particular, the values of the rms fluctuations at the
interface with the porous substrates deviate from zero, as quantified in Table 4, owing
to the slip/transpiration boundary in Y = 0. The interfacial values of Urms and Wrms

appear to be directly correlated to λ+
x and λ+

z , respectively (compare the corresponding
values in Tables 4 and 2). Proceeding towards the logarithmic region, the deviation of
Urms, Vrms and Wrms from the smooth channel behavior yields some insight onto the
ability of the substrates LC5 and LM5 to attenuate turbulence in the near-wall layer.
This might explain the drag reduction caused by these longitudinal configurations, in
comparison to the adverse effect of the spanwise-aligned inclusions, substrate TC5. This
can be confirmed by comparing the values of the percentage changes in skin-friction drag
(Table 3) and the peak values of the rms velocity fluctuations (Table 4). The preceding
concept applies also to the distributions of the Reynolds shear stress τRxy; cf. Figure 15.
An increase of the peak value of τRxy by about 4% is realized for the substrate TC5; this
implies destabilization of the turbulent boundary layer overlying the transverse cylinders,
which adversely affects skin-friction drag. Conversely, the production of Reynolds stresses
in the logarithmic region is slightly mitigated by the configurations LC5 and LM5. It
should be noted that the values of the Reynolds shear stress at the permeable walls (cf.
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Table 4) are too small to be graphically captured; this may be ascribed to the low values
of the wall-normal permeability, K+

yy.

Figure 14: Root-mean-squares of the primary fluctuations over different permeable walls.
Close-ups of the profiles in the neighborhood of the permeable wall and in the logarithmic
layer are provided. The cases shown are: (solid black line) smooth channel; (dotted blue line)
substrate TC5; (dashed green line) substrate LC5; (red line with markers) substrate LM5.

Figure 15: Distribution of the Reynolds stress, τRxy, next to different permeable walls, plotted
up to the centerline of the channel using the same symbols as in Figure 14.
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The distributions of the turbulence intensities Iu and Iw are shown in Figure 16 in the
neighborhood of the permeable walls, i.e. up to Y + ≈ 9. Interestingly, the behaviors of
these quantities, even at the permeable wall and within the adjacent viscous sublayer, are
strongly linked to the corresponding changes in the skin-friction drag. The same concept
applies to the turbulence dissipation (ϵT ), displayed in Figure 17. For instance, the drag
increase in the case of the substrate TC5 is associated with increase in the interfacial
values (at Y = 0) of Iu, Iw and ϵT by about 13%, 60% and 40%, respectively, whereas
these parameters decrease by about 7%, 45% and 17% for the substrate LM5. This should
be compared to the rms of the velocity fluctuations, which proved to be representative of
changes in the skin-friction drag coefficient only in the log-law region.

Figure 16: Turbulence intensities (Iu and Iw) near the permeable walls. In the right frames, the
percentage deviations of the intensities from the reference smooth channel values are displayed.
Symbols are identical to those in Figure 14.

Figure 17: Distributions of the turbulent dissipation near the permeable wall for different
configurations of the porous substrate, with the percentage deviations from the reference smooth
surface case displayed in the right frame. Refer to Figure 14 for the definition of the symbols
used.
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3.2.3 Results for ϵ = 0.1

The turbulent channel flow (Reτ ≈ 190) over permeable walls of periodicity (ϵ) equal
to 0.1 is analyzed in this section; the porous substrates TC10 and LM10 are specifically
considered. In principle, by increasing the value of ϵ (with respect to the case ϵ =
0.05 examined in Section 3.2.2), the differences between the slip lengths λ+

x and λ+
z are

more significant (cf. Table 2), and the adverse/favorable changes in the skin-friction
drag coefficient are expected to be more pronounced. This concept is confirmed by the
homogenization-based numerical results of the percentage change in the drag coefficient
(∆Cf%), presented in Table 5. As can be realized, the substrate LM10, with λ+

x > λ+
z ,

allows for approximately 5% reduction in the skin-friction coefficient, whereas the drag
coefficient increases by almost 9% in the case of the substrate TC10, for which λ+

z > λ+
x .

The preceding values should be compared to a reduction by 3.68% and an increase by
2.42% with the substrates LM5 and TC5, respectively. It is clear that the increase in the
skin-friction drag coefficient with substrate TC10 is associated to a significant increase in
the shear stress ratio (SR), in the sense that the total shear stress at the lower permeable
wall (τ0) is much larger than its value at the upper smooth wall (τ2).

Table 5: Values of the total shear stress ratio between the lower and the upper walls (SR =
τ0
τ2
) and the percentage change in the skin-friction drag coefficient (∆Cf%), with the porous

substrates characterized by ϵ = 0.1.

Quantities
Configurations

Smooth TC10 LM10

SR 1 1.150 0.953

∆Cf% 0 +8.976% -4.934%

Table 6: Interfacial and peak values of the mean velocity and different turbulence-characterizing

parameters, for two different configurations of the porous medium (with ϵ = 0.1).

Quantity
Interfacial values (Y = 0) Peak values

Smooth TC10 LM10 Smooth TC10 LM10

U 0 0.9404 2.1573 18.164 17.5436 18.5930

Urms 0 0.4615 0.7129 2.6359 2.6106 2.5090

Vrms 0 0.0589 0.0360 0.8292 0.8842 0.8044

Wrms 0 0.3563 0.2667 1.0692 1.1615 1.0688

τRxy 0 0.0108 0.0053 0.7231 0.7960 0.7053

Iu 0.3660 0.4900 0.3303 0.3660 0.4900 0.3303

Iw 0.2000 0.3691 0.1238 0.2000 0.3691 0.1287

ϵT 0.1680 0.3168 0.1493 0.1680 0.3168 0.1493
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The interfacial and the peak values of different quantities of interest over the sub-
strates TC10 and LM10 are summarised in Table 6; they may be compared to the values
of the same quantities with ϵ = 0.05, given in Table 4. The correspondence between the
values of the mean streamwise velocity (U) at the interface (Y = 0) and the values of λ+

x ,
given in Table 2, are still in line with the approximate relation (31), taking into account
that, due to the increase in ϵ, the second-order terms in the effective boundary condition
for U are now more pronounced. The effect of the O(ϵ2) terms is more apparent in the
fluctuations of the transpiration velocity which is, by definition, a second-order effective
boundary condition (cf. Eq. (20-b)); the values of Vrms, given in Table 6, are more than
four times the corresponding values found at ϵ = 0.05.

Figure 18: Mean streamwise velocity profiles plotted in global coordinates across the channel
(top) and in wall coordinates over the permeable wall (bottom left), with the deviations from
the smooth channel case plotted in the bottom right frame. The cases presented are: (solid
black line) smooth channel; (dotted blue line) substrate TC10; (red line with markers) substrate
LM10.

The profiles of the mean streamwise velocity (U) over the permeable substrates TC10

and LM10 are displayed in Figure 18. It is clear that the positive/negative deviations
(∆U) in the intercept of the logarithmic profile (cf. equation (32)) are accentuated with
respect to the corresponding cases with ϵ = 0.05 (cf. Figure 13); this goes along with
the larger changes in the drag coefficient at ϵ = 0.1. In agreement with the previous
discussion in Section 3.2.2, the turbulence intensities, presented in Figure 19, provide
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a fair clarification of the levels of disturbances in the near-wall layer, which can justify
the adverse/favorable changes in skin friction coefficient for substrates TC10 and LM10,
respectively.

Figure 19: Turbulence intensities (Iu and Iw) near the permeable walls. The percentage
deviations of the intensities from the reference smooth channel values are plotted in the right
frames. Symbols are identical to those used in Figure 18.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The high skin-friction drag characterizing wall-bounded turbulent flows adversely affects
the efficiency of fluid transportation systems. It is thus important to develop effective drag
reduction strategies, e.g., properly engineered passive flow control surfaces/substrates. In
the present work, turbulent channel flows over transversely isotropic permeable beds of
different types were numerically studied, and the consequent favorable/adverse changes
in the skin-friction drag coefficient were monitored and described by analyzing turbulence
statistics.

A multiscale homogenization approach was introduced to avoid the numerical com-
plexity and the expensive mesh requirements of a full resolution of the flow within the
porous media. Expressions for the effective boundary conditions of the three velocity com-
ponents were sought at a fictitious interface between the channel flow and the porous bed,

up to second-order accuracy in terms of a small parameter ϵ =
l (porous pattern periodicity)

H (half channel height)
.

The upscaled coefficients appearing in the definition of the effective boundary conditions,
i.e. the slip lengths (λx, λz), the medium permeability in the wall-normal direction (Kyy)
and the interfacial permeabilities (Kinf

xy ,Kinf
zy ), were numerically calculated for three mi-

crostructures of the porous substrate. In particular, the microstructures considered were:
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(TC) transverse, Z-aligned, plain cylinders; (LC) longitudinal, X-aligned plain cylin-
ders; (LM) longitudinal, X-aligned, cylinders modified by the addition of four fins on
the circumference, especially designed to amplify the quantity (λx − λz) while reducing
the medium permeability, Kyy.

Direct numerical simulations of the macroscale problem above the virtual interface
with the different porous beds have been conducted, employing the finite volume method
with the Hybrid MUSCL 3rd-order/central-differencing discretization scheme, initially
validated on the flow through a smooth channel. A value of ϵ = 0.05 was first employed,
in order to focus on relatively small surface protrusions; the flow over the substrates TC5,
LC5 and LM5 was numerically studied, and the turbulence statistics were analyzed in
detail. Secondly, the value of ϵ was increased to 0.10 for the substrates TC10, LM10,
and the consequent changes in the skin-friction drag coefficient and other flow metrics of
interest were examined. Clearly, the gauge factor ϵ cannot be increased too much for the
asymptotic expansion to remain valid. The range of validity of the approach, in terms
of acceptable values of ϵ, will be investigated in future work. The major findings of the
present study are summarised below:

i. The permeable substrates with preferential slip in the streamwise direction (λ+
x >

λ+
z ), i.e. those designed with longitudinal (either plain or modified) cylinders, are

able to reduce skin-friction drag. This conclusion should hold up to some critical
value of Kyy at which large-scale instabilities have their onset in the near-wall layer
(Gómez-de Segura et al., 2018).

ii. The adverse/favorable changes in the skin-friction drag coefficient are more pro-
nounced for the substrates with ϵ = 0.1. The drag coefficient increases by almost
9% with the substrate TC10, while about 5% drag reduction is obtained with the
substrate LM10.

iii. The analysis of the turbulence intensities Iu and Iw provides a meaningful picture of
the levels of disturbances in the neighborhood of the permeable walls; such intensities
can be used, together with the streamwise slip velocity, to interpret changes in skin-
friction drag.

iv. The implementation of the homogenization approach significantly reduces the nu-
merical cost of direct numerical simulations over porous layers, since only the motion
in the free-fluid region needs to be resolved. With the dimensions chosen for the do-
main, the total number of grid points is below 2× 106, while the mesh requirements
for a full feature-resolving simulation (including the porous substrate) may exceed
108 (cf. (Wang et al., 2021)).

The present approximate framework needs to be properly validated against feature-
resolving simulations which include the permeable medium, in order to provide full con-
fidence in the model developed. This task is currently underway and preliminary results
are encouraging. Once this validation phase is terminated, the homogenization model
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developed will be employed in a large-scale optimization study: different microstructures
of the porous substrate will be examined in pursuit of the optimal topology, size and
arrangement of the solid grains, capable to yield the largest skin-friction reduction. It
will also be of interest to compare the homogenized results for porous substrates with
inline and staggered arrangements of grains; this is the case since the configuration of
randomly arranged inclusions might be expected to lie in between these two limiting
cases, as observed by Naqvi & Bottaro (2021).
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Exploring the nexus among roughness function,

apparent slip velocity and upscaling coefficients for

turbulence over porous/textured walls 1

Essam Nabil Ahmed and Alessandro Bottaro

DICCA, Università di Genova, via Montallegro 1, Genova, 16145, Italy

The interaction between a turbulent flow and a porous boundary is analyzed with focus
on the sensitivity of the roughness function, ∆U+, to the upscaled coefficients character-
izing the wall. The study is aimed at (i) demonstrating that imposing effective velocity
boundary conditions at a virtual plane boundary, next to the physical one, can efficiently
simplify the direct numerical simulations (DNSs); and (ii) pursuing correlations to esti-
mate ∆U+ a priori, once the upscaled coefficients are calculated. The homogenization
approach employed incorporates near-interface advection via an Oseen-like linearization,
and the macroscopic coefficients thus depend on both the micro-structural details of the
wall and a slip-velocity-based Reynolds number, Reλ. A set of homogenization-simplified
DNSs is run to study the channel flow over transversely isotropic porous beds, testing
values of the grains’ pitch within 0 < ℓ+ < 40. Reduction of the skin-friction drag is
attainable exclusively over streamwise-aligned inclusions for ℓ+ values up to 20–30. The
drag increase over spanwise-aligned inclusions (or streamwise-aligned ones at large ℓ+)
is accompanied by enhanced turbulence levels, including intensified sweep and ejection
events. The r.m.s. fluctuations of the transpiration velocity at the virtual plane, Ṽrms, is
a key control parameter of ∆U+; our analysis shows that Ṽrms is strongly correlated to
a single macroscopic quantity, Ψ, which comprises the Navier-slip and interface/intrinsic
permeability coefficients. Fitting relationships for ∆U+ are proposed, and their applica-
bility is confirmed against reference results for the turbulent flow over impermeable walls
roughened with three-dimensional protrusions or different geometries of riblets.

1 INTRODUCTION

Turbulent channel flows are characterized by substantially large skin-friction drag, com-
pared to laminar ones, and this can have severe consequences on the performance of fluid
transport systems, in terms of efficiency, running costs, and the reduction of emissions.
There is a vast literature on turbulence in smooth channels (Kim et al., 1987; Mansour

1A draft prepared for submission to J. Fluid Mech.
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et al., 1988; Bernard et al., 1993; Jeong et al., 1997; Jiménez & Pinelli, 1999; Vreman &
Kuerten, 2014), which has focused, for instance, on the behaviors of the primary turbu-
lent fluctuations and the higher-order statistics, on the role of ejection and sweep events
in the generation of Reynolds stresses, on nonlinear recurrent patterns, or on the au-
tonomous regeneration cycle responsible for maintaining near-wall turbulence. Since the
seminal work by Nikuradse (1933), the study of turbulent flow in channels delimited by
rough boundaries has become a major focus of research, whether the goal is (i) to explore
how given surface topographies can alter the near-wall turbulence and the skin-friction
drag (Orlandi et al., 2006; Orlandi & Leonardi, 2006, 2008; Wang et al., 2021; Hao &
Garćıa-Mayoral, 2024), (ii) to propose and test simplified models for numerical analysis
(Bottaro, 2019; Lācis et al., 2020; Ahmed et al., 2022b) or even predictive correlations
(Forooghi et al., 2017; Flack et al., 2020), or (iii) to optimize and assess the feasibility of
wall-based energy-saving control strategies of either active (Antonia et al., 1995; Kang &
Choi, 2000; Choi, 2002; Wise & Ricco, 2014; Cheng et al., 2021) or passive nature (Walsh
& Lindemann, 1984; Bechert et al., 1997; Rastegari & Akhavan, 2015; Rosti et al., 2018;
Endrikat et al., 2021b). This introductory section centers around these important aspects.

Passive drag reduction techniques (i.e., micro-textured surfaces, permeable sub-
strates, etc. able, with no energy input, to favorably manipulate the turbulent bound-
ary layer with a view to reducing the turbulent skin-friction drag compared to the
smooth surface case) have been the subject of intense research activities. Properly de-
signed superhydrophobic surfaces (SHS) and liquid-infused surfaces (LIS), permitting
large effective slip thanks to air (or liquid lubricant, respectively) being trapped within
grooves/cavities/micro-grates formed on them, can yield substantial drag reduction in
turbulent channel flows (Park et al., 2013; Rastegari & Akhavan, 2015; Fu et al., 2017;
Chang et al., 2019). Riblets (longitudinal surface grooves) have proved to mitigate the
velocity fluctuations near the wall, resulting in a more uniform flow field (Bechert &
Bartenwerfer, 1989). The skin-friction drag over surfaces altered with riblets is crucially
sensitive to their geometry and to the Reynolds number of the flow in their vicinity (char-
acterized, for instance, by the lateral spacing of riblets measured in wall units, ℓ+) as found
by many investigators (Walsh & Lindemann, 1984; Bechert et al., 1997; El-Samni et al.,
2007; Gatti et al., 2020; Endrikat et al., 2021a,b; von Deyn et al., 2022). For example, the
experiments by Bechert et al. (1997) on different configurations of riblets revealed that an
optimized drag reduction of almost 10% can be attained, in particular with longitudinal
blade ribs having depth and thickness equal to, respectively, 0.5 and 0.02 times the lateral
rib spacing and with ℓ+ ≈ 17. It should be noted that drag reduction ceases when ℓ+

exceeds a value of about 30, and this is associated with the occurrence of inertial-flow
mechanisms such as a Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (Garcia-Mayoral & Jimenez, 2011;
Endrikat et al., 2021a). Manipulating the turbulent boundary layer and achieving skin-
friction reduction by means of properly engineered permeable substrates have recently
caught the attention of many researchers. The porous medium permeability coefficients
(K̂ij) and the Navier slip lengths (λ̂i) are the main parameters whose role has been exam-
ined in a number of investigations, with different micro-structures of the substrate, sizes
of the solid inclusions, porosities (θ), and flow conditions. Throughout this paper, x̂, ŷ
and ẑ refer to, respectively, the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise directions. Among
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the configurations studied, transversely isotropic porous beds of streamwise-preferential
permeability K̂xx >> K̂yy = K̂zz, for instance those constructed with cylindrical inclu-
sions elongated in the direction of the mean flow, are repeatedly reported to potentially
reduce drag in turbulent channel flows; the underpinning of their function has been
explained by Abderrahaman-Elena & Garćıa-Mayoral (2017), Gómez-de Segura et al.
(2018), and Gómez-de Segura & Garćıa-Mayoral (2019). The drag-reducing functioning
of these structures is analogous to that of riblets. Gómez-de Segura et al. (2018) found
that, at relatively large values of the wall-normal permeability, Kelvin-Helmholtz-like
rollers are generated near the porous/free-fluid interface, and this adversely affects the
drag-reducing mechanism. In addition to the contributions discussed above, several other
studies of turbulence over porous substrates were conducted, either by experimental or
numerical approaches. Among the most relevant ones, we cite those conducted by Suga’s
group (Suga et al., 2013, 2018; Suga, 2016; Kuwata & Suga, 2017), and those by Breugem
et al. (2006), Manes et al. (2011), Rosti et al. (2015, 2018), Wang et al. (2021, 2022),
Esteban et al. (2022), Khorasani et al. (2024), and Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral (2024).

Investigating how the microscale features of the surface (e.g. roughness, porosity,
superhydrophobicity, etc.) can alter the characteristics of the turbulent motion above it,
and thus skin-friction drag or heat/mass transfer effectiveness, is important in several
applications for both predictive and optimization purposes. The numerical complex-
ity and the high computational cost associated with resolving turbulent fields near and
across surface micro-details represent a challenge, because of the large variety of surface
topographies encountered in practice, the computational costs required to carry out well-
resolved direct numerical simulation (DNS) or large eddy simulations of the motion, and
the uncertainties/errors related with the numerical representation of the rough surface or
of the grain shape and distributions for the case of a porous bed. Despite the recent com-
putational advances which have permitted numerical investigations with unprecedented
levels of accuracy (Chung et al., 2021), the aforementioned factors represent a major
hurdle when optimization of the surface is the ultimate goal. In this respect, charac-
terizing a surfaces by key parameters available a priori and exhibiting a strong relation
with the roughness function, for example, can be very beneficial. However, this is a com-
plex undertaking, and the quantities widely investigated throughout the literature are, in
principle, available only a posteriori (i.e., after conducting the numerical/experimental
study of the turbulent flow over the surface) and, hence, of limited use for prediction
purposes. For example, we mention here (i) the equivalent sand-grain size, ks, first in-
troduced by Schlichting (1937) and later used as a classifier for rough surfaces in a large
body of studies (refer to the limitations and drawbacks highlighted by Jiménez (2004)
and Abderrahaman-Elena et al. (2019)); and (ii) the virtual origins of mean flow and
turbulence (Luchini et al., 1991; Jiménez, 1994; Luchini, 1996), with successive efforts
devoted, in recent years, to the exploration of the statistical quantities whose near-wall
behavior defines the virtual origin of turbulence (Orlandi et al., 2006; Orlandi & Leonardi,
2006, 2008; Abderrahaman-Elena et al., 2019; Ibrahim et al., 2021; Khorasani et al., 2022;
Wong et al., 2024). On the positive side, predictive models based on the aforementioned
concepts, albeit not yet generalized, are beginning to emerge (Flack & Schultz, 2010; Yang
& Meneveau, 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Forooghi et al., 2017; Flack et al., 2020; Khorasani
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et al., 2022).

The development of accurate macroscopic models for the fluid-wall interaction has
become a very active field of research in the last decade or so. These are viable tools
capable of simplifying the numerical analysis while maintaining an acceptable level of
accuracy. The asymptotic, multiscale homogenization theory (Babuška, 1976; Mei &
Vernescu, 2010) is a theoretical framework through which the rapidly varying properties
characterizing a heterogeneous surface (irregular, rough, lubricant-infused, or porous, in-
ter alia) can be replaced by homogeneous upscaled parameters such as the Navier’s slip
lengths or the interface permeability coefficients (Jiménez Bolaños & Vernescu, 2017;
Lācis et al., 2017; Bottaro, 2019; Zampogna et al., 2019; Lācis et al., 2020). The lat-
ter are necessary for the formulation of effective boundary conditions, free of empirical
coefficients, to be imposed at a fictitious plane interface next to the physical textured
boundary; the macroscale behavior of the channel flow is then studied numerically, es-
chewing the numerical resolution of flow details between/in close vicinity of the solid
protrusions/grains and, consequently, alleviating mesh requirements and computational
costs. The validity of the asymptotic homogenization approach is contingent on the pres-
ence of well-separated scales, for instance a microscopic length scale (ℓ) related to the
periodicity of the surface texture and a macroscopic one (L >> ℓ) related to the large-
scale flow structures in the channel, such that we are able to define the small parameter
ϵ = ℓ/L << 1 and seek a solution of the problem up to the required order of accuracy
in terms of ϵ. Jiménez Bolaños & Vernescu (2017) provided a robust homogenization-
based method for the evaluation of the slip coefficient, λ, contributing to the classical
first-order slip condition over a generic solid surface, which was first proposed by Navier
(1823) merely based on empirical considerations. High-order effective boundary condi-
tions were derived by Bottaro & Naqvi (2020) and Ahmed et al. (2022a) for the flow
over a rough surface and by Lācis et al. (2020), Sudhakar et al. (2021), Naqvi & Bottaro
(2021) and Ahmed et al. (2022b) for the flow over a porous bed. Definitions of the three
velocity components at the fictitious interface, valid up to second-order accuracy, are
now available; this is crucial under turbulent flow conditions since turbulent fluctuations
along directions both tangent and normal to the fictitious interface considerably affect
the behavior of the turbulent boundary layer and, therefore, the skin-friction drag (Or-
landi et al., 2006; Orlandi & Leonardi, 2006, 2008; Bottaro, 2019; Lācis et al., 2020). The
near-wall advection was incorporated into the analysis by means of an Oseen’s approxi-
mation in the studies by Buda (2021) and Ahmed & Bottaro (2024), and this was proven
to widen the applicability range of the model considerably.

The present work is aimed at investigating the hydrodynamic interaction between
a porous/rough boundary and a fluid under turbulent flow conditions, with the aid of
a homogenization framework. The main focus is on exploring the relationship between
the roughness function ∆U+ (i.e., the shift in the intercept of the logarithmic velocity
profile) and the macroscopic coefficients (i.e., the Navier-slip coefficients and the inter-
face/intrinsic permeabilities) contributing to the effective boundary conditions at the wall.
Throughout the work, it is assumed that the roughness elements do not protrude signif-
icantly into the free-fluid turbulent region, for outer layer similarity to hold (Townsend,
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Figure 1: Sketch of the full domain for the case of a channel delimited from the top by
a smooth, impermeable wall and from the bottom by a porous bed formed by spanwise-
elongated cylindrical grains. The right frame illustrates in a constant ẑ-section the de-
composition of the domain into three distinct sub-regions; the brown volume represents
the horizontally periodic elementary cell of the microscopic problem.

1976). The study is twofold. First, turbulent channel flows over permeable boundaries of
different geometries are considered, and high-order effective boundary conditions of the
three velocity components, defined at a fictitious plane boundary tangent to the grains,
are formulated (Section 2), validated (Section 3.1), and employed to simplify a set of di-
rect numerical simulations (Section 3.2); the mean velocity profiles are obtained and the
major turbulence statistics near the porous/free-fluid interface are analyzed to interpret
the drag-reducing/increasing effects of the porous patterns. Second, in order to estimate
the roughness function a priori, without the need for running direct numerical simula-
tions, the available results are fitted to generate an explicit expression linking ∆U+ to the
upscaled coefficients of interest (Section 3.3); the generality of the fitting correlation(s)
is confirmed via validation against results from the literature for the turbulent flow over
rough, impermeable walls (Section 3.4). Concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENTANDUPSCALING APPROACH

2.1 Governing equations and domain decomposition

Let us consider the turbulent flow of a viscous, incompressible, Newtonian fluid in a
channel delimited from one side (at ŷ = 2H) by a smooth, impermeable wall and from the
other side (at ŷ ≤ 0) by a permeable substrate constructed with spanwise-elongated (ẑ-
aligned) solid inclusions, regularly arranged with given periodicity in the streamwise and
wall-normal directions (x̂ and ŷ, respectively); refer to figure 1. The velocity components
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(û1 = û, û2 = v̂, û3 = ŵ) and the pressure p̂ are the dependent variables, to be evaluated
over space (x̂1 = x̂, x̂2 = ŷ, x̂3 = ẑ) and time t̂. The conservation equations governing
the flow can be expressed as follows:

∂ûi

∂x̂i

= 0, ρ

(
∂ûi

∂t̂
+ ûj

∂ûi

∂x̂j

)
= − ∂p̂

∂x̂i

+ µ
∂2ûi

∂x̂2
j

, (2.1)

with ρ and µ the fluid density and dynamic viscosity, respectively.

We identify two characteristic length scales: a microscopic one, ℓ, characterizing the
porous bed (particularly, the pitch distance of the inclusions), and a macroscopic one, L,
related to the large-scale motion in the channel. Provided that the two length scales are
well-separated, i.e. ℓ ≪ L, it is possible to manipulate the microscale problem by means
of an asymptotic analysis in terms of a small parameter ϵ = ℓ/L ≪ 1. As illustrated in
figure 1, the flow domain is decomposed into three distinct sub-domains: a channel-flow
region away from the porous/free-fluid interface (superscript “C”), an interfacial region
(superscript “I”) and a region within the porous layer away from boundaries, governed
by Darcy’s law (superscript “P”). Correspondingly, the following three sets of normalized
variables are proposed:

Xi =
x̂i

L
, UC

i =
û

U
, P C =

p̂

ρU2
, (2.2a)

xi =
x̂i

ℓ
, UI

i =
û

ϵU
, P I =

p̂

µU/L
, (2.2b)

xi =
x̂i

ℓ
, UP

i =
û

ϵ2U
, PP =

p̂

µU/L
, (2.2c)

where U is a suitable macroscopic velocity scale; a discussion on the proper selection
of scales is provided later. Based on the normalization above, the governing equations
(2.1) can be recast into the following dimensionless forms in the •C, •I , and •P regions,
respectively;

∂UC
i

∂Xi

= 0,
∂UC

i

∂t
+ UC

j

∂UC
i

∂Xj

= −∂P C

∂Xi

+
1

Re

∂2UC
i

∂X2
j

, (2.3a)

∂UI
i

∂xi

= 0, ϵ2Re

(
∂UI

i

∂t
+ UI

j

∂UI
i

∂xj

)
= −∂P I

∂xi

+
∂2UI

i

∂x2
j

, (2.3b)

ϵ
∂UP

i

∂xi

= 0, ϵ4ReUP
j

∂UP
i

∂xj

= −∂PP

∂xi

+ ϵ
∂2UP

i

∂x2
j

, (2.3c)

with Re = ρUL/µ. Note that the time scale is the same in the interface and free-fluid
region (t = t̂U/L) and that in the bulk of the porous domain the motion is assumed
steady. In the intermediate and porous regions, the dependent variables are function
of both the fast (microscopic) and the slow (macroscopic) coordinates (xi, Xi respec-
tively), whilst in the channel-flow region, the dependent variables vary spatially with the
macroscopic coordinates, Xi, only. A fictitious dividing surface between the channel-flow
region and the interfacial layer is defined at x̂2 = ŷ∞, and continuity of the velocity and
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the traction vectors is applied there. With y∞ = ŷ∞/ℓ and Y∞ = ŷ∞/L = ϵy∞ the
microscopic and the macroscopic vertical coordinates of this interface, respectively, the
matching conditions can be written as follows:

lim
x2→y∞

UI
i =

1

ϵ
lim

X2→Y∞
UC
i , (2.4a)

lim
x2→y∞

(
−P Iδi2 +

∂V I

∂xi

+
∂UI

i

∂y

)
= lim

X2→Y∞

(
−ReP Cδi2 +

∂V C

∂Xi

+
∂UC

i

∂Y

)
, (2.4b)

with δij the Kronecker index. For the conditions above to be valid, y∞ is to be sufficiently
large such that the •I variables become uniform in x and z at the virtual interface.

2.2 Asymptotic analysis of the microscale problem

The dependent variables in the interfacial and the porous sub-domains are asymptotically
expanded in terms of ϵ as

UI
i = U

I(0)
i + ϵU

I(1)
i + ϵ2U

I(2)
i + ...., P I = P I(0) + ϵP I(1) + ϵ2P I(2) + ....,

UP
i = U

P(0)
i + ϵU

P(1)
i + ϵ2U

P(2)
i + ...., PP = PP(0) + ϵPP(1) + ϵ2PP(2) + .....

Furthermore, the gradients are recast using the chain rule (
∂

∂xi

→ ∂

∂xi

+ ϵ
∂

∂Xi

). The

asymptotic expressions are substituted into the equations governing the flow in the mi-
croscopic regions, for the microscale problems to be reconstructed at different orders of ϵ.
It has been shown (Naqvi & Bottaro, 2021) that the resulting systems of equations for the
interfacial and the porous regions can be combined by defining a composite description
of the asymptotic expansions, that is

ui = u
(0)
i + ϵu

(1)
i +O(ϵ2), p = p(0) + ϵp(1) +O(ϵ2), (2.5a)

with

u
(0)
i =

{
U

I(0)
i , y ∈ I

ϵU
P(0)
i , y ∈ P

, u
(1)
i =

{
U

I(1)
i , y ∈ I

ϵU
P(1)
i , y ∈ P

, (2.5b)

and

p(0) =

{
P I(0), y ∈ I
PP(0) + ϵPP(1), y ∈ P , p(1) =

{
P I(1), y ∈ I
ϵPP(2), y ∈ P . (2.5c)

The following composite system, valid over the whole region below the dividing interface
(i.e., x2 < y∞), is thus obtained:{

∂iui = −ϵ∂′
iu

(0)
i +O (ϵ2)

−∂ip+ ∂2
jui = Ruj∂jui + ϵ

[
∂′
ip

(0) − 2∂j∂
′
ju

(0)
i +Ru

(0)
j ∂′

ju
(0)
i

]
+O (ϵ2)

(2.6)

with R = ϵ2Re a microscopic Reynolds number and with derivatives indicated by ∂i =
∂

∂xi

and ∂′
i =

∂

∂Xi

.
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In order to treat the problem above, we first simplify it by linearising the convective
terms applying an Oseen approximation. In particular, a constant value is assigned to
the streamwise velocity component, u1, near the interface, chosen as the surface-averaged

slip velocity uslip =
ûslip

ϵU
(with ûslip the dimensional slip velocity at the plane ŷ = 0), i.e.

u
(0)
j ≃ (uslip, 0, 0). Thus, the advection term in (2.6) simplifies as Ruslip∂1ui, with

Ruslip =
ρ ûslip ℓ

µ
= Reλ. (2.7)

The quantity Reλ is a slip-velocity Reynolds number, based on the microscopic length
scale ℓ; as we will see later, its value is not necessarily small. The composite system (2.6)
is now approximated as{

∂iui = −ϵ∂′
iu

(0)
i +O (ϵ2)

−∂ip+ ∂2
jui = Reλ ∂1ui + ϵ

[
∂′
ip

(0) − 2∂j∂
′
ju

(0)
i +Reλ ∂

′
1u

(0)
i

]
+O (ϵ2)

(2.8)

The leading-order problem reads:

O(1) :


∂iu

(0)
i = 0,

−∂ip
(0) + ∂2

jui
(0) = Reλ ∂1u

(0)
i ,(

−p(0)δi2 + ∂2u
(0)
i + ∂iu

(0)
2

)
x2=y∞

= SC
i2,

(2.9)

with SC
i2 the macroscopic traction vector evaluated at X2 = Y∞, i.e.

SC
i2 = σC · e2|X2=Y∞ =

(
∂UC

∂Y
+

∂V C

∂X
,−ReP C + 2

∂V C

∂Y
,
∂W C

∂Y
+

∂V C

∂Z

)∣∣∣∣
X2=Y∞

, (2.11)

where σC is the stress tensor. From now on, the outer dependent variables are referred
to without the superscript •C.

At next order, we have

O(ϵ) :


∂iu

(1)
i = −∂′

iu
(0)
i ,

−∂ip
(1) + ∂2

ju
(1)
i = Reλ

(
∂1u

(1)
i + ∂′

1u
(0)
i

)
+ ∂′

ip
(0) − 2∂j∂

′
ju

(0)
i ,(

−p(1)δi2 + ∂2u
(1)
i + ∂iu

(1)
2

)
x2=y∞

= −
(
∂′
2u

(0)
i + ∂′

iu
(0)
2

)
x2=y∞

.

(2.10)

The linearity of (2.9) and (2.10) permits us to assume generic solutions of the prob-
lems. For the leading-order problem, we express the dependent variables as{

u
(0)
i = u†

ijSj2,

p(0) = p†jSj2,
(2.12)
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with the closure variables, u†
ij and p†j, dependent on only the microscopic coordinates, xi.

Decoupled ad hoc auxiliary systems arise from plugging the generic solutions into (2.9);
they are 

∂iu
†
ij = 0,

−∂ip
†
j + ∂2

l u
†
ij = Reλ ∂1u

†
ij,(

−p†jδi2 + ∂2u
†
ij + ∂iu

†
2j

)∣∣∣
x2=y∞

= δij,

(2.13)

where the microscopic problems correspond to j = 1, 2, 3. For the problem forced by S22

(i.e. with j = 2), the analytical solution u†
i2 = 0, p†2 = −1 is easily retrieved. At O(ϵ) the

following generic forms hold: {
u
(1)
i = u‡

ijk ∂
′
kSj2,

p(1) = p‡jk ∂
′
kSj2,

(2.14)

leading to
∂iu

‡
ijk = −u†

kj,

Reλ

(
∂1u

‡
ijk + u†

ijδk1

)
= −∂ip

‡
jk − p†jδki + ∂2

l u
‡
ijk + 2∂ku

†
ij,(

−p‡jkδi2 + ∂2u
‡
ijk + ∂iu

‡
2jk

)∣∣∣
x2=y∞

= −
(
u†
ijδk2 + u†

2jδik

)∣∣∣
x2=y∞

;

(2.15)

these are nine decoupled systems, i.e. corresponding to j, k = 1, 2, 3. The closure prob-
lems (2.13) and (2.15) are to be solved in a representative unit cell of the microscopic
region, subject to periodicity of all the dependent variables along x and z and to the
boundary conditions u†

ij = 0 and u‡
ijk = 0 on the solid grains, which come from the

no-slip condition.

2.3 Formal expressions of the effective boundary conditions

Numerical solutions are sought for systems (2.13) and (2.15), with focus on the values of

the fields at x2 = y∞ since u†
ij

∣∣∣
y∞

and u‡
ijk

∣∣∣
y∞

are eventually the necessary coefficients to

close the macroscopic effective boundary conditions of the velocity; these conditions result
from matching the velocity vector at the fictitious interface between the channel-flow
and the interfacial regions, as per (2.4a). Finally, the upscaled conditions, second-order
accurate in terms of ϵ, are expressed as:

Ui|Y∞
= ϵ

(
u
(0)
i

∣∣∣
y∞

+ ϵ u
(1)
i

∣∣∣
y∞

)
+O(ϵ3) = ϵ u†

ij

∣∣∣
y∞

Sj2+ ϵ2 u‡
ijk

∣∣∣
y∞

∂Sj2

∂Xk

+O(ϵ3). (2.16)

The numerical procedure to solve the closure problems is similar to that followed by Naqvi
& Bottaro (2021) and Ahmed et al. (2022b) for porous media of either isotropic (such
as spherical grains) or transversely isotropic microstructures in the x̂− ẑ plane (such as
spanwise- or streamwise-elongated elements). We focus on the same parameters which
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do not vanish at the matching interface found in these references:

u†
11

∣∣∣
y∞

= y∞ + λx, u†
33

∣∣∣
y∞

= y∞ + λz,

− u‡
211

∣∣∣
y∞

= u‡
121

∣∣∣
y∞

= 0.5 y2∞ + λx y∞ +Kitf
xy ,

− u‡
233

∣∣∣
y∞

= u‡
323

∣∣∣
y∞

= 0.5 y2∞ + λz y∞ +Kitf
zy ,

u‡
222

∣∣∣
y∞

= Kyy,

(2.17)

with λx and λz the dimensionless Navier’s slip coefficients in the streamwise and the
spanwise directions, respectively, Kitf

xy and Kitf
zy the interface permeability coefficients, and

Kyy an intrinsic permeability component. The novel contribution here is the incorporation
of the effect of near-interface inertia on the microscale flow behavior, which renders the
aforementioned parameters sensitive to the value of Reλ.

It is convenient to set y∞ to zero in the fitting relations (2.17) and, hence, to extrap-
olate the solutions of the model coefficients to a matching interface located at the upper
boundary of the surface corrugation, that is the porous/free-fluid interface at Y = 0.
Therefore, the values of the parameters λx, λz,Kitf

xy ,Kitf
zy and Kyy are sufficient to macro-

scopically mimic the presence of the permeable interface up to second-order accuracy,
with the following effective boundary conditions on the Y = 0 plane:

U |Y=0 = ϵλxS12|Y=0 + ϵ2Kitf
xy

∂S22

∂X

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+O
(
ϵ3
)
, (2.18a)

V |Y=0 = − ϵ2Kitf
xy

∂S12

∂X

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

− ϵ2Kitf
zy

∂S32

∂Z

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+ ϵ2Kyy
∂S22

∂Y

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+O
(
ϵ3
)
, (2.18b)

W |Y=0 = ϵλzS32|Y=0 + ϵ2Kitf
zy

∂S22

∂Z

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

+O
(
ϵ3
)
. (2.18c)

At this point, something should be said about the macroscopic velocity and length scales
(respectively, U and L) used for normalization in the preceding equations. If the magni-

tude of the macroscopic pressure gradient driving the flow in the channel isM =
∣∣∣∆p̂/L̂x

∣∣∣,
one may derive a stress τM = MH = (τB + τT )/2, with τB and τT the total shear
stresses at Y = 0 (bottom) and Y = 2 (top), respectively. The corresponding shear
velocity uτ(M) =

√
τM/ρ is chosen here as the macroscopic velocity scale, i.e. U = uτ(M).

A proper macroscopic length scale should be related to the turbulent motions in the

free-fluid region; for this purpose, L can defined as L = α
µ/ρ

uτ(M)

= H
α

Reτ(M)

, with

Reτ(M) = ρuτ(M)H/µ the shear Reynolds number. The typical turbulent length scale is
the mean spacing of adjacent streaks, which corresponds to α around 100; in the present
settings, thus, the quantity α/Reτ(M) is of order one and, for practical purposes, it is
convenient to take the macroscopic length scale L to coincide with H, the half-channel
height.
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Figure 2: The problems under study. The computational domain is displayed in the
left panel, with the dimensions indicated in the macroscopic coordinates (normalized by
half the channel height). On the right, the bulk unit cell of the different porous media
considered are drawn in microscopic dimensionless coordinates. All media have porosity
θ = 0.5.

In dimensional form, the effective conditions valid up to second order in ϵ, are

û|0 ≈ λ̂x

(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

)∣∣∣∣
0

+
K̂itf

xy

µ

∂

∂x̂

(
−p̂+ 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣∣
0

, (2.19a)

v̂|0 ≈
K̂yy

µ

∂

∂ŷ

(
−p̂+ 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣∣
0

− K̂itf
xy

∂

∂x̂

(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

)∣∣∣∣
0

− K̂itf
zy

∂

∂ẑ

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

)∣∣∣∣
0

,

(2.19b)

ŵ|0 ≈ λ̂z

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

)∣∣∣∣
0

+
K̂itf

zy

µ

∂

∂ẑ

(
−p̂+ 2µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣∣
0

, (2.19c)

with the dimensional model coefficients defined as

λ̂x, z = λx, z l, K̂itf
xy, zy = Kitf

xy, zy l
2, K̂yy = Kyy l

2. (2.20)

It is important to emphasize that these coefficients are not empirical, but arise from the
solution of auxiliary systems of equations solved in the x̂- or ẑ-periodic elementary cell
of fig. 1. The two terms, K̂itf

xy and K̂itf
zy , are defined as interface permeabilities since, in

analogy to Darcy’s law in the bulk of the porous domain, they multiply the streamwise and
spanwise gradients of the pressure in the expressions of û|0 and ŵ|0; however, they differ
from the corresponding intrinsic permeability components since, near the porous/free-
fluid interface, grains are not as closely packed as in the bulk.
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2.4 Evaluation of the macroscopic coefficients for selected geometries

Typical geometries of the inclusions used to construct the porous media under study are
illustrated in figure 2; they are aligned in either the streamwise direction (substrates LC
and LM) or the spanwise direction (substrates TC and TM), all satisfying a porosity
θ = 0.5, where θ is defined by considering a cubic unit cell within the porous region and
evaluating the ratio of the volume occupied by the fluid to the total volume of the cell.

A simple method, similar to that followed by Ahmed et al. (2022b), is used to
numerically evaluate the macroscopic coefficients in the effective boundary conditions.
First, the systems governing the microscale fields u†

11 and u†
33 are solved on a microscopic

domain with a sufficiently large value of y∞ (like, for instance, the domain sketched in
the left frame of figure 3). Second, the Navier’s slip coefficients (λx, λz) are estimated by
averaging u†

11 and u†
33, respectively, over the plane y = 0. The numerical values of the

interface permeability coefficients can be computed via the following volume integrals:

Kitf
xy =

∫
V0
u†
11 dV,

Kitf
zy =

∫
V0
u†
33 dV,

(2.21)

where V0 denotes the whole fluid’s volume in the elementary cell below the interface
chosen at y = 0. This renders the dimensionless Navier-slip and the interface permeability
coefficients dependent, in general, on the geometry of the inclusions and the slip-velocity
Reynolds number, Reλ, which appears in the microscopic auxiliary systems. On the
other hand, the medium permeability Kyy is intrinsic to the geometry of the porous
region, where the velocity level is much smaller than uslip and the inertial effects are thus
negligible; Kyy can be estimated by solving a Stokes system on a triply-periodic cell of
the porous domain, imposing unit forcing along y, and evaluating the superficial average
of the corresponding microscopic field over that cell (Mei & Vernescu, 2010).

Transverse (ẑ-elongated) and longitudinal (x̂-elongated) inclusions allow for further
simplification of the microscopic, auxiliary problems, by setting either ∂/∂x3 or ∂/∂x1

to zero, respectively, yielding two-dimensional systems of equations. For the case of
spanwise-elongated inclusions, we get the following two systems of interest at the leading
order: 

∂1u
†
11 + ∂2u

†
21 = 0,

−∂1p
†
1 + ∂2

1u
†
11 + ∂2

2u
†
11 = Reλ ∂1u

†
11,

−∂2p
†
1 + ∂2

1u
†
21 + ∂2

2u
†
21 = Reλ ∂1u

†
21,(

∂2u
†
11 + ∂1u

†
21

)∣∣∣
x2=y∞

= 1,(
−p†1 + 2∂2u

†
21

)∣∣∣
x2=y∞

= 0,

(2.22)

and  ∂2
1u

†
33 + ∂2

2u
†
33 = Reλ ∂1u

†
33,(

∂2u
†
33

)∣∣∣
x2=y∞

= 1.
(2.23)
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Figure 3: Contours of the microscopic variables u†
11, u†

21, and u†
33 at (top) Reλ = 0

and (bottom) Reλ = 30 , shown over an x − y plane for the case of spanwise-elongated
cylinders of porosity θ = 0.5. Close-ups of the contours near the fluid-porous interface
are presented, while the typical domain considered in the simulations is shown in the left
frame.

The numerical solutions of the previous systems under Stokes conditions and at Reλ = 30
are shown in figure 3 for the case of transverse cylindrical inclusions, while the dependence
of the macroscopic coefficients on Reλ is displayed in figure 4(a) for the substrates TC
and TM . A preliminary estimation of the value of the slip velocity can be obtained from
the first-order term in the effective boundary condition of U , equation (2.18a), which may
be recast in terms of the wall distance in viscous units (Y + = Y Reτ(M)) and the mean

velocity, already normalized by uτ(M) and hence from now on indicated as U
+
, as follows:

U
+
∣∣∣
Y=0

≈ λ+
x

∂U
+

∂Y +

∣∣∣∣∣
Y=0

, (2.24)

where λ+
x =

ρuτ(M)λ̂x

µ
= ϵReτ(M)λx. Provided the roughness maintains a sufficiently

small amplitude so that the velocity gradient
∂U

+

∂Y +

∣∣∣∣∣
Y=0

at the virtual wall remains close
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Figure 4: Behaviors of the homogenization model parameters. Frame (a) displays results
of the closure problems for the Navier-slip and interface permeability coefficients as func-
tions of Reλ for the porous substrates TC (solid lines) and TM (dashed lines). In panel
(b), the linear relation (2.26) between λx and Reλ is plotted (black lines) for four values
of ϵ, fixing Reτ(M) = 193, in order to evaluate Reλ at the intersection points.

to 1, (2.24) simplifies to a Dirichlet boundary condition, i.e.

U
+
∣∣∣
Y=0

=
ûslip

uτ(M)

≈ ϵReτ(M)λx, (2.25)

which means that the slip-velocity Reynolds number can be written as

Reλ =
ρûslipℓ

µ
=

ρuτ(M)ℓ

µ
ϵReτ(M)λx = ϵ2Re2τ(M) λx. (2.26)

With λx =
Reλ

ϵ2Re2τ(M)

, a linear relation between λx and Reλ can be drawn for different

values of ϵ, at the fixed value of the friction Reynolds number, Reτ(M) = 193; cf. figure
4(b). The value of Reλ at the intersection point is evaluated as shown in figure 4(b),
yielding as an immediate consequence all the macroscopic coefficients at this value; table
1 reports all coefficients for ϵ ranging from 0.05 (subscript 5) to 0.2 (subscript 20).

Streamwise-elongated inclusions (substrates LC and LM) represent a special case
since inertial effects at the microscale level disappear as a consequence of setting ∂/∂x1 to
zero in the auxiliary systems (Luchini et al., 1991); as such, the macroscopic coefficients
are independent of Reλ. The coefficients for these substrates are directly available by
revisiting the results for TC and TM , at Reλ = 0, and simply switching the streamwise
and spanwise coordinates.
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Table 1: Values of the macroscopic coefficients for the sixteen porous substrates consid-
ered in the present study.

Substrate
Reλ Dimensionless macroscopic coefficients

(intersection) λx λz Kitf
xy Kitf

zy Kyy

TC5 4.1 0.0440 0.0663 0.0021 0.0052 0.0018

TC10 15.2 0.0409 0.0591 0.0018 0.0042 0.0018

TC15 30.9 0.0368 0.0506 0.0014 0.0031 0.0018

TC20 50.0 0.0336 0.0445 0.0012 0.0023 0.0018

LC5−20 Any 0.0688 0.0451 0.0056 0.0022 0.0018

TM5 5.3 0.0562 0.1062 0.0037 0.0110 0.00012

TM10 18.2 0.0489 0.0888 0.0028 0.0082 0.00012

TM15 35.3 0.0421 0.0721 0.0019 0.0058 0.00012

TM20 55.5 0.0372 0.0599 0.0014 0.0042 0.00012

LM5−20 Any 0.1130 0.0590 0.0121 0.0041 0.00012

3 THE MACROSCALE PROBLEMS

For the direct numerical simulations of the macroscale problem, considering the turbulent
channel flow over different porous substrates, the computational domain, the mesh/time
step specifications, and the numerical scheme are the same as in Ahmed et al. (2022b).
It is appropriate to provide further details on how the transpiration boundary condition
(2.19b) is enforced in the numerical code; they are given in Appendix A.

3.1 Validation of the model

The applicability of the upscaling approach followed is assessed here by considering the
turbulent flow (Reτ(M) = 193) in a channel delimited from the bottom (Y ≤ 0) by
the substrate TC20 (transverse cylinders, ϵ = 0.2), and validating sample results of the
homogenized simulation, based on the effective boundary conditions (2.18a–2.18c) with
the macroscopic coefficients given in Table 1, against a classical fine-grained simulation.
The mesh requirements, and thus the numerical cost, of the latter are much higher since
it needs to resolve the seepage flow in the bulk of the porous domain and to account
for the interactions occurring across the interfacial region, where significant ejection and
sweep events take place (cf. figure 5).
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Figure 5: Full feature-resolving simulation of the coupled flow problem including the flow
through and the turbulent flow over the porous substrate TC20 at Reτ(M) = 193: profiles
of the X-Z-averaged mean velocity across the free-fluid region and closely below the
fluid-porous interface are plotted. Instantaneous distributions (examples) of the interface-
normal velocity component, V +, captured during “suction” and “blowing” events are also
presented.
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Figure 6: Turbulent channel flow (Reτ(M) = 193) over the porous substrate TC20: pre-
dictions of the homogenized model, indicated by green lines with filled symbols, for (a, b)
the mean velocity profile across the channel and for the near-interface distributions of (c)
the root-mean-squares of the turbulent fluctuations in the three velocity components, (d)
the turbulence intensities, and (e, f ) the Reynolds/viscous shear stresses are validated
against results of the full simulation (red lines). The dashed black profiles refer to the
corresponding smooth, impermeable channel case.
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The results in the free-fluid region are presented and compared (homogenization-
based vs. fine-grained) in figures 6 and 7, in terms of the following dimensionless param-

eters: the mean velocity, U
+
; the root-mean-square values (r.m.s.) of the fluctuations

in the velocity components, (Urms, Vrms, Wrms) = (U ′U ′1/2, V ′V ′1/2, W ′W ′1/2) where the

turbulent fluctuations are defined as U ′
i = U+

i − U
+

i ; the intensity of the fluctuations,

(IU , IV , IW ) = (
Urms

U
+ ,

Vrms

U
+ ,

Wrms

U
+ ); the Reynolds shear stress, τRXY = −U ′V ′; the vis-

cous shear stress, τVXY =
1

Reτ(M)

∂U
+

∂Y
; and the production rate of the turbulent kinetic

energy, PT =
−1

Reτ(M)

U ′
iU

′
j

∂U
+

i

∂Xj

. While figure 6 focuses on the validation of the present

model with the effective boundary conditions of the three velocity components imposed
at Y = 0, figure 7 shows, in addition, the corresponding macroscopic results when the
interface-normal velocity component is suppressed (i.e., V

∣∣
Y=0

= 0) and only the in-plane
slip velocities are applied; this is important since it highlights the need of accounting for
transpiration at the virtual boundary (Bottaro, 2019; Lācis et al., 2020).

From inspection of figure 6, it is clear that the model captures well the trends of the
mean velocity and the turbulence statistics displayed. The velocity profile can be analyzed

in terms of the slip velocity, U+
slip = U

+∣∣
Y=0

; the shift in the intercept of the logarithmic
velocity profile, ∆U+ (taking the smooth channel case as a reference for the measurement
and averaging the shift over the region 30 ≲ Y + ≲ 120); the percentage change in the
bulk (channel-averaged) velocity through the free-fluid region, ∆U+

ch% (taking the bulk
velocity in a fully smooth channel, U+

ch ≈ 15.69, as a reference); and the corresponding
percentage change in skin-friction coefficient, ∆Cf% (taking the smooth-channel value,
Cf = 2/(U+

ch)
2 ≈ 0.00813, as a reference). The analysis performed here shows that, for

the turbulent flow over the perturbed boundaries considered, the log-law is still valid
(over 30 ≲ Y + ≲ 120), yet it is shifted (relative to the one for a smooth wall) by ∆U+

such that the logarithmic profile reads

U
+
=

1

κ
ln(Y +) +B +∆U+, (3.1)

where κ is the von Kármán constant and B is the intercept of the logarithmic profile
for the flow over a corresponding smooth wall. Based on (3.1), if ∆U+ < 0 (respectively
∆U+ > 0), the logarithmic profile is shifted downwards (upwards), and in general the
skin-friction drag increases (decreases); this is consistent with the definition of the rough-
ness function, ∆U+ adopted by Gómez-de Segura & Garćıa-Mayoral (2019), Ibrahim
et al. (2021), and Khorasani et al. (2022, 2024), which differs in sign from that origi-
nally introduced by Hama (1954) and Clauser (1954). According to (3.1), ∆U+ < 0
is generally accompanied by ∆U+

ch% < 0 and ∆Cf% > 0. The full feature-resolving
simulation for the case chosen for validation (TC20) yields (U

+
slip,∆U+,∆U+

ch%,∆Cf%) ≈
(1.37,−2.76,−12.2%,+29.6%), while the values obtained from the complete homogenized
simulation are respectively (1.44,−2.33,−10.3%,+24.4%); a decrease in flow rate and,
therefore, an increase in skin-friction coefficient is realized in both simulations. More-
over, the model predictions for the r.m.s. fluctuations of the velocity components at the
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Figure 7: Distribution of the mean velocity (a) and behaviors of quantities of interest
related to turbulence statistics (b–f ) over the porous substrate TC20: predictions of
the homogenized simulation when the effective boundary conditions of the three velocity
components are imposed (green lines with filled circles) or when transpiration is neglected
(blue lines) are validated against results of the fine-grained simulation (red lines), while
the dashed profiles are related to the smooth, impermeable channel case.
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fictitious interface (Y = 0) match well the results of the full simulation and deviate signif-
icantly from zero. In general, the accuracy of the macroscopic model is reasonable taking
into account that the value of ϵ = 0.2 (ℓ+ ≈ 40) related to the porous substrate chosen for
validation (TC20) is rather large, meaning that microscopic and macroscopic length scales
do not differ widely. On the other hand, it is obvious from figure 7 that the comparison
with the fine-grained simulation is not satisfactory when the transpiration-free model is
applied, where the mechanism of drag increase is idle, ∆U+ is close to 0, and the trend
of the turbulence statistics next to the fictitious boundary is similar to that of a smooth,
impermeable channel.

3.2 Case studies: results and discussion

Numerical simulations were run for the channel flow over the different porous substrates
(TC, LC, TM, LM ), with four values of ϵ tested for each (ϵ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2). The
macroscopic model already validated was employed to study the sixteen problems under
consideration, with the Oseen-based upscaled coefficients contributing to the effective
boundary conditions available in table 1. The main results are presented and discussed
below.

3.2.1 Mean velocity and skin-friction drag

In table 2, the pitch distance and the macroscopic coefficients for each porous pattern
are expressed in wall units based on the velocity scale uτ(M); they are defined by

ℓ+ =
ρ uτ(M) ℓ

µ
= ϵReτ(M), (3.2a)

λ+
x =

ρ uτ(M) λ̂x

µ
= ϵReτ(M)λx, λ+

z = ϵReτ(M)λz, (3.2b)

Kitf,+
xy = ϵ2Re2τ(M)Kitf

xy , Kitf,+
zy = ϵ2Re2τ(M)Kitf

zy , K+
yy = ϵ2Re2τ(M)Kyy. (3.2c)

Values of the major quantities related to the behavior of mean velocity through the free-
fluid region are also listed in the table (refer to the definitions in Section 3.1). The
most significant finding is that reduction of the skin-friction drag coefficient (negative
values of ∆Cf%, associated with positive ∆U+ and ∆U+

ch%) is attainable only by the
porous substrates formed by longitudinal inclusions (LC and LM ), those characterized
by streamwise-preferential slip lengths and interface permeabilities (λ+

x > λ+
z , Kitf,+

xy >
Kitf,+

zy ). Such a favorable influence (up to 5% reduction in Cf ) takes place exclusively at
relatively small values of ℓ+, a behavior analogous to that exhibited by riblets (Bechert
& Bartenwerfer, 1989; Garcia-Mayoral & Jiménez, 2011; Endrikat et al., 2021a,b; Wong
et al., 2024). On the other hand, permeable beds consisting of transverse grains yield only
drag increase, and this becomes more pronounced with ℓ+. For comparison purposes, the
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Table 2: Values of the macroscopic coefficients characterizing the different configurations
considered for the porous substrate, estimated in wall units with Reτ(M) = 193 and ϵ
varied from 0.05 (subscript 5) to 0.2 (subscript 20). Major results are presented, with
the normalization based on uτ(M).

Substrate ℓ+
Model coefficients Sample results

λ+
x λ+

z Kitf,+
xy Kitf,+

zy K+
yy U+

slip ∆U+ ∆U+
ch% ∆Cf%

Smooth 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TC5 9.7 0.43 0.64 0.20 0.49 0.17 0.43 −0.33 −1.1% +2.1%

TC10 19.3 0.79 1.14 0.67 1.57 0.68 0.83 −0.77 −3.2% +6.7%

TC15 29.0 1.07 1.46 1.20 2.57 1.53 1.14 −1.55 −6.4% +14.2%

TC20 38.6 1.30 1.72 1.74 3.49 2.72 1.44 −2.33 −10.3% +24.4%

LC5 9.7 0.66 0.44 0.52 0.21 0.17 0.66 +0.15 +1.1% −2.1%

LC10 19.3 1.33 0.87 2.07 0.84 0.68 1.33 +0.08 +0.9% −1.9%

LC15 29.0 1.99 1.31 4.66 1.88 1.53 2.05 −0.54 −1.4% +2.8%

LC20 38.6 2.66 1.74 8.29 3.34 2.72 2.87 −1.63 −6.7% +15.0%

TM5 9.7 0.54 1.03 0.35 1.03 0.01 0.56 −0.61 −2.3% +4.7%

TM10 19.3 0.94 1.71 1.03 3.06 0.05 1.02 −1.38 −5.5% +12.0%

TM15 29.0 1.22 2.09 1.62 4.84 0.10 1.36 −2.09 −9.0% +20.9%

TM20 38.6 1.44 2.31 2.10 6.29 0.18 1.61 −2.56 −11.3% +27.0%

LM5 9.7 1.09 0.57 1.13 0.38 0.01 1.07 +0.33 +1.9% −3.7%

LM10 19.3 2.18 1.14 4.52 1.53 0.05 2.15 +0.45 +2.6% −5.0%

LM15 29.0 3.27 1.71 10.17 3.44 0.10 3.36 −0.33 −0.4% +0.7%

LM20 38.6 4.36 2.28 18.08 6.12 0.18 4.48 −0.94 −2.9% +6.1%
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Figure 8: Dependence of (a) the slip velocity U+
slip on λ+

x and of (b) the shift of the
logarithmic profile intercept ∆U+, (c) the percentage change in the bulk mean velocity
∆U+

ch%, and (d) the percentage change in the skin-friction coefficient ∆Cf% on ∆λ+ =
λ+
x − λ+

z , for turbulent channel flows (Reτ(M) = 193) over the four types of permeable
beds under study; cf. table 2. Simple linear relations fitting the behavior of U+

slip with
λ+
x and the performance of the other quantities at small values of ∆λ+ are presented.
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results with the normalization based on the shear velocity of the bottom surface, uτ(B),
are given in Appendix B.

The behavior of the sample quantities reported on the right-hand side of table 2 for
the four substrate configurations are graphically presented as function of the streamwise
Navier-slip lengths in figure 8. It is important to highlight the following features with
reference to the trends of the figure:

(i) As discussed in Section 2.4, the first-order term in the effective boundary con-
dition of the streamwise velocity yields a slip velocity at the permeable interface

U+
slip ≈ λ+

x

∂U
+

∂Y +

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

≈ λ+
x . Figure 8(a) shows that this linear dependence fits

well with the results of the simulations, for the roughness amplitudes considered.
Besides the omission of the higher-order term, the small percentage errors (up to

≈ 11% in absolute value) may be attributed to the deviation of
∂U

+

∂Y +

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

from

1 because the parameters are expressed in wall units based on uτ(M), and not

the permeable-interface shear velocity uτ(B). However, one can write
∂U

+

∂Y +

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

=

∂U
+(B)

∂Y +(B)

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

[
uτ(B)

uτ(M)

]2
, where

∂U
+(B)

∂Y +(B)

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

≈ 1 (assuming that the Reynolds stress at

Y = 0 is much smaller than the viscous stress), which results in the modified relation

U+
slip ≈

[
uτ(B)

uτ(M)

]2
λ+
x . This expression enhances the predictions of the slip velocity

(maximum error below 4%), yet it cannot be employed a priori, since the values of
the shear-velocity ratio (table 3) are available only after numerical simulations have
been conducted.

(ii) It has been found convenient to express the roughness function as the difference
between the shifts of the virtual origins of mean and turbulent flows, i.e. ∆U+ ≈
ℓ+U − ℓ+Turb. (Wong et al., 2024). For small protrusion heights, Luchini et al. (1991)
have shown that ∆U+ takes the form ∆U+ = λ+

x − λ+
z = ∆λ+; in the present

settings, this assumption holds only up to |∆λ+| ≲ 0.25; cf. figure 8(b).

(iii) To describe the trends of ∆Cf% =
Cf − Cf, smooth

Cf, smooth

× 100%, the classical relation

∆Cf% =
−∆U+

(2Cf, smooth)−0.5 + (2κ)−1
× 100% can be employed. With ∆U+ = ∆λ+,

Cf, smooth = 0.00813, and the von Kármán constant κ = 0.4, the linear dependence
∆Cf% ≈ −0.1∆λ+×100% is valid provided that |∆λ+| remains sufficiently small, as
confirmed in figure 8(d). Under the same condition, it can be shown that ∆U+

ch% ≈
−0.5∆Cf% ≈ +0.05∆λ+ × 100%, which matches well the results in figure 8(c).
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(iv) It is notable that, at any fixed value of ∆λ+, the porous substrates LM and TM
outperform the configurations LC and TC in terms of either maximizing the drag
reduction or minimizing the drag increase. One possible justification is that the
permeable beds constructed with modified cylinders (LM and TM ) exhibit much
smaller values of the medium permeability K+

yy compared to those designed based on
flat cylinders (LC and TC ), as can be realized from table 2. This favorable feature
enhances ∆U+ by attenuating the transpiration velocity at the fictitious interface
(Y = 0), an effect which can be perceived as a mitigation of the blowing and suction
events. The influence of transpiration on ∆U+ will be discussed in further detail in
Section 3.3.

In figure 9, the different results are plotted against the pitch distance, ℓ+. With
regard to the slip velocity, assuming the simple linear relation U+

slip ≈ λ+
x = ℓ+λx and

recalling the trends of λx from table 1, one can expect that U+
slip changes linearly with

ℓ+ for the porous beds LC and LM since λx is independent of ℓ+ for these streamwise-
elongated patterns, in contrast to the spanwise-elongated patterns TC and TM for which
the coefficient λx decreases with the increase of ℓ+. These expectations agree with the
behaviors displayed in figure 9(a). For small ℓ+ values, the quantities ∆U+, ∆U+

ch%,
and ∆Cf% are directly proportional to ∆λ+ = ℓ+∆λ, where ∆λ is equal to λx − λz.
Table 1 implies that ∆λ

∣∣
LM

> ∆λ
∣∣
LC

> ∆λ
∣∣
TC

> ∆λ
∣∣
TM

with the first two posi-
tive and the last two negative. For a small value of ℓ+, one should therefore expect
∆U+

∣∣
LM

> ∆U+
∣∣
LC

> ∆U+
∣∣
TC

> ∆U+
∣∣
TM

(and likewise for ∆U+
ch% and −∆Cf%) with

the substrate LM yielding the maximum drag reduction and TM resulting in the max-
imum drag increase; cf. figure 9(b–d). Departing from the viscous regime, it is found
that the drag reduction attainable by LM and LC peaks at some value of ℓ+ between 10
and 20. The performance of these porous substrates then degrades, yet drag reduction
is still achievable until a threshold within 20 ≲ ℓ+ ≲ 30 is reached, beyond which drag
increase takes place. Gómez-de Segura et al. (2018) studied highly connected porous
media with streamwise-preferential permeability and attributed the aforementioned be-
havior to the formation of drag-increasing spanwise-coherent rollers associated with a
Kelvin-Helmholtz-like instability whose initiation is governed by the intrinsic permeabil-
ity component K+

yy of the medium.

3.2.2 The mechanism of drag increase/reduction

The influence of porous substrates on the near-interface turbulence is considered next.
For sufficiently small values of ℓ+, the wall texture alters the structure of turbulence
merely by shifting down its virtual origin by a distance ℓ+Turb. ≈ λ+

z , whereas the ef-
fect is much more complicated beyond the viscous regime, especially with the increase
in transpiration velocity. It is therefore useful to present and discuss some turbulence
statistics of interest for the channel flow over selected porous beds of relatively large grain
spacings/sizes (LM10: longitudinal modified inclusions, ℓ+ ≈ 20, the maximum drag re-
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Figure 9: Dependence of major quantities characterizing the turbulent channel flow over
the porous substrates under study on the pitch distance of the inclusions measured in
wall units, ℓ+ = ϵReτ(M).
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Figure 10: Predictions of the homogenization-based model for (a) the mean velocity
profiles and (b–f ) sample statistics for the channel flow (Reτ(M) = 193) over four different
porous substrates.
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duction reported; LM20: longitudinal modified inclusions, ℓ+ ≈ 40, drag increase; TM10:
transverse modified inclusions, ℓ+ ≈ 20, drag increase; TM20: transverse modified inclu-
sions, ℓ+ ≈ 40, the maximum drag increase reported). The velocity profiles are plotted
in figure 10(a). The turbulence-characterizing quantities plotted in figure 10(b) are cho-
sen since, as shown by Ahmed et al. (2022b), their behaviors near the porous/free-fluid
interface can be linked to the favorable/adverse effects of the permeable boundaries on
friction drag. With focus on the peak values of Vrms, Wrms, τ

R
XY , and PT , and the distri-

butions of IW , it can be realized that the drag-reducing substrate (LM10) yields results
comparable to those in the reference case of turbulence over a smooth, impermeable wall;
this applies also to the other drag-reducing patterns not considered in the figure, i.e.
LM5, LC5, LC10. Conversely, the drag-increasing ones result in intensified levels of these
quantities. For instance, with TM20, the peak values Vrms, τ

R
XY , and PT are larger than

the values in a smooth channel by about 16%, 24%, and 50%, respectively. The values of
the quantities at the fictitious interface, Y = 0, are of particular interest in the present
work and their correlations with ∆U+ are explored in Section 3.3; it is evident from the
figure that significant values of Vrms are obtained at the plane Y = 0, in particular when
ℓ+ is sufficiently large, an effect which would obviously be absent if transpiration were
unaccounted for in the formulation of the model.

The quadrant analysis in figure 11 reveals details of the generation of the Reynolds
stress, τRXY , from the turbulent events taking place in the flow near the substrates LM10

and TM20. In figure 11, the instantaneous distributions of (U ′, V ′) are displayed over
the plane at Y + ≈ 1, directly adjacent to the substrate-channel interface, and the
plane at Y + ≈ 80, well within the logarithmic layer. The phenomena can be classi-
fied into negative-production events (first and third quadrants, with −U ′V ′ < 0) and
positive-production ones (second and fourth quadrants, with −U ′V ′ > 0). Eventually,
the Reynolds stress generated from the sum of the positive contributions from the ejection
(second quadrant, bursting of low-speed fluid) and the sweep (fourth quadrant, inrush of
high-speed fluid) events at any Y + level is generally larger than that arising from the sum
of the contributions of the other two quadrants. The production of turbulence is domi-
nated by the sweep event in the close vicinity of the boundary (cf. figure 11(a, b)), while
ejection is dominant away from the wall (cf. figure 11(c, d)). For a better understanding,
the contributions from the four quadrants to the Reynolds shear stress at a given time
instant, evaluated over different X −Z planes up to Y + ≈ 80, are plotted in figure 11(e,
f ); they are obtained by integrating the values of −U ′V ′ related to each of the quadrants,
separately, over the area occupied by the specific event and using the overall area of the
X−Z plane (= 2π×π) as a weight. It is notable that ejection becomes dominant beyond
a threshold within Y + = 12–15. All the findings above agree qualitatively with the results
by Kim et al. (1987) in a channel delimited by smooth, impermeable walls. From a quan-
titative perspective, the production of turbulence via both ejection and sweep is clearly
intensified for case TM20 (the porous substrate of maximum drag increase) compared to
the levels with LM10 (the substrate of largest drag reduction), at all the values of Y +

considered, with the intensification exceeding 600% at the porous/free-fluid interface and
ranging from 10–70% in the logarithmic region.
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Figure 11: Quadrant analysis of the Reynolds shear stress, τRxy, for turbulent channel flows
(Reτ(M) = 193) over two different porous substrates (LM10 and TM20). Instantaneous
values of (U ′, V ′) throughout the planes at Y = 0.005 and Y = 0.416 (evaluated at all grid
points) are shown in panels (a) to (d), while contributions to τRxy from each quadrant are
plotted in the bottom frames against Y + = Y Reτ(M) up to the centerline of the channel.
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3.3 In pursuit of a correlation for ∆U+ over porous/textured walls

We proceed from the earlier discussion on figure 10, concerning how the near-wall distri-
butions of some turbulence-characterizing parameters can control the mechanism of drag
reduction/increase over the permeable boundaries, to try here to explore the correlation
between the roughness function ∆U+ and the fictitious-interface values of quantities of
particular interest: Ṽrms = Vrms

∣∣
Y=0

, W̃rms = Wrms

∣∣
Y=0

, and τ̃RXY = τRXY

∣∣
Y=0

. Figure

12(a–c) reveals that the dependence of ∆U+ on Ṽrms cannot be described by a universal
function valid for all permeable boundaries; the same can be said for W̃rms and τ̃RXY .
Conversely, each configuration yields a unique relationship, and even the general trends
differ when porous substrates of streamwise-preferential permeability (LC and LM, non-
monotonic behavior) are compared with those consisting of spanwise-elongated grains
(TC and TM, strictly monotonic decrease). To justify this, let us assume conditions
corresponding to a small value of Ṽrms fixed for the four patterns (e.g., Ṽrms = 0.01)
and analyze the resulting ∆U+. While a fixed value of Ṽrms may imply that, for all the
boundaries, the virtual origin of turbulence has the same shift from the Y = 0 plane (i.e.,
constant ℓ+Turb.), the position of the virtual origin of the mean flow, ℓ+U ≈ λ+

x , can sig-
nificantly differ according to the value of the streamwise Navier-slip length, λ+

x , for each
wall, and, consequently, different values of the roughness function ∆U+ = ℓ+U − ℓ+Turb.

are obtained. In the search of a function displaying a universal behavior, we follow two
separate paths.

The first path relies on analyzing the mean velocity profile, U
+
(Y +), over each of

the permeable substrates to monitor the upward shifts of the velocity at matched Y +

values, taking the profile over a smooth, impermeable wall as a reference (for instance,
cf. figure 10(a)). Such a velocity shift is, by definition, equal to U+

slip at Y = 0 and to

∆U+ in the logarithmic region. Whether ∆U+ is positive or negative, it is U+
slip > ∆U+

for all textured boundaries (for ℓ+ = 0, the smooth, impermeable wall is retrieved, and
the limit U+

slip = ∆U+ = 0 is reached). The function D = U+
slip −∆U+ ≥ 0 can therefore

be defined to indicate the depression in the velocity shift when moving from the wall to
the logarithmic region; it is plotted against the turbulence parameters in figure 12(d–f ).
In the second path, we proceed from the fact that the approximation ∆U+ = ∆λ+ holds
only for small surface roughness, while a further reduction in the value of the roughness
function occurs with the increase of ℓ+, i.e. ∆U+ = ∆λ+ − F , with the newly defined
function F ≥ 0. The behavior of F is shown in figure 12(g–i).

Both functions D and F increase monotonically with each of Ṽrms, W̃rms, and τ̃RXY ,
and it can be realized from figure 12(d–i) that, even from a quantitative point of view,
general trends emerge. Eventually, the following fitting relationships can be proposed
(together with their accuracy levels):

D = 11.5×
[
Ṽrms

]0.6
, NRMSerror ≈ 11%, (3.3)

D = 6× W̃rms, NRMSerror ≈ 13%, (3.4)
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Figure 12: Dependence of ∆U+ (top panels) and the related quantities D (middle panels)
and F (bottom panels) on turbulence-characterizing parameters of interest measured at
the fictitious interface (at Y = 0). The filled symbols indicate results of the homogenized
simulations for turbulent flow over the four substrate configurations under study (cf.
figure 2), with ℓ+ varied for each pattern as described in Table 2, while the fitting relations
(3.3–3.8) are plotted with solid lines in the middle and the bottom frames.
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Figure 13: Values of the parameter D plotted against the r.m.s. of the turbulent fluc-
tuations in the wall-normal velocity at the plane Y = 0. In panel (a), results from
the literature for channels roughened with streamwise-elongated, spanwise-elongated, or
three-dimensional elements are shown: blank square, Cheng & Castro (2002); red cir-
cles, Leonardi et al. (2003); purple triangles, Orlandi & Leonardi (2006); green squares,
Burattini et al. (2008); gray diamonds, Orlandi & Leonardi (2008); blank circles, Hao
& Garćıa-Mayoral (2024). In panel (b), the results of Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral (2024) for
symmetric channels bounded by either deep (red diamonds) or shallow (gray squares)
porous substrates are plotted, together with the values of the present homogenization-
based simulations (light-blue triangles). Solid lines refer to correlation (3.3), while the
linear relationship by Orlandi & Leonardi (2008) is plotted with dashed lines.

D = 12.5×
[
τ̃RXY

]0.4
, NRMSerror ≈ 11%, (3.5)

F = 11.5× Ṽrms, NRMSerror ≈ 18%, (3.6)

F = 1.8×
[
W̃rms

]2
+ 1.6× W̃rms, NRMSerror ≈ 37%, (3.7)

F = 11×
[
τ̃RXY

]0.6
, NRMSerror ≈ 29%, (3.8)

where the normalized root-mean-square error, NRMSerror, is evaluated by dividing the
conventional RMSerror by the mean value of either D or F . The ranges of validity of the
relations proposed are

0 ≤ Ṽrms ≲ 0.25, 0 ≤ W̃rms ≲ 0.85, 0 ≤ τ̃RXY ≲ 0.085. (3.9)

In the remainder of this section, we aim to demonstrate (i) that transpiration strongly
controls the depression in the velocity shift over a wide range of textured boundaries and
(ii) that correlating Ṽrms to the macroscopic coefficients of the homogenization model
permits the use of (3.3) and (3.6) for an a priori estimate of the roughness-function-
related parameters D and F .

Orlandi et al. (2003) demonstrated that the principal characteristics of the flow over
a rough surface are closely related to the presence of wall-normal velocity distribution
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at the interface between the protrusions and the overlying turbulent boundary layer. A
more formal description of this dependence has been proposed by Orlandi et al. (2006)
and Orlandi & Leonardi (2006) who found good correlation between the quantity D =
U+
slip −∆U+ and the r.m.s. fluctuations of the wall-normal velocity at the plane passing

through the crests of the roughness elements. Later, Orlandi & Leonardi (2008) explored
the relationship between D and Ṽrms for walls with different textures, by collecting and
plotting many results from the literature (Cheng & Castro, 2002; Leonardi et al., 2003;
Orlandi & Leonardi, 2006; Burattini et al., 2008; Flores & Jiménez, 2006) together with
new ones related to the flow over surfaces roughened with longitudinal/transverse bars or
various three-dimensional patterns. They concluded their study proposing the correlation

D =
B

κ
Ṽrms, withB and κ as by (3.1). Most of the data considered by Orlandi & Leonardi

(2008) in addition to the recent results by Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral (2024) are presented
in figure 13(a); the strong correlation between D and Ṽrms is evident, and the linear
relationship by Orlandi & Leonardi (2008), plotted with B = 5.5 and κ = 0.4 is found to
perform well, where NRMSerror is below 12%. Interestingly, good correlation between
D and Ṽrms can also be realized in figure 13(b) for the turbulent flow over permeable
boundaries, based on the values reported by Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral (2024) plotted next
to the results of the present macroscopic DNSs; the NRMSerror for Orlandi-Leonardi
relationship is about 23%. With regard to the present correlation (3.3), the deviations
are comparable to those reported above, with NRMSerror ≈ 14% for the rough walls and
≈ 18% for the porous boundaries, even for values of Ṽrms much larger than the validity
limit (3.9) of our simulations. Figure 13 thus confirms that Ṽrms is a key parameter which
controls the roughness function in the turbulent flow over rough/porous boundaries and
that (3.3) performs well even for quite large values of Ṽrms. The major difficulty in putting
(3.3), or Orlandi-Leonardi correlation, to practical use is that Ṽrms is not available until
a full simulation of the turbulent flow above a textured wall is conducted.

The crux of the matter is thus the search of a simplified expression for Ṽrms, as
function of the macroscopic coefficients which permit to describe the near wall flow.
After some efforts, we have found that the parameter Ψ defined as

Ψ =

(
Kitf,+

xy

λ+
x

+
Kitf,+

zy

λ+
z

+
√

K+
yy

) (
λ+
z

λ+
x

)0.25

(3.10)

is well correlated to Ṽrms, as shown in figure 14. It is worth highlighting that (3.10)
is inspired from the boundary condition for the transpiration velocity (2.19b): the pa-

rameters
Kitf,+

xy

λ+
x

and
Kitf,+

zy

λ+
z

appear when the streamwise/spanwise Navier-slip conditions(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

) ∣∣∣∣
0

=
û
∣∣
0

λ̂x

and

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

) ∣∣∣∣
0

=
ŵ
∣∣
0

λ̂z

are substituted into the second and the

third terms on the right hand side of (2.19b) and the equation is recast in wall units,

while
√
K+

yy quantifies the role of the intrinsic permeability for porous boundaries. The

presence of
λ+
z

λ+
x

in (3.10) permits to differentiate between walls of spanwise-preferential
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Figure 14: The r.m.s. of turbulent fluctuations in the transpiration velocity at Y = 0,
plotted against the compound macroscopic parameter Ψ for the different porous patterns
considered (same symbols as in figure 12). The solid line represents a third-order poly-
nomial fitting.

slip (λ+
z > λ+

x ) and those exhibiting preferential streamwise slip (λ+
x > λ+

z ), and implies

that, for the same values of
Kitf,+

xy

λ+
x

,
Kitf,+

zy

λ+
z

, and
√
K+

yy, relatively stronger transpiration

is associated with the former wall patterns (e.g. substrates constructed with transverse
inclusions). Based on the data plotted in figure 14, we propose the fitting equation

Ṽrms = 0.00075Ψ3 + 0.002Ψ2, (3.11)

for which the NRMSerror is less than 10%. Substituting (3.11) into (3.3) and (3.6), we
finally obtain the following expressions for the roughness-function-related quantities:

D = U+
slip −∆U+ = 11.5×

(
0.00075Ψ3 + 0.002Ψ2

)0.6

, (3.12)

F = ∆λ+ −∆U+ = 11.5×
(
0.00075Ψ3 + 0.002Ψ2

)
, (3.13)

valid up to Ψ ≈ 6. Estimates of D and F for the turbulent flow over a perturbed wall of
given microstructure and given value of ℓ+ = ϵReτ(M) are thus available provided (i) ℓ+

is lower than about 40, and (ii) outer layer similarity is maintained.

3.4 Can we make a-priori predictions?

It is useful to assess the accuracy of (3.12) and (3.13) for the turbulent flow over perturbed
boundaries different from the porous ones based on which these correlations have been
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Figure 15: Turbulent flow (Reτ ≈ 180) in a symmetric channel whose top/bottom bound-
aries are roughened with cubes (in-line arrangement) of size-to-pitch ratio e/ℓ = 0.5, with
the spacing in wall units, ℓ+ = ϵReτ(M), varied up to 50. Values of the macroscopic coef-
ficients are plotted against ℓ+ in panel (a). In panel (b), the behavior of the parameter
D based on (3.12) is shown (blue curve), and is validated against the results by Hao &
Garćıa-Mayoral (2024) obtained from full simulations (squares). The black dashed curve
refers to the predictions of (3.12) when Ψ is evaluated with the Stokes-based upscaled coef-
ficients, neglecting near-wall inertia; they are λx = λz ≈ 0.0653 and Kitf

xy ≈ Kitf
zy = 0.0083.

generated. In particular, we choose to check the generality of the relations above by val-
idating them against existing numerical/experimental results for the motion over rough,
impermeable walls (Kyy = 0) with either two- or three-dimensional wall corrugations.
The results in figure 15 are related to the turbulent flow

(
Reτ(M) = 182.70

)
in a sym-

metric channel delimited by walls roughened with in-line patterns of cubical protrusions
having side length e and pitch ℓ = 2e. The Oseen-based upscaled coefficients, sensitive
to the level of near-interface advection and hence to the value of ℓ+, are evaluated for
ℓ+ = (0, 12, 23.9, 35.9, 47.8) and are plotted in figure 15(a). The corresponding values
of Ψ are (0, 2.84, 4.39, 5.78, 7.29), and are used to predict the behavior of the quantity
D in figure 15(b). These predictions are compared against the numerical results of the
feature-resolving simulations by Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral (2024), and good agreement is
observed. To highlight the need of incorporating near-wall advection into the homoge-
nization model, the calculations have been repeated by setting Reλ equal to 0 in (2.22)
and (2.23), and significant errors in the predictions of D are found when ℓ+ exceeds 10. In
fact, the Stokes-based results coincide with the Oseen-based ones for ℓ+ ≲ 10, a threshold
similar to that reported by Ahmed & Bottaro (2024) for laminar channel flows. Since
∆U+ = U+

slip −D, the calculation of the roughness function based on the values obtained

for D requires knowledge of the slip velocity, U+
slip. It may be tempting to use the ap-

proximation U+
slip = λ+

x

∂U
+

∂Y +

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

≈ λ+
x , but care must be exerted, since significant errors

appear in the predicted U+
slip as ℓ

+ becomes large, as a result of the large Reynolds stress
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generated at the channel virtual boundary in Y = 0 (Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral, 2024). It

is the approximation
∂U

+

∂Y +

∣∣∣∣
Y=0

= 1 which eventually breaks down. In fact, based on the

values of U+
slip and λ+

x reported by Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral (2024), we observe that the abso-
lute deviations between the two quantities, for ℓ+ = (12, 23.9, 35.9, 47.8), are respectively
(1%, 4%, 28%, 53%). If we substitute U+

slip = λ+
x into (3.12), with the Oseen-based coeffi-

cients, we obtain ∆U+ ≈ (−0.73,−1.48,−2.49,−4.01), progressively deviating from the
values computed by Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral (2024): ∆U+ ≈ (−0.50,−1.69,−3.77,−4.91).
As a side remark, we observe that the present correlations have been generated by fitting
data relative to the motion in an asymmetric channel, with one boundary perturbed and
the other smooth and impermeable. This point can be critical since, on the one hand,
the DNS by Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral (2024) are conducted in a symmetric channel and,
on the other, we evaluate ℓ+ and normalize the velocity profile based on the scale uτ(M),
and not on the shear velocity at the textured boundary, uτ(B).

The next case examined is that of riblets. Rather than using the expression recalled
earlier, ∆U+ = ℓ+U − ℓ+Turb., which is not predictive, unless turbulent simulations are con-
ducted for any shape of the riblets, we employ (3.13). Clearly, when Ψ is vanishingly
small the relationship (3.13) yields the classical viscous approximation ∆U+ = ∆λ+ (Lu-
chini, 1996; Garcia-Mayoral & Jiménez, 2011). Conversely, the behavior of the roughness
function can deviate significantly from this linear equation as ℓ+ increases and transpi-
ration becomes more pronounced. Different ribleted surfaces are shown in figure 16. For
each geometry, the macroscopic coefficients are calculated (Appendix C) and expressed
in wall units by applying (3.2b) and (3.2c) for different spacings ℓ+ = ϵReτ(M) within the
range considered (0 ≤ ℓ+ ≤ 36); the values of Ψ are accordingly between 0 and 7.4. The
predictions in the form ∆U+ versus ℓ+ are validated against the DNS results by Wong
et al. (2024) and the experimental findings by Bechert et al. (1997); a reasonably good
agreement can be ascertained from the figure, including the deviation from the linear
dependence departing from the viscous regime, the performance degradation when the
pitch distance exceeds a threshold between 15 and 20, and eventually the drag increase
for large riblets’ periodicity. For larger values of ℓ+, not considered in the figure, predic-
tions of the correlation are questionable since the resulting values of Ψ are significantly
beyond the applicability range of the present correlation. For instance, Gatti et al. (2020)
studied the turbulent flow over trapezoidal riblets (similar to those in figure 16(d) but
with angle of 53.5◦ and height equal to 0.476 ℓ) and found that ∆U+ tends to become
almost constant for ℓ+ larger than about 60, a behavior which cannot be captured by
(3.13). Finally, it is important to note that some quantitative uncertainty is associated
with the literature results reported in figure 16, related to the choice of the shear-velocity
used for normalization and of the virtual origin of the turbulent velocity profile over the
rough surface.
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Figure 16: Behavior of ∆U+ with the increase in ℓ+, for the turbulent flow over surfaces
with different shapes of riblets. The proposed correlation (blue solid lines) is validated
against relevant results from the literature (red symbols), while the black dashed lines
represent the simple linear dependence ∆U+ = λ+

x − λ+
z . The literature results plotted

are by (a–e) Wong et al. (2024) and (f ) Bechert et al. (1997); the latter were reported

originally in terms of
∆Cf

Cf, smooth
and the corresponding values of ∆U+ are obtained here

employing the relation ∆U+ = − ∆Cf

Cf, smooth
× [(2Cf, smooth)

−0.5 + 1.25].
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4 CONCLUSIONS

The features of the turbulent boundary layer over a permeable/textured wall are explored,
with focus on the dependence of the roughness function, ∆U+, on the macroscopic coef-
ficients characterizing the perturbed boundary, i.e., the Navier-slip coefficients (λx, λz),
the interface permeabilities (Kitf

xy , Kitf
zy ), and the intrinsic medium permeability (Kyy,

nonzero for porous boundaries). These parameters are sensitive to the micro-structural
details of the wall and, in general, to the level of advection in the vicinity of the interface.
The asymptotic homogenization framework adopted incorporates the latter effect into
the analysis of the microscale problem via an Oseen-like linearization, and a Reynolds
number (Reλ) defined based on the slip velocity (ûslip) and the microscopic length scale
(ℓ) hence appears in the closure problems used to evaluate the upscaled coefficients of
the model, which contribute to the definition of high-order effective boundary conditions
of the three velocity components (2.19a–2.19c) at a virtual plane boundary next to the
physical porous/rough one.

First, the effective boundary conditions were employed to simplify a set of direct
numerical simulations of the turbulent flow in a channel delimited from one side (at Y = 2)
by a smooth, impermeable wall and from the other side (at Y ≤ 0) by a transversely
isotropic porous substrate having a porosity θ = 0.5. Four patterns of the substrate were
studied, two streamwise-elongated and two spanwise-elongated, and for each of them four
values of the inclusions pitch, ℓ+, were tested in the range 0 < ℓ+ < 40. The model was
validated, for one case (transverse cylinders with ℓ+ ≈ 40) against a classical fine-grained
DNS, and acceptable agreement was found. The mean velocity profiles and the turbulence
statistics at, and next to, the permeable walls were analyzed to interpret the behavior of
the roughness function and the ensuing increase/reduction in skin-friction drag, ∆Cf%.
Drag reduction (here up to 5%) is achieved exclusively with substrates of streamwise-
preferential permeability (where λ+

x > λ+
z and Kitf,+

xy > Kitf,+
zy ), and is proportional,

for small values of ℓ+, to ∆λ+ = λ+
x − λ+

z . For the turbulent flow over substrates of
spanwise-preferential permeability (or even those elongated in the streamwise direction
and characterized by excessive ℓ+ values), an increase in the skin-friction drag is detected
(here up to 27%) and is accompanied by large levels of r.m.s. fluctuations in wall-
normal and spanwise velocity components, in the Reynolds stress, τRxy, and in the rate of
production of turbulent kinetic energy, PT , near the substrate/channel interface.

Second, in view of the results extracted from the sixteen DNSs performed for the
turbulent flow over permeable boundaries, special attention was directed to the depen-
dence of the roughness function, ∆U+, on Ṽrms, W̃rms, and τ̃Rxy (tildes are used to denote
values at the porous/free-fluid interface, Y = 0). While the relation between ∆U+

and each of these turbulence-characterizing quantities differs according to the geome-
try/configuration of the porous bed, the data are found to collapse quite well when spe-
cific roughness-function-related quantities are examined; they are D = U+

slip −∆U+ and

F = ∆λ+ −∆U+, and they increase monotonically with Ṽrms, W̃rms, and τ̃Rxy. Moreover,

evidence of the significant role played by Ṽrms as a control parameter in the turbulent
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flow over not only permeable but also rough, impermeable boundaries was demonstrated,
particularly thanks to the work by Leonardi, Orlandi and collaborators (Leonardi et al.,
2003; Orlandi & Leonardi, 2006, 2008). The quantities D and F were expressed as
functions of Ṽrms via the fitting correlations (3.3) and (3.6), respectively. To put these
relationships to practical use in the a priori evaluation of the roughness function (i.e.,
without the need for running the direct numerical simulations) the dependence of Ṽrms on
the upscaled coefficients of the homogenization model was explored; based on the present
results, a compound macroscopic quantity Ψ, defined by (3.10), is proposed as a single
parameter correlated to Ṽrms. Eventually, the most significant result of the present study
is the nexus found among the roughness function, the slip velocity, and the upscaled
coefficients, i.e.

∆U+ = U+
slip − 11.5×

(
0.00075Ψ3 + 0.002Ψ2

)0.6

, (4.1)

∆U+ = ∆λ+ − 11.5×
(
0.00075Ψ3 + 0.002Ψ2

)
. (4.2)

Although these equations are originally based on fitting the present results for the turbu-
lent flow over porous substrates, they yield satisfactory agreement with simulation and
experimental results for selected rough, impermeable boundaries (Hao & Garćıa-Mayoral,
2024; Wong et al., 2024; Bechert et al., 1997). One very interesting point is that the non-
monotonic behavior of ∆U+ with the increase in ℓ+ for the case of riblets (linear/non-
linear trends of drag reduction followed by performance degradation and eventually drag
increase) can be captured by (4.2) up to ℓ+ values of about 40.

The present analysis provides sufficient motivation to carry out further investiga-
tions for the purpose of either assessing the versatility of (4.1) and (4.2) for the turbulent
flow over various textured boundaries or proposing more robust correlations. Once this
is accomplished, the findings can be employed, for instance, to accelerate large-scale op-
timization studies of the wall micro-structure (topology/size/arrangement of the grains),
avoiding direct or large eddy simulations at least in the preliminary stages of the work.
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Appendices

A CONSIDERATIONS ON THE TRANSPIRATION VELOC-

ITY BOUNDARY CONDITION

The following assumptions/simplifications related to the imposition of the boundary con-
dition (2.19b) in the direct numerical simulations are adopted, mainly to guarantee the

stability of the solution. Handling the pressure gradient
∂p̂

∂ŷ
at the fictitious plane ŷ = 0 is

of much importance. If the physical wall were smooth and impermeable, one would write
∂p̂

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
0

= µ
∂2v̂

∂ŷ2

∣∣∣∣
0

, which also applies to walls/substrates with small surface protrusions,

e.g., vanishingly small values of ℓ+. The present work includes the study of the turbulent
flow over porous substrates having relatively large values of ℓ+ (up to ≈ 40), and thus the
aforementioned expression becomes questionable. To enhance the validity of the assump-
tion, we incorporate the inertial effects associated with the transpiration velocity into the

expression, to obtain
∂p̂

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
0

=

(
µ
∂2v̂

∂ŷ2
− ρv̂

∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣
0

. The boundary condition (2.19b) now

reads

v̂|0 ≈
K̂yy

µ

(
ρv̂

∂v̂

∂ŷ
+ µ

∂2v̂

∂ŷ2

)∣∣∣∣∣
0

− K̂itf
xy

∂

∂x̂

(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

)∣∣∣∣
0

− K̂itf
zy

∂

∂ẑ

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

)∣∣∣∣
0

. (A1)

With the continuity equation in mind, we have

∂2v̂

∂ŷ2

∣∣∣∣
0

=
∂

∂ŷ

(
∂v̂

∂ŷ

) ∣∣∣∣
0

=
∂

∂ŷ

(
−∂û

∂x̂
− ∂ŵ

∂ẑ

) ∣∣∣∣
0

, (A2)

and (A1) becomes

v̂|0 ≈ K̂yy

(
ρ

µ
v̂
∂v̂

∂ŷ
− ∂

∂x̂

∂û

∂ŷ
− ∂

∂ẑ

∂ŵ

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣
0

−K̂itf
xy

∂

∂x̂

(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

)∣∣∣∣
0

−K̂itf
zy

∂

∂ẑ

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

)∣∣∣∣
0

.

(A3)
Employing the Navier’s slip conditions

û
∣∣
0
≈ λ̂x

(
∂û

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂x̂

) ∣∣∣∣
0

≈ λ̂x
∂û

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
0

, ŵ
∣∣
0
≈ λ̂z

(
∂ŵ

∂ŷ
+

∂v̂

∂ẑ

) ∣∣∣∣
0

≈ λ̂z
∂ŵ

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
0

, (A4)

to further simplify the boundary condition for the transpiration velocity component, we
eventually obtain the following expression:

v̂|0 ≈
ρK̂yy

µ

(
v̂
∂v̂

∂ŷ

)∣∣∣∣∣
0

−
K̂itf

xy + K̂yy

λ̂x

∂û

∂x̂

∣∣∣∣
0

−
K̂itf

zy + K̂yy

λ̂z

∂ŵ

∂ẑ

∣∣∣∣
0

. (A5)
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Note that we have neglected the two terms in (A3) where v̂ appears derived with respect
to either x̂ or ẑ, since the vertical velocity at the wall is of order ϵ2 (cf. 2.18b).

The following equation, which can be simply derived from (A5), is the expression of
the transpiration velocity boundary condition implemented in the numerical code:

v̂
∣∣
0
≈

(
−
K̂itf

xy + K̂yy

λ̂x

∂û

∂x̂

∣∣∣∣
0

−
K̂itf

zy + K̂yy

λ̂z

∂ŵ

∂ẑ

∣∣∣∣
0

)/(
1− ρK̂yy

µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
0

)
. (A6)

Special attention is directed to the denominator of the right-hand-side term in (A6) since
small values at one iteration may result in excessively large transpiration velocities, which
can seriously disrupt the progress of the iterative process and the solution. For numerical
calculations at a given time, t̂, the value of the denominator is explicitly evaluated from
the previous time instant, t̂ − ∆t̂. Clearly, for vanishingly small values of ℓ+, the near-

interface advection is negligible compared to the viscous effects, and hence
ρK̂yy

µ

∂v̂

∂ŷ

∣∣∣∣
0

approaches 0 so that the denominator in (A6) tends to 1. On the other hand, for porous
substrates made of transverse/longitudinal cylindrical inclusions with the largest ℓ+ stud-
ied here, the distributions of the value of the denominator over space (x̂–ẑ) at different
time instants are found to lie within a range extending from 0.25 to 2; values outside
this range (recorded at less than 1% of the points on the virtual wall) are considered as
outliers and are forced equal to the closest limit (either 0.25 or 2). Similarly, the value of
the transpiration velocity v̂

∣∣
0
is monitored and is bounded within ±2uτ(M), again with

outliers detected at less than 1% of the points. Finally, for conservation of mass to be sat-
isfied over the whole computational domain, the plane-averaged value of v̂

∣∣
0
must vanish.

Small deviations associated with numerical error are found to undermine convergence;
to overcome this, the plane-averaged value of v̂

∣∣
0
is evaluated every 10 time steps and

uniformly subtracted from the local values.

B NORMALIZATION BASED ON WALL SHEAR VELOC-

ITY

The macroscopic-pressure-gradient-based velocity scale uτ(M) has been used for normal-
ization throughout the paper. To facilitate comparisons with previous studies we also
provide the values of the major parameters related to the mean velocity profile when
normalized by the permeable-interface shear velocity uτ(B), and of the model coefficients
when the Reτ(B) is used in (3.2b) and (3.2c); these quantities are available in table 3. It
is evident that the cases of skin-friction drag increase are characterized by shear-velocity

ratios
uτ(B)

uτ(M)

, and therefore stress ratios
τB
τM

, larger than 1, which can be attributed to

the fact that the total stress at the permeable boundary for each of these cases is larger
than that at the top smooth wall. The opposite applies to the cases of drag reduction.
Accordingly, the values of ∆U+, ∆U+

ch%, and ∆Cf% in table 3 are all larger, in absolute
value, than those in table 2.
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Table 3: Macroscopic coefficients and major results defined/normalized based on the
fictitious-interface (bottom) shear velocity uτ(B).

Substrate
uτ(B)
uτ(M)

Macroscopic coefficients Sample results

λ+
x λ+

z Kitf,+
xy Kitf,+

zy K+
yy ∆U+ ∆U+

ch% ∆Cf%

Smooth 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TC5 1.008 0.43 0.65 0.20 0.49 0.17 −0.45 −1.8% +3.8%

TC10 1.023 0.81 1.17 0.71 1.64 0.71 −1.12 −5.4% +11.8%

TC15 1.037 1.10 1.52 1.29 2.76 1.65 −2.06 −9.7% +22.7%

TC20 1.068 1.38 1.83 1.99 3.98 3.10 −3.19 −16.0% +41.8%

LC5 0.996 0.66 0.43 0.51 0.21 0.17 +0.22 +1.5% −2.9%

LC10 0.996 1.32 0.87 2.06 0.83 0.68 +0.14 +1.3% −2.6%

LC15 1.011 2.01 1.32 4.77 1.92 1.57 −0.71 −2.5% +5.1%

LC20 1.045 2.78 1.82 9.05 3.65 2.97 −2.25 −10.8% +25.6%

TM5 1.014 0.55 1.04 0.36 1.05 0.01 −0.82 −3.6% +7.7%

TM10 1.037 0.98 1.78 1.10 3.29 0.05 −1.90 −8.9% +20.5%

TM15 1.063 1.30 2.22 1.83 5.47 0.11 −2.91 −14.5% +36.6%

TM20 1.078 1.55 2.49 2.45 7.31 0.21 −3.53 −17.7% +47.7%

LM5 0.990 1.08 0.56 1.11 0.38 0.01 +0.50 +2.9% −5.6%

LM10 0.988 2.15 1.12 4.41 1.49 0.04 +0.65 +3.8% −7.3%

LM15 1.010 3.30 1.72 10.38 3.52 0.10 −0.49 −1.4% +2.8%

LM20 1.024 4.47 2.33 18.96 6.42 0.19 −1.29 −5.2% +11.3%

C MACROSCOPIC COEFFICIENTS FOR SURFACES

WITH RIBLETS

For the different ribleted surfaces sketched in figure 16, values of the upscaled coefficients
contributing to the effective boundary conditions (2.18a–2.18c) are evaluated (table 4)
for a virtual boundary at ŷ = 0, i.e. the plane passing through the tips/outer rims
of the longitudinal protrusions. These walls are impermeable (Kyy = 0), and they ex-
hibit streamwise-preferential slip with λx > λz and Kitf

xy > Kitf
zy . For each surface, the
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Table 4: Macroscopic coefficients for surfaces altered with riblets.

Riblets’ geometry
Dimensionless macroscopic coefficients

λx λz Kitf
xy Kitf

zy

equilateral triangle 0.1708 0.0807 0.02821 0.00586

right triangle, symmetric 0.1397 0.0770 0.01683 0.00573

right triangle, asymmetric 0.1273 0.0768 0.01411 0.00502

trapezoidal 0.1915 0.0816 0.03484 0.00542

thick blade 0.1144 0.0491 0.02102 0.00213

thin blade 0.1915 0.0783 0.03788 0.00455

coefficients are calculated by solving the auxiliary systems (2.22) and (2.23) over a two-
dimensional (ŷ− ẑ) elementary cell representative of the microscopic domain. The riblets
are x̂-elongated, which allows to set ∂/∂x1 to zero in the closure problems, thus rendering
them advection-insensitive.
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Flow through porous metamaterials formed by

TPMS-based unit cells: Effects of advection 1

Essam Nabil Ahmed and Alessandro Bottaro

DICCA, Università di Genova, via Montallegro 1, Genova, 16145, Italy

The design of metamaterials based on triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) is cur-
rently a very active field of research. An upscaling approach is used here to study the
flow in TPMS-based porous media, with focus on the effects of advection. The effective
medium permeability, function of the Reynolds number Re of the flow through the pores,
is numerically evaluated for varying porosity θ, for six types of TPMS-based structures,
namely Gyroid, I-WP, Schwarz P, Split P, Fischer-Koch S, and Neovius. Inertial ef-
fects are found to be significant; for instance, the permeability is reduced by 15 − 50%
(according to the surface type) as Re increases from 0 to 50000, when θ = 0.98.

1 INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials are artificially engineered media, designed and fabricated to attain unique
properties (electromagnetic, acoustic, mechanical, etc.) allowing them to offer novel func-
tionalities, often unachievable by conventional materials (Chohan & Singh, 2022; Govin-
daraman et al., 2022). Recent advances in material science and manufacturing techniques
have opened up avenues for research on the development of customized metamaterials
for applications such as energy harvesting (Govindaraman et al., 2022), manipulation of
sound waves (Arjunan et al., 2022), or thermal cloaking (Imran et al., 2020). The use of
triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS), i.e. periodic structures which locally minimize
their area subject to specific boundary constraints, to form metamaterials, exemplifies
the integration between mathematics, applied physics, and manufacturing technology.
TPMS-based structures are self-standing, highly interconnected, possibly of high poros-
ity, lightweight, and manufacturable by 3D printing (Feng et al., 2019; Asbai-Ghoudan
et al., 2021); the unique topological, acoustic, hydrodynamic, and mechanical features
they may exhibit render them multifunctional and promising for applications ranging
from architectural structures (Feng et al., 2019) to biomedical engineering (Bobbert et al.,
2017; Ali et al., 2020) and to sound absorption (Yang et al., 2020).

1The Version of Record of this manuscript has been published and is available in:
European Journal of Mechanics - B/Fluids 100 (2023) 202–207.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euromechflu.2023.04.002
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In recent years, many researchers focused on the hydrodynamics in porous struc-
tures consisting of TPMS-based cells; Schoen Gyroid (Asbai-Ghoudan et al., 2021; Zeng
& Wang, 2022; Zou et al., 2022; Rathore et al., 2023), Schoen I-WP (Zeng & Wang,
2022; Rathore et al., 2023), Schwarz P (Asbai-Ghoudan et al., 2021; Zeng & Wang, 2022;
Rathore et al., 2023), Schwarz D (Zou et al., 2022; Rathore et al., 2023), and Fischer-
Koch S (Asbai-Ghoudan et al., 2021; Zou et al., 2022) are examples of minimal surfaces
examined. Despite the analytical, numerical and experimental studies already conducted
on these patterns, a systematic analysis is still needed, especially beyond the linear,
Stokes-flow regime. In this work, seepage in TPMS-based porous materials is targeted
for upscaling, with advection included in the analysis; the flow rate is eventually linked
to the macroscopic pressure gradient via a Darcy-like equation where an effective perme-
ability tensor is introduced. The upscaling procedure and the geometries considered are
described in the next section. In Sec. 3, dependence of the permeability on the porosity
and the Reynolds number is investigated for six types of TPMS, and the significance of
inertial effects is highlighted. Summarizing remarks are presented in Sec. 4.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENTANDUPSCALING PROCEDURE

2.1 Problem description and preliminaries

Steady, isothermal, incompressible, Newtonian flow through a rigid, homogeneous porous
medium formed by several TPMS-based unit cells is considered (cf. Fig. 1). The con-
servation equations governing the spatial variations of the velocity, ûi, and the modified
pressure (accounting also for conservative volume forces), p̂, through the fluid domain are

∂ûi
∂x̂i

= 0, (1)

ρûj
∂ûi
∂x̂j

= − ∂p̂

∂x̂i
+ µ

∂2ûi
∂x̂2j

, (2)

with ρ and µ the density and dynamic viscosity of the fluid, respectively. In addition,
the no-slip boundary condition is defined at the interface Aβσ between the fluid domain
(β) and the solid phase (σ):

ûi = 0 at Aβσ. (3)
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Figure 1: Sketch of the problem under study; right frame: gyroid-based unit cell.

The problem is amenable to upscaling provided that the microscopic length scale,
e.g. the pattern periodicity ℓ, and the macroscopic length scale L, which characterizes
large-scale processes, are well separated, i.e. ϵ = ℓ/L ≪ 1. We can then define a fast,
dimensionless spatial variable xi = x̂i/ℓ, related to field variations occurring at the small-
scale level, and a slow one, Xi = x̂i/L = ϵ xi. Given that the volume of the averaging
domain is V = Vβ + Vσ (with the porosity θ = Vβ/V ), the intrinsic average and the
superficial average of any property ψ, defined over the fluid domain, are respectively
defined as

< ψ >β =
1

Vβ

∫
Vβ

ψ dV , < ψ >=
1

V

∫
Vβ

ψ dV = θ < ψ >β . (4)

The microscopic velocity scale, vref , is related to the magnitude of the external force
driving the flow through the porous medium. In the present framework, the macroscopic
pressure gradient, M̂, its magnitude, M, and a unit vector along its direction, eM , are
defined as follows:

M̂i =
1

L

∂ < p̂ >β

∂Xi

, M =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣M̂∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣, eMi =
M̂i

M
. (5)

If viscous forces within the pores balance the external forcing, i.e. µ
vref
ℓ2

∼ M, the

microscopic Reynolds number might be defined as

Re =
ρMℓ3

µ2
. (6)
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2.2 Upscaling procedure

We follow an upscaling approach similar to that developed and validated by Valdés-
Parada & Lasseux (2021a,b); the problem here is simpler than theirs, since only the
homogeneous porous region (far away from the external boundaries of the medium) is
considered, and since the no-slip condition applies at Aβσ. The reader is referred to
the aforementioned references for details about the model construction. Eventually, the
upscaled velocity vector can be expressed in terms of the macroscopic pressure gradient,
M̂, and the effective (also termed apparent) permeability tensor, Ĥ, as follows:

< ûi > = −Ĥij

µ
M̂j, (7)

and a dimensionless effective permeability, Hij = Ĥij/ℓ
2, can be introduced as

Hij =< Hij > . (8)

where H is a purely microscopic tensor (dependent on xi only), available from the nu-
merical solution of one ad hoc auxiliary system of equations defined on a representative
elementary volume (REV). Such an adjoint problem, governing the spatial variations of
Hij and hj

2, is
∂Hij

∂xi
= 0 in Vβ, (9)

−ReHℓq
∂Hij

∂xℓ
eMq = −∂hj

∂xi
+
∂2Hij

∂x2ℓ
+ δij in Vβ, (10)

subject to
Hij = 0 at Aβσ, (11)

together with periodicity of the microscopic fields along x1, x2, and x3. Additionally, since
hj appears in the closure problem in terms of its gradient only, we impose < hj >

β = 0
for the problem to be well-posed.

The closure problem renders the effective permeability, H, dependent not only on
the micro-structural details of the porous medium (including shape of solid inclusions
and porosity) but also on the Reynolds number, Re, and on the direction of the applied
external forcing, eM . This implies that Eq. (7) is a more general version of Darcy’s
equation. An extensive discussion on the effects of inertia is provided by Lasseux et al.
(2011). In the limit Re → 0, the effective permeability, H, becomes identical to the
intrinsic permeability of the medium, K; then, the classical Darcy’s law is retrieved.

2The vector h, defined in the REV, plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier to ensure that H is
divergence-free.
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2.3 Typical porous structures under consideration

Six types of triply periodic minimal surfaces are chosen for the analysis; they are indicated
and mathematically defined in Table 1, and sketched in Fig. 2(left). Given that these
surfaces are triply-periodic over a dimensional distance ℓ, cf. Fig. 1, which is chosen here
as the microscopic length scale, a 1×1×1 unit cell is sufficient to describe each geometry in
the microscopic coordinates (xi = x̂i/ℓ); in the absence of unsteadiness or flow instabilities
at large Re, the same unit block could be selected as a periodic, representative cell for
solving the closure problem governing the microscopic fields (Hij, hj).

A range of porosities (0.5 ≤ θ ≤ 0.98) is covered in this work; it is thus necessary to
adjust the material thickness of the chosen solid surface to obtain the chosen values of
θ, as shown in Fig. 2(middle). Geometries were modeled in MATLAB (Release 2021a)
and exported in STL format (Rouhana, 2022, Sep. 4; Sven, 2023). The volumes occupied
by the fluid were then extracted, by subtracting the solid inclusions from the cubic unit
cells, as presented in Fig. 2(right), and were meshed using polyhedral cells, with sufficient
refinement near Aβσ. All simulations were performed using Simcenter STAR-CCM+
(16.02.009-R8).

Table 1: Mathematical definitions of the TPMS under study. (x′, y′, z′) = 2π (x, y, z).

Surface Formula

Schoen Gyroid cosx′siny′ + cosy′sinz′ + cosz′sinx′ = 0

Schoen I-WP
2 (cosx′cosy′ + cosy′cosz′ + cosz′cosx′)

− (cos2x′ + cos2y′ + cos2z′) = 0

Schwarz P cosx′ + cosy′ + cosz′ = 0

Split P

1.1 (sin2x′sinz′cosy′ + sin2y′sinx′cosz′

+sin2z′siny′cosx′)− 0.2 (cos2x′cos2y′

+cos2y′cos2z′ + cos2z′cos2x′)

−0.4 (cos2x′ + cos2y′ + cos2z′) = 0

Fischer-Koch S
cos2x′siny′cosz′ + cos2y′sinz′cosx′

+cos2z′sinx′cosy′ = 0

Neovius 3 (cosx′ + cosy′ + cosz′) + 4 cosx′cosy′cosz′ = 0
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Figure 2: The TPMS-based unit cells examined. From left to right: triply-periodic minimal
surface; solid frame of finite thickness (θ = 0.8); volume occupied by the fluid.
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3 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We start by considering external forcing in the X1-direction such that the macroscopic

pressure gradient reads M̂j = −Mδj1, and Eq. (7) simplifies to < ûi > =
Ĥi1

µ
M; this

renders Ĥi1 = ℓ2Hi1 = ℓ2 < Hi1 > the only components of interest in the permeability
tensor. Since eM , the unit vector parallel to the direction of the macroscopic pressure
gradient, may now be expressed as (eM1 , e

M
2 , e

M
3 )= (−1, 0, 0), Eq. (10) governing the

microscopic fields can be written for Hi1 as follows:

ReHℓ1
∂Hi1

∂xℓ
= −∂h1

∂xi
+
∂2Hi1

∂x2ℓ
+ δi1 in Vβ. (12)

Should the macroscopic pressure gradient be directed along eM = (0,−1, 0), the perme-
ability components of interest would be Ĥi2 = ℓ2Hi2 = ℓ2 < Hi2 >, and Eq. (10) would
be recast for the fields Hi2 as follows:

ReHℓ2
∂Hi2

∂xℓ
= −∂h2

∂xi
+
∂2Hi2

∂x2ℓ
+ δi2 in Vβ. (13)

and similarly in case the pressure forcing were oriented alongX3. Eventually, based on the
numerical simulations conducted, it is found that the off-diagonal terms of H =< H >,
originating from the aforementioned systems, vanish, and H11 (for X1-forcing) = H22

(for X2-forcing) = H33 (for X3-forcing). Such components of interest of the effective
permeability are, from now on, simply termed H. For Re → 0 it is clearly H = K, i.e.
the intrinsic permeability of the isotropic medium is recovered.

Sample numerical results of H11 computed with Eq. (12) are presented in Fig.
3, showing the effects of changing the porosity from 0.7 to 0.98 at Re = 0 (left and
middle columns), and how the field (at θ = 0.98) is affected by the inclusion of inertia
(Re = 50000, right column). Inspection of the figure, with attention directed to the levels
defined on the color bars, reveals that values of H11 increase as the medium becomes
more porous, while a decreasing trend for H11 is observed when Re goes from Re = 0 to
Re = 50000, for all geometries studied.

The behavior of the effective permeability, H, with the porosity, θ, is presented in
Fig. 4, under Stokes flow conditions (Re = 0; H = K) and in the presence of inertia
(Re = 50000). It is notable that: (i) H increases with the increase in θ, where second-
degree polynomial functions (solid lines) perfectly fit the numerical results (symbols) for
all the structures considered; (ii) the effective permeability consistently decreases with
advection. These two findings are consistent with the earlier observations on Fig. 3,
with reference to values of the microscopic constitutive field H11. From a quantitative
perspective, Schwarz P -based structures exhibit the largest permeability (beyond θ = 0.7)
out of the patterns examined, with K at θ = 0.98 equal to six times the value of the
corresponding Neovius-based structure. At the largest porosity, all media are found to
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be two orders of magnitude less permeable, at Re = 0, than the case of in-line spheres
(Naqvi & Bottaro, 2021), for which K ≈ 0.17 at θ = 0.98.

Figure 3: Contours of H11 on the y = 0.5 plane for different TPMS-based unit cells. Effect of
porosity and Reynolds number.

To highlight the role played by advection, the effective-to-intrinsic permeability ratio,
H/K, is plotted in Fig. 5 as function of Re at different values of θ; the effective perme-
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ability decreases monotonically with the increase of the Reynolds number and exhibits a
stronger sensitivity to Re at larger values of θ.

Figure 4: Effective permeability H as function of the porosity θ, for six types of TPMS-based
porous structures, at two different values of Re.

Figure 5: Effective-to-intrinsic permeability ratio for variable θ and Re = 0 → 50000.

Finally, the model was validated against full simulations, in which the full Navier-
Stokes equations (including transient terms) are solved in a domain consisting of 4 unit
cells in x̂ (direction of the external forcing) and 2 cells in both ŷ and ẑ (cf. Fig. 1). The
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following parameters, yielding Re = 50000, are chosen: ℓ = 0.1m, µ = 0.001Pa s, ρ =
1000 kg m−3, inlet-to-outlet pressure drop equal to 0.02Pa. Results of the volumetric flow
rate are presented in Table 2 for sample structures; almost perfect agreement with Navier-
Stokes solutions is obtained when the effective (instead of the intrinsic) permeability is
used in Darcy’s law (7), highlighting the validity of the model.

Table 2: Validation for θ = 0.9; volumetric flow rate Q computed by “full” Navier-Stokes
simulations (yielding steady solutions for all cases examined) against “model” results with
Darcy’s law (using either the intrinsic or the effective permeability).

Parameters of interest
Geometry

Gyroid I-WP Schwarz P

Permeability K̂ (Re = 0) 34.12 24.34 44.96

[mm2] Ĥ (Re = 50000) 18.49 17.41 27.41

“model”, Re = 0 4.094 2.921 5.395

Q [lit/min] “model”, Re = 50000 2.219 2.089 3.289

“full”, Re = 50000 2.222 2.101 3.303

4 CONCLUSIONS

An upscaling procedure was used to study the flow through TPMS-based porous me-
dia, with conditions departing from Stokes’. Dependence of the average velocity on the
macroscopic pressure gradient is properly described by a Darcy-like equation, with an
effective permeability, H, strong function of the Reynolds number. A closure problem
was numerically solved through a 1× 1× 1 representative elementary volume (REV) to
evaluate H for sample TPMS (Table 1), varying the parameters. Inertial effects play a
significant role in the seepage, especially at large porosities. For instance, permeability
of Gyroid -based structures is almost halved as Re goes from 0 to 50000 at θ = 0.98.
Nonetheless, a porous material formed by Gyroid cells is the most permeable at low
porosities (θ < 0.7), almost independently of Re, for all tested structures. Above θ = 0.7
the largest permeability is displayed by a Schwarz P -based metamaterial. Finally, for
highly porous media (i.e. beyond θ ≈ 0.9), the Fischer-Koch S pattern is affected the
least, among all the shapes examined, by inertia.

For selected cases, the model was validated against Navier-Stokes simulations per-
formed in a larger domain; the good agreement in terms of throughput attests the ad-
equacy of the unit block as a REV, at least up to Re = 50000 (sufficiency of a single
geometric unit cell was also checked at the closure problem level, for sample cases, and
REV-independent results of H were obtained). Should transient and/or large-scale effects
be present in the domain, larger REVs would be needed (Agnaou et al., 2016).
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